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Unit 1
Teaching in Vocational Technical Schoois

TEACHER'S GUIDE
FOR

INTRODUCTION TO

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING

FOR

A twenty-four clock hour pre-service
film, video tape and seminir-discussion vocational
and technical teacher education CO.11,8 as part ofUSOE, 4C, Development Project No. 0E6-85-051
.

BY

The staff of the Department of Trade and Industrial Education
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

FOR
The U.S. Office of Education and the State Director of
Vocational Education, Minnesota State Department of Education, Saint Paul, Pennesota 55101

Introduction to Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota
FOREWORD

One of the most challenging problems associated with vocational and
techniCal education in Minnesota today involves the identification,
preparation and retention of sufficient numbers of competent insttuctors to man the teaching positions. To extend and expand these program
grams and simultaneously increase their quality depends solely upon
well prepared.ie,acherA.

The following project of preparing vocational teachers through the
use of educational television was undertaken as one attempt to use
this media for the important task of teacher education. The project
itself was underwritten by-Federal monies under the Special Grants
Portion of Section 4(c) of the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
Mr. S. K. Wick, State Supervisor of Vocational Education for MinfiesotE,
conceived of the project initially and inaugurated discussions of it as
a potential activity.for staff members of the Department of Industrial
Education. Tbe,actualrproposal was developed and given leadership by
Dr. William A. icavintugh.-Since all staff of the Department are quali-

fled vocatiopeachtr,,t;0.ne;s9helt,were enlisted almost immediately
to prepare reltOn Miferials-fOr the twelve teacher training presentations. In effect, the television series became a project of the Department of Industrial Education staff.
Tne instructional materials which follow have been developed for use in
conjunction With the filmed presentations as a "complete package" for
beginning vocaponaliea.cher training.
should be possible for
a director, COordi:natoi,orother, gu4Afied:PersOn to2.emplOYyall twelve
complete lessone- add7,..coiduCt,ihi, initial, twenty-'foui.

training.,

f

of

-

Ai this point in time, the entire project is considered experimental in
nature and subject to revision and improvement as the need arises. Likewite, there is no clear-cut evidence that this approach is superior to
former'practices or less effective. Sometime in the future, we expect
to conduct research on this aspect of the project.
Since the twei1yeJessons.4 the AeX40s11,;&tri,Ct1T4urveijn--patiii.,e
and do not-provide ".depth,!',..on any,:,one:tOpIc,,y441417411),4400,4r-wz,on-

vinceds:that iiiitiiictors trained in ihis manner i.ust folloW up iimedi-

ately with regular, organized courses. These courses are offered on
the UniversitivCampus and in some cases are given out-State through
xtenston. Since the current requirement stands at 190 clock hours of

preparation for:certl,ficaiionvxociatio.natessmest,ithre!!
quirement
,

Dr. Howard F. Nelson, Chairman
Industrial Arts Department
March, 1967
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COURSE INTRODUCTION
The following twelve units of instruction have been developed:
as a complete package of materials suitable for the initial
preparat,ion of an occupationally competent person who wishes
to-meet'Certification requirements for vocational teaching.
As now,constituted, these materials provide an overview of
the;job:Of:teaching and a mOdett aeOunt of insight into the
many faceti of.an-instructor's responsibility. 'As an over.,
view, these materials must be viewed as a basic introduction
to teaching and,in no sense, asufficient preparation for the
'ptofession of teaching."

Much dependence has been placed upon the.high caliber of leader
ship exercised by the seminar leader under whose direction
Meaningful discussions will serve to round out the film.pre=
sentitions. Active participation of all students taking the-7
course will further insure its success. It would be expected
that these twelve lessons would not be employed except underthe direct supervision of an expert, well qUalified,seminarleader.

As now written, these materials contain twelve,-thiriyminute
film presentations by expert teacher trainers, each followed
bY-a:ninety=quinute seminar, diicussion period.. Each'unit
contains tests of understandingt.answers and an3wer sheets, se
well as a suggested topical outline to be used by the seminar
leader end participants. Unit I will provide,a course:syllabus
to give guidance and direction to all'subsequent units, ancF:
throughoutt.there are numerous opportunities for active parti
cipation of'students.
Persons who are highly skilled in almost any field of business,
'trades'and industry, and related fields who can'show a minimum
of at least three yeari of current work experience on:theAob,
and who wish to become certified for teaching in these programs,
should'bEvinterested in taking this course.
Specific informatiom
concerning where and when this series of lessons will be.given
should be obtained from the State De artment of Education, the
Vocational Education Division.

,
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The general and guiding goali-for attainment in this course are stated
here in, broad form and,clarified into specific course content in each
of the cOurse units.

A pros pectivA.Y9attonalor technical school.inStructOr coMpletAng
this courie shouids'
ID

Understand,:and be-able to-:14, lioc4onal an1 educetionalier016-

ologrcommonto the_worklothe beginning:instruct(01004s,
w1,7

Develop first appreciations of the power, and.efficiency,pfsomnd
educational principles and practices in-vocitiOnal'and-teChnidal
,schoolAeaching. ,(Emphasis44nits,1-42).
-

qnderatand.itho:place,,and-nature-;of vocational.4q1000n*cal*Oool,

pr0graMs.J0,the,t0tal program opubliceducation. (EmphaOsOnit 1
Understan&the basicelements,and,.related,,pricOces ot,an In.p*rudtionalAnalysis.:.(4!flpbasis,Unit.,2)
111

Understand'the principles and practices underlying effective organ-,

ization-Of7teaching,content.. (EMP444,avAin),
Understand,Ahe principles( of,planningAind orgapi;ing:tWe1ements

ohcz,losson.-(EmphasisUriW4)1,
c:

:KnoWsome-,basicprinciplevand pq.actices imteac4ng,for,understanding4AEmphasis,,Unit5)
Know some common methods in teaching for motor-skill develapment.
(Emphasis, Unit 6)
KnoW.-,some commowtypes of-instructional,aids-:,anCthelrtplacein

theteachiwanClearninT-process4 (Emphasis, Unit
the techniques used; ini,making and: usinT:projected
intitructiOnal aids,-. (Emphasis,- Unit,8),,
,,

41

Understand tbe nitUre acid processof,eyaluatingjnlitruct,ional:
outcomes. (Emphasis, Unit 9)

41

Understand common evaluative instruments for evaluating instructional outcomes. (Emphasis, Unit 10)

IN

Understand and be able to judge techniques for laboratory and
classroom management. (Emphasis, Unit 11)

III

Be able to plan a program of self evaluation and self improvement
for vocational teaching as a career. (Emphasis, Unit 12)
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COURSE UNITS
UNIT,

UNIT'

TITLa

INSTRUCTOR

Teaching in Vocational-Technical
Schools

Dr. Howard F. Nelson

2

Analyzing for Instruction

Dr. William A. !Kavanaugh

3

Organizing Course Components

Dr. William A. Kavanaugh

4

Planning the Lesson

Dr. Jerome,Moss, Jx.

5

Teaching for Understanding

Dr:4erome Moss,

6

Teaching for MotorrSkill Development

Dr..Davfd Pucei

7

Teaching with InstruCtional'Aids

Dr. NeVille P. Pearidn

1

,

,

Developing Instructional Aids
7'

Dx.

Evaluating Instructional Outcomes

Dr. Robirt R. Rand1ean

10

Developing Evaluative Materials

Dr. Robert, it. Randleman

11

Managing Teaching-Learning
Facilities

Dr. Robert R. Randleman

Planning your Teaching Career

Dr. Howard F. Nelson

8

12

ev,illeP. Pearson

f1,c4
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TEACHER'S GUIDE
FOR

TEACHING IN THE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCROOLS

UNIT 1

FOR THE COURSE

INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING
(USOE Development Project 0E6-85-051)

By the Staff
Department of Industrial Education
University of Minnesota

A series of twelve course units combining
filmed presentat5.ons and seminar discussions
designed to provide twenty-four clock hours
of pre-service vocational teacher training

Vocational S?cion
Minnesota State Department of Education
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

Introdurtion to Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota
INTRODUCTION

UNIT
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fit5t-vf"iwtI4re7iettots -for -the-iniiial-ffiTeperttion

tional teachers, has been d7;veloped to provide ,an overview
for the:whole series.,

The_main purpose of this first unit is to ekplain what tho
Whole:series is about, why we have included-certain units of

,

instYuotion;7Whiit'stitdatftira'ir-eiepEs'etatrtO'IfoThiiirWsait'ih-40u I d

hapiOn nex(4.,,AttA0MAO-j4tAn9A.f*Afwtf!Ache;110A.KWAn
..f.., , .f,,,,v1-J %tun
TheokotpAT.41.sciiio* vitiko_Oxior* thla_presekation should
bi devOied io in: aiienAea- eiii-iiiiiiOd
_.

oi-alripeiftli- iiints

'',

or tssues raised_during the thirty minute film. Since !O topic
1/809 given complete coverage ...uring the ovtkr-view presentation,::
many, specific questions would be expected during the_saminar-, :-,,--Further -clerifi.cation of these is an important activityAror
theie sessions and for this reason, the film should alWays be a,
..

,

folloWekbyAheaeminar.
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And, ligally* since:terltliettle of the philosophy of-vocational,
2education can be CoVered in- the regular presentationsthe:
semipari provide an excellent opportunity for an, initial dispr.
cussion of philosophy throughout all seminars. liat's restate: ----,
one thought from this presentations

A teacher of vocational

,

education

should take .41

_-

student where he finds him, lead him to want-014:

_

;,t.o arantAo do ,whit

;1A lf.t494,4

ifii414.:ogght

file; *6.*1*,t- Of
c.iM9A-**,1149,L.1704,-,*igs-s,a4tc01,p4.0C:iits: Which4prid hiáout :;t.O

.

will enable 'him te .1olipete sUccesiftilly with his,

_peers*
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A stUdent-completing this unit should:

(1) Understand the general terminology used in vocational education.
(2) Understand vocational teacher preparation procedures and the
requirements forAertifi_cation; initial and continued.
(3) Understand the nature of the course; its purposes, units of instruction and expected outcomes.
(4) Begin planning for additional, formal vocational teacher education.
,

jimpirs WILL UNDERS55-1cognitive) Principles, Concepts, Generalizations'
1.

24

Nature 9f Course
A.
Overview, Orientation
B.
Experimental
C.
Developmental
D.
Instructive
E.
For Certification-,

EutialmI.Ellalkilitx
A.
B.
C.

3.

Industrial Experience
Interest in Vocational
Teaching
Employability by Vocational Schools

Lufluipallafpcational Teacher

7.

ggium Conteqt Areas
A.
B.
C.
D.

2.
F.
-2,

Introduction
Planning for Teaching
Teaching Methods:
Learning and Ivaluation
Management
Vocational Teaching Career
.

CourseUitTte a
A.
B.
C.

Overvi
1
Teaching in Vocational-.
Technical Schools
(2) Analyzing for Instruction.
:PI Organizing Course Cosi.

A.
B.
C.

Area Vocational Schools
Vocational Division, State
Department of Education
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis and Duluth

Loattignagia.c.herta
Six-Hour Requirement
First Course'- 18 to 24
Clock Hours
C.
192 Clock Hour Requirement
D.
Continuing Certification
Oraanization of the Course
A.
24 Clock Hours or 2 Quarter
Credit Hours
A.
B.

5.

B.
C.

6.

12, Course Units

12 Technical, 30-Minute TV
Tapes and Sound Films
D.
12-90 Minute Seminar
Discussions
E.
11 Unit Tests
F.
Comprehensive Final Test
Area Voc 4112AllmaLWIJILUIJIMILL
Number and Location
A.
B.
Comprehensive Offerings
An Appraisal-of These Schools
C.
D.
Comparison with Other States

D.
E.
F.
G.

H.
I.

J.

,ents

(4) Planning the Lesion
(5) Teaching-for Understandin
(6) Teaching for Motor-Skill
Development
(7) Teaching with Instructional Aids
(8) Developing Instructional
Aids
(9) Evaluating Instructional
Outcomes
(10) Developing Evaluative
Materials:

K.
L.

(11) Maniging TeachingLearning Facilities
(12) Planning your Teaching
Career

Introduction to Vocational-rchnical Teaching
-Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota

"C"-

A Unit 1 Film, DA4hiag-Lairliatilftilkilakillal.15112111
B.

Script of Film

C.

Unit Test

D.

Unit Test AnsWir Sheet

E.

Unit Test Key

F.

Overview Chart-Showing Twelve Course Units

G.

Map Showing Minnesota Area Vocational-Technical Schools

H.

Sillabus for Entire Series

7

X. AiiidiiCtory Materiali'ind Assignments for-Unit II.
-"."

7

.

;.

.
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,AIGGESTED'METHOD OF APPROACH*

ISCUSSION LEADER

140 thtleSSROC,.of_the "Introduction" to this,unit to"set'
the stage" with participants

1.

Raise whatever questions as are
relevant at this time.
'4

Airange for film viewing, either
individuakii,orLiwaroup. In
so doing, make a lesson-out of
the correct use of the film so
that students'see how a. film
should be shOWn.

2.

View film, "Teaching ins-.
Vocational-Technical Schools"

Give test nudber one at completion of film.
(Copies of

3.

Complete test answer
(No time limit.)

Thediscussiopleadef shouid
remember that siudents:are,all
new to vocational teacher training_and neçd Ap:,prientation to
^it.
While the-film'tfeits'this
.topic, students need to be made
ready for the film itself.

sheyt.

test:I./And:answer, sheets duplicate

Aemple included -in
unit appendix.).

Advite students to mark oily
answef sheets so test forms
can be used again.
Provide test answers.

.Correct .answer sheet. Nark
test -scores 'on ,progress chart
by 'code number 'provided
instructor.

bf

*The same
students.
also that
procedure
from this

approach can be used for one student or i grOup of
While this approach is a suggested onet it is suggested
the teacher for whom this content is new follow'the
precisely. Successive teaâhing of the unit 'cin depart
procedure.

IniroduCtiOn td Vocitional-Technical Teaching
Industrial Educititin'Staff, University of Minnesota
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UNIT 1

.stmasTsomplop oF APPROACH

Continued-DISCUSSION LEADES%0'"'

;0,-,/.°.°.-

5.

Initiiti-discuision from
the student answer sheets.

6.

Raise topics of industrial
experience, interest in
teaching and employability
by schools for discussion.

7.

Return answer sheets to discussion leader.
6.

Each participant might review
his qualifications under these
suggested topics for wholegroup.

Raise relevant questions.'

Introduce topic of University's
involvement in vocational teacher
training. Discuss Vocational
Division's function in certification.

on clock-hour requirements
for initial, two-year and continued certification.

8.

F'o-cui

9.

Review for students what they
will.rezeive from this first
unit of instruction.

10.

Describe in some detail the
Minnesota Area School System.

8.

10.

Raise relevant questions'.

Students refer t0 broChure,
"Minnesota's Area VocationalTechnical Schools"-.'

11.

Discuss major, large units of
instruction included in Unit 1
and how they interrelate.

12.

Go, over separate units through
no. 12 and-explaim again their
reasons for inclUsion.

13.

If time permits, discuss some of
the philosophy of vocational
education.

14.

Distribute course syllabus and
indicate its major. elements.

15.

Introduce UnitJIi whit' it wiii
cover and who will:present it.
Distribute courie syllabus end
indicate its major elements.

Introduction to VoCationaldaechnical Teaching
'Industrial EduCation- Staff, University of Minnesota
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UNIT

RESOURCE APPENDIX
TEACHING IN THE VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
'UNIT'

1

t

,

"

7

Unit Test

A.

e

Unit Answer Sheet

B.

:

Film Script
zt;

-

11 'F-2;

E.

_

-Film 'zummary Tor --unit 2
7
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'

F. '.4.xifand-Out=thart
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-or,Course Units
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1JNIT EiAiiNAfION

ECHNICAL SCHOOLS
"

1

Directions: Each_of the incomplete statements listed below is followed
by several words or phrases.
From these words or phrases, choose the
one which, when added to the incomplete statement, gives-the best,
or correct, meaning. Blatken out the space on the answet sheet Which'
corresponds to the correct response.
1.

The preparation of vocational
teachers like yourselves is a
Atate glAn, major responsibility
of:
A.
all colleges and universities

2.

4.

in Minnesota
B.
the University of Minnesota
and branches.
C.
the University plus St. Cloud
State and Mankato State.
D. whichever university that has
the necessary instructional
staff.
The preparation of vocational
teachers like yourselves may be
most effectively done by:
A. educational television.
B. providing for small group,
personal contact with the
instructor
C.
combining these two.
D. either one with no proof of
which is best.
Initial certification for vocational teaching requires:
A. twelve, half-hour sessions of
instruction.
B.
twenty-four clock hours of
instruction.
twelve, half-hours of instrucC.
tion plus twelve hours of
seminar meetings.
D.
none of these.
In order to qualify for certifi.
cation, a person may:
A. develop the skilled competence
at any time.
develop the skilled competence
B.
while obtaining the preparation.
take preparation for teaching
C.
after attaining trade or occupational competence.
discontinue development of
D..
skilled competence after
obtaining the teacher training.

In taking this teacher
training course, you cin
expect to:
receive instruction in
A.
your trade or occupational
area.
make changes in yo,ur trade
B.
or occupational'cOmpeteace.
C.
take what you know and .csn
'do and add more to the ."know"
of your trade or occupation.

add teaching dOmPetince to
.your occupational competence.
CertifiCation for vocationai:teaching comes under the:
Vocational Division, State
A.
Department of Education.
State Department of Education,
B.
Certification Division.
C.
University of Minnesota,
Placement Division, Department
of Industrial Education.
D.
Vocational Certification
Department for Minnesota
Requests for qualified instructors
come most often to:
State Department of Education,
A.
Certification Division.
University of Minnesota,
B.
Placement Division, Department
of Industrial Education.
C.
Vocational Division, State
Department of Education.
Vocational Certification'
D.
Department for Minnesota.
Certification for teaching in
vocational programs:
entitles you to a job in teac
A.
D.

ing.
B.

C.

D.

makes it possible for you to
accept a job if offered.
puts you at the top of the
list of qualified persons.
gives you an dge on someone
who has had the regular teach
training.

IntroduCtion to Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff,. University of Minnesota

Ap-pendlx A

UNIT

UNIT EXAMINATION

9. -1veri-teachet-has-a-baelo--=--------A.141:000-siblittytotho,L
itotnt

*VII*

B.

:00-jectilosare Important in
the,dailii:-lesson because:
*.,,

-

doing and being of any'trade
knowing and being of any

D.

'

:

knowing, doing, end being
of any trade or occupation.
An analysis of-a trade or occupation will tell you:
A.
almost all the things which
-!tight betaught about a tra4
or-occupition.
B. -the specific eleMents which
'should be-stiessed.
how.to allocate your time
-C.
;in teaChing.
D. --What-you need in new
erit with which to teach.
Organiiing-course components
for teething involves the pratof::

fe

'

isOphieticazanV.,,P0

fl.

'they p*oViclit*an;excueie for

'

attentio

.*

to tnf,,p;sn!

-

The-Mitotlil4.40 lesson Ola
ecomes,dir[)4W40#; y.4
44i

A#4,09.0k;
:evaluat

4411r00-ii

amotgstud.4ts

"dirplar'PATA..

.

,

B. uae'sterit ordet

A. -identifYing 'and classifying
insttuctional elements.
B.
determining objectives for
:snits and elements of the

'!feachet.:

-outside astrgnaetvts requiri
D.

C. es-electing ihe most difficult
components for initial
-attention in teaching.
D. ,datermining objects, teaching
:expedients and evaluation for
units and,lessons.
A wial-dOne Course of study pro-;
A.- 'test .items with which to

ill14rePatedv,

;-

--course.=

.

gang-and 'Whin, yo0=:i01040
they, 'mak, an ordini lee!'

C.

trade or' occupation.
10:

thiy oUght to appear

,

,s.

-occupation.
C.

A.
,

.t

17.

duct evaluation.
le.
N.
those4lements- which-need no
evaluation.
C.
en insight into the need fort
evaluation.
D.
a base on which to build your
program of evaluation.
A well-prepared teaching lesson
covers:
A.
the essential steps which 'a
teacher plans to follow in
teaching the lesson.
B.
a step by step procedure for
conducting evaluation.
C.
a step by step systam of using
auxilliary teaching expedlenis.
D.
the wayi in which a studs:It'
must conform to prescraed plans
set down by 'the tacher.
I

Avtim studnt of high

Motor skill development in the
trades or occupations:
A.
may be left to chance.
B.
generally develops quite
naturally.
C.
may be redirected by
giving written instructions.
D.
must be supervised directly
by the teacher.
The use of instructional aids
requires:
A.
little more than a knowledg
of what Is available.
B.
planning - as carefully at
the teaching plan.
knowledge of which would
best capture and hold the
attention of students.
D.
a conviction that they,
should be used by every.
teacher.
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19.

20.

Teacher-made instructionil
aids ares
A.
seldom successful in use.
B.
unnecessary because commercial aids can be bought.
C.
essential'at times because
the very special ones are
not usually available.
D.
a pain in the neck - let!s
admit it.
Classroom evaluation has at least
two major purposes:
A.
it tells the instructor
what the students hive
learned.
B.
it tells the students what
the instructor is able to
teach.
C.

D.

it tells the teacher what
students have learned and
how well he has taught.
it allows the supervisor to
appraise the whole teachinglearning.situation.
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DR. HOWARDT. NELSON

TE c taugavocATIONAL:umumum

m
)AUDIO

Good evening.

have this opportunity toconduct this first session of the television series. I am Howard F. Nelson,
Chairman of the Department of Industrial
Education at the University of Minnesota.
If you are wondering why I am involved
in this I can tell you that my department,
under law, was given fhis assignment many,
many years ago. The Department of Industrial Education, Duluth, shares in this
responsibility of providing educational
services for vocational instructors and
so the instructOrs of these two department
have been involved in this work for many
years.
I am happy J.

As I initiate this series tonight I can
tell you very frankly that we are interested to find out if we can do this work
just as effectively over television as we
can by conducting sessions with you in you
communities. And naturally, if we are abl
to do this effectively over television thi
will enable us to multiply ourselves in
sour efforts many times and thereby reach
more folic* like yourselves. Eviantually,
If all goes well, I hope that we will be
able to put some of this material on
sound movie film so that it may be used
in your own schools at different times in
the day.
Now here is my plan for conducting this
first session. I'm going to give you an
overview of the entire series and try to
give you a notion of how it all fits together. I'm going to do this by introducing separate units and as I introduce the
separate units I'm going to introduce,also
the instructor who will conduct those unit
At the.same time I hope to illustrate how
the separate lessons interrelate and how
they depend upon each L:her. And for this
introductory session I have asked systif
several major questions to lead the discussions. And the first is.what Is the
course. Well, the course is designed
specifically for folks like yourselvest

VIDEO
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who are the official participants in
th4* saris's, tO p"Or4do lints w4thAhA:,

essentials of teaching which ars noel's
zsry for certificatian in vocationaltechnical school teaching. When _cm,
pleted successfully, this course will.,
count as the first 24 clock hoUrivwhich
are necesse-

for initial certificatior;-_:-

e courses and the programsin this state. Eventually you:are going:
to need 190 clock hilurs of teacher train-ing but I suggest that we not Worry,about
that eventuality tonighto
to teach.:.:

The course is organized into 12 half
hour sessions which will be run off Over
channel 2 and 12 consecutive nights,
probably at the same time as the present
one. tix instructors will handle these
lessons and each television sessionls-going to be followed by a lt hour seminar
with the instructor of thvs- particular
unit present at the seminar.

As a matter of fact, you may think.I am
here, but I'm not. I tell you this,as.
fair warning. There may be a group of
/ou gathered together out in St. Cloud
or perhaps down in Mankato ancryouifeelimpelled to make some unkind comments=abou
the presenter of ttis particular unit.
And so I give you this warning, because
I may be pitting in the back of the,room
listening.with you. You see I'm on your.
side. I want to find out if this fellow
fro, the University is really putting
money in the bank here this evening. . I
want to see if ha is serving up pancakes
hot off the griddle or whether'heks
ping into that stack left over from 2,
couple of weeks ago.
The second major question which l'Would
like to bring to your attention is this,:
for whom is the course intended? -1/414
it was developed especially for skilled
craftsmen like yourselves, for.peoplemho
want to become instructors in the !mi..,
tional programs and courses in this state.
The course is for men and women, like
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yourselves, who enjoy working with others,
who take pleasure in seeing them grow and.
develop. The course is put together for
those who are willing to take students
where they find them, lead them to want
to learn mhat they ought to learn, lead
them to a.teYel of skill and competence
Which they are going to need to cospete
successfully with their peers.
Noi I. am sure that you wolild want to know
whit,you-must-do to meet the requirements
of *his cOurse:,;, Weil,1 you are expected to

obeerve carefully-allof the television
lessons.,You are also expeCted to attend
ell 12 of the seminars held in your coop!
*unity near to you. We hope you will take
part'in these discussions and we'll .ask
you to take a short test of understanding
of the content that has been presented in
lad: of the units.
My third-question; or your third qustion,
might be this: "Well what do I get from
this course?" As individuals you bring
your trade, induttrial, technical,-occupational experience to these sessions. This
you have gained over the years that you
have worked. _In.other words, each of you
bring to these sessions what you know and
,can do and 'plit this into a systematic
Now If you
,fashion for teaching purposes.
aro A Skilled mechinest, we are not going
to alter that basic skill: But, we are
trying to help you get ready to teach
others:what you know and can do about the 1
machinest's trade. Now what happens next?
Well, assuming that completion of all oV
the rquirements which -I have outlined
oler, your naa e. will be certified to
thelrocational-Division, State Department of Education, Centennial Building,
St. Paul, where you become a resource of
trained personnel on whom the directors
and others of the area schools)mar call.
When a call comes in for someone who is
poisessed of your special competence your
nam will be there ready to go.
Now also upon completion of,this
vision series, or even before, I would
strongly recommend that you,get acquainted

,

I
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with the folks over in the vocational
division. They are fine people:to know.
You should know them; they should know'
you. They,should know that you are interested in teaching. I strongly urge that
you-also-become thoroughly aitquainted with
.the vocational program in yoOr own commuatty. I think you could spend some time'
there getting to know that fetal program.
And I know many of these folks in the area
sChools, and you'll be welcome to visit
with them.
Note since I've talked about the area vocational school in Minnesota I;think you
.sight like to have a notion about where
these schools are located, and so I've
prepared a map. In MinnecJta me officially have, twenty-six schools. ,Nineteeri.Of
these are open for business and_ the others
are going to open Just as soon'as
possible. All of them need *eachers. If
you glance at the map with me you will see
that there is a geographical distrIbUtiOn
of these schools where they tre needed
most. Actually they are quite strategically located so that no student-or
'Instructor has to drive very'far to get:
to them.
,

;

I-woUlivlike to make some obiervatioat
aboUt the iocational-technical program_
In Minnesota as one who travOlsYlluite4,
bit:and,visits in other states-and:other!
-programs. I can tell you that Ialways,;
tem* home to Minnesota very Proud of,Ahe
area vocational schools as we hiVe:thea
in-this.state. You'll have to- travel*-long way before you find a comparable
program in,Another state.

.

11011as I indicated to you ealler I- wOuld_like to take a look with you At etch'OU
the major units which have beenIncOrporated in this series. _I'll start.oft-br,nal sin ,fOrcIn truc
number
n
In
on.- Dr. William A. Kavanaugh will be
your instructor forthis unit and-alse
Unit number 3. Actually the** two might,.
well be combined into one malor unit which
woultcall Planning for Teachingou
will want to do a great deal Of planning.
for teaching before entering *ny classroom'

yrs

*co Fil,f11111111

.
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or laboratory. You have some very important decisions to make. Precisely, what
are you going to teach. Let's assume for
a moment that you are a skilled wilder and
I ask you what you're going to teach, and
you tell me, "I'm going to teach we1ding"2
In the reality I don't think you are going
to teach welding, but rather, you're going
to teach your students what they must know,
what they must be able to do, and how they
must conduct themselves to be a successful
weldor. You see, I've identified three of
the major responsibilities in teaching namely, the knowing, the doing, and the
being. These are across-the-board respon-

sibilitis for all teachers.
Now where do we get these essentials?
Well, Bill Kavanaugh, in this unit will
help you and show you how to analyze any
trade or occupation and break it down into
its basic components from which you will
automatically gain components. You will
establish the base for evaluation. And
we have two units which will come^up later
which will deal with evaluation.

uJ

Unit number3, Organizing Course Components,
will also be handled by Dr. Kavanaugh.
Now in the previous unit you were given
help with analyzing your trade or-your
occupation for teaching purposes. You've
identified the knowing, the doing, and
the being elements. At the same time
you made an inventory of the components
as you broke the trade or occupation down
into very small parts. Now how in the
world do you put them all back together?
Well the process is called course organization. Course organization involves
systemizing the small components into a
broad plan for teaching. Bill Kavanaugh
will do this in his third unit. He will
help you develop the correct sequence of
putting down these units. He will give
you the logical order and he will give
you principles for selecting the elements
that you are going to teach. Does this
sound complicated? and difficult? Yes,
but it is one of the very most important
things that you'll be doing. When it's

.
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,
done you autonatically,stablioh the
base for your evaluation responsibility.
You' innediately find what yOu nOst'.determine about the achievements of -the student
that you teach.

well

Thisi

part au ar un t will be conducts ,by Dr.

Jerry, Woes, Jr.

T.

The lesson'. is Onit Of

the

most 'Important activitlia44-..4aChpig.
,EVery -good teaCher plans Cai.efeiny for
Very appeirance in the claSsrOon.,Cor;the

-laboratory: Every -lesson is hishit :itru0--tured In order to guide instruction 10
Each one Unary:01.ln

the -classroom.

-etep-by-step-,:fashion precisely- whit -the
,teschiir --14 -going to do and it also pro,

irides reminders about what is inportaot

and auxiliary Instructional aids:Vitt arze'
needed On. hand for ruse in- -the
;

_In 'the 4th Unit, Jerry 'will outline
the

the
--elements ofany well conCeiired:lee=
H. will tell-you -what:you need-iind

why you need it, and you wili_begin,tO
-.Oystematixii ill- of these esseAtials 'into
plan lair.taaching.
owobSctiv.è *whiCti'-iCave,,bein -sent iOn ed

at44:-bilefly in Unit nUibir 2 and 'Unit
ini!x *Dry sha*p f oau s in

lessOn,has

Oli-jectiv4t,-;4?-a, natter of fact, Very,

COura ;of ..studf'has-

are .v-ary, -Inport0t.

objectiVes and, thirie,

inportie4

beta's. they, tlfl You- when', you,,havi ar
,rived:1,-' ;What' ktriii.-:need-

iut

together

L.

Amit- will. be drawn ilnost .
,entirely-froarthir previous Unit* .41 and
_

,partIcaar

.

5

eac

n

o

a so e, conducted by Dr: Moss who-,:
n
'handled the previous one. tiow you!,11.ro-..
-call 'that I've used the xpressiolvseveral

times "What you know and cari,

I!d1i¼. to take- *that first 'elenin*': and
may:
iiero in on it for a few moniots,
When-,we speak of "knowing part Of ;a-0;w
A.lig"-we are referring to that
rlated; supporting kind of Antornalikion'.
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which every craftsman must possess if he
is to be effective on the job. What are
the best techniques to use to teach for
understanding, teach the knowing elements
of any trade or occupation? Do you tell
students? Well sometimes, but rarely always. Do you send them off to get the
information themselves? Well, sometimes.
Rarely always. Is there an effective
way of handling this particular assign.
ment? Well we think so. Jerry Moss will
attempt to give you three or four of the
very best methods of teaching for understanding in this Unit number 5.

Mow Unit number 6. Teaching for Motor
Skill Development, will be handled by
ir. Dave Pucel, a graduate student in the
Department of Industrial Education. Let
me return once more if I may to the expres
sion, "Know and can do". Well, let's take
that last part "Can do" and focus in on
the "do". Now when we talk about doing
We'll find that this is involved in almost
all of the crafts and it involves the
motor skills which are inherent in them.
How do you guide the correct development
of motor skills? Well, we think there
is some time-tested techniques and methods
which you ought to know about so that you
can incorporate them into your own teaching. Unit number 6 was designed to cover
this very important responsibility of
teaching,and Dave is going to give you som
of the basic principles to help you decide
which method or which technique should
prove most effective for a given situation
Unit number 7, Teaching with Instructional
Aids, will be conducted by Dr. Neville
Pearson, one of our fine colleagues from
the Division of Curriculum and Instruction
in the College of Education. He'll handle
this unit and also Unit number 8 which
follows. How can a vocational instructor
make the most effective use of the rich
resource of instructional aids which are
available to him? These aids are teaching
tools of tremendous value when properly
utilized. Dr. Pearson is going to select
throe or four of the better ones and give

rii.ou or Osilese
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you:ths principles and the practice's
for their effective employment in the
--teaching -situetion.

-1'

Unit number 8. Developing InOruCtional
Mattrials, is a continuation of -the,Urilt
number X in which Neville will give yoU
guidance and ,help to the prablemi ofdeveloping end preparing instruCtional-'eidi''
when none are available. Now there are
ocassiOns when a specific aid wiil :put
across a lesson or a concept which winad$
be very difficult otherwise.
must have one. And how do you go about

this amignment?

sirsili you

1-

When this :circumstance,

-

`make- youi, own.

sayin4 thit
!,a pIcture Is worth 10;00 words. Unit II"will give-1*u -the-help that 4ou

-"

,yotii own speCiit-tbstruc--
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,
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Evaluation of learning is an
aspect of teaching. First eyeliotion*-

+

me.
.4

will tell you how much and h'pvi'itiell yOiá
students have learned what fOu have
wanted them to learn. And
valuation will tell you how: VielkiYoUhaVe
taught what you have intended ,for-'thek,ti,
learn. Actually, there are -Many-Otherimportant vtlues associated 4,r,ith valua.
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time to time, has to make what we call
toacher-made tests. These are not easy to
do well. But there are occasions when the
teacher must develop a specific and apploprlate instrument with which to appraise
or assess growth and development of those
being taught. This is the problem of
evaluation, and we have included this
particular unit to give you extra help and
guidance as you prepare your own evaluative
material. And Bob is well prepared to do
this with you.

Unit number lit Managing the TeachingLearnin9 Facilities, is also going to 'be
handled by Dr. Randleman.
Now we all know
that there must be the physical circumstances which-are conducive to teaching and
learning In the classroom. And I am sure
that all of you have experienced the opposite.
I think there were ocassions where
you have said "I just can't learn that
here. It's too noisy; the radio is blaring;
the lights are dim; the table is too low."
Well we are pretty certain that the teacher
has a basic responsibility of creating an
environment for learning. This topic is
the essence of Unit number 11.

Unit number 12k Planning youraughltal
Career,, will be the concluding unit of this
series. And I am going to return at that
time to cap off the series. By that time,
I hope that I will have come to know ach
of you very, very well and to know something about your plans for making teaching
your new career. By now; you may have suspected that this new career involves the
same kind of hard work, study and practice
which you put into the business of learning
your first skill.

In the final unit, I will try to pull
together the previous units and illustrate
further the interrelationships among them.
And from the seminars, we may ftnd some
points which are unclear. I hope that

PAGE 9...1
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tity deal with them in this%conciuding
unit.
Now I would like to pull thiS to_tether with a little thought 'which mitht-

be your motto at you enteruponteachin4L

-

in the vocational-technical prottams in'
Minnesota. In a trip this,sumMer4 I'visited
a-little school over in Switzarland which
is devoted to the preparation of vOcatidnt1=.
technical teachers for their ,systed'*ve'r
there.
And over the door I Saw a3,0gw-'which I thought might be your nidtto-Or
Ihis particular series here. Ite-Sign''Saia,
"He who dares to teach must never cease to

letrn.!He,who_dares_to teach-must never
,6ease id learn - what,Js.the implidation'

;

Ait:thisalL;WSiniOly says td1 di that
if,we aF0,90.0g_to become,invOlVed-in
Itet-chint4that;:we 44:the same time dust
responsibility,to'cOntinUeto

..e

-

fA
4-

,

tstUdy, to-readdiscussand learn all/that
Iwe OssiblY-CinabdUt th&techniclue-of
teaching.

7-`

^:"

%

A

;;;._

,

This is not fatty tofdo4- This

184 lifeJOiile,:ind-so I think thit-';thili-little-'Motto will prove-helpfUl:es

-

a guide to you as you- move 4head-in4h1a,
Now I would like to return Af I-May:for JUst
a few moments and make a review of all of
the units ai we have put them together. If
you-will-direct-your attention for:theinext
iftwminutes4othe charts'let's take: a lookfef-it.,-71-4Ve-biem'dealing withthat first
;unit-in4he-upper-lefthand cornerwhiCh is
ctlled-"Taaching in-theVocational-Technical
In this, I have tried to-ptin4
Sallool".
4LpictUre-,pflhe-ractUirementsin'this telerisibn terlei 4nd to tell'you:what:your
Tesponsibilities are ahd-whtt thereiS,that
'

.
k,
,

`:
0;1

,t-;
:

'

And then through the middle,we have five
blocks. On the left is "DeVeloping the
Daily Lesson", "Teaching for Understanding"
"Teachinglor Motor Skill Development",
"Teaching with Instructional Aids", and
Now those
"Developing Instructional Aids".

.3

-

,

you:might:letjrom,4hisSequenCe:
The_next4wo,units, which are "Analyzing
for Instruction" and "Organizing Course
Components" really combine into a major'
responsibility of planning for teaching.'

- .>
"

,
,

-

.
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teaching-learning expedients.
7

Then the two lower:leMhand units,
"Evaluating'Instructional Outcomes" and
"Developing Evaluative-Materials", combine
intoi,tiw.major.block of,evaluation of.
instruction, and learning:
The next to the last block deals with all
of the techniques that are necessary in
managing the classroom and the-block Is
entitled, "Managing Teaching-Learning
Facilities".
.

And then finally the block at the lower
right is the one which I just reviewed with
you and which I will return to conclude this
television series with you.
Now just one final comment before we pull
I think we
this first unit to a close.
should recognize that this first 24 clock
hours of in-service teacher training consti
tutes but a very small sample of what you
must have in the total pattern of teacher
training for vocational-technical teaching.
It would be very logical for us to coital...

on back with a second series of 24 clock
hours which would spiral in from the base
of this first unit. It would give US an
opportunity to, deal.with some of these
same ptlblems: ;But:\lt would permit you
to go.lauch deeper in the separate units.
And as we add another 24 clock hours to
your-tralning, at the same time we would
provide still an additional opportunity
to gain depth.
Well, I don't know about you, but I've
enjoyed working with you on this television

I hope it has been profitable
series.
to you. And may I remind you to tune-in
when lesson number 2 is projected.
Good night..
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ANALYZING Foa INSTRUCTION

This summary of Unit 2 is planned for student use before viewing
the film presentation. It is suggested that this outline be
given to students at the close of Unit 1 as shown in the "Method
of Approach" for Unit 1. In addition to a preview, the outline
can also serve as review notes for this unit. The information outfe
lined in blocks below is a duplicate of the visual materials shown
during the video presentation.
Unit 2 - Sumusi.RIIIew
I.

Teacher Planning Course Components
A.

Complete course
1. course outline
2. course syllabus
3, course teaching guide

B.

Course units
1.
2.
3.
4o

C.

II.

objectives
teaching materials
method of approach
unit resource appendix

Unit lessons

Instructional Analysis Terminology
A.

Analysis defined

An instructional analyzis is a technique whereby-the
essential elements of an occupation are identified and
listed for instructional purposes.
B.

Kinds of work analyses
1. employment
2. production
3. instruction or training
.111011.111111111.11,111110111MMISSINIIMNIMMIN11141111111111SmNIMMII,

C.

Kinds of work elements
1111111Minmewserrommaummoommurradm..0.0ohodowillorr

1. knowledge or understanding
2. skills
3. work habits

=
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D.

Instructional elements
1. doing
2. knowing
3. being

,

,

E.

Definition'of Learning
e in behavior through experience.

P.

Psychological naies for behavior elements,
,

1. cogniti4e
2. motor-sensory
3. effective

,

.`

G.

,

Industrial terminology for instructional elements end
work elements

Operations and JOb
Knowing

Related Information Toplcs

Being

Wort Habits

,.,Operation defined

,

I.

An operation is a unit of work in a job that involves
action in tha form of depicting, shaping, forming,
testing.
Job defined

A job'is a place of work involving two or more operations
in combination.
rII.

Doing Elements,
A.

Sizes

s

111111111111111111111111111111111111111AMINSUMIIIIIIIII

Smaller

Basic

OPERATING
STEP

OPERATION

-

JOB

.
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B.

CritAria For an Operation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Constant over long time periods
Complete piece of work
Involves steps of action
Distinct unit of work
Most useful when used in combination

C., Sample Operation Titles
(4-toi
1. Paint-a surface
2. Knurl a piece
3. Make a recovery bed
4. Hone a razor

It. Knowing Elements (Related Information)
A. Definition

Related information is information the worker must know
to form judgements in his work.
B. Kinds of Related Information Topics

10 Technical Information - information the worker must
know to form judgements in his work.
,

2. Guidance Information - information needed forlprogress
cm the job.
3. General Information-- information classified as niceto-know desirable -but not essential.
C. Knowing Element Sizes
Smaller

Basic

Larger,

Related
Inf imation Point

Related
Information Topic

Related Subject

D. Samples of Information - Topic Titles
1.
2.
3.
4.

Kinds of-tool steel
Furniture joinery
Calculation of cixcuit resistance
Char.(11teristics of sterilizing solutions

I
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V. A. The Analysis Procedure
MIN111111111011111111111111PIMMININIIIMP

11. Block occupation
_2, mak* ImAstA.1. 1'4+ nf 4bimmen+s

3Chart
414tDiferMine,element order

Artamsomm.

Related Information Topic
;

.)-;

Ab.reAK. -4002***,-

-

VII. Charting
-CHART

r

-11: 'COLUMN CHART
/04: rt reo 4 /4 4 4F/0 VFW

3 AOC

la

4 ove
.

MUM

.

1111111111
,

111101tentiiintaillEllUm111111111

rr mima try ripe r

-

- 1-04.40

or war

VII;. Geniis:1 Information', A out Analysis Procedure

'A:-HiirtO Teach a Trade(Selvedge)

-4.Trade-and Job Analysis (Fryklund)
Arkilysis Te,chnique for InstructOrs

,,.;!-

-t,--.z

Fryklund)

-sr+.
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INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING
A vital part of any course and its teaching-learning materials is the
Student Course Syllabus. With such a guide, students can look ahead
Students
and see how and when each component of the course develops.
generally ask for one if it is not presented and the instruct^r is
immensly helped in the Iverall plan with it.
With this thought in mind, the following sample student syllabus with
suitable headings to fit your vocational schools should be duplicated
and given to beginners the first class session or before as the
situation permits.
Syllabus Format (Sample)
Your School
LocatiOn

Vocational Teacher Education
Instructor Name or Names

,Svllabus For

INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING
(USOE Development Project 0E-6-85-051)
,Course Introduction

This course is planned for your first introduction to the new occupation
of vocational or technical school teaching. As you already have achieved
top competence in your technical speciality, instruction in this cOurse
is focused toward professional competence in a new field in teaching.
Just es you become expert in your industry, business, or health occupation by,knowing and using technical information, and by practice for
skill development and just as you gained recognition in your field
through development of professional feelings and actions about quality,
craftsmanship, work attitudes, and co-work relations, so in this course
you will start toward these same competencies in a new field.
This course is planned around twelve class sessions called course units.
Each unit requires two clock hours of instructional time with outeide
work as the instructor, may require. Each unit will be a lesson and
cover a Vital pirt of teacher education needed for beginning teaching,
planning for teachingl.and teacher evaluation of learning.
Each:unit of this course will be taught through one-half hour of ,video
instruction.by either 16mm sound film or television viewing and ninety
minutes of group discussion and examination.

Referencs
Video presentations for each unit
Duplicated film summary hand-out material;
Ilpplicatlid activity materials
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STUDENT COURSE SYL AB
rs CA
NA T CHN CAL

A

ACHING

Course Evaluation
The final evaluation of your work in this course will be determined
by the following measures:
Eleven unit tests, 20 points each
------ m------220 points
One final examination ----------- -------- ----- 150voiali
Possible total test score ----------------m-----mm-370 points
The passing score for your class will be given
bythe instructor and is -----------m----------------? points
-The final examination will be given an

.

.

Course Units

Jhe units.for study in this course include the following titles and
will be presented on the dates given to you by the instructor.
COURSE
UNI
1

War
TITLE

Teaching in Vocational-Technical Schools
Video - Dr. Howard F. Nelson

2

Analyzlng for Instruction
.Video - Dr. William A. Kavanaugh

3

Organizing Course Components
Video - Dr. William A. Kavanaugh

4

Planding the Lesson
Video - Dr. Jerome Moss, Jr.

.

Teaching for Understanding
Video - Dr.. Jerome Moss,Jr.

6

Teaching for Motor Skill Development
Video - Dr. David J. Pucel

7

Teaching with Instructional Aids
Video - Dr. Neville P. Pearson

8

Developing Instructional Aids
Video - Dr. Neville P. Pearson

9

Evaluating Instructional Outcomes
Video - Dr. Robert R. Randleman

10

Developing Evaluative Materials
Video - Dr. Robert R. Randleman

11

Managing Teaching-Learning Facilities
Video - Dr. Robert R.-Randleman

12

Planning your Teaching Career
Video m Dr. Howard F.*Nlson

PRESENTATION

DA

Unit 2

Analyzing for Instruction

Introduction to Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, Univeriity of Minnesota

UNIT 2

OBjECTIVES

A student achieving the broad objectives for thls course as
clarified for this unit should:

(1) Undrstand ind be able to use vocational terminology
common to the instructional analysis technique.
(2) Underitahd the underlying principles and practices involved
In makingan instructional analysis.
(3) Develop first appreciations about the value of the miilySis
technique as an inventory and planning tool for teaching.
-,

.

,

The specific objeCtives (content) for attainment in this,unit srei
STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND: cognitive principles, :theories,-cOnceits
g.

1. Analysis for Planning
A. Content=Selection
B. Teachiligliethod
2. Definition-fOrlearhin
A. ChangeB. Behavior'
C. Experience
3. Instructional Analysis
A. Inventery-

9. Information ClassificatiAm
A. Technical--

Citeneral'

.

"-

B. Elementi'',:'

ClassificatiOn
4. Purposes'fOr an Anilvsis'
A. Possibler.Content
5.

A. Fr

Chart''

B. Two-Column Chart
C. Operation or Job:Sheet
D. Progress Chart

14. PAILELWALLIIAILALLA

"A. Speed
B.,Accuracy
C. Confidence
12.-Grid Cheri for Skill' Elements
A. Frequency of Us*
B. Jobs-Simplicity-Complexity
C. Block Base
13.
Information
A. Parenthesis
B. Notes
C. CAUTIONS

.ng-Cognitive
j-Motor Sensory
zag-Work Habit
6. VoGational _Terminology
A. Jobs-Problems-Projects
B. Operations-Procedures
14. AglinestApd Industry Analyses
C. Work Habits-Attitudes
A. Training
7. Making an Analysis
B. Production
A. Personal Experience
C. Employment
B. Experience of Others
15. Information Tonic;
C. Logical Structure
A. Organizers
B. Operation or Procedure Criteria
B. Branching and Sequencing
A. Frequency of Use
C. Outlining Form
B. Time and Location Uses
16. Hiltoricak Development
C. Unity-Piece of Work'
A.
Allen
D. Action Steps
B. Selvidge
E. Definite Order of Steps
C. Pryklund
B.
C.

r
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.UNIT ;2

7

INTRODUCTION
1

1

Unit 2, "Analyzing for Instruction", is One of a series of
twelve unit lessons Aesigned,Tor prospective yocational
teachers for their first Courie of instruction. The contentof this,lesson will emObasize fki,oVerview,the Instructional:
Anilysis procedure and its place in the total job of planning-,
for teaching.

;

,

.

Since the 'COliteni of this lesson is'bisic to the planning014Pe. of,courae,unitvand,lesson developmer.4.,'016',Jesjontaught SecOnd in'this Series. Any Other teaching
ovder,for this. lesson would-upset,thelogic an&continuity,of
the'reit of-the COurie Uni*s.'
,

ItihOUld'be-eisphasiieCfor the seminar ditOstion leadir
and students thSt.in a_total of. two hours devoted.to this,
subject only an Overirie* and the first basici)rinciples
be accomplished., The SUbject has enough-COnteht"and"deptfi'-':
thet4t-ill'usually taught-as i'whole course of twentyTfour:
clock hour8..

4.`

1

Thi'Seiiner-dXsCUsiiOn'iesiion for this unit'Should-pre'iide_
an opportunityjOr'stUdents to-apply as many as poseibleof

thebelicAdeii-totheir:fleid 'of interest.

Theappendiz

hand-out materials_inCldded" with this unit are designed tck,

help the discussionJeader",jnitiate the'first,ipOlUatiOn
oUprinciples diiCluisedJO:the television presentation:-

,
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TEACHER'S GUIDE
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UNIT 2

FOR THE COURSE

TMDUCTION TO VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING
(USOE Development Project 0E6-85-051)

By the Staff
Department of Industrial Education
University of Minnesota

A series of twelve course units combining
filmed presentations and seminar discussions
designed to provide twenty-four clock hours
of pre-service vocational teacher training

Vocational Section
Minnesota State Department of Education
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

Iniroduction to Vocational-lechnical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota

LESSON MATERIALS

UNIT 2

;

The followingteaphing materials to help you with the teaching
of this uriit-tre'indlidd in this resource appendix. You will
want to duplicate the number of necessary copies to use wyou
lead the semfnar...discussion..
,
'*.{
4

4 4.15

;'1.1.7A

Materials,

1' 2.

$4

t

";1::

A.

The thrity...minuto_filat."Analysing,for_Instruction,"0,,may,_
be obtained from the Director, Vocational Section, State
Department of Education, Centennial Building, St. Paul
55101.

S.

Script of 1/;1111, AnglaILIEE.Ladt10111

C.

"Summary,of F13mLPresentation0

D.

Unit "2 -Teat's

E.

UniI 2 Test Answer Sheet (keyed)

F.

Practice Sheet.for Element Titles

G.

Practice Sheet Grid Type Analysis Chart

H.

Unit References

'4-^"'

e

$'

-

'

A

.

.

.
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UNIT 2

SUGGESTED METHOD OF APPROACH*

DISCUSSION LEADE,1...

1.

<UDENT ACTIVIT

Introduce unit with 'Summary of Film Presentation"
hand-out sheet. (Sample
for duplication in the
unit appendix)

1.

Study the summary sheet
for the kinds of items
summarized.

Advise students that this
summary eliminates the need
to take notes during the
film viewing and that it
can also be used later as
review material.
2.

Arrange for film viewing
either individually or for
a group.

2.

View film for Unit 2,
"Analyzing for Instruction".

3.

Give Unit 2 test.
(Copies and answer sheets
duplicated previously
from sample in the unit
appendix).

3.

Complete test answer
sheet (no time limit).

Advise students to mark
only the answer sheets so
that test forms can be
used again.
4.

Provide test answers.

4.

Correct answer sheet.
Mark test score on progress chart by code numbar.
Instructor will
provide code numbers.

5.

Initiate discussion from
student test responses.

5.

Return answer sheets to
instructor.

*The same
students.
also that
procedure
from this

I

approach can oe used for one student or a group of
While this approach is a suggested one, it is suggested
the teacher for whom this content is new follow the
precisely.
Successive teaching of the unit can depart
procedure.

0 i)
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Continued

5,=
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1

9, a

a

Demonstrates
How to Write an OpeTation
Title
How to Write a Job Title

6.

titles Oti':i40iiirkiliat
,proyided. ,Writo:Ihat,To

Review quickly the Grid type
Analysis Chart.

7.

interett-MiWVOKO"

;

,

0,491:1,150,r,*,f'W

Get from the class samples

8.

Write At few sample titles
qf inforiation't0Oici foi

crit1444'aiidAlic100on.

1:lemostiate iiiirettlorm for
a topic title.

,

r

Initiate discussion about use,
of analysis charts end the

9.

:

f

studnts field of work.
***

Introduce next course unit And

10.

hand .out 'copies' of, 7Summary

OfAtilaliiiiientatiW,- for
;

.

*7;1 ,;.t5;-.c:

***This sttomarysheet may begiven at the end of.; unit,for
discussion.
AV

;

e-

.

,

5"--c

,

_

,entries,for practice:to
shOw that,the--04*C'aforb.-

,fatrpitctiCeantriaa-jon-the
--tbitaii'chOtAikoOded.
8.

.

*0-
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UNIT
I,

2

UNIT RESOURCE
ANALYZING FOR INSTRUCTION

AMAMOMAAIRALAk..
A.

Unit Test

B.

Unit Test Answer Sheen

C.

Unit Test Answer Key

D.

Film Script

E.

Hand-Out Film Summary

F.

Hand-Out - Practice Sheet - Element Titles

G.

Hand-Out - Practice Sheet - Analysis Chart

I.

Teacher References

Approndix A
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A A

Thii,examination4s designed to evaluate 'sour l'arning
for the formal-video-or film,presentation part.ef...this unit 4 study.
Answr each item by darkening the appropriate letter as howei by the
example on the answer sheet. All answers are recorded only on the

Dirctions:

answer shat.
1

Add: MX Mal 2

An InitruitiOharinaiyils ugöd"
for developing a course of
study is km described by the

UILL LW: UM'
6.'0i. of theldllowing it.ggi a
good source of inforiation for
an analysis for planning for

words

tOaching.-.,,

A. suismy

A.
B.
C.
D.

B. Inventori
C. outline
D. syllabus
2. One of tha following is not
an instructional element'ir
the term was used in this
unit.

pergonal.exporienc.,;t
viewed iporianca of othext
analyses mada,by others,i1industrial job desciiptiOns

7. One*ot th f011oWing isAii a-crIterikpoint,JorAudginuan.
operation.

A. learning difficuliy

A.
B.
C.
D.

Instruction Sheet
Basic Procedure
Information Topic
Attitudinal Behavior
Statemant

B. frequencyoffi,useC. definite steps of eatioilD. unity or wholeness

ate

S. Information related to jobs and

vital word in our
nit
deflation of learning as it

operations is Rat

related to the elements of an
analysis was:

A. operation-procduva-process
B. cognitive-asskillusankctive
C. partly-directly-unrelated
D. technical-guidance-general

3. The

A. knowing

clatsified ass

B. expurienc_e

C. doing
D. behavior
4. One of the followirl is not a
valid justification for making
an instructioaal analysis.

A.
B.
C.
D.
5

clarify course objectives
deterrine instructional order
inventory possible content
deterilne learning difficulty

The term "job" as used in an
instructional analysis means:
A6
B.
C.
D.

a
a
a
a

piece of work
work titla
payroll tItle
largo operation

9. From an analysis charting proem
cedure, factors important for
instructional order are:
A, epeed-accuracy-confidepce.
frequenc7 of use-complaxity
C. learnin4:ease-diffikulty
D. knowing-doing-being

10. The two facUrs to consider in
making a grid tylie anelysis
chart are:

A.
B.
C.
D.

operations and jobs
skills and information
work habits and information
job ease and difficulty
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11. In analysing work habits, one
of the following would not be
considerd a
behavior
Instruitional lement.

15. In actual work Doinat Eagan
and
behaviors are callds

wag,

Atha

A. Always wear glasses when
,opirating':grinder

B. Appreciate time factor in
producing a Auarter millionth dimension".
C. Understand vital work con-ditions for precise messure6
sent,
D. Always'open circuit before
making current measurement
,12. The block-_base obtained-during
the analysit'chart development
is important'for:

A. Teaching methods
B. Placing groupi of operatiOns
in most detirable sequence
C. Specifying aims for a course
or unit
Di Determining best order for
jobs or projects

I

A.
B.
C.
D.

Course components
Work Specifications
Protression factors
Instructional elements

16. One of the following is not
Included in the definition ofan operatio4.
A.
B.
C.
D.

small unit of work
part of a job
involves action steps
contains information topici

17. A grid typeanalysis. chart
cannot be used for:
A.
Ba
C.
D.

operation;frequency use
job complexity information
Work habit importance
operation black base

18. Breaking an operation into its
operating steps is important
for:

13. How ro
jch A Tcade was an
original analysis procedure
developed by
during WWI.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Fryklund
Johnson
Selvidge
Nelson

14. The most important factor in
outlining Information topics iss

A. Organizing pattern
B. Outlining coding system used
C. Kind of information topic
(general-technique-guidance)
D. Sequence in which toplc will
be given

A. Information topic planning
B. Demonstrations of an operal.
tion

C. Choosing a teaching method
D. Clarifying technical information
19. One of the following planning,
steps is most dependent upon
an instxuctional analysis

A.
B.
C.
D.

know what to teach
choose best teaching method
construct best test items_
plan for laboratory organiza
tion

20. A basic tau element is the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

operation
Information topic
job
information point
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[UNIT
g

1 ANSWER SHEET - UNIT EXAMINATION'
I ANApurtm FOR INSTRUaTION

!ANSWERS

DISCUSSION POINTS

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

Before you begin the examination or while you are, waitin2
for .others to finish-the test,
list below pointsnot clear to
you from the film. Clarification
of these points will-be your
responsibility during the seminar
discussion following the test.

ABCD
1 .

0 0 0 0-

2.

(y).0 0

3.

0 0 0 0

4.

0 0 0 0

5.

0--0 q:o74
s

6.

0 0 0 0

sr.

0 0 0 0,

*.

nic

e..

0 0-0 0

.

:

9. 0000
1 0.

0 0 0 0

11. 00
12.

:

atoii.

0 0 0 0

13. .0,0 0 0
14.

0 0 0 0

15.

,0 0 0 0

16.

0 0 0 0

17.

0 0 0 0

le.

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0 0 0

20.

0 0 0 C

,

4191141
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DR. ralLIAM A. KAVANAUGlii
'ANALYZ:NG FOR. INSTRUCTION
Al

)

VIDEO

AUDIO

Good laming.
Welcome to the second unit,of your
course, Introduction to Vocational
TeChniCal Teaching. Tonight's les
son is entitled, Analyzincifor
Instruction. I am William Kavanaugh,
your instructor for this lesson and
also for the session next time.
During tonight's discussion we will
be looking into fields of work and
occupations for skills, understandings
and work habits, essential for compe
tence in work. We will be using
inventory, inspection, and charting
techniques for ordering and sequencing
of elements. The process I will
explain and Omonstrate is nalled
the Instructional Analysis, technique.
MINNONNOMMIIIMI

Before beginning our study of instruc
tional analysis, it would be helpful
to review some of the points of last
week's lesson, particularly those
ideas about the place and purpose
of analysis in the teacher planning
process.:

You will recall from Dr. Nelson's
presentation last week that all
teachers in Minnesota vocational
and technical schools are certi
tied for teaching their speciality.
The professional courses required
for teacher certification were shown
to you in chart,form and were in
three general.areas as:
1. Planning for Teaching
2. Teaching Methods
3. Evaluation of Learning and Teaching

From the chart presented
.here in review, you will
that three units of this
give mpha*is to teacher
These areas are:

and shown
also recall
course will
planning.
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1. Analyiing for Instruction
2. Organizing a Course of Instruction
3. Planning a Lesson
Tonight's study is centered in the first
of these teacher planning areas; analv7
aim for instruction. You will recall
also from last week's discussion that
'total planning for teaching vocational'
courses involves developing course outlines and smaller parts within the course
called course units and even smaller subdivisions of the units called unit lesson.
However, you were caution4d that before an
planning for the total course or its subdivisions could be accomplished, the total body of teaching content must be
known specifically and precisely. The
analysis procedure is the planning tool
that can furnish the content in the form
of instructional elements. This importance of the analysis technique places
this subject as the second unit of your
course.

.2

.NALYSIS DEFINED
An Instructional Ajgazall

is a.technique wherebrthe
essential elements of an
occupation are identified
a
and listed for Imumsavau

1. A good plat:e to start our discussion of
analysis this evening is with a definition
of tnttructional ,Analvsis. Basicalll it
is:an inVentory, listing, and charting
technique and for vocational teaching is
defined as:-

.......An Instructional Analysis is a
technique whereby the essential elements.
of an occupation are identified and listed
for instructional purposes.
The two words of great importance in this
definition, are of courses (1) Element and
(2) Instructional,Purpoke.
Because an analysis of an or.cupation or
work could be for purposes other than
instruction or training programs, it is
important at the beginnihg that you keep
in mina everything about analysis considia.
ered in this lesson is for later use In
planning, for teaching for.,comnetence for
a worker in an occupation. Also because
the same terminology is used in other
work analyses, the purpose is not the
same. For example, an occupation could
be analyzed fors

purposes.

W

,

'4?
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1. EmOTOYMent^2. Production

(Kinds of Iork Analysis

30 Irlititatiiin

I. Employment
2. Production

,

.

VIDEO

Again, because in this lesson we are only
concerned about analyzing an occupation
for teaching purpose, the elements we
are seeking are called Instructional
Element 0 There are three kinds of in.
struct onal elements in any work or
occupation and these include:

3. Instruction- 0,;

TrAining

_

5°

Kinds of aork Elements
.

1. Some understandings (knowledge) to
be acquired
2. Some skills to be mastered
3. Some work habits to be developed

1. Knowledge of Under.=
.standing
2. Skills
3, 4ork Habits.
00.1111111110111111111101MIIIIIIV

3. In vocational and technical teaehing
terminology, the instructional elements
have vocational terminology and are
called:
lt Doing Elements
2. Knowing Elements

Instructiona1 Elements':
1. Doing
2. Knowing
3. Being

3.,-Being Elements

-The three kinds of vocationally named
instructional elements get their names
from an understanding and definition of
/earning.

Learning as defined for our purpose is a
change in behavior through experience and
the kinds of behavior changes taking
place when a student has learned can be
considered ass

1. A kaggaakind of behavior change, or
after learning the student knows something he didn't know before,
2. A doino kind of behavior change, or
after learning the student can do
something he couldn't do before.
3. A being, kind of behavior, or after
learning the student acts differently
then before because he possessis
different attitudes, appreciatiOns,
and values.
1

10.M.1.061.111

......

LEARNING is a:change in
behavior through experience.
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-FrOa-lheee

-4*-peCtedZwheri

,laket--place ise-get- the vOca-

'tkonal. -terretts

doing, ,knowino:, ,beinq,.

TI$e same behavior

changes of; the doing,_
-,knOwing, and being kind have psychologi-.

PSYCHOLOGI AL*NAMES=H
FOR BEHAVIOR ELEMEHT

cal _names, also ani*:When;_re,ferred to in

educational psychOTOgi ue

,

,

CogratiVt'-,knOviledge
iMotOf6'S'entory; -:-fors---,:manual and psycho-

'-15t

2.
--

-

totor skills

-CognitiVe
2., Motor-oSensoiT,
3

Affective:).--'
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.

39 -Affective - for, work ,habit, attitude,'
and appreciatron'-

Thate:piyOological haaat 1w141 Inot be used
thitIlieson and onlyiery
Ihls c-Coursel 1 A knowledge of tlieir exit.140ationa1

teacher

Importe4

Knowing
-

for, later

Being

education 'courses you

*ratio
lork Habit

;three

kinds of* initructional

elements have business and industrial
titled- when-applied to the- aCtUal work
or occupations. These are:
1: Basic OPeration - for doing
2. Related_

Inforpat"..on_Tppics
ilimenta

.iiitaork- Habit - for being

OPERATION DEFINED

An operation is a unit of
work in a job that involves

'elements

Iaction-depiction ahaping0:
forming,' teiting-,-, others.

for
,

eleaenttl!:.,;--.:;,;.

,-.
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Thm Job is defined ass

IhAjoblI.A.2.1111.11.workin ajob that
involul.action steps - depicting,

ibaatraLismair,..ildother.
JOB DEFINED

Some basic operations in common occupations are showri in the following slides.
Note in all of these illusi..ations that
the worker is performing a very small
piece of work which is important and
complete In itself but when used along
woult not be sufficient for competence
in a field of work. The competent technician or craftsman must be able to perform, skillfully many operations and also
muit*.be able to perform Judgements in
pgtting these together in combination

A Job is a piece of work
involving two or more
operations in combination

Jobs.
Notes

Slide
Medical
Technician

Slide 1 - Cabinetmaking Operation
2 - Machine Shop Operation
3 - Basic Operation in
Cosmetology
4 - Basic Operation for the
Medical Technician
.

In some service and health occupations, the basic doing element, the
operation, is sometimes called a basic
piguatal. For analyzing for teaching
and for planning and teaching either
term could be used.
Note:

Industrial doing elements larger than
and
the basic operation are called
doing elements smaller than the, operation are called operating steps. This
additional terminology will take on more
importance when planning for the demonstration of an operation and will be
.given considerable emphasis in unit 5
of this course, Teaching for Skill

joja

DOING ELEMENT SIZEt
Operating Steps
Part of operation

Operations Basic
Jobs Operations in
Combination
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a. The actual work titles for operations
and jObs,aretAlwAys writteiiA.n the-iame

-PERATION OR JOb TITLES

:form., Thày a**116::,written that they can
'be k'sliCadad,'bOhi:Uderstood works,
:"How *0". Thli,, *fCoUriefimeans'the
rtitle ii4st"iliayitart with a verb. For

*temples
(How to)
,

Paint a Surface
Clean a Spark Plug

How to)
aint a Surface
nurl a Piece
akevRecovory Bed
oho a Razor'
ervice a Generator

Knurl a' PleCe

Take a Blood Pressure

flake a Recovery Bed

(participle form)

So-metAmes ,the ,"Ing
S.
seerk;.in t4elwork,of begAnning* analysts.

,This ii'not good-practice as it4results
rconfusionwith Knowing element titles as
will see later.

*90 Operations are basic doing itlemets nd
:Akre .of first importance in planning for
irocettOnA1404;hing,Onci- in ,the actual
teschiWittelf. jlowever, as y6u begin
lists otjobs;and operatlons you may have
.difficulty in determiningyhether 3 piece
of work is of operation.or job sizse If
, you have trouble in making this distinctiqn,. list.tho element-as an operation and
continue with your listing. If you were
.wrong with a particular element this will
show up later and it can be cha6ged. The
following criteria for an operation' will
help you to make the distinction.

J. Operations remain relatiVely constant
ovir a long time period and in different
geographical locations.
2. Operations are small complete pieces
work but have little use by themselvege
They are used in combination to perforb
larger units, jou.
3. Operations are of such a size they can b
demonstrated during a class period.
5. An operation is a distinct unit of work
and can be learned without reference' to
a particular job.

CRITERIA SWAN ;;;;;;10110 Constant
2. CoMplete
3.'sAction steps

4. Class demonstration
5. Okstinct Unit of work
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Jobs in tIontrast to the operation are
quite variable from time to time and
place to place. Different companies
may emphasize quite different Jobs in
their employment while the basic operations used in the different jobs are
quite constant.

VIDhO

19.

Related InfohrmatiAn
Is fnformation the work-

man should know to make
Judgements ahd progress
on the Job.

10. The basic Knowing Instructional
Element is the Related Information
Topic, In vocational and technical
school teaching knowledge takes
this name so that it will be relevant
20.
to practice of the operations and Jobs.
Related information is knowledge the
Is information the workworkman should know to make Judgements
and progress on the Job. A fine classi- man must krv4v to fora
s work.
Judgements in
fication of kinds of information topics
is g6nera11y not needed for an instructional analysis. Three kinds of information topics, however, do have importance
in planning for the best use of course
tools.
21.

The three kinds of information topics
are:

uidance InforpOion,
Is information needed
for progress on thii Job.

1. Technical Information
2. Guidance Information
3. General Information

Technical Information is the kind of information the workman must know in order to
form Judgements in doing his work. Without this information in mostoccupations,
the worker could not be classified as more
than a helper. Technical information could
be directly relaed or indirectly related.
Whether the technical information be in
science, mathematics, communications, or
whatever, if it is needed to make Judgements, it is technical information. When
course and training time is limited this is
the must know kind of information and must
be included in the course planning.
Guidance Information is the kind of information the worker needs for progress on the
Job. Information on how to secure a Job,
schooling to advance on the Job employeremployee relations, and a host of other
topics in the area of vocational guidance
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are all a part of guidance kind of
information topics. In all but emergency training programs this kind of
information has great importance and
part of the analysis for inclusion in
the later plans for-teaching.

General Information topics are classed
as nice-to-know. They are desirable and
good for the worker in the occupation but
not necessary. The worker can perform
the operations and jobs and make judgements about them without this kind of
information. When training or course
time is limited, this kind of information
is omitted. Sometimes the most closely
related of general topics are included
as rart of the analysis so when teaching
becomes more efficient and extra time is
available, some of these topics can 5-Je
inCluded in course planning.

*moral Information
is classed as nice-toknow, desirable, but not
essential.

Information
Point
Basic
Knowing

Elements

Related
Information
Topic

Thi basic knowing element of an analysis
Related
is the Related Information Topic. HowSubject
ever, as you will see later, information
'Low
can be in smaller or larger units than
the'basic topic size. Units of information smaller than the basic topic are
called Information Points and units consisting Af groups of topics in a single
'.....14\
field are called Related,SubJects. It
is common practice In vocational programs SAMPLES 00 INFORMATION
TOPIC TITLES
to teach Related Subjects by a teacher
different from the regular shop or
laboratory_instructor and usually ih a
room different from the laboratory.
Ir
,

12. To Xrite An Information Topic Title
Make the title descriptive
AvOld starting with a verb as this form
is reserved for doing element titles
The participile form may be used for
information topics explaining an
operation
Some examples of Related Information
Topics are shown In the following slids.
For these examples the topics are Of
the technical information kind.,
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JMIr

Cabinetmakina

aabinet

aking

Machine-Shop

achine
hop

CosmetOlogv

osmetlogy-

'Practical Minim

ractical
ursing

'13« The-basic Work Habit elements of an
occupation are important in vocational,
and technical*teaching and are an im=portant part of's complete analysis.
flowilver, time does not permit a discussion of these in this lesson.
,

14. To Allis point in our .study of analysis,
this evening, you now have an understand-,

ing of the nature and purpose of an
insructiOnal-analysis; espacially, the
elements'of the process
,knowinct and
You:have seen samples of titles of real
work elements and from these should be
able'to identify the same kinds of
elements in your own occupations.

Wlia

During the remainder of this lesson, I
will demonstrate the steps to follow
In making an instructional analysis.
Those steps are the same for all occnpations so by following these closely
you should be able to go through the
same procedure for your own fiald of
work. You will have an opportunity in
seminar-discussion to practice this
technique for parts of your own Occupation.
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However, before beginning the sequence of
analysis steps, it is timely at this point
to consider, "iiho makes the instructional
analysis?" Presently and for many years
past pxperts such as yourself with a number of years experience in the occupation
make the analysis soon after they begin
their new work as a teacher for the occupation. Occasionally, experts in a
field watch other experts at work and
identify and record the essential elements in use and this is given to you as
an analysis of the field. After you have
been teaching for a while you may work with
other teachers of the same subject in
analyzing in more detail or updatin an
earlier analysis. No instructional
analysis can be complete at one time
because of the rapid changes in work in
business and industry.
15. To make a minimum analysis to use in
planning for teaching, the following
five steps must be performed.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Block the occupation
Make master lists of elements
Make an analysis chart
Determine an order for doing
elements
5. Determine an order for knowing
elements

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Block Occupation
Make master liPts
Chart
Determine element

ordr

The key words for these steps tre
shown on this .chart.

The first stepi,in blocking an occupation
is for convenience in making sure no part
of the field is left out when searching
for essential elements. It could also be
used As you will see next week in detirmining course units. For how it is a
convenience in guiding the search for
lements. Some occupations cannot b.
logically subdivided and aie called
sihole-block occupations. Those fields
of Work that can be so divided are called

WIAZE221.2.tepations.
Some examples of occupations blocked
for.analysis are shown on the following slides.

14441111=111
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16. The second task in making an instructional analysis involves making' master
,4
.
lists of three kinds:
I

1.

ji

ç,Litpf Spsj

Ocertoflt

'

A sample of this listing is showtvotithe
Icllowing chart. Each operatiOn title
Is correctly written and of coUrse,,is
small piece of work needed in i number.:
of jubs. If some of the operations
listed cannot be used in a particulti ,job,tho/ are called auxill,lAry opera=

um. An auxilliary operationT-is.ide
fined as-one,needed to keep productioh,
going; for example, To SharpenA Twiót
Dr11/, ReOlace Meter Batteries, td.
Opiritions-are listed in any order the-,
firsi listing. Order these in:teach:
-ing is established later in the charti'
ing procedure.
2. lakejkliel.j..aiit.2C(L.x.....amonJoki

just as for the operations these-are'
wrttteellrtarrett-forM-bUt not in any
irder the first time listed. These are
largex,p1Aces:54-war* ttat will be

y
.

tj-

used in.'-'fiiirchei-prititiin'-g-later as vehl

cles thx00,whicktbebasiC operations
i..M4e_Mlister,List-oLInidimation

I

r:ycour first listing, make these ali'
'echnical and gUidance kind of topida
Betautie-these-topics-Will-be chasen to
-relate to the operations and jobs they
can,,-,be.,..given4,an-order-later whin-an

order is established for the baste
A:11 of thesiv-elements in these Oreelists artAAtatinid by refleOting on the'

viprkerwW0c-occupation black-by block
if 4 multOilock trade, 0 fOr the coml.=
PieteOccuPatian it a single-black Iliad

<,

I
1

A ,complete...analysis,of an:,:oCcupition would

also include another master list of basic
work habits of a good worker in'. this oc*.'-'
cupation. This will not be 1nclud.din
this short lesson.

1

,

H
-"'
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17. After instructional elements have
been listed, information about the
elements as to their frequency of use,
relative tmportan4e and other factors
can be gained through the charting
procedure. Specifically, these
factors can be learned.
1.
2.
3.
4.

CHARTING TO FIND:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Operation Frequency
Job Complexity
Operation Order
Information Topic
Order

Frequency of use of operation
Simplicity and complexity of jobs
Order and grouping of operations
Order, and emphasis of Information
topics

Analysis charts as tools of the
analyiet for information about instructional elements are of two

Affaind 4 C

typed:

1111111111

siormarsi ummumi

1111111111111111111111111,

1. Grid kind of chart
2. Two-column Chart

i111111111111111W1111111
MINI111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111

Note this two kinds in the illustration,
The grid chart is most valuable for
cystom occupations, while the column
chart provides most information for the
servic occupations. Custom occupations are those fields of work in which
the worker produces a product in contrast to the service fields where the
worker produces a service. For example:
the carpenter and cabinetmaker are in
custom occupations because their work
results in tangible structures or products, whereas the automotive technician
produces a service. The cosmotologist
and barber produce products in the form
of haircuts and permanent waves and are
in a custom occupation while the practical nurse produces a service.

1111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111Mill

...If7174r,-.2111111111111111111111i1117*7

Ar

0/d r/, VC7Ihklallialall/01/

lf/id

'le111111111111111

.

18. IsLEULJAG,E1cLualiyatj,..iSAALt
1. Procure graph paper and rule as shown
2. Label vertical column, BASic Operations, (How to)

3. Label horizontal spaces, Wait
4. List job end operation titles in the
appropriate spaces. (any order first
time)

5. Check ach operation if used in the
common job (checks will not have pattern
at this time).

Nompnrraz
ammeass
MmIltIrC
sisonorrimil
min! elm
m

IIMININMIN 3 a ra

rsi

III

minmilerrnirmil
r Inv! ry rr
as

[r
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Tan
6. Rearrange both order of operations an
jobs to obtain a pattern of checks as
-ahAsen.

7.'Number operations and jobs in the new
order.
After rearranging jobs and operations t
'obtain the diagonal pattern of checks
and then numbering the operations and
jobs as shown, these two kinds of ele
ments are then in order for teacher
planning. The highest frequency of use
operationt take the lowest number. The
jobs-range from the simple(lowest num
ber job) to the comples. When a group
of operations tend to be used with
'many simple jobs, the whole group of
operations is called-the block bake.
When-you get to course planning, the
block`base of operations will appear
in.the early units of the course. You
.will_also tee later the grid analysis
chart when ordered can with slight
'changes be-used-as a student progress

iglIMOMMOMO

EA111111111

111
1111
111
i 11111111111

INUMMIUMIN
EXIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111
IUMOMMOSIMMOI II
commommes
ommi
Mr4111111111111

NIMMEMOMOIMM

chart.

After, operations, are ordere4 the in
formation topic titles.are ordered-by
inspeCtion and rearranged:in order to
:mat ClOsely relite,zo:the order for
,tWoperations.:'After,the best,order

coMinatiOn la found the information
topics are then-numbered,in the same
:order as-the operations.
Further"analytis Wi*hin.inforiaetion
topiciv-will,pe-neCetsary.at the time
Ythe tqpics,are preTared for the daily
lesson. The topics will need=to'be
organized around some.pattern of out7.
lining of,the :#alfoinkation points and

A study'
:of this anilysii will le part, of the
iubjectmatter ,iltty pr. Moss in Unit'6
of this coursir

concepts.withinthe topics.

Where the grid type analysis chart
cannot be used for information about
instructional elements as in many kinds
of liervice occupations, the two

mwma1I

TTII i

I! I I: I 1111 OM 111 P 1 A m

I

III"

laull

I41

III

MOMBIMMEMII
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co!uan analysis chart is used. As can
be seen in the illustration doing
elements (operations) and knowing elements (information topics) are considered at the same time and piaced.in
vertican colUmns.

Start.this kind of s chart by first MI
sidering opcupation blocks and then
separately for each block list the oper
ations in a vertical column with an
order of frequency of use determined
from your knowledge of the field*
After these are placed in the best
order, number them from the top down
in the same manner as for the grid
chart.
Information topic titles
from your master list are then ph..ed
in another vertical column adjoining
the Wag. column. The topics are
ordered so as to get technical and
guidance kinds of information topics
closest to the operations to which
they relate. Upon completion of this'
chart we have available for later
course planning blocks of the occupation, order of operations, and
order of inforMation topic titles.

20. ABA-19.1.1a.LMEMAIX=IblIP techaLuk
i09214014211 PoiPt9.

(14 During this lesson we have studied
the instructional analysis technique as
an inventory of essential elements need
ed for planning for instruction.
(2.) We have seen in detail how the essential elements, doing, Angmlaa, and
taijp as behavior have their bAse in a
definition of learning as a schinagja
121141192.

(3.) Also we have seen that the actual
work titles for the doing, knowing,
and being elements are the ookpation,
the yelated information topic, and the

Ituk.WILAIAIlata
(4) From lists of titles of instruction
al elements, we have charted the eleAnts by means of two kinds of charts.
We used grid charts for custom occus.
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pitions' and column kinds of char.ts, for

custom for servioe. Furthert'from the
kinds of charting 'we were able to,jet,
information as to importance Of fra!!:.
quency of use, and order of preelntA-t,
tion for teach1ng.

(5.) As we have proceeded through this
lesson, you have noted many comments
about the use of information gained
from an analysis for planning:for teach
ing: Also yoU have developed an aware
ness of the fact that no analysis is,
ntirely complete at any,one time, but
rather an analysis must be continouS,,
to follow the changes in industry and
business.

'WSW

te'

Teach
A

Trade

This concludes our study of analysis
for this course. Next week's less.on,,

is entitled,Oroanizing.aall.ampinents.
In that lesson, I shall show in detail
the planning of the various parts of a
course of instruction. I will give
coneiderable attention to the establish
invof course objectives and their
clarification using information gained
,

from the lutructional analula.
Until next week, goodnight, arid see
you at the same time.

ADDENIVM

AnsLusuastapz.,11.1aforaatista....12,p1sThe..instructional analysis technique we
have-been studying is the most popular
of'ways to determine and seleCt inr,
structional content for techniCal flelds
It had its beginning during World,yar,I
in- the work of two people; CharlWArlen
an educator; and Robert Salvidge, an
engineer. The first text was use,d4or
development of military trainiOg
grams and by 1923 carried the titlelr:
"How to Teach a Trade". Simpliftojaion
and improvement of the technic* by
Fryklund resulted in a new text, "Trade
and Job Analysis". In this form_the
anaiysis procedure was widely tiiedjOrthe development of training coorsialor"
World War II. lite to:to:W.1ot?
earliest form was translated for ute in

10.

Trade
and
Job
Analysis
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developlant, of foreign vocational pro-

grams. jryklund's text was translated
into*five_languages_for foreign vocatiOnal Program development., The 1965
revision of the text under the title,
"Analysis Tichnique for Instructors"
carries the same basic technique with
illustrative examples from more fields.

Analysis
Technique
for
Instructors

Introduction,to Vocetf.onal-Technical Teaching,
IndustrialEducatiOn:Staff, University of Minnesota
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This summary of Unit." is plannedJor.student use,before,viewing,,
the film presentation.% It 111,sUggeited that thlspreviei-Outline,
be givea to students at the end'of Unit'2 as indicated in the"Method of Approach" f6t 1404.2. 46'iddition to': Pieview,;011,

outline canalso serve-as revIei,notesfoOhis Oat.. The
informatioi oUtlined in blocks-Of th**Outline is'a;iftplicate'
Of
_
prisentation.,.-scharts_used during the:Unit 34fiti

galk3 - SUlmirv Revkli
I.

,

Analysis Review

A. Definition of,Analysis
An instructional analysis is a technique wherebythe essential elements of an occupation are identified and listedlor instructional purposes.
B.

Definition of LearsOng
Learning Is a change in behavior through experience.

C.

Review of instructional element as used In Unit 2
Basic Instructional Element

Learning Behavior

Wing.......22WItea-----m-----N-------mo
Kdowing

,

song
II.

Related Information Topic
work liabit

A

Key Points An Planning, for Teaching
%.

B.
C.

What - alms and pUrposes - objectives - content
How - teaching methods and resources
Check - evaluation of teaching and learning

III. Cource Components
.s.
A. Orientation

IV.

B.

Broad Course Objectives

C.
D.
E.
P.

Clarified CoWl Objectives (content)
Course Units
Unit Lessons
Course Evaluation,

Course Unit - Definition

A course unit is a solos subdivision of a Aurse and
consists of selected specific clarified course objectives
(content) tied into aAeaningful whole with teaching
procedures aimed at achieving the objectives.

1
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'SUMMARY OF'FiLM PRESENTATION

CONTW

=

'

Course' Untt 'Components
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.

VI.

Introduction
Unit Obj.ctives
Teaching Expendients
Method of Approach
Unit Evaluatiod
Unit Appendix (unit resources)"

Unit Objectives
A.
B.
C.
D.

-,

1-

4;-

1

Chosen from master list for
Written in behavior change
Usually contain content in
Needed for both development
unit evaluation

'whole Course
characterixatiods,,
the-three areas of, b*MviOr
of teaching procedurlis:and

A Form for Unit Objectives

aZ

Z

UNIT OBJECTIVES

A student completin this unit should:
1.,Be abl to: I

77:77.-7,
apollammomm,,,..5011

"to*

Teaching - An Art and a Science:,

A. 'Determination of objectives

process
B.

.

ft

:

t

acnóinCüàihdirá1nt
trt--

Teaching for objectives - scien04'001104 point of'
view of principles of learning arid iiiching.'
Teaching for objectives can be an ,art and pakeuis of.
the creative talents of the *eatiOr
a

C.

,
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PRACTICE SUE

ELSIE T TITLES

(1) Relatively constant over
long time periods and in
different geographical4
locations
(2) Small complete pieces of
work with little use by
themselves - Used in
combination to produce
larger pieces of work
called Jobs.
(3) Always iniolve steps of
procedure and the steps
have order
(4) A distinct unit of work
and caa be learned withou
reference to any particular Job

-

111E F.Tti * fig 110514*.1

Air 1140, II 01 4 ON*

*

*-1111111111111

field ofAvork
SAMPLE TITLES(from your
4,

(1) TECHNICAL - Information
the workman must know to
form, Judgements injlis
work
(2) GUIDANCE - Information
needed for progress on
the Job
(3) GENERAL - Information
nice to know, desirable,
but not essential

A
4 4.

Introduction to VocationalTechnical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota
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INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING
(USOE Development Project 0E6-85-051)

By the.Staff
Department of Industrial Education
University of Minnesota.

A series of twelve course units combining
filmed presentations and seminar discussions
designed to provide twenty-four clock hours
of pre-service vocational teacher training

Vocational Section
Minnesota State Department of Education
Saint Paul,Minnesota 55101
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UNIT 3

INTRODUCTION

The instructional analysis technique studies-in
yn-W-r WhU4 it-itilitlitriiiiiplUr*OitidedUre--, can

kodiiiii,ordy40416446toW4Vsiall4i464: of conTo
,be-useful fOr.the actual day-toipday teachinglthe
titWilitlf--40stev"idealrfor-Inittruct tonalorder.

.siiIVAnitiuiiional lments need synthesis and
organIZStion into-a teaching plan. It is for,this
ras0,2 thersforet, this linit-shOuld logically
!IW17.70,*.011

bUring the stuW6Vthiiuriit;,,ififóraatiónobtiiiiiiid

objectives and for planning the instructional
Materialspteaching,methods, and evaluation procedures,
-needed.
It is obvious then that the stUdy in this
unit supplemented by the instructional analysis
-provides the base for all succeeding units in this

ThirsesinirdisCUssiohlieriod coordinated with this
unit should provide students with an opportunity _to_
begin some development plans for their own teaChing.
In this way discussion will be enhanced and the
course organization principles will take on More
Meaning and logic.

ty,
r.

rt

,#

eLf,,

i47

;

,
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A student achieving the broad ebjectives for this course as
cla0fie4-fdr this unit should:
,

(1) Undeiitand the first principles and concepts involVed in
developing coUrse materials.
(2) Understand and be able to use vocatic.al education term-,
inology common to course organization principles and practice(e.--.
(3) Develop first appreciations and attitudes about teacher
confidenctiTandle:fficiecy resulting-from personally planned
'
instructional materia/i.
'Th

p4

The specific objectives (content) for attainment in this unit'are:

LITEUNT WILL UNDERSTAND:caziattcon:ies.12.4, eneraliiations

1. flAnniaa.Luattalaa
A. Planning Purposes
B. Planning Outcomes

2. Definition of Taring_
A. Curriculum E. Objective

Content
Expedient
D. Lesson
Evaluation
3. Iscational_Ighp ol Obiecti
A. Marketable Skills
B. Functional KnoWiedgeC. Work Attitudes, Habits
B. Course
C. Unit

F.
G.
H.

4. altsalailtanAzaitUaalt
Okjectives
A. School Objectives
B. Advisory Committees
C. Analysis of Purposes
5. 9221.11-211:212210c0LJ11..JP9.01111

A. Broad Objectives
B. Clarified Objectives
C. Course Units
D. Course Evaluation
6. ggyrjuLakisciAttaLAI
Wilibill.M0321.2.1.911a121
A. Knowledge Behavior
B. Skill Behavior
C. Work Habit and Attitude

740 aillil&d.allikULt.li
A. Information Topic Titles
B. Skill Titles
C. Work Habit Statements

8. 2111.W.Itaillag.2121tatkuo.
A. Course Content
B. Course Evaluation

g

A. Job-Project-Problem/
B. Major Condepts,:PrinCiplis,
.Ganeralizations,
StUdent Intiieet
P. Subject_Matter,-StrgOurs
.

10. amiikAiLLaikiftimti-

A,j4lit,(Weives

FL'leaChing:Eicpedienta'
C. Teaching Method,s

E. Unit Resources, Appendix
11. Unit glailstkeu
A. Selected From Course Objectives
B. Degree of Clarification
C. Objectives and Unit Evaluation
12. itals.autaillizassusalp.
A. Teacher Expedients
B. Student Expedients
13. .21....KuttINWLAUZZEJILLb..

A. Teacher Approach
B. Student Activity
14. Un4 apd Cour,' Aqmendi9es
A. Unit Appendix and
Resource Units
B. Teacher Expedieht Storage
C. Enrichment Materials

15. gAMEALAMIJIMILAWIIILIM
A. Purposes
B. Kinds of Instruments
C. Quality of Instruments
16. 9.9ALLLALALLIX5La.112.
A. Student Syllabus
B. Curriculum Director
C. Teaching-Learning Improvement
.

t

.55,-
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4.

'LESSON MATERIALS

The following teaching materials to help ,you with'the teaching
of this unit are included in this resOurc apPendix. You will
want to,dugicate the.number,of necessary copies ,to US,,S, ,1
you lead the seminar discussiOn:
'--.

,
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Diciani zing -Co-ufsei _COliponints
.
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,55'5555SS
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,,Sussieery,of Film,Presentation.

C.

,'

,

,

rrr,r.
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D. VirciV,3rest.'
;

A.51.

Unit 3'TeSt"AnsWer Sheet.

E.

.

.

,

F. -.Unit 3 TO:t.--Anevie,rcSheet. Key.

G.

Overvievi'Chart-'0.2COtirie,

H.

OverviliW'dhari2ot-Course Unit Development Pages
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ThiOhirty-minUte:filM,,,"Orgenliiiig COuisseCOMPOnlint*", mai4i,,
be Obtained froi'the'Dtiector, licidationWSO01.0;:,4iii.**',-Department of Education, Centennial Building,-St. loaU1'
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I.

Introduce unit with "Summary of Film Presentation"
hand-out sheet (SmaOle for
eduplication ,in the,unit
appen0X-).

Study summary sheet for
the charts shown and the
kind of items Suimarized.

Advise students that this
summary,eliminates,the,need
;t0,11:!ntAking%notes_during the

film viewing and that it
can also be used later as
revityl,:materiaL.'
c,

C'

,tArrange :for,4111m viewing;

either Individually or for
the group.
3.

Give Unit 3 Test (copies
of tests and answer sheets
should be duplicated from
samples in the unit appen-

Complete test answer sheet

dix).

for:later)discussion.--

Provide test answers.

(ncy time IWO.,
,.

Make notes on answer sheet
4.

Correct-aasWer -sheetiMirk
test scoreson the progress
chart by code number.
(Instructor will provide the
code numbers;)

5.

Initiate discussion from
student-olates on the.
answersheet.:s

6.

5.

,'instructor after the'discus=6'

,

Review and show samples
(if possible) of a course
Avllabus for students, a
course outline, and a teachInapuide, sample.

Return answer sheets to
sion.'

6.

Identify the main differnces
in these three kinds of teachr
course guides.

*The same approach can be used for one student or a voup of
students. While this approach is a suggested one, it is suggested
alsothat'the teacher fbr whom this content is new follow the
procedure precisely. Successive teaching of the unit can depart
from this procedure.

Introduction to VocatIonalTechnical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota
,11111111111111111111111111111111111111111011011011,

UNIT 3

,

SUGGESTED METHOD OF APPROACH

Continued

pDENT

7.

Review main parts of a
teaching guide.

B.

Review detail of a course
unit within a teaching
guide.

9.

Initiate discussion about
the value and time...saving

features of a teaching
guide.

7.

ACTIVIT,

Identify Pertinent parts of
a teaching guide from'teacher
samples provided.
Identify pertinent parts of
a course unit from samples
provided.

9,

Students list the ways in
which a well organized tciching
guide can be of value to ,thel.

(Be ready for student
questions about teacher
time needed for teacher
guide development.)

10.* Introduce next courserunit
and hand out copies of
'"Summary of Film Presen
tation" for Unit 4.

*This,summary sheet may be given at the.end of this unit.for
between class session study or at the beginning of the Unit,4
session.

IntrOduction'to,AfocationaITochnical Teaching
Industrial EducationtStaffi University of Minnesota

UNIT
3

,UNIT-RESOURCE,APPENDIX
ORGANIZING'COURSE COMPONENTS

RESOURCEAATERIALS
A.

Uhitljst
-o

Bo

Unit Test Answer.Sheet,
11!Itl Answer 'KeY

li Script

Film Summtry
Char*

Oliktrview;a:UCourte Development
>

Chart

OVerView of Course Unit Development

r

A
1,4,1

4

Appendix A
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.UNIT EXAMINATION

--75171WinG COURSE

OMPONE TS

nirections: This examination is designed to.evaluate your-learning
for the formal video or film presentation part of this unit of study.
Answer each item by darkening the appropriate letter as shown by the
example on the answer sheet. All answers are recorded only on the
answer sheet. a Ard
Any gagb. kit this js

gull

1. Industrial and business names for

instructional analysis elements
are:

A.
B.
C.
D.

technical-guidance-general
jobs-operations-procedures
knowing-doing-being
course-unit-lesson

2. One of the following factors It

=La part of the organizational
pattern of planning for teaching.
A.
B.
C.
D.

objectives-goals
means-resources
testing-evaluation
principles of learning

3. Considering organized teaching
plans in terms of the amount of
content to be covered, the
smallest unit is:
A.
B.
C.
D.

the course of instruction
the course unit
the unit lesson
the operation or procedure
step

4. The most specific and detailed
of planning objectives are the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

school objectives
course objectives
course unit objectives
unit lesson objectives

5. OIL of the following is not a

aiLa aaurse _comoomeat.
A.
B.
C.
D.

broad course objectives
clarified course objectives
course instructional aids
course evaluation

WA.

6. au of the following IL

asa.a

name for an outline or plan for
teaching a course or unit.
A. course syllabus
B. resource unit

course outline
D. teaching guide
7. 2ag, of the following is usually
all included in a course orientation or course introduction.

A.
B.
C.
D.

teaching expedients
age and nature of students
previous experience of student
general overall course aim

8. Broau course objecttves for the
kinds of courses planned for
vocational and technical instruction usually:
A. can be stated ftn one page
B. are stated in terms of actual
operations and information
topics
C. should be detailed enough for
final examination development
D. should evolve from unit
objectives

9. ikal of the following is usually
ncat given first emphasis for
vocational or technical school
objectives.

A.
B.
C.
D.

marketable skills
functional knowledge
general values
work habits

10. Course Units, are:

A.
B.
C.
D.

main course subdivisions
lesson subdivisions
subdivisions of the curriculum'
the daily lessons as units

Appendi,xi.AT

Introduction,to4V9cational-Technica1 Teaching
,Ind4Sts'ial,i44catLon'S*4ff,11nlyersity of Nihniatii

UNIT

ORGANUING COURSE COMPONENTS
Qns, of the following would mabe very useful in stating ,clari-

16. A unit "Method of Approach"

could-be-a-series-of-plalq4
---lessons---

fied-course- objectives 'as --desir--

able- behavior changes.

Ikeiommq."

_

A. 4hOnld understand..

kinds of elements
-C.-alwaye-is-tht-first-step
--course-unit- development---7D. determinesun1t objectives__

B. should-learn.C. "should7be-able to
D.

12.C4i4SS;Unitsk:determlned
no*ber:OrWa**: QaA of:the 444

'

A.
B.
C.
D.

lioffiàiqp
.

.

niiim'tfiateoWid be'414n
to the "unit appe_ndi4",iS

O. Anothr

ost-ii

'10vinCWO(111f,

A. -.4C-ORIOn-044o

attonS

unit
unit
unit
unit

teaching expedients
resources
evaluation
analysis

B -40SF.P.T0010441,h40,09 or 18. A unit appendix differ's
concepte
logical divisions of the subject
nearly equal blocks of time

13. The c9mowent part of a course
unit that differs from the parts
sor a whole course is the:
A. unit introduction
111. unit objectives

C. unit method of apprOach

D. unit valuation

go obJectives differ from
broad or general course objectives in that they:
A. take into account the three
kinds of learning behavior
B. Specify learning bhavior in
actual work element titles
C take less time to write
D. are not as clearly defined
15

NTID

Regarding course lessons, it can
be said theys
A. provide the overall goals for
the whole course
B. are.the smallest organized
Component of the whole course
C. usually should b4 3 to 5 class
periods in length
D. need not be as highly struc..
tuned as other course components

;

lripm 414-*

course appendix in thats

?

A. unit appendices containnall
of the information friman-*'instructional anelysis
Bs a course appendixlia OsSful
for ordering Materials andsupplies
C. unit appendices contein.sam7
ples of shop persOnnal Organizations
"
D. course appendix c n a ns sago=
pies of teaching hand-out
materials
39. The instructional analysts is Semost useful tool fors
A. determining broad, coures
objectives
B. clarification of broad course
.)
objectives
C. planning a lesson
D. development of test initru
ments
/.

,

4

10. Teaching is both a scienIce, and;,
an art. The art part in toiachèt

planning is most reflected ins
,

A. unit objectives
Boo teaching expedients
C. unit evaluation
D. overall objectives

,
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CpdeNo.

Name
D s

ANSW

DISCUSSION POINTS

S

EXAMINATION AUSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

ABCD

1 .

0 0 0 0

2.

0 0 0 0

3.

0 0 0 0

a.

0 0 0 0

5.

0 0 0 0

6.

0 0_ 0 0

7. .0 0 0 0
8.

0 00 0

9.

0 0 0 0

10.

0 0 0 0

11.

0 '0 0 0

12.

o o o 0

13.

0 0 0 0

14.

0 0

0 0

15.

0 0

0.

16.

0 0

0 0

17.

0 0

0 0

18.

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0

20.

0 0 0 0

0

0 0

77777,14WOOPPOPIVIMPOommo.....+"-------

Before you begin the examination or .while you are waiting
for others to finish the test,
list below points not clear to
you from the film. Clarifica
tion of these points will be
your responsibility during.the
seminar discussion following
the test.
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you
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)ANSMERS

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

ARCO
1. 0'0.0 0

2. 0 0 0

3.0000
4. 0 0 400
5. 0 0 0 0

64 0 0 0 0
7. 0 0 0 0
4. 0 0 0 0
9. 0 0 0 0

10. 0 0 0 0
11

0 SOO 0

12. 0 0 0 0

13. 0000
1

0 0 0 0
0

0 0

0 0 0 0

16. 0 0 0 0

19. 0 0 0 0

20. 0 0 0 0

I

AN§WER KEY - 'UNIT EXAMINATION
ORGANIZING COURSE COMPONENTS

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

I
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Good Evening.

Welcome to the third lesson of Introduction to Vocational-Technical Teaching.
I am William Kavanaugh, your instructor
for tonight's lesson, OrgAniming Course
Components. This is a continuation of
Pte teacher planning part of your course._
You will recall from last week'srstudy
that we looked into an occupation and
fields of work searching for essential
elements relating to the nature worker
and his work. We called the searching
and inventory process the Instructional
Analysis Techniaue and the resulting
inventory of lists, charts, and other
occupational information the Instructional Analysis.
Because we had in mind later use of the
occupational information about elements
for a teaching purpose, we listed the
elements in the form of Modal,,:doinct,
and being. Also, because we defined
"Learning"- in-our-kast lesson as a
change in behavior and used doing,
knowing, and being.as.kinds of learning
befiaiiot4 we used.the.bame names for
our analysis elements.
,

"

fiesreaertov4994's9s)05: As

Zer-0,wepoor iirneewer
twar-arsserwrof Ar
op ,414/ deoe/Afr.s./z/ 'Oar

04140- issrwr 4le
ifsorekwo4AIG 00...4e4crdows

,t9o1&~

ea

As IP cwfloter
AvArosso.r4e )xibigevfe

,C.140.e.e/E4ar

leula

During:the last
we quickly converted'from doing, knowing, and being
behavior elements to industrial terrainfor%the names of the actual work

lements used.

These ,weres

1. Operations - procedures - 'ind jobs,.
for Doing

2. aelatedIIAormat,, subiects
and points for Knowing elements
and
3. Iftrk habits, attitudes, and arore,ciations for Being elements.

Last time w also cautioned you against
thinking that these were the only ways
in which learning could be classified,
but that was a functional scheme4nd
widely used by public vocational .school

eel/Aril/
40404.4#4,6 oWsneeiarAw.k.
itC1Flawote,
itrZe*Aver

hiomic

eoreoponi
Are..pre:,
..wPottotr.v4/ MAC

Mlle& 1040/
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teachers and by other Instructors in
training programs in business end
Industry.
In last week's lesson we were most
toncerned about taking Apart and
looking for teaching elements. In
tonight's lesson, we will be most
concerned with synthesis or the putting together-1h an organized teaching

plan, the elements founuring
analysis procedures and selected for
tiaching.

piforkbeginning ourAiscussion about
Orgarazing-the,verious.parts,of a
deurie -Winittliiction.v.thiniclOr a

--

Minute:0Out_04_organizatiOnal concept
that it t04-bitii'4Orall-,-oflour plann4ng

Alf-organiiing for teaching means
p/anning4nd arranging ahd canibt
summarized around,three-key pointst,"
=

(1.843,Plah,,r!nit.:should-1,students learn
111

thifileisity of Minnesota-

a c,ourge you, pre,organizingJor

tlichihg?This-itthe'"What", part,OfJ_
pOnning and willssget,us-intO detail
about an overi1I'ObjeCtive. broad and
-atneral kinds of obJectivek, ;and

jujor very specific objectives.
(2nd) Plan Da to do the teaChing -Sob
wIth-the-bett-OrgihiiatiOnal plan ahd
lost appropriate means and resources.

So students will learn Alawe'have
specified-under-point-li-and,this gets?.

Anto unit and basi,cvelopment
11140,teaching:methOsand-resoUrces._,
r4:.theck or an
t
eve
or..1Uyou at ,a,.teaCherhave
taught what was:specified,unditi point
1; This ,poiht-lof oUrSjike*:4 into
instruminAs.
Tils principle is' basic anew11,1
show up in each of the-component parts
of course planning.

wwwwwwwiernwpww.rammwm...,,
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To begin our study of course Organization, follow again the basic steps in
course planning, first in overview
and then in detail.
-

1. .....11Pla.gmarluitaLut

This is the setting for tho course;
overall purpose; age of students;
running time of course; etc.
2. Determine Broad Course Objectives
This is a series of statements
about the general ends the teacher
hopes the students will attain.
BZOad Cotirse'Obiectives
This'etke:very Apecific clarificaOTAhe broact_Oblectives and
with enougti deta41 clarity, and
'defiditeheis that there is no ques'tiot -about whi,tlitudenti Ahould be
,

,

learning.- lfClarified objectives
sit:6100 enough-thar*, should be no
question-About What AAi measure toevaluWe student leirnfng.
After'the above step, the teacher
could plan either the cour0
or the final examination instruments
5.

Coa4i0 oaVAteMPoot/
2 iireo0P49

elossmese 44114017004

4g!"4C.Olemr*tp emmaw:
dr.

Fen l#S

~ar4

411.. 4040104er
46=0,0v,r.Z.F.vrel:w

Cgey.,95-0 4:004(+9?l4e

Plan the Qourse Mnits
These are major subdivisioni ol the
course running from one week to
maybe two or three-weeks.
All of
the course units should accomplish
all of the clarified objectives for
the whole course.

MO, Lesson Plans
These are the smallest divisions
of a course that have unity:And
generally are more than onebasic
element.
You will note that steps 1, 2, 3, and
4 were all concerned with the "what"
part of teacher planning.
Steps aix
and seven were concerned with the "how"
of teacher planning end development.
Evaluation or check was a part,of
block 5.

!
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-UNIT
PAGE :4

A complete plan for a course you wil,1
teach could be called a: (1) Cour e'
Outline, (2) Courge Syllabus, or ,3
......211TeeLtISILte, depending on the format

you use and the degree of detail
included in the.plan.
;

For-your first-course planning I wiI1
present in,detaila step-byustep pro-ceduri.,
the-Iiillowing,are,the steps-to perform
in-devilpping.a. teichino

,

eaceAxmar Atet'

Agserdemvive

(firit) On a Single-page, write the:name:,of the cciurteyOu_plan to teeth:-

0r4Er

COMOVANd4

evedire.4441-

Oscriptive as

AvAdvsie

yo4 Loth.- Far --example:

Agating-GgnamilaalluilLBIAL--'

C461~7acesTox

BusitesgMfta Prodessint 'or General
Data Processing is'better'-than just

Re4wAste Sbir
sAlro4 k3 Srawar
45.4rAsuwee"

better tatimleneral-Drafting II.

OZt.

Data_ Procetsincr,

Hotel Chef Training - better than
Foods I or
.

.

.

,

*7

e

AMISILIRELLMAIWIELILELL4
Machine Shoo better than BaIllgoalmaLli
Business Data Procesiing or
General Data Processing
Medical Office Receptionist

r.

;

After a descriptivn title, include
statements specifying:

,

.Y

1.4.1.9.ELEALL.P.MY29.11L.L1.91.12.1121.LW

P!,

.

"'

el

k

4

't.'

the course:
EatunuaLtheude:,...a.......Its; age, typical

group, or special group
monithi. -

clock hours, weeks, sessions

I

LakalI2LIA.JkALIALLMNLIUM'
13.1.22g.trlati

3, '4

of

workAUULJOULAINUUUll
prey ougly blds beginning, advanced,
or speciai t nd of course

".01!

-

OWIMILFirp,o,

-*1,

-*?
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r;

Allof

at

P.'

.44

information usually'
on/one'...pageby-beginning teacher
'plinners qo'lkst-utee4,'-ithe Orientation,
,f4r the
;!.

1

(tecond,)
title

el

;

=

this
Bijoikit:COUr*i'srOliteativeik.

Fqllow witk, this *-tliteme.0t:s

;

4

'

"3 4,Z
s'

;

;.4

.14earleSM

studentn'paiiiiiliii4oif course
slloulds"

,

VC
-

'1 I

P.1.

L

1

UnderstaLi-:A

2,-mm:cm=

4111111110

APPOWW

4

,

atateri,

==iumer
3. Develop desirable

,

1.

-

)60,14eiinW*01

1001124ftigemiftwilasiegill

ff;

Tt- r

4. Understand and practice the:accepted
safety practices
5. Be able to read and interpret
related drawings and sketches
6. Understand and practice preferred'
business ethics.
-

4

Note that some of these objectives ate`
kfloWledge oriented; others skii4
Centered; *ogle work habit and ittitUde,
,-Ophatis; and some a combinatiOn
:the thre behaviors. The impoTtant
, thing:about these objectives is

.

that when- clarified and taught Ifo'r:

--a 'marketable worker of high catibre
should reSult.

,l

:,Usually the broad objectives f 1,r the
, fields in which most of you will be
plginning coarse* can be stated iin five

.

to eight, broad ,objectives.
.

;

ioz

"The statement of broad course Objittivet
iS a most important part of course
"'i
planning.
It does not require a lot
:-:.
of ,Writing.
Th4 language used should
be limple Imel definite.
This lakesHit
Yet it iii difficult to
,c464y.
beginning teachers to do this part of
planning. The teacher's argument
lOr this is that they are lusttso many
:Words written to impress otheri and what
good are these objectives nnyw4y? ,A4 ,,A1
broad course objectives aren'ti.
f-!
:2 deliberately used by the. teacher tbiy
0,
'Might have a good right to feel this
;

;

;

'3'

c';.;

;,=

,

:,

;

-

)

(j,

iZ

"V,

ri
3-

;*l^

-

A

,

,-, 4

.

,

';"f

,;.;
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On several pages Camity.proad Course
Objectives,

For courses of any reasonable length,
month or-more of training,time, one
or, more pages are needed fox' clarificaltion_pl_each brOad objeCtive. Begin
by writing -one of the broackobjectives
at the,pp pf a iseparete,pege-and
un0er each:broad objective. A student
atpkining,t4s objective,shOuld:
.

1. Understand:7 inforMation- topic ti*les
froM inalysts

1

16040A0

°DURSO

oejliCTIVE0 ND 3

iSal

uNDexesoafr.
ibr 0491.E.Toftu
tipL4.

Orts~10

fr

oiouvi:#

Mot

- otoot =

to.7operationtitles from
analyiii
3. Will-0-work-habit-statements -from
analysis

A broad objective can probably be most
easily clarified by asking yourself a-,
question, "What should the student be
like- when he has attained the objective?"
'What will he understand?" "What will
he be able to do?" "How should he act
with respect to safety, and other work
habits, attitudes, and apprecistions?"
The answer to these questions is,
readily available from the instructional,
analxeis. This is why you performed
this task. If the answers aren!t in the
lists and charts you have 'made,,the
analysis needs some additions. pf
course within the time period of the
course not all information topids,
or all skills, or all work habits cap
be learned, so there must.be selection.
The frequency of use and simplicity And:
complexity from the analysis will be
of help in making the selection:

How will you know when an objective, is
clarified in enough detail? When is it
functional for planning the rest of
your course?
ou

n u ea

When t is clear enough that ,you can "
+fartilY%ty method end ;teaching
chooe0
aids and learning experiencea so it
will be learned.

es:
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244-When

instrument,

..',..mTWAP,Allit-CIOrfoXmarit. test,-

411*W t 9,0:' ch Or sheet; or other:
devt

Orlit

tit4teritMe

it has been

s

Vitivei are
ihti 4401rthii,becoie.

AVAAAPONiiii0ONgr iiikt44441 d i the content

that' yt dkSó't4tudehts to- learnt
INIpeuse the contiVit44iOm two '1-6
direCtiOns,,analysie.of t4*orker an
ligaCt4C:the,,Agreenient With coOse
objectives; attainment Of ttie obj4;;''
tives:to an- acceptable' degree should
result-1n a marketable, worktr produc
A4 of the_ work you bave done for, the,
pages ofHyOur 'teaching guide so fit""
tat been: tO' answer' the quesOon, "Whet
-Should, itUdents learn?" Alio all of
,

the,iritten :pages- for your. 4uido so
far : Eli* in 'elan pieces andjnot
cOordinated., TO -thi s pointlyou know
Only what -students .should learn.
"Hole"

Probably:the most inefficient, illo1;0111

arid',01fficult way tolteacb ,for

th. bOdY of, content developed
be- tO,, Start from the beginning of. one,

0:04:page* of clarified Olijectives,,,
;and, *Why. One start- explai4ing for

the Ooling alimints,AfimonlitrOtw,
lop
lasments,

byl

--Ottto *irk 4abits, and Aind up nine

'son:as:0'180 class days lOet-with
Asvil;t0ing:Coveted.

.

ot_

l'his sometimes happens when 4,1 tacher
coitinUes throUgh AI textbook 'page

,

44514AInct in, order and Ah4 objeCiivei'
44. the authOr: in writing the text were
ilot the 'site, es those planned by a

teaCher for i- partic4ar co4rse.

The whole body of content (clarified
objectives) can be more easily managed I
and organized if a smaller part
it. is organised around Courie qnity.
Course units are major subdivisions
of the courAem

s'",
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M.22.
Defined - An instructional unit is a
group of clarified objectives tied
together into a meaningful whole and
coordinated with teaching means and
resources.
Cturse UnAts are Determined in a Number of W/.

A course unit is a major subdivision
of a course and UT most vocational
courses consist of usually a week's
work for short units to two or three
weeks for the longer ones. There is
no specified length. If it is too
short it becomes probably a lesson;
if it gets too long, it becomes a
short course in a curriculum. Determining length of a unit and what
objctives are selected from a list
of objectives for the whole course
is the task in unit deve3pment.

1. Units may be planned around a common
core of operations - Maybepthe
2. Common service Jobs - in the locality.
3. MaJor principles. theoriest ox
concepts.
4. Logical divisions of the 9ubJect
itself.

5. Samblockg.11.211dfor the beginning
ariohe analysis.
Maka a page of Unit Titles,

Unit 1 - Introduction to Work of the
Cabinet Maker
2 - Basic Cabinet Making Operations
3 4 5 -

IvIcht.j=.
written guide for
teaching the content of the unit ands

15AGE 8

VIDEO

A COMO int
IS A MAJOR IMMO
OF A CORSE AND CONSISTS OF

SELECTED CORSI mum
OBJNICTIVIS (COME) TIID
TOWNER INTO A PEAIIINCIPUL

WHOLE WITh TIMM FROMM

AMID AT mama so
OBJICTIVIS.

ammi.unimommenimaiOf

kalotIntridUotionVotationalf-TechnicaloTeiChIngr.
nduitrIWEdistitiOW:StiffiUniversIty of Minnesota,

HOOpendiXT

t hyp

VIDES).

-

14/

3)
4)
(5)
(6)

#

e f llowin
Unit Introduction
%Milo Adka
wujwcuairwi.
Teaching Expedients
Method of Approach
Unit Evaluation
Unit Appendix
on

wil

in

_

The development of the:unit
follows the organizing pattern set
for the whole course. Know what to
-h
teach - Unit objectives - Uselthe
best method to get the job doile - Check
to see what has happened.
Notes

,-

MALLatratialla

,

f74,:

fl

Places this unit in relation to othort:
of the course units. It usually
Includes running time for the:unit and,,
other special features.

J.14.

Unit Oble9tives

,

Are chosen from the master WO of
clarified objectives for the *hole
course and usually are coded.1 These
ars beet kept in behavior chsliges
fora.

-iiX4111111

187

.

lialkinsilmiLtakt

i
1

Are moans and resources needed t6-dOl
:We actual teaching to accomOishlthe
'Unit objectives. Not always can this
be cospleted in this order. And
sometimes this step must be skipped-over in part7and then completd aftei
lessons w_ithin the unit are Oannedl.

1:4

,

-t'-114UT'

iiiI4ILILMMEUtLa

Th;s is tho actual plan of whItt topics
are being. presented and in whirt order
and also the skills to be demenstrated'
and coordination of practice,ljobs
1
and project,
It Is
running order
of topics ofeinformation to bt presented
by some method, ah,d'prectice to bsr

l'

provided by the teaching met*
and learning expettpnce. Extqtly how
to do this is study for Unit 4, the
next lesson. The unit mothodlof
approach orders information t pies ind'
;

1000014wilimpmoopolimmow.mwr----,H
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Cuuromg
cperation titles with teaching methods
and.in sequence from the first to the
last day of the unit.
Unit Evaluation
Following-the organiziiig pattern set
at the beginning of this television
presentation, unit evaluative tests
And instruments can be trade right
after unit objectives are recorded and
bófore the Method of Approach is
determined or any lessons planned.

Unit ApneaL.
This is yomparable to a resource unit
and is a place to store ideas, plans,
sample of handout materials, lesson
plans, sample instruction sheets,
plans for blackboard illustrations, and
a host of materials used with the
lesson plans.
All, of the other course units would
be developed in a like manner and
conSi-st of the same component parts
elk:of-the course units except any
thai may,be-for enrichment purposes
shout(' provide for attainment to an
aceeptable level of the body of content
(clarified objectives) established for
the whole course.

One additional part Is usually added
to a course teaching guide. This is
the course appendix. It differs from
unit appendices in that it refers to
the_complete course and contains
materials relevant to all units.
Seam materials valuable to. the teacher
in condueting the course Might be:

1. Materials Ordering Lists
2. Student and Teacher Personnel
Organization Charts
3. Sources of Supply
4. Local Companies Willing to Handle
Field Trips and Industry Helps for
You

5. New Ideas to Develop for Teaching im
Certain Course Units

liThE0

,
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-1-...

6:-Mitiffire-and Td4470:Coniidoi for
--IiiprOiretient-of-Courie And Instruction
7. Analysis Information about,the
Work or Subject Matter
'

In summarys
(These Technical Information Roints),
(1) In this lesson I hive presienteA
in overview the component.parts

of a plan for a IllshlasAalt,
(2) I have discussed the impoitance,,,,
of broad objectives in setting,
the general ends to be ach,ieved ,
for any course.

(3) I have shown how broad course
objectives can be clarifiid
with the information from an
instructional analysis so they,become functional and becOme
.course content.
(4) I have proceeded through the
pages of a teaching guide :so that,you can, during sminar discus- ,..
sion, start a plan for yoUr'own

cours.
(5) I have shown samples of a Icours,
unit with pages for objectives,
teaching expedients, but n'ot
the individual lesson plaWs.
This will be the subject for
your study with Dr..Moss next

tim.
(6 )

I have used one organizing principie; what, how, check, for a
complete course and a course untt
and the same principle will apply
in your work next time.

This concludes our study of organizing
course components for this lesson.
Next week's presentation is "Planning
the Lesson." In thf.s lesson you wil/
be working and planning with lesson
materials. Good night for now. Dr.
Moss will be with you for your 'next
lesson.

-

-41.,- -"
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Addendum

And now for a general information
Planning for teaching and the actual_
teaching itself is both a science and
an art. Selection of teaching elementsfrom an instructional analysis and
the determination of broad and clarified
objectives is part of the science of
planning for teaching - in other wordsv
"What to teach?", important as it is,-can be cut and dried and does not us
to the most creative abilities of the
teacher.

The "how" part of teaching, the classroom presentations of principles,
concepts, information, can be hindled
in a creative fashion when the teacher
uses his best talents and insights to
make understanding most efficient for
most students. The cleverness with
which the teacher can foresee under-:
standing problems and plan creative ways
to circumvent them is the art part
of teaching - the good teacher
uses both the science part of teaching
and hls own creative talents for the
art of teaching.

,

VIDEO

-
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TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING
Review of.Lesson 4

I.

.

_

J.

f". ..

.

A.-'0igatifie the content'elementi, in'the'Course outline into
"
"
doing and, "knOwing" leSscins.
:

,

.

.

,

,4

I

411111111,
ourse Outline-,

:

Unit A
1

--.,

.4

:

Lesson 1
Lesson 2

5
6
3
4

=" Lesson 3
-

1

Unit B

2

= Lesson, 4.

12
-13

4.

*

Lesion 5

7

Unit C

9
10
11
15
IMENICmussiamaior

,

Lesso'n 6

Lesson 7*

Lesson 8
'MOW

State lesson objectives in terms of the lesson content.

B.

,

-

Provide for 4 stages in teaching the content of each lesson preparation, presentation, try-out, follow-up!

C.

_

II.

Methods used in the conduct of knowing (fnformationii) lessons
IlluStrated lecture method.

A.

"

1.

In this method the teacher tell, the students what he
wants them to learn, and Iggsameal.his verbal explanaticWwith visual aids.-

2.

Visual aids serve to clarify, reinforce and reinterpret
what the teacher says.

,
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CON'T
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Illustrated lecture method may be used:

With a jrAgastaLtu group - studenit-tre4ufficiintly

olikointheh backgrounds nd abllit;all,will
reaionablet4e9;0:464
stiges of informational
f

KnowingrIeslons.

-r-

Disussion method.
1.

(In this method the-teacher-pdses a reallstlIc problem
or question to the class #s a whole which requires them
ito uie (apply) the- new Inforiational content of the
The teacher- eacourages a lively, Verbal ex;lesson.

Oange of .ideAramono-the-student, as theylattempt to
solve the problem-or-answer-the question. 1
2.

Discussion engageuthe -students in Group, problem!solving Activities:,

i

3.

DiscussioriS:meAbod-may-be
-

a. _With a hOiliogemeous imoup--(all studentsAust be
'----capable-Of-contributing:to-iiid-Venefitting from
the discussion)
,!
: ,
".k

.

b.

=

In the try-out stage of informational lessoni.
2.4

,

-

r

Oral quiStioning mefhod.

1. -In. this_method the,Jeacher- poses a: series.pf;ATistions,
'either directed to specific students or to :he Class's*
4 whole. One or, more stwiePts_a4swer pattLAP.Ost-ion,
.Orally and the teacher reiCis to the answers as they
,

.

f?;;;

:fr.;

,

,-

.0211 qUestiOning'engage,vthe!studentsHim individull
(oral) problem-solving aCtIvitiet.

a.

With a homogeneous group (all students are expected
to be able to answer most of the questions posed by
the teacher).

b.

In the try-out stage of informational le'ssons.

Introduction to Votational-Technical-Teachin/
Industrial Education.Staff, University Of Minnesota
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- ,

Supervised study Method,'

1:0:.

1,

In-this method a written assignment sheet is given to
--each student-which Calls for him to read certaiwmater-;,-4
ials and then to answer Written questions ibout the
materials,
2.

Each student may be given, 4nd thus be working on,
different assignment.

a

;

3.: The written assignment sheet contains:

An introduction which,psychologicalli prepares the

'a..

,

student,1

b.

Directions for finding specific written materials
that should be studied by the student, e:g. textbooks,
journals, information 'sheets.

,

:

,

c.

-

Questions covpring the written materials studied by
the student.-

4.

Supervised study method may be used:
a.

With a heterogeneous group - students with very wide
differences in their backgrounds and/or abilities,
-

b.

To account for all four stages of informational
lessons - preparation, presentation, trysiput, follow-

:

upo
lilY Summary Chart

11111=i=11,

Some Methods for Teaching
Knowing Lessons

Group

Preparation

Homogeneous

,

.

-Presentation

Try-out

Illustrated'

Illustrated

Discussion,

Lecture

Lecture

,

Follow-up

Oral

:11541!

Questionin
Heterogeneous.-.411,

Lel

(Introduction

Supervised Study Method
(Study
Materials)

(Written
Questions)

(Correcting
Questions)
.rt

4.

'
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TEACHER'S GUIDE
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FOR THE COMM
INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING
(USOE Development Project 0E6-85-051)
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a. smormemmINIIIP'

By the Staff
Department-of Industrial,Education
'University of Minnekota,

A series of twelve course units combining
filmed presentations and seminar discussions
designed to provide twenty-four clock hours
of pre-service vocational teacher training

Vocational Section
Minnesota State Department of Education
Saint Paultitinnesota 55101
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,
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Unit 41 "Planning the Lesson," Is an integral part of a series
of twelve tio-hour unit lessons designed to provide prospective
teaCrs with an initial exposure to the job of the instructor
in vocational-technical education. The lessonf-therefore,
shoatebe-litilized in its proper sequence in the series, and
is tnióndeeOrili4slan:iittruduction.to the basic concepts and
protodures:InirolveclAnvOlanning the lesson.
This teacher's guide is to be used in conjunction with a onehalf hour filmed presentation covering the content of Unit
lesson 4.

Introductien to Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Educat!An Staff, University of Minnesota

A student ashieving-thv broad objectives for -this'ci)urse as
clarified for this unit should:
(1) Understand the first principles for organizing course
elements of content :.nte. lessons.

(2) Understand purposes cf and relationship among, the isum
attoevof a lesson.'
(3) BtAble.to.organize the.ccurse elements-of acourse_outline into lessons..'

(4) Be able to explain how to provide for ,each siass-in.teaching,the cohtent of a lesson.
1

The specific;objectives (content),

or attainment inr, this unit

are:

ipTUDENTS WILL UMDIRSTAND:
1.

facts, Principles, generalizations

LIAAID.Witataillitilla

5.

A. Communicating Content
B. Estimated Duration

A. Lesson
B. Lesson Sequencing

C. Doing Lssons

Irv-out Stai

D. Knowing Lessons
E. Effect of Content
Complexity
F. Effect of Student
Ability

A. Applying ,Content
B. Practice Period
-IC.JMemorization Period
7.

2.

Lessok Opiictives
A. Behavioral Expectations
.-B. RelatiOn to dontot
C.,Unit and Course Obj.ectiVes

tuudithuiliagi:

.Follkw-u12 fttaa

A. Evaluation of Learning
B. Formal..Tests:,,
C.,Obaervation of performanceD., Diagnostic

4taqes iq the Lessop
A. Fout Stages
B. Constancy of Stages
4.

Prewatkon Staae
A. Content Reivew
B.; Motivation

C. Relation to Old Content

D. Content Ovrview

Introduction Ao Vocational-Technics/ Teaching
Industital Idd,cation'Staff-, University of Minnesota
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UNIT 4

LESSON MATERIALS

I

*r.!
,
-`=

A.

The thirty-minute film, "Planning thtlitsson,"'mayAm(
-4bt-Sihicilfrom the.DIrectori:4otationst;4sction,4tats
Dipartsent of Education, Centennial BuIlding,4t Pauli

/

-55101. =
i71";T:0;-1

Ono copy of each of the following materials I. provided
'""in tht Appinidbecif:thiS'gul414t)use----by thtdiiCtissiont
leader.

B.

----h.Script of film,- "flanning-the-Lesson!
..1

2.

Usiit Lesson 4 Test*
;

carat"lesiOn-,4-Test Answer Sheet*

4

Unit lopsson4 Test Answer Key

4.

-

ir',SimiliNesiOn Plan Format*

-."

liostion 5 Film Presentation*
7,,
.

.

unii,I4issolC42Teacher References
.

_

__

Nritttn
Amilipl-tt of partial courwoutlines-relevant.to the
,
-74tudentiotechtircal areas of competence. should-WSvaiiable.
These mayte'supplied by the'discuisioryleader ot dtveloped
by studenti4ellowiiig lessons 2 and.3.
c.-

--,

.

,

57, 4:4

./

4

111111111111,

This material will also be utilized by stUdentt,d4ringtho
conduct of the le-sson. The required,number oVcopies-_should
be duplicated by the discussion

--.444,4,44.44.41.10.441,

AIMIPIIMOMIONIM~~44.1.4.444144.4.-4.4.4.---
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UNIT 4

SUGGESTED METHOD OF APPROACH*

If it has not been prey.',:ously distributed, hand

Study "Summary of Lesson
4 Film Presentation

out "Summary of Lesson 4
Film Presentation". Advise
students that this provides
a lesson overview, eliminates the need to take
notes during film viewing,
and Can be used AS review
material.-

Arrange for student(s) to
view film of Lesson 4,
either individually or in
group.
4.

Administer Lesson 4 test
(Distribute test and answer
sheets; no time limitation
on the test.)
Provide (orally) correct
responses to tett questioris.

View film of Lesson 4

Review "Summary of Lesson
4 Film Presentation
Complete test answer sheet

Score answer sheet. Enter
test score on-their own
progress chart by code
number. Instructor will
provide code numbers.

*The same approach can be used for one student or a group of
students. While this approach is a suggested one, teacher's
for whom this content is new should follow the procedure
precisely. Successive teaching of the unit can depart from
this procedure.

/1111111MMIMIIII
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UNIT 4 I SUGGISTED METHOD OF APPROACH

Continued--

6.

Discuss reasons for correct
and incorrect responses to
test questions.

8.

Utilize written materials
provided by the discussion
leader, or samples of partial course outlines developed by themselves, in order
to try out dividing course
elements in the course outline into lessons.

Initiate discussion to illu- 10.
strate how the.four stages
of a lesson are used when
teaching specific lesson con,.

Explain verbally the content
they might provide for each
stage in the lesson using
the total lesson content
selected in step 8, above.
(Students should retain the
"Sample Lesson Plan Format"
for use in Lesson 5.)

6. .Initiate discussion-rewiew,
based upon incorrect test
responses, to clarify lesson
content.
7.

Collect scored answer sheets
and tests.

8.

Demonstrate 9 and then supervise individual students,
organizing course content
into lessons.

9.

Distribute "Sample Lesson
Plan Format" and illustrate
the kinds of content that
might be included in each
stage of a lesson.

10.

tent.

11.

Arrange for individual remedial activities as needed.

12.

Introduce next lesson unit
and hand-out "Summary of
Film Presentation" for Unit
Lesson 5.

toiVOcitiOnil-Technical Teaching
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.
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.
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D.

Unit. Lesson' 4 Test Answer Key

B.
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f'

Diroctigns:

1.

D.

D.

,

1/3 to 1/8 of the course content
Content for one class period
Content that can be learned effectively at one time
One essential element of content

t

After sequencing essential elements of content
Befgre, sequencing essential elements of content
Aefore making the instructional analysis
AWr making the instructional analysis

Only one knowing element
Only one doing element
One doing 91, one knowing element
One doing Ana one knowing element

In the selection of knowing elements to include in a lesson:
A.
B.
C.

D.

5.

Select the one best alternative from along the four
alternatives presented in each*item. DIrken the
cir9le, on the separate anqwer sheet corresponding,
to the alternative you have selected.

Lessons should ordinarily contain:
A.
B.
C.

4.

PLANNING THE LESSON

The content for each lesson is selected:
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

.....1

A lesson contains:
A.
B.
C.

2.

4

The am complex the content the fewer, the number of elements
included
the number of
The agsj, complex the content the
elements included
The complexity of the content AgIA.A2I.ILLIgI the number of
elements included
The copplexitv of the content hAA.A.EALWILLALLIII on the
number of elements included

mactu,

Enough knowing elements should be included in each lesson to:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Form a useful block of information
Attain the objectives of the lesson
Provide enough content for a written test
Permit dividing the unit into three parts

;
1,,

,

!;

t
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PLANNING THE LESSON OHM
In the selection of knowing elements to include-in a leisoni:

4.

_

The moro able the sfudents the fewer the number.of.Allements
The am, able the students the galtes. the number Of elements
included
---;C:311ThC-tabtliWof,the stbdentt" does not affect the number-Of
elements included
The ability of the students has a variable affect on the
D.
number of elements included
A,
B.

,

--

.

.

7.

What the teacher expects the students to be able toclooi know
after instruction is called:
-.

B.
C.
D.
8.

t.

'Units

,..

.;

.,,..

.7

...

,,,-

,'

-

-:

-;'," `.`:."-;

-4-.-;,

':,

Objectives
Learnings

Which of the following statements is correct?

,

A. ,Lesson objectives add up to unit objectives
:13V,Y-UblV;Objattite's adduita-Iiesoh-obj'ettivei
Course:objectives add up to lesson objectives
C.
D._There isJlo relationship among lesson, unit and course
objectives
9.

Specific goals or objectives for each lesson should,-be-stated
in terms of:
;

-St14e-s:of the leSit'n
B.
C.

10.

_,.se stages of a lesson:
A.
B.
:C..

D.
11.

-t

Content presented in prior lessons
New content of the lesson
3eneral objectiyes

Change when content changes
,Phange' when:,;

ittudeta ability

thanges:

!

-4?

Change When either content or student ability changes
Never change

The stage of ihe lesson in which students pratticejphyti7cal
(motor) skills is called:

,

A., ',Pieparation

B.YPreseAtatiC.h
C.
Try-out
D.
Follow-up
,

0'4"

*,

,

1,,

-:'",'.Vi7.',c;':'

;-,i -:-, f i c

y

0
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UNIT EXAMINATION
PLANNING THE LESSON CONT,D

12,

The stage of the lesson in which old content is reviewed is
qalled:

Preparation
Presentation
Try-out
D.: Follow-up
A.
B.
C.

13.

The stage of the lepson ip which.the details of the new content
is communicated is called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

14.

Try.7out

Follow-up

The stage of the lesson in which students are told the value of
the new content is called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

15.

Preparation
Presentation

Preparation
Presentation
Try-out
Follow-up

The stage of the lesson in which students use the new content is
called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

16.

Preparation
Presentation
Try-out
Follow-up

The stage of the lesson in which new content is overviewed is
called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

17.

The teacher might give a written test to students as part of the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

18.

Preparation
Presentation
Try-out
Follow-up

Preparation stage
Presentation stage
Try-out stage
Follow-up stage

The teacher might tell the students about the variety of jobs in
which measuring accurately with a micrometer is a necessity as
part of the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Preparation stage
Presentation 'stage
Try-out stage
Follow-up stage

VeftnalbMINIMINNIIIIIIIINIMINNM.O.NOMMUnwo...wwOL.
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UNIT

ANSWER SHEET

V

4

Name
Date
Discuision,Leader

UNIT EXAMINATION
i

a

Code No.
ScorelimmImommm1111~1311NOMW~Similla
.

A

ANSWERS

DISCUSSION'POINTS.

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

Before your-begilv,iheexagaination or-while you.are-waiting
for others to finish-the test,

A B CD

listibelow,:points.not'clear to!-:

you from the film. zClarification of these points will be
your responsibility,during the
seminar:discussionJollowing

.

0 0 0 0

2.

0 0 0 0

3.

0 0 0 0

the test.-

4.

0 0 0 0

'1°1111111111Ww'm

5.

0 0 0 0

6

0 0 0 0

7.

0 0 0 0

8.

0 0 0 O's'

9.

0 0 0 0

10.

0 0 0 0

11.

0 0 0 0

12.

0 0 0 0

13.

0 0 0 0

14.

0 0 0 0

15.

0 0 0 0

16.

0 0 0 0

17.

0 0 0 0

18.

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0 0 0

20.

0 0 0 0

1

Introduction to Vocational-Technical Teaching
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-ANSWER KEY - UNIT EXAMINATION
H LESS N
ANN N

UNIT
r

Nam*
Date Discussion Leader

IIMMINNI101101111111.11111111111NERMINIMIPM
41NOMMII.

AMP

"'

'ANSWERS

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

.1.MIr

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

ABCD
1

.

.

0 0 0 0
:

2. .000
.

0 41 0 0

4.

* 0 0 0

3

5. .000
6.

.

;:

;

.

A

0 0 0 0

r

7. 0010
8. 1000

"

.;

_

.

'".`
,

=4

10. OA

xt

.

,

"?,

A

0

M1-0 0-0 0
12.

0 0 0-0

;.
5.

t

la., 04 o o

"

;-

e.

14.

".

o
"

16. 00.0
16. 1000
17.

0 0 0 0

18. 0 0 0
19.

0 0 0 0

20.

0 0 0 0

;

,#

.

:
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----PLANNING THE LESSON

Awnriv---,

Good eveniiii:WelcOme-tei-the 4th-i6Seitih-s'
in this.series on Vocational and Technical
TeaChiiig.

will-be-conducting-thiti-as-'well-as-next
week's sessions.
Ft

The %opic for tonight is entitled "Planning
the Lesson." You'll he learning howthe
teacher subdivides the content of his course
into manageable pieces for actual,presentation to the class, and you'll also learn
about some of the things the teacher, must
do in Order to help the students learn the
content most efficiently.
But before beginning to diScuss this7new
material, I believe it would be a good idea
to'briefly review some of the more iMportant
points covered in the last two sessions.
This will reinforce those ideas and also
help you to logically relate the content o
previous lessons to ,tonight's content.
You will recall that Dr. Kavanaugh said the
first step in preparing to teach wasi to
develop general or broad co4rse objeCtives.
Then, with guidance from these objectives
and your own trade competencies, an IAIIructional analula should be made to
reveal the glIggilai.11munik of content
to be included in the course. The elements
selected can be divided into kpowinc(elements - that is, information, facts and
principles which the teacher wants the
students to understand - and gain iliementsthose motor or physical skills which! the
teacher wants the students to develoO. Of
course, the fifteen essential elements of
content shown on this chart are just illustrative. An actual analysis might *eveal
several hundred content elements.

I kl

RapTioVA L

Kt4ows '41

Avsisj
Dot 444

....ftwarftiolbow0~0

4

s,2
-ft°4-11411-°"" 4 .:44060..4SflJLJJW
1

Tc
::*;

Y:1
hO',

After identifying the content to be :taught,
a subsequent step in getting ready to teach
the course elements in a way
is to
that make them easiest for students to learn

gsacilm

...,.....6110411141141INININIMMOrw
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FILM SCRIPT

PLANNING THE LESSON
VIDEO

AUDIO

dommiwwwwaliMMINP

To do this, the teacher must first arrange
the content elements into gall. Each
Unit forms a major subdivision of the
course - a broad category of content containing balk knowing and doing elements
which are closely related to each other
ch course
-and to the topic of the Uni4
will usually have about 3-R
The teacher must also decide on the best
order or sequence in which to teach the
Unitsmst the most effective way to arrang
the essential elements of content within
each Unit. He does this by applying the
organizational principles suggested by
Dr. Kavdnaugh luring the last session.
With these organizing principles, the
teacher sequences Units and interrelates
the doing and knowing elements within
Unito in order to facilitate student
learning.

What the teacher ends up with is a courst
majjatt. That is, course elements organized into Units, with each Unit containing
appropriate, properly sequenced elements
of content. This chart illustrates a
course outline in which the essential
elements have been organized into three
Units, A9 DI C9 to be taught in that
order.
The teacher has decided that the
doing and knowing elements 3, 4, 5, 6,
belong in-Unit A and that they should be
-taught in the order 5, 6, 3; 4.

dams, evrsivair
60VTA?

14

Th

3 ...ft.-ft.-ft.

4

2
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And this brings us-to the end of the revie
of the two previous sessions.

MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
Having come this far is a big start, but
the teacher is still not ready to face
his class. He knows Ail he is going to
teach and the order, in which he will
teach it, but he still does not know how
much he should try to teach students at
Nor does he know what are
the most effective igyA of teaching the
content. The job of the teacher in the

jutaLmajan.
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classroom is twofold. He selects and
orders content to give direction to
student learning, but he Allg, must make
that learning as efficient and effective
as possible. For the rest of-this session

oo lainkrillaa, we'll bect.lo, to
investigate koi the instructor should go
about teaching the content. First, I'll
cover the topic of how to select content

for one lelgo. mta I'll introduce you
to the four staaes in each leison that
mmst be provided by the instructor if the
students are to learn effectively.
SELECTING CONTENT FOR A LESSON

The Unit usually contains too much content
for the teacher to present at one time to
his students. On the other hand, eachessential element of content lax be too
113111. And so it is necessary for the
teacher to select the amount of new content which he feels is proper to introduce
tOltio-studonts4 This proper,amount of
Content 15-.callod i'lesson; it coniists of
One'Or More-eisential elements taken in.
in Order - from the courst outSequence
Each
leison'contains the amount of
line,.
new Centeht-whiCh the teather feels can
be.learned effectively by his students at,
,One timO

Let me'illustrate this step of selecting
content-fora lesson-with this chart. The
chart ShOwsthiHsame example of a course
outline.that you_have previously Sian, but
now the teacher has decided which elements
of content should be included in iach lesson. His first lesson will contain element
5; his second lesson will contain element
6; his third lesson will contain course
elements 3 and 4, and so on. In this example the teacher has dtcidad to organize
his 3-Unit cOurse into a total of eight
lessons.

PLANNING THE LESSON
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Note that since the Units and course
elements within Units have Already been
placed in proper sequence, the sarjaz in
which the lispons shall be taught hes
already been determined. Each lesson
-starts where the last lesson stopped.
But how may; elements of content should
be included in each lesson - in other
words, what is the proper, amount; of
content to teach at one time?
There are several principles tte teacher
can use in making this decision. Here
are a few of the more Important ones.
First, the "doing" course elements (for
example element 5 or perhaps element ll)
are single manipulative operations - like
planing a board, soldering wires, or
honing a razor. These "doing" operations
should usually be taught by themselves.
One "doing" element per lesson. Second,
the amount of "knowing" elements included
in a lesson depends upon several factors.
The more complex the content, and/or the
less able the students, the fewer knowing
elements that can be profitably taught at
one time. In any event, -nough knowing
elements should be included in the lesson
so they form a meaningful segment of content that can be alsd and juziaja by the
students. For example, on this chart
lesson 3 contains elements 3 and 4, while
lesson 6 contains four elements.

A good rule of thumb is to limit the new
content in each lesson so that you can

presett it to students mulla.ihuILAia.

slue
It should help you to think of your course
outline as s stairway leading to your broad
course objectives. Each unit represents
one flight of stairs, and each lesson a
step in that flight. Each step or lesson
leads to the next step or lesson, each
step is dependent upon the prior step for
support. The steps can't be tocvsteep,
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. 1shestudent wilt;ifumble,...nor _should
it be too -shallow, else the student will
take too *much time getting to the -tOp of
the stairway.
-

,:4,

After deciding ,upon the content tO'Include'
in each lesson, the teacher is ready --to;

state his objectives for that lesiOn-44s
the reeult of learning the 'contint'thiseu,'

f

what does .the teacher expect each'StUdlint

.1

to be able to do, or to knOw? The -letiOir
--::obJettives are shoit-4ange goals that suit
-_be -statedin_terms of 'the lesson content.
the2:-teaoher has these obje6ti-Vils'of
gonli _very clearly in -mind-1 it peiMits him
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to= *Valuate -the _students, kogresli"--"-tOs*'

al

de.c-ide hail- mach they have learnet
also to judge-how well he has taisghf:' The
lesson --Oblectives add up. to Unft- object-fire-I;
objectives, in turn, add'-i Up. to' -1'

total cOurse objectives.
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in the lesson, that is, he :!has'''ithoaen'thei:- =
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=rine time to- -the students., and,-hel ftaiV--thii--:
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objectives- or goals for that leciri-ieirly:

: stated-, _- he is ready to think 41:km2V:1111k ha.: will:go about 'helping the itudan'ts' learn% -_the -lessOn content.
.

1

.

_

.

,
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-*:There-. seems -to be a naturai orerin thi
way- people ilsarn outside (if, the school
-..titUation. They go through certain ,stsges,

5"

the- .process of learning Isomethiifig
-.What. makes, these stages so limportint' is

n),)
:

)

that-A#*-y;;:appeer---to--lead tO tha.:moit-2:4f4=,
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lesson is to be learned most efficiently
and effectively.
What are these stages?

Each lesson should consist of the Iggz
stages shown on this chart.
Let me explain each stage very briefly
and then come back to elaborate on them
more fully.
Stage 1 is called preparation. It means
preparing the studen-k. In this stage
the teacher helps the student get ready
zughLtoaicallv to receive the new content.
Stage 2 is called presentation. This is
the part of the lesson in whIch the new
content is actually presented to the
students. Note that communication of the
new content is just one stage of the lesson, and that it may not even be the longes
part of the lesson.
Stage 3 is the try-out. In this stage the
teacher provides an opportunity for the
student to use the new content in an appropriate fashion. The student applies
the content in some realistic situation.

Finally, stage 4, follow-up, is the evaluative stage of the lesson. Here the
students get an opportunity to see how
well they have learned, and the teacher
has an opportunity to judge how well he
has taught.
Let me reemphasize that in every lesson,
every time the teacher decides to present
certain new content, he plans to provide
for All Lux stages.

Now let's take a more detailed look at each
stage in the lesson.
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The-first-stage--is-the-prepaiation-stage,
and its purpose is to get the; student pap-,
chologically ready to receive the''neis Con.;
tent.

First,_the teacher wants the ;student's individual attention. He wants: the student,
,to think About the nel conteAt. litit''thifstudent:Must-be.willing-to.think about the
content of-the lesson and- nOt abou,tspates.'
thing also. The 'student must have.*--"'

for thinking and acting in aecord'with the

teSOWP...;80.5194WIPPLrlor:coOPerating

ifthle,A0APh,T.-J404wOis,Stage,Of
*he le4iOnizthiteidherArle* to-000C0t,

the:-fott,i71-'
'Clint°4 timi*Wiffoit to linOrn theew"-''
-0*!
ipt

'contant:f,

Secon4_=9Ab

rthe newcontentto

be,

most:004:0111tAhiStudent, fOr41i,t01
vdderittIW-WOO*Oiri'ihe.itudent-m0'0,40,
able .Wria*tV1,thefi,new content to;mAt'eri41,1
tshich 1i'4404410snOWs. Andi;so;as p#C4i,f1,
the prepaettpiNititage, the tiaohii,rsh0-41d,:l
brfall-rreviaii::the -content-0' the-Pait- l4S'sons and point out the conneCtions between

those lessons and the new content.
Finally, as a part of the preparAtOn,itage
the teacher should provide aIorief7oirerVieW'
of the new content to be pretentek0::iliatr,
lsson. This helps the studiint Orgeliiie"thnew material in his mind so thitTth detakl
of the nw content can be properli'i044,04
to the major points made in the les4Oh.
f

In all, and just'as a.rull oi, thumb, Abou
2-10 minutes may be taken byithe teacher
accomplish this preparation itege of the
t
lesson.
.

In order to illustrate the prepare, onstagol
watch this two-minute video tape'iholingIi.r:
Harold Ranson, a teacher at St. Paal Vocational-Technical School, psy4ho1ogical1ypreparing his class. Note how he overviews'
the new content, points out its value to th
students, and relates it to prior lessons.
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Harold does a fine job of preparing his
students.
PRESENTATION STAGE

Now, let's move to the second or presentation stage of the lesson. This is the
portion of the lesson in which the students
are brought into contact with the details
of the new content. Here the teacher demonLtrates a new "doing" operation, or he verbally or visually presents new Information
that he wants students to understand.
Earlier, I mentioned thirty minutes as a
rough maximum to use when you're in'doubt
about how much new content to include in
one lesson.
Watch this example which shows Mr. Hanson
beginning to demonstrate a new "doing"
operation to his class. The tape will last
only two minutes, but it illustrates gat
ytax teachers use to present new content.
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In the next two sessions of this series we'l
discuss several ways of presentingnnew content to students.

TRY-OUT STAGE
The third stage of each lesson is,the tryout.
This stage calls for some overt student activity, such as talking, writing or
performing some physical operation. It
provides students with an opportunity to
use the new content in some practiCal manmu. Often, this can be the longest stage
in the lesson, especially if the teacher
wants the students to memorize terms or
symbols or if he wants the students to
practice some doing operation in order to
develop a proper amount of speed and precision.

odrAogy elfe,
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"Th;e:

depicts Mr. Hanson supervising students
in their activities during the try-out
stage of a lesson.

f

;

Close supervision,in the try-out stage of
skill development is very necessary-in,
4- -order-to-prevent the deVelopment of,bad
,
habits.
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Thc..last,stage-in-the.leSson. is,..,the followThe students need to know if .theycve.
up.
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th:e 'teacher,: Will,benefit by knowingjiow.
You also have t,
well yiii0iive- taUght.
judgi ihether.:the .students have learned

v
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next lesson. All.these:reatons require ,,
evalua0on,--0, studet learning, .and. this
is the purpose Of the follow-up,stagew:f,, 1
Sometimes a formal test-of sothifiUndJs
,pdministered to the students, other times
the teacher evaluated learning informally
by observing the studenti' performance
during the try-out stage; just as you.have
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already seen Ur. Hanson doing ihthe iast
video tape. Whether the.teacher.usee:for7
---mal-or-informal-techniques, he judges
I , , -student,progxess-toward the lesson objec-
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tives he has establish-idt and then he
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decides whether he mustre-present parts
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of-the-contentloUtht-lesson,inorde,r to
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hiVe learned enough forthem, to.proaed,
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This whole augjedt of evaluati,on;wiW6le
discussed b'yDr:llihdleMän later InAhi.s

- serieson votationtl and technicalteaching.
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I'm sure you recognize *hat
lesson began I've been through the,preparation stage, and have been and am iiow in
the presentation stage.2,But perhaps you're

-asking yourelf howl, in this lesson,
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intend to provide for the.try-out and
evaluation stages which hive been pointed

out as necessary to each lesson? Mellvi
siXt1 very well handle those stages unless
I can arrange to involve you In some activity.
It is for this reason that we have
arranged to follow each of the 12 presentations in this series with a group meeting
of prospective instructors. The group
meeting, ;Ander the supervision of a discussion leader, will provide an opportunity
for discussing the content of each lesson,
for applying the ideas presented to your
own potential teaching situations, and for
evaluating undexstanding of the lesson
content.
SUMMARY AND REVIEW
In the few remaining minutes of this series
let me summarize some of the major points
covered.
First, the essential elements of content
within each Unit in the course outline
must be organized into one or more lessons.
Second, each lesson should contain the number of course elements that can most effectively be taught to students at gni time.
Third, objectives must be formulated and
stated for the lesson in terms of the content selected.
Fourth, in teaching the
new content the instructor must provide
for four stages in the learning process.
In the first stage, preparation, the
teacher helps students become psychologically ready to learn the new content. In
the second stage, presentation, the teacher
brings the students in contact with the new
content.
In the third stage, try-out, the
teacher has the students use the new content
in a practical situation. And finally, in
the fourth stage, follow-up, the teacher
and the students evaluate the progress that
has been made toward achieving the lesson
objectives.
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W.xt week's'lesson ts entitled "Teat:hing
In that lesson I shall
for Understanding."
talk about several techninu4's ucad hy the
teacher ih carrying out the preparation,
presentation and try-out stages of lessons.
Until next week then, goodnight, and thank
you for your attention.
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'TEACHING POR UNDEaSTANDING

-

Review of Lessons 2 and 3

I.

Use broad Course Objectives and trade coipetencles as

A.

guide to,maks,.an ,instruct!,?nal analysis,'
1.

The instruotional inalirsis Contains elements of
ontent_tobe included,in,thecourse,.

epLemets af,c6ntOt in the.analysis are organiied'into "knowing""elements'(information to be
understood) and "doing" elements'(motor or physical
,,,.2.,s1ci1l5,'45;o be dpvel.ope4)..

Eqleihe elements'are dot dlicussed in this or on
,subsequent.1esrons. on this seriesa
11iL
INSTRUCTIONAL ANALYSIS.
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F.011 UMERSTANDING

B.

Determine the order in which to teach content elements
I.

2.

Organize course elements into pnits
a.

Each unit is a major-subdivision of the course;
each course will usually have about 3-8 units.

b.

Each unit contains hpth knowing and doing
elements from the instructional 'analysisthat
are related to each other and to the topic cif
the unit.

Sequence or order the units and the knowing and
doing elements within each unit
a.

C.

@pecific principles for sequencing elements
presented
lesson
are not reviewedg

The outcome of steps A and B is a course outlin
COURSE OUTLINE

Unit A

5.
6.
3.
4.

Unit B

1.

2.

12...
13.

Unit C

7.
8.
9.

110
15.

II.

Organize the content elements in the course outline into
lessons
A.

Each lesson contains one or more course elements taken
11211121 from the course outline.
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1.

The coursel elements:- of' ea.sh unit-- should- be-' organ...*

ized into one or more lessons

:.i2.

At Each lesson starts where the last lesson Stopped
,

-COURSE OUTLINE

Unit A

5.
6.

Lesson 1
Lesson 2'
Lesson 3
,
Lesson 4

'-

3

A

Unit B

1.

XX
4

-

f

.

r :.-.

*ft a(".

12.
13.

Unit C

7.
8.
9
10.
11.

Lesson' '5

;'..'

,

Lesson 6
;
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Lesson 7
,-.-LeisOri 8
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0.1.;; :laCh :les-son .'contairi-s` thriti'mbor_oltOurie hIeliaient&

that
learne# mast .tifictivily by -StUdinti 'at one time.
f).
1. Both doing and knowing elements should usually ma
be coptainecUcin'the

2.
2;

3.

"Doing" lessons should normally contain only gm
é

:

,

_/=:;

";

.

-

A

,

"Knowing" lessons may contain more than one knowing

a. The greater the complexity of the informational
content-;. the Lextr-the',:knowing:-, e temente' in.* the

b. The less able the students the Ingx the knowing
--eletnents' in` tht- lesson.
4. Normally) limit the content in doing_..and kpowing
oleic:sons:- sell: ;tan', be" preiented to ituaentt"within
Minutis.
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TEACHING FOR UNIAMbiAausam:
III.

IV.

State the lesson objectives
A.

Lesson objectives must be stated in terms of the lesson
con-cent -- specifically what the student should_know or
be able to do as the result of the lesson.

B.

Lesson objectives "add up" to unit objectives, and unit
objectives "add up" to course objectives.

Stages in teaching the lesson
A.

Every, lesson must be taught so that it provides far the
Luiz stages in the learning process.

B.

Stage
is gLulutiam - it prepares the student psychologically.
1.

The student must be shown xhy it is important for
him to learn the new content of the lesson.

2.

The student should be provided with an 9verview, of
the new content.

3.

The relationships between the new content and
previous lessons should be made clear.

C.

Stage 2 is ores#ntation - it brings the student into
oontact with the details of the gm doing element or
knowing elementsof content contained in the lesson.

D.

Stage 3 Is
- it provides the student with an
opportunity to al the new content in some manner.

E.

1.

Student talk or write about the knowing elements
or perform a doing element.

2.

This stage may take longer than any other stage
In the lesson.

Stage 4 is the f911oxmlua -- it permits both student
and teacher to evaluate progress toward lesson objectives.
1.

A formal test may be used to accomplish the purpose
of this stage.

2.

Informal evaluation by observation during the tryout itage may accomplish the purpose-of stage 4.
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PLANNING THE LESSON
Title of Lesson:

Lesson No.:

:Unit,441sse Or Rlockii'.

Date Presented:

Ofjectives:
Aar'

Instructor:

VII1110/R

Total Time Allotted:

I. PLANNING
(References, instructional aidsj 'equipment, tools, cupplies)

it

1111111111.

II. PREPARATION

(Outline of matrial to cover for
tview, motivation, to show rer
lationships and tO provide an
overview)

Approximate Time
(Teaching Methods and
Instructional Aide)
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SAMPLE LESSON PLAN FORMAT

PLANNING THE LESSM-15W1-------

III. gualIATIO4
Approximate Time:
(Teaching points in new content,
operational analysis)

I.

(Teaching methods and Instructional
aids)

A.

IV. APPLICATION
Approximate Time:
(Key questions, exercises,
projects and assignments)

(Teaching methods and Instructional
aids-materials, tools, equipment)
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SAVPLE LESSO PLA FO M
PLANNING THE LESSON CONT

V. EVALUATION:.

Approximate Times

in 0

ARDARKILERIYABALNI.
Approximate Times

Teching Times Total Allotted

VI

s Actual Total

LAIDASALLLOM

(Appraisal of lesson and revisions to be made)
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TEACHER'S GUIDE
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TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING

FOR:THE.,,COURSE,%,
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INTRODUCTIONTONOCATIONALfl,TECHNICAL. TEACHING'

(USOE1)ave1opment:PrOjeWOE6-85051)

By the Staff
Department of Industrial Education
'University of Minnesota

A series of twelve course uAits combining
filmed presentations and seminar discussions
designed to provide twenty-four clock hours
of pre-service vocational teacher training

Vocational Section
Minnesota State Department of Education
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101
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INTRODUCTION

Unit 5 is the fifth lesson in the series of twO.ve
two hour unit lessons designed to provide prospective
teachers with an initial exposure to the role of
the instructor in vocational-technical education.
The topic of this lesson is "Teaching for Understanding".
The content deals briefly with four of the major
teaching techniques used by vocational-technical
instructors to present informational content to groups
of students.
This guide is to be used by the teacher-trainer in
conjunction with a one-half hour.filmed presentation
covering the content of unit lesson 5.

-
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UNIT 5
.

UNIT OBJECTIVES'

-1.4.1*,.., .-..4,......,,J..........,.....,....,,_ ,

,

.

.

,

A student achieving the broad objectives for this unit should understand the teaching ,techniques of Allustrated lecture,dAsousspp, ,orak
questioninS:ind
tho:Stident wi);L
7[1j
'know, Thr,1C
,

_.;

A The teacher and student -activities involved.
4,-

i

3

Th4.1 ilitufe:'

t.ivIthe,

,,iStuilint:(i4Y-i0W1Or' iihi.dh

3vItilsVitabriV

The stage:CW*1 AtWleeton Oi! 'whi0' IV la ippropTiatei
,

5A:

,

7,)

l'.."

,

.

A ,P
f

,,,..

The specific objectives (Content) for attainment'In
11-$7%

STUDENT WILL UNDERSTAND: facts
la

,;1%,`

rinit144Aitneriiiittforit-

Walitattol' lammdiglajauml
e

,>

34''Qrar

st lohjenct

40

A. Telling supplemented by showing

A. Fox applying Oformation,
t
11tUdenti-primititlYA4titehersr-"'l :-11ndi*idualprotleerlso ving

dvirozotoviagettott

De Used in preparation, and-:-.:piiiuhta'i-P
_

,

tion
4. poervised Study
E. Visuals clarify, repeat, 'reinterA. Individualized writteh
pretproblem solving
F. _Charts,' chalkboard; video tape
B. For Heterogeneous groups
121Aputision
C. Written instructional
apptying information
materials
B. Gieup problem solving
D. Assignment sheets (motivate,
C. Aótive-:involvementoverview, assign, question):
-D. -ferHOMogeneous grOups
E. For all four Stage's in.
'
lesson
Tir-ibut lane '
.

'

,

,

,

41c;;;-0,;;'
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LESSON MATERIALS

A. The thirty-minute film, "Teaching for Understanding", may be obtained from the Director, Vocational Section, State Department
of Education, Centennial Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.

B. One copy of each of the following materials is provided in the
Appendix of this guide for use by the discussion leader.
1. Script of the film, "Teaching for Understanding"
2. Unit Lesson 5 Test *
3. Unit Lesson 5 Test Answer Sheet *
4. Unit Lesson 5 Test Answer Ky
5. Summary of Lesson 6 Film Presentation *
6. Unit Lesson 5 Teacher References
C. Sample Lesson Plan Forilats partially completed by students during
the discussion phase of lesson 4 should also continue to be used
during the discussion phase of lesson 5.

* Since this material will be used by the students during the conduct
of the lesson, the required number of copies should be duplicated.

Introduction to Vocational-Technical Teaching
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A-*

c:s-cr.q.ma

OF APPROACH
,

j

dOf

scusgbtr
1. If it has not already been dis--tributede-handout-"Summary-of---

Aummarrip

ilo4

ay,41

reltiew ,4
jaatArial.

2* Arrtnge for student(s) to view

-2.

(o
Viesifilm

film of lesson 5, either indivi.r,
.T_

3,21.1sa1.1-0e tvez:

,

time limitation on the testa

,

1ciU
-11

of lesson 5

$.111-1

.

dually 0.in a group

3. AdmInister Lesson 5 test tdistributs test and answer sheets; no

-5

-rilsrevrealfelitittMitir:

Lesson 5 Fil,m_Rreteptet14,n
Advise studeitt'that *the -suiMary
el1imina1tsiwt4k need 4.4,takef,notes
dur1WV the" fiiis
464 can
be us/ed

lot 6 s 0n

vr.AtAJ2

S

3. p40.1,111,nSummamof Lesson 5

PIM Presentation".
1*:367

1

42 Provide (orally) correct responses
to test questi4ns.

4. Complete test answer sheet

5. Initiate discussion-review, based
.upon incorrect test responses, to
clarify lesson

5. Score answer sheet. Enter,
score on their own progiels
chart by code number.

6. Ctllect scored answer sheets and
tests.

6. Discuss reasons for correct
and incorrect responses to
test questions
7. Using lesson contnt and
sample lesson plan formats
-from lesson 4,
VV indicate (a)

7: Initiate discussion concerning
the appropriateness of various
teaching techniques

,

the relevant V method for teach-

ing the content specified for
each stage of this lessons,
!b) explain why they assume
their classes will be homolw,
geneous or heterogeneous, and
how to judge this.
8. Demonstrate each technique and
present in more detailed information 'bout how each technique
is used and (b) thV audio...visual

aids available
Arrange for individvsl remedial
activities as needed
10.-Introduct next lesson unit and
hand-out "Summary 'of Film Prosentation" for unit lesson 6

8. Participate in demonstrationsand ask questions
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UNIT 5

-UNIT RESOURCE APPENDIX
TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING

RESOURQUATERIAL INCLUDED
A.

Script of film, "Teaching for Understanding7

B.

Unit Lesson 5 Test (to be duptica* for itident

C.

Unit Lesson 5 Test Answer Sheet (to be duplieitei fOr
student use)
-,7

D.

Unit Lesson 5 Test Answer Key

E.

Summary of Lsson 6 Film Presentation (to b duplicated
Or-student Pie)

:

'

F.

Unit Lesson 5 Teacher References
"

-

.

4

4.

,

'

;

:

!,
:

,

,

r

,

.

"1.

4/441/....4.4.
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UNIT- EXAMINATION
4

Directions:

Select the one bestiAlternative from among the four alternatives presented:in each item. Darken tilt cirsls on the separate Answer sheet, corresponding to the alternative you have
selected.

In terms of their abiliiies to profit from the same lesson givenat the:same time, students in a Ligammuma group. are
A. Equal
B.T ReaionablY similar.
C. Very different
D. All of the above
2.

In terms of their abilities to profit from the same lesson given
at the sem* time, students in a heterogeneous, group are
A.
B.
C.
D.

3.

Equal
'Reasonably simile?.
Very different
All of the above

The teacher gives a written test covering the content of a losson
which he has taught using an illustrated lecture and a discussion.
H. would normally expect the students to earn the following test
scores-

A.
B.
C.
D.
4;1'`

All scOre 100% correct
All score 70% correct
Scores range from 0% to 100%
Score range from 70% to 100%

;Ili Still lids serV to

A.
B.
C.
D.

Clarify ideas
Repeat ideas
Reinterpret ideas
All of the above

>

Which of the following is not a visual aid?
4.4
.

A. Chart
D. Dratting on a chalkboard
C. Phonograph record
D. Fills strip

The method best suited to a heterogeneous group
A.
1.
C.
V.

IllUstrated lecture
Discussion
Oral questioning
Supervised study

s called

,
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UNITEXAMINATION
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;

1.1:1111

A method in which the teacher tells the students about the ,new,
content,and supplements his verbal presentation with visual aids-is called

A. Illustrated lecture
14'Difidussioh.*

C. Oral questioning
D. Supervised study

One method that can be used for carrying students throught a 1 four
stages of the lesson is called

B.

A. Illustrated lecture
.7B.'Discussion
C. Oral questioning'

4--

D. Supervised study
A method in which the students are primarily listeners

9.

s called

A. Illustrated lecture
B. Discussion
:Cip- Oral 'questioning

-10.=Supervised study.

The discussion method is used best during what stage of the lesson?

10.

A.
B.
C.
D.
11.
.

Preparation
Presentation
Tryout
Follow-up

A method that provides for individual oral problem-solvingactivity
is called
A.
B.
C.
D.

Illustrated lecture
Discussion
Oral questioning
Supervised study
,

4

12.

A method that provides for groga problem-solving activity
A.
B.
C.
D.

$ called

Illustrated lecture
Discussion
Oral questioning
Supervised study
,

13.

A method that provides for individual written;problem-solving activitV
is called
A. Illustrated lecture
B. Discussion
C. Oral questioning

D. Supervised study

Appendix A
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14.

,

15.

'When the teacher asks, "What are leison' objectives? Johh, whit'
your answer?", the method the teacher is using is called-

A.
B.
-C;
D.

Illustrated lecture
Discussion
Oral questioning
Supervised study

The method used by the teacher to present the new content oflesson
5 in thiii series of lessons is called
A. IllUstrated,leeture,B. Discussion
,

CfOrs1 questioning
D. Suprvised study
16.

Writtelvstuity or instructional materials are used as part o

A. Illuitrated lecture,
,11,w_Di.scussion

.

C:Oritl'clUestiOning

D. Supervised study
17.

Written assignment sheets are used as part of
A.
B.
C.
D.

le.

Written assignment hseets do,not
A.
B.
C.
D.

19.

Illustrated lecture
Discussion
Oral questioning
Supervised study

Prepare students
Present the details of new content
Provide for tryout activities
Permit an opportunity for evaluation of learning

The illustrated lecture is best used in the following situation

A. HeterOgeneous group, tryout stage
Br, Heterogeneous group, presentation stage
C. Homogeneous group, tryout stage
D. Homogeneous group, presentation stage
20.

The discussion method is best used in.the following situation

A. Heterogeneous group, tryout stag.
B. Heterogeneous group, presentation stage
C. Homogeneous group, try.i.out stage

D. Homogeneous group, presentation stage

If
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,ANSWER ;SHEETI4JNIT EXAMINATION
A
AC 1G
'

Dat

D

Code No.
Score

cu ionL.d
DISCUSSION POINT

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle
1.

0 0 0.0

2.

0 0 0 0

thii='exi
Before foil
mination or while you: are'
waiting for' othar

ish the test, 1:1it:below
points nOt 'clear to yo*, frOm
the film.,;.:-..ClarifitatiOn of

these points will, be your
reiponsibility dUring'-the

seminar discussion fo11ow

0 0 0 0

ing the teit.'
60

0 0 0 0

7.

0 0 0 0

8.

0 0 0 0

".

.'

9. 0000
10.

0 0 0 0.

1 1. .

0 0 0 0
fe.:2

12.

0 0 0 0

13.

0 0 6 0

14. 0000
15.

,

0:0GY-0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
19.

0 0 0 0

20.

0 0 0 0

.
;

.01110.0.

.4
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ANSWER KEY - UNIT EXAMINATION
TEACHING FOR UNDE S A

att.
,

Discussion Leader
ST

IDLE RS
EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle).

ABCD

1.

0 0 0 0

2. 0000
3A

0 0 .0 0

4.

0 0 0 0'

5.

ci .0

6.

0 0 0 0

7.

0 0 0 0

i)

8. 0000
9.

10.

0 0 0 0

0 0

0

11. 0000
12.

0 0 0 0

13. 000.
14.

0-0 0 0

15. 00 0 0

16. 000.
1 7.

'0 0 0 0

18.

0 0 0 0

19. 000.
20.

0 0 0 0

-
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Mose and .this is-

'.

'

'

-sfhe fifth lesson in the series f twelve
leitone.on'-VocatiOnal4echnical Teaching:1:14/ v.

.

'

Ahe'eutjectfOr'tOday'iaraTeeching'fOr
You'll learn about i few1,
.:coUthe,technigues or methods used byrteachr
!ol'iln-the,classroom to'help students under.
,iits04 new informatiOnal-knowing-content
:-Yttist is introduced during,the coursCof one
"Vhderitanding..."

,,

0

LoWS 1490 ,by 441ding on our last Session.
-Assume-that the teacher hat organized the
essentlaJ eleMents, of course, contentinto

an'

hgessIv

,Uhitt,': and ,within each, unit he has o*gan-

Axed:the-content elements into doing'lesson
-shd knoWilig lessons. You will recall, that
,iillormitionat or knowing content andidoing

ANTI T. 3 Lirs.iofv-to 4
.8 la 3 Litsidw-104,

'ormotOr.skill Content were usually OrganIzed intosetiararke, lessons.

14t's,alsoressume-that the teacher htis
::ip'sdered'the uniti,,and the lessons tr1thin

yunits,Anto the most.effective sequence for
'teiching,..end:that he _has already talight
:the:first'forlr lessOns. The next' leison
,t-o-iii-taught is tesion 5. Let's saylthat

-tiesson-5:containi informational-content.
flit:stajOr.objectilies of lesson, 5 wou1d be
help,etudentS_understan4,- remembezt, and

,,epply-Ahe'information in course elements
12 and 13._

.-Still borrowing Irom:our last session:, the

tetcherreCognizes that to best accodplish
his objecttvesfrh will have to provide for
four stages.in the lesson. He will first
have, topvenare the students psychologicall
thonAte Will-present, the new facts an#

.principleaAhat comprise informational the
content: Following this he must' provide an
6130ortlin1ty for the students to tryo*Ut or
use-thiconterit in a realietic_situation,
then he suit *Valuate or 121,12till

studentprogress.
but'hOw-with *hat techniques or methOds011,1,1 the teacher prepare studenti, present

1----,...rmolownotanionorsomou...

*ifhirzerstwo#4°~#64
-oub. ZAPAre*....

v

:

t'
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FILM SCRIPT'
UNIT 5

TEACWILEKLUNDERSTANDING,..R
fisamINIP1rmirgellerr
-PAGE 2

asIONIIOr

the new information, and then let them use
the information? In other words, what will
he do in front of his class, and vihat will
he have his class od, during each of these
stages in the lesson?
I'm going to help you learn about four
methods that you can use in one or more
stages of an informational lesson. Of core
you'll Just hear about them, and briefly
see them in operation, as a part of my
presentation, but you will have and oppor
tunity to try them out later in your group
meetings. In the next session, Mr. Pucel
will tell you about methods to use in teach
ing lessons with "doing" content.
The four methods I will cover are called
the illustrated lecture, the discussion,
2111.921sturgal and supervised study,.
Let's start with the illustrated lecture.
The illustrated lecture is a method in
which the.teacher tells the students what
he wants them to learn, and he supplsents
his verbal explanations by some kind of
aik In the illustrated lecture the
studentsAre:prisiarily listeners, but they
also learn by seeing, or looking at the
Visual materials provided by the teacher.
Now, the.easiest. way for you to visualize
and illustrated lecture is to watch some-on, conduct one. Here then is a short
video tap. showing Mr. Harold Hanson of
St. Paul VocationalTechnical, School giving
part of in illustrated lecture to his
electronics, class. Note how Mr. Hanson
usis the chalkboard to present ideas that
would be almost impossible to describe
using words alone.

It should be obvious to you by now that I
have been using an illustrated lecture to
present this lesson., My visual, aids have
consisted of thefts' and a video.tapo rathe
than a chalkboard. Mr. Hanson and I have

r

.

wrgoiro Low* We

2- PASeataioni

oeNt

94000/PAMV

4 -4.414691WO areApy
\%11121111101111111111r
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ugee;4-1.0 ass a 1 ma+evw4 el 0 " hilpexplain4eless
,or ;to directly repeat ideas ,w'attlye,OXISIO,tec!'
verbally, or to reinterprets'Ourii0ken:,,,

'

lrr;
'sr

words, that- is,' to present the:seme:linfar-,..,,.
matiOn 'In ,a,,-new sway,. The Use' Of 'irieuil
materiels' tO supplement the- Spoken word
makee, it, possible to communicate ideas
,fas,ter and increases 'the prebabil-Iti*',.
the,-:'stUdents understanding ,the tuts and
prinCiptos .presented.
t
''''
;

4'

i

"

'4

r

4

,
,

4

,, NftrAtrt#),,,Ar.t-i ,,,,,,,,4.:.w......;., ,....,

,17here -ate, a great many kinds of OsUal'aids
..;
- that 'the teacher zan. use '1.,: Su'iipl!ement !its:
.,

..

vertaIpresentelion., In a iiiiter','seiSionflii-

ml,c1.;:

'

.

,
rl,':1,eifr4c
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,
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1
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,
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2

lireVI#47,Ciiiii;ih'o-'7usiW an 'illuitrited''

lecture' Is aisuming that elOh of .,the±studr
nts -in the groUp _hail the necees*iy,,-J?4,07,,,
grOund and' ability to understanCtheOnr,i
ten't of the-- lecture. After, Ailf,)*-::enr--,,,,,,,,,..,

j

t,

-4.41
,

«
'kr

",`"'

"

.t)

,

li illustrated lecture ,',-thatl. all, pf;.$4:00-.

'

f

v2

)

., entsw-will4Orn-,enough,,froalhe'le,Ctiirk tP,,
-;inakt4iVsill1 liotth-,- -hi*.*time; and ,..the,:,;,00,00
'!,i-;-t,isti.,..,,p,....,,...,-.....,,, .,,, f -7,
,

Technically speaking, every::` time "the ***ether

TiuSes an illustrated' lectureOle is assuming

their backgrounds and abillSeli,
from the same presentation.,i,

.:-?!

4

*-

'the *One' w*y; to all of hit(' ittiden0.-, v;Xk:-:-,
teacher doet not have to alSume,;:that 411,;
of his :Students are,. Magatit equiTAn 'their
rea4ineeit-40-understand,the! content,. .,or
:::that- they 44444 ,Aesin'1V ectoliitly' .iiiiip.ler: at exettlY the' Sale rite. Thia; .i.t keke:i
,ciiiir. iiiirtio'fritiiiiiiiiing 'in usi)rii:the.,,-:i',

is, the students are suff c .njjly alike in

4,fx

;;;':

ing the same content, at' the:.SaMe .,e,r,iite.9.-,.,1,4,:.:;

o

4'S r,
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illustrated lecture the teioer-A,presez4t..

-that 'his students repr,#sent, for.t.A.1.1
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Now, in what Lim, of the lesson tatil an
illustrated lecture be used assuming the
content to be taught is informational knowing elements - and assuming the teacher considers the students in his class a
homogeneous group?
Since the preparation stage involves reviewing old content, overviewing new
contentr and pointing out the practical
value of the new content, talking to the
students, telling them about the t lue of
the new content for example, may be a very
practical way of carrying out the preparation stage.. An illustrated lecture may
therefore be a good technique or method for
the teacher to use during the priparatton
stage of the lesson.
In the same way, telling studettiS about the
new facts and principles you wish them to
learn, and supplementing your verbal presentation with visual aids - like the
chalkboard and charts - is also an efficient
method,to -communicate the new content. And
so the illuAtrated locture is also useful
during the,Oresentation stage of the lesson.
(Since I'm ,now u3ing it for that purpose 1.
sincerely hope it is u good method - at

/LILA aavese

"se Astrasegriat4

least Pmipractiang what I'm preaching.)
The- try.iout stag cif late' lesson, on the

other nand, calls for the active participation of students applying or using what
they have learned in practical situations.
Since tho illustrated lecture Is a oneway method of communication, 'in which the
student merely hears and seesr it does no4
provide an opportunity for students to
use the Dia content.

The second method of teaching, the Abram
Alas, is an appropriate method to use during
the try-out stage of information0. lessons.
In a discussion, the teacher poses certain
practical problems or questions to tho
class as a Whole. These problems should

AO'S e011.4

lart:AW4.
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WDIO
require,the_students. to _us the new in.
rottatiOnliteVided them during the pre.
4#0.010A:::4144:04#Aieslion 141.,ordo;
to iaiih-eatiefactOry solutions. A0er
iteeliWthe:0010:404:thetelcher-inoOurogoo
the:itgdents-to-ituggestlis many :Solutiona,
IS liks*lhiii aleid to ellgage in a liVely,

4:1

irerlia1i4,x4an0,.Wideas-lan
pr 4WOOtiv* iiitts_ of the suggested_

Orittl*W11*teOher,,,after posini0411,
Orobliiiind-encouriging-the participation
the students in order to get.t,40:04.
cession goingti-thereafter trys , to stay
out of general conversation. jh baSic.
Idea of the discussion is to pit asiny

-Yr

'I

**,

of thestmisailictively
talking to=liach-othr about the prOblOk.
as possiWTheIdlittssiOn'ii,
-problem.soliing activity. .It ii-by
encouraging the active participation of
Ibl.itudents.that the primary, purpose. oU
the Ur...out stage of the lessón,
isfied.
-

A good aiguata is theret,ore:sn,appropr

". IF

idte method,lor,Ahetry-out 04ge of W

.

;'

informWoMW;e4senif,011istho

.

.
A

...410
%.

teachee-teto,',4et"-ittl of his,..students,-,tck,,

1.

le

'41:6.0

participate, they must all ".knOILA*wmaihg
.about the content of the problem,he4gOloOt
to this xtent.the discussion rem440-11,..-A'.

-

I. '

tik ..h..

homogeneous, group.
J-z

But perhaps a more common, method:40 by
teachers In the try.out stage 'of 4flor.
mational lessons is sollamudjsalaa.
the discussieh,'-lhe*teacher_poses_a Proble
:

or questionLphithgalis for, the .students
to uso the information provAded them Orin
the presentation stage of the lasse#.
the oral questioning method, however, the'
teacher does Alk encourage in interchange

of ideas um students, instead ,#elobta!ns
answers to questions from individual.,;
students and t reacts to thoie,answers.,
For example, the teacher c01 po'4,e:q4010
or problem, Ihig, he can call oh a" t'
student for ilia-answer, then he oln42'.4;
'to the student's answer by indicating'
uhether its a good or bad solution. Anoth
Way of engaging in oral questioning is for

r>>

t\i-00J

1

474.,
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-
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IVIDEO

IAUDIO

the teacher to pose a question or problem
to the class as a whole and ask for
volunteers to answer the question. The
teacher then reacts to the answers given
by each student. Thus, through a series
of questions, the teacher engages the
students in problem-solving activities
on an indpidualized basis, rather than on
a group basis as CritiraLcussion.

Here is a short video tape showing Harold
Hanson conducting part of an oral'question.
ing session following his illustrated
lectur. Not that in this example, Harold
poses a practical problem that obviously
has several satisfactory solutions. He
requests students to volunteer answers
,--rather7than-calling-on specific students,
and he toriefly_evaluates each solution as
.

That'agaivonlyjduct of the oral questioning
session. -<, Harold went on to pose additional
questions.: For some _he asked for volunteers
and forothers.he called on specific
students. I might also add thret Harold
could haye chosen to,use a discussion in

this'atuation.

-

94van, the teacher has a group of students
ttat he cannot consider to be homogeneous"
or similar. For example, students might
be assigned to his class at irregular intervals, some students may have been
absent for several weeks, or beginners
and advanced students may be combined In
one class. Regardless of the reason, the
teacher may find himself with a class in
which very wide differences exist in the
backgrounds and/or abilities of the

aii....a.leirdays.geg

In this case the teacher has a heterogeneous
group. Ho cannot consider them-inn-am
therefore he cannot present the same
content to all students at the same time,
as in an illustrated lecture, because some
students will not be able to understand
anything about it and other students will
know all of it already. Whn individual
differences within the class are this
614%.011Y111110=4.
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large, the' teacher must use a different
siethod than the illustrated lecture or
discussion. One of the methods he Can
use is called .9.grisiec.l.stusauez.

Supervised study is a method in which
written assignments are given to students
In the class calling for them to-read
Certain_ materlals and then to answer

,

...certain- written-questions about the
Because-of- the differences
among-students-iw-a-heterogeneous-groupetch student may receive i different
:Witten ossignment requiring him to
study and then :answer queitions=about
ssateriall-whtch is Most appropriate-for-

Wis to learn ai that tile.
To conduct a class usinT the superVisedstOy method th teacher- must:have written
iiiignmeht sheets prepared in advance for
each informational lesson In his course.
Tht written assignment sheetfOr each
lesson first overviews the letton'content
and explains its value to 'students. Thin
At-gives-the-student-a-specific reading:
aksIgnment. For example, At might sayread' Chapter 1 in the textbook'entitledGeneral Printing, or read-information
Sheet #3-Valled "The Use of Initial Letter
Which has been prepared by tht-Aeacheretipecially for this lesson. Of course,--to
mgke the supervised study technique work,
the teacher has to have the right kind of
reading material available for every_':
informational lesson in his course.--Final
the assignment sheet will containAuestion
covering the reading assipment which the
student must answei after he has read the
_assigned Amterials.!_

The teadherlives each student the assignment sheet Most.4uitable for .him and thestudent works onAt bY' himself.' -Eachstudent An theclass maY_thus be working'
:on a Alifitankassignment.: The. teachr
studente 44 they need
help incarrying out their' particular'
Aissignment. As each student finishes his
assignment, the teacher O'ecks his answers
to the,questions on the assignment sheet,

(00-7
Asicioadeer

shirr wets -1

IhYrItoouerioAt
(eNtitviews coor-sur)
cbivrevo
CI-vas yomue
ifilreAD1 NCr Ass) GN &WAIT;
.

cwAD cat_sti4P. I FM
711 (slur-snows
To sr ANstOsslari,
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arid, If the student has done a good job,
the teacher gives him the assignment sheet
for the next informational lesson. Tests
covering .units can be developed by the
teacher and administered to individual
students when they are ready for_them.:

To give you a visual image of how the. ,
teacher uses the supervised Study:method,
.watch Mr. Hanson conducting his class using
k!khi s method::

NA0* that-10u.know what the supervised.study
method 41 let's spend a minute ,or two
:**1.ating. *hiti method to the four stages in
047 lessoii: In what stage or stages should
thf suparvlsed study methods be used with
heterogeneous groups for informational
lelfsons?

The super4tsed study method encompasses Ukei into account - all of the stages in
I:lesson., The preparation stage is carried
-.Ott by the Introduction on the assignmentsbeet width overviews tho content'and,tells
the studeriis about its usefulness to them:
tfie- presentation stage is carried.out:.
'When the-students read the study materials
EtbOks, magazines, information sheets.=,_
iipulated by the reading assignment,on the
.**Signment *hoot: The try-out stage-is
Otifiided 14), requiring students to answer

the questions given on the assignment'sheet
Finally, the follow-up is conducted when
,the-teadher-corrects-and discussas the-,

(StUdents answerttothe'questions.
lilthe-remiii')ingiiiiiUtei of this session;
me,sumtatize,,some of the important
44eit,presentodiel
,.

gliefori tetehing a,lesson with knowin
lak..pferiliatOnal =content, the teachermust
evalUat* 'the iOntent of hit lesson on terms
..of ihi4ackgroUad, and abilities of his clas

Irhe;Oinattume that the.students
'Class are sutficiently alike's* that all
will'betiefitlioi-the same content,':then
he has a homogeneoua group. :/f ina,vidual
differences among students at that timevare
too great, then he has a heteroq.aveza-grOu

:
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and he must plan to provide different
content for each student*

_

,Seconds, assuming his class can be considered homogeneous, the teacher may,use the
illustrated lecture method for the ELE2A,Liki
tion and presentation, stages cd the lesion4
-The tetCher will,plan to talk to his
students = to tell them about the.value -of
.the newcontent and its relation to prior
content and_also to tell then the information (faCts, principles, theory etc.)
denteihed-in-the'content of _the-Low lesson.
He plans to supplement, his verbal prssnta
tion_with-visual aids that will help
-clarify, reinforce and reinterpret the.
new material.
.

Third, again assuming a homogeneous class,
the teacher may plan to hoId a discussion
or oral uestionin in the try-out state
of t e lesson. He plans practical
problems or questions which will cause

the:students-U-0ply their newly
acquired information. Then, he encourages
the involvement of the class inan attempt
to reach satisfactory solutions to the
problems he poses either by having student
engage in a liVely, verbal interchange of
ideas among themselves in a.group problem
solving situation, or by having them
respond directly to the teacher in an
individual problem solving situation.

Fourth, in the event that the teacher has
a heterogeneous class, he can use the
supervised studv method. In this method
the teacher utilizes writteninstructional
qaterials, - assignment sheet, study]materi
als and perhaps unit tests. The teacher
writes one assignment sheet for each
informational lesson in the course. Each
student is given the assignment sheet to
.WOrt on which is most appropriate for'his
baCkground at the time. The assignment
sheet prepares the student psychologically
in an introduction; it specifies certain
studv materials contalning the new Inforation %0 DO read sit the studnt, and
also presents question.; that must h4
answered in writing by the student after
reading the study materials.- Thus, the

I)
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The four m.thods ,presionted in this lesson

Illustrated- lecture, disCussion; oral

"'?.

ques

tioning -ant: .sUpervised study -are...Aot
only akthpds- available
Vocation-al., Sri&

t,
,

technicirtteschers,- 'but 'they 'a're among the
,;-basie= teChniques, for teaching informational

:1

""

'It-S- been: very pleasant working. Avith,,,yow
those list twO sessions.
hope it's been
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SUMMARY .OF PULL IPRESENTAT

TEACHING FOR MOTOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT
'This summary.of Unitli'is planned for stUdint use before
viewing the,film presentation. t is suggested that it be
given to students at the close,of Unit 5.as shown in the
"Method cf Approach" for Unit 5. In addition to a preview,
the outline can also serve as review notes for this unit.
The information outlined in blocks below is a duOlicate of
the visual materials shown during the video presentation.
I.

Introduction
A.
B.

II.

Motor skill - doing element - operatioll
Demonstration - teathing technique use in teaching.
a motor skill

Factors to Consider in.Sequencing the Teaching of Operationt
A.
B.

C.

Frequency of use in the occupailom
Logical order of skill development
Maturity and dexterity of students

Student Motivation
A. *Definitions
Intrinsic Motivation - motivation from within
the student himself
2.
Extrinsic Motivation - motivation from a source
other than the individual such as the job.
Motivation and Teaching Technique
1.

B.

1.

2.

IV.

Excercise method can be used when students have i
high degree of intrinsic motivation.
Job method should be used when internal motivation is lacking and can be used as well when
students have intrinsic motivation.

Job Sheet
A.

Definition
1.

A job sheet is a step by step list of procedures
that outlines the procedure the instructor wants
the students to follow in completing an exercise
or job.

..

A

n01:14,0

--71iocatiattal-14chnical

Teaching

4bilverttitY .0f Minnesota
....wirwrimommoill010011111110.111v

TRAOHINGFOR MOTOR SKILL DEVRL9PMENT
.1

Doei no

Y

Otte "how to perform an'Opeiation".

Instructor CheckpOints

predtermined job i#al ation

p

Job Sheet

Pag 2
(Drilling Jig_Job Sheet)
Part

Lay out th. centers as follows:

j0../..!..,* CAN*,

4010 Awolo usIni'a-640e

kigtilbli.
Bora 7/e. ho4,iising
Imm..antsuilfr 14.t.
_Sand Partiltiiiihn#00
4w
"116

Planning Related InformatiO6
Tersif101ogy

Proceisei'Involved
Safett-:
4q7,1

Operation Sheet
a step by step,list of procedures
one should follow:in, p.rforaing in op.rstikY.
r
1,.

Tools needed
Materlais needed
.Proiedureif'"""'
Information points
a.
notes
informstionntial 'Or' tUden

undimstinding-0 tWOmalret,rkt.
cautions 404tfitilaitoi'

oN

It

4,-
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,

,Operation,Sheet
How'to;Bore With'a.Braceand
AugeF

..;

,

,*

r+,

-

I

4%
TO0111

1'
2..'

Procedure (Notes and Cautions in the Fork o.
Information Points)

Evaluation QUestions'

Reference (if,needed)VII.

Demonstration Evaluation
A.
B.

VIII.

Assesses Student UnderstindingGives.Instructor D$reCtion

Prepiting:to'PreOnt.thq Pemonstration
A.
B.
d.

D.
E.

Select Demonstration Arika
Student Viewing
Obtain Tools
Obtain Material
Instructor Practice

o present the: Omonstration

1 Film of an instructor preparin
IX.

Presenting the Dimonstration
_

424400***60ti
B.
C.
D.
E.

X.

Bssiipl',

,

Relate Only Information Points
Need for Exaggeration
Awareness of Student Understand3-

Itvaluating Demonstration
A.
B.

.

.

InstruOtOr,Oepixd, uestion44
Student Questions

Film of instructor presenting a demonstration
41111111MINIMINIW

XI.

411011110111111111111Mb.

Applying the Skill
A.
B.

Refer Students to Job Sheet
Alertness for Improper Practices
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UNIT 6

INTRODUCTION

for mofoii ikilIdevelopmint Is a
vitil iOditIonarteiiheroompetenCY'for4.1t is i'taik:performed-Many times in-each-course-unit. Although- manyoperations or procedures can be presented before or after
the related technical information, there is considerable
videriCe-Anthe,-teaching of contemporary occupational skills
to favor skill presentation following n technical. knowledge.
Knowing the how and why of the steps of an operation can cut
considerably. theinactice,time_necessary tor.schloveant
of a specified skil,1 level.
:_",

Unless the;vocatioial teaCher'needs this'unit
th
course sequence, -it-should-be-kept. in order-and-taught-following the teaching for understanding lesson. Since this unit
Is complete in itself, however, it can be presented earlier
should the ned occur.

Introduction to Vocational-Technical Taching
Industrtal *ducation Itaff'v University of Minnesota
OBJECTIVES

:-UNIT 6-

,
A student achieving the broad objectives for this course as clatified
for this,Unit
Should:,

...
,
.
I
UW4Misavairvi
1, Underst-ana -anu
' be able-to-use vocational-education ".""."&11"18"
common to teaching for motor skill development.
(2) Develop first appreciations and attitudes about the demonstration
-as a technique for teaching ior motor skill development.
(3) Understand ths underlying principles and practices involved in..
planninglind piSSentingefleSOOn aimied at teaChing-for motor*skill
developMent"A
n! f . .:. ,
' i' ti' : :
:
.
'. . . ''' ' '
'! " .. , *;,=',
The specific objectives (content) for attainment in this Unit-are:
.

.

N

..'

'

,

,

.

.

,

.

.

_

_

4.*

1.

Definitions
A.
B.
C.

D.

Motor Skill or *Doing Element'
"Knowing" Nlements

A.

Assessment of :Student
Understandino

Demonstration
Operation

B.

Instructor Direction
!`

9.
2.

9102102.2121122:ALIMILL
A.
B.
C.

Frequency of Use
logical Order
Student Characteristics

ImAgat Motivation),
A.
Intrinsic
B. Extrinsic
4.

50

Terminology
ProCesses Involved
Safety
Application

Planning the pemonstration
Tools Needed
A.
B. Materials Needed
C. Demonstration Length

C.
D.
E.

Obtain.Tools
Obtaid Materials.
Instructor Practice

A.
B.
C.

Arrange Students
Begin
Relate Only Information Pointe
Need for Exaggeration
Awareness of Student
Understanding

10.

D.
E.

2111121111ALWALLgatnikaa

operation qfteet
7.

'W.' Student-lie:ring

job.Sheet
A. Definition
B. Functions
Instructor Check Points
C.
A.
B.
C.
D.

Preparing to Presnt the
pemonstration
Sep:Kt Demonstration Area
A.

11.
.

Evaluating Demonstration
A.
Prepared Questions
B.
Student Questions

12. jp.tekill.
A.
B.

Refii-Stainti to Job Sheet
Alertness for Improper
Practices

;
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-1-A;ESSON!'MATERIALS

The following teaching waterfalls Ire included in tfiis ,resource

resourc appendix to help you with the toaching of this unit. You
will want _to dunt 4 Asstd. . nurabe: oC these, materials to distribtite
to seminar membrs.
.t"

Material
A.

.

:

The:- tiiirty4inute
,fo'r.: Molitor-, Skill tolvslojiiiiiitt,1.1,,a
aiy4bi obtained fro: the Director; VoCationat Section, Statli; ,

Department of Education, Centennial Building, St. Paul, Minn.
.
;

tl

tok. C

4, ,,

B. -Script of, filar_

for Motor,
Skill Development"
"FT'
of Film Presentation"
':
Unit '6 rest
,.

.

11,,e

-

Teaching.

41S11,1142_,,,,
.0+

44,

E. Unit 6 Test Meier Sheet (keyed)
F
4,401, .60.0t

'Opliat
11.

;

'`ShCP._
t-Woiksheet

Unit References-,
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SUGGESTgD METHOD OF APPROACH

SCUSSION LADER

TUDENT,ACTIVITY
1:

Introduc6 unit with "Summary
of Film Presentation" hand-out
sheet (Sample for duplication
in the unit appendix).

1.

.

3.

1.

Review the summary sheet.

Arrange for film viewing either
individually or in groups.

2.

View film for Unit 6, "Teaching
for Motor Skill Development".

Give Unit 6 Test.
(Samples for duplication in
the unit appendix).

3.

Complete test answer sht

Advisb students that this sum-mary ellminates the need to take
notes .during the film viewing
and Ott.it can also be used
later 44 review material.

(no time limit).

Adviseitudents to mark only
the answer sheet so that test
forms can be used again.
4.

Provide test answers.

4.

Correct answer sheet.

5.

Initiate discussion from student test responses.

5.

Return answer sheets to
instructor.

6.

Pass our student "Job Sheet
Worksheet" (see.appendix).

6.

Develop a sample job sheet.,

7.

Develop an operation sheet.

Dmonstrate how to develop a
job sheet.
7.

Pass our "Operation Sheet Worksheet" (se. appendix).
Demonstrate how to develop an
operation sheet.

* The same approach can be used for one student or a group of students.
While this approach is'a suggested one, it is suggested also that the'
teacher for whoa this content Is new follow the procedure precisely.
Successive teaching of the unit can depart from this procedure.
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8.

Initial, discussion about
the'denonstration as a teaching
technique and the place of job
and operation shets.

Introduce next cours unit and
band out copies of, "Summary
of Film Presehtation*.**

'

,

r

IlitThis summary nay be iianded out atthe end,oUtho,unit,for:study.

e4.

between class sessions or at the beginning of the seminar discussion.
,'
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UNIT RESOURCE APPENDIX

UNIT 6
a

N

RESOURCE MATERIAL
A.

Unit Test

B.

Unit Test Answer Sheet

C.

Unit Test Answer Key

D.

Film Script

B.

Hand-Out 'Film Summary

F.

Hand-04t - Job Sheet Worksheet

G.

Hand-Out - Operation Sheet Worksheet

H.

Teacher Refernces

. T,

t
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iiñftht'fOUr a
öf
L1Jj.t
iliñ
Aitives presented in each itea. plarjten,Avcircle, on the swore*,
ei re @riga

14-

man

A-111; corresponding ,to the alternative you have selected.

T..

Which of the following is Att
a "doing" skill?

5.

The primary cOnsliferation
.selecgOgyia,400 forstO0Ont
to complete lc that its

How io.select a screw
How to plane -a board
How to chisel a. mortise
How to ,soider a joint-

A.

1Ortud-3

otta teablov'ic0
be simple.
C.

D.

-

3,

freclUeniy of us in industry
*1 to the students
A

0,

so logical order of skill

4_1'101K9400401:',

for.:which they are-training
contsinithosckop0.01.010Tthe instructor wishes to:

Indok of the following is git
a cOnsiferation la selecting
an "operation* to be taught?
A.

be typicai Of.jobs.pere,F.

6.

tw0,4*;_alt

;,

repeatTse140,40Ploillit0,4*

Students are generally most
highly motivated by thes

4040Psont
D.

Theleaturity and dexterity

A.
B.
C.

ot0e.students
Xn making an instructional analpa
sis of in occupation, you deters.
mine that operation A is performed
most- oftei in common jobs of the

D.
7.

*Caption.

A jobAlheet outliness
A.

itoU ihould teach it first.
0, 'You-Should teach it last.
C. 11,6u should teach it in the
middle- of the course.
D. You do not have,enough

formation to make a dcision.
WhiCh of the following wOuld you
teach first to beginning motalft
workint students?

D.

I

8.
A.
B.
.

C.
D.

How to grind a chisel.
How to rough grind's
steel bar.
How to file a saw blade.
How to file a steel bar.

exercise method.
job method.
intrinsic method.
operation lethOd.

how a specified Operation
Is performed.
the order in Which oPerov
tions are to be performed
is well as how, they are
performed.
the operations to be
performed and the partift
cular order inperforming
them.
the *valuation questions.

An instructor , ,)ck point'is

pAaoed on a Jo 4bt where a
student is skod tos
A.

perform a difficUlt operaw
tion.

I

,D.

C.

D.

perform a critical operation
perform an operation now
to the student.
make a decision:

Introduction toVocOional-Technical Teaching
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Appendix .A

UNIT

UNIT EXAMINATION
TEACHING FOR MOTOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT
_

9. Information which is presented
during a demonstration is called:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Which of the following Is
not used by the instructor
in presenting-a demonstrOlon?

15.

related information.
general iniormation.
specific Information.
information points.

,

A.
B.
C.

ToolsAneededVisual aids. needed

Litt of-operatfng;steps
D.--related informatiOn-outline

10.. Information points take the form
of:
16.

A.
B.
C.

D.

A.
B.
C.

D.

should take aboUts

notes.
cautions.
topics.
both A, and B.
.

11. Stories which,provide examples
of an instructor's experience
in performing a given operation:
should not be told.'
should-be_told in the
classroom.
should be told during the
demonstration.
should be told either in the
clastroom or during the demonstration.

A.
B.
C.
D.

17.

C.
D.
18.

D.

13. Operation sheets list primarily:
A.

B.
C.
D.

B.
C.
D.
19.

where convenient.,
in surroundings such
as those the studentivill
encounter on the
close to the tool, cabinet.
in .a formal Classrooi.
.

the students.
the instructor.
both A and B.
written tests.

The students should practices
A.

related information.
how to complete a job.
a sequence of operations.
steps in performing an operation.

minutes.
minutes.
minutes.
minutes.

The initial .evaluation Of a
demonstration is generally
made from:
A.

discipline.
safety.
differences between machines.
general information.

10
15
20
30

Demonstrations are presented:
A.
B.

12* Cautions relate to:
A.
8.
C.

If possible,. demonstritioins

B.
C.
D.

immediately following.
the demonstrition.
after reviewing t,heir,
related informition'hotes.

during the nxt class period
whenever they have time.

14. Which statement is most correct?
20.

A.
B.

C.
D.

Different instructors teach
the same operation differently.
Operations to be taught can
be identified best by college
professors.
An oftration is relatively
standard between craftsmen.
Identifying operations is
very difficult.

Student/ should be allowed conc.
tinuous praoticeof a skills
A.
D.

C.
D.

as they sea fit.,
without instruotar Interal
fereace.
only If they are perfOraIng
It correctly.
exactly as it is
demonstrated.
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UNIT

ANSWIR-XEY
UNIT EXAMINATION
TEAMING FOR MOTOR SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Nam
Da e

Discussion Leadr

-41:ii' Sor dirr im=11.

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Ogiken the appropriate circle)

ABCD
1.

0 0 0

2.

0 0 0 0

3.

0 0 0 0

4.

0 0 0 0

5.

0

0 0

6. 0000
7.

C 0

8.

0 0 0 0

0

9. 0000
10. 0000
11. 0000
12; 0-0 0 0
13.

0 0 0

14.

0 0 0 0

15. 0000
16. 0000
17. 0000
'0*(i4*()

19. .000
20. 0000

444
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Dibl DAVID J. PUCEL
DE#ELOPMERT

PAW I

VIDEO

[AUDIO

Good evening. My name is David Pucel,
and this-is the sixth-in the series of
presentations-aimed,atAntroducing prospective-teachers to vocationalirtchnical
teaching. This session Is specifically
concerned-with teaching lor motor skill
development...-First of all,: whatici
MOtor skill? A motor skill can best be
defined as
doing skill in contrast to a
knowing skill.
.

.-For example, in making coffee the motor
skill portion is the actual muscle movement in placing the coffee into the basket
and assembling the pots The knowing portion is xhibited in what cOffee is select*
In
and how much.coffee should be uied,
trade and industrial education motor skills
are more commonly called "operations".

Dr. Kavanaugh has already discussed trade
'and job analysis, or instructional analysis
in an earlier session and how it Is Used
to identify. the "doing" aspects, or operations, and the "knowing" aspects, or ,related
information of a trade. Similarly, Dr.
Moss has discussed the rols of variables
affecting teaching for understanding. With
this knowledge as a base on which to'begin
we will now discuss motor skill development,
and in partimilar, the demonstration which
is considered to be the most efficient
teaching technique available for teadhing
the "operations" or motor skill aspects
of a trade.
In any given occupational area, the total
number of motor skills involved can be
identified by a thorough job analysis of
that occupation, but how does the teacher
know which of the operations should be
taught first and which second and so on.*
A number of factors enter into this decision.

wit

- What operations are used most by
persons working in the occupation as identified by tho job analysis, for it is
accepted practice to teach those operations
which ere used most frequently In sn emu-,
potion first.

Sup.041Posed Title No. 1
.

.

.

Identifying motor skills to
be taught.

4

,
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,Se901*. What is the logical Oder' of 'r
skill development in a given occupation'
that leads to full understanding oUthe
operations, as well as how to perforlthem: When one makes a job analysis:,
of an occupation he analyzes the products
end actions of sgilled craftoen,in that
occupation. Yet the operationsWskilled
craftsman Uses in his everYdali: praótiOes
may,not be appropriate to teach tO
beginning student in that occupation.
,

Example: Although a skilled_Cariienter may
vie a circular saw frequently eve*ioday,
_should a beginning carpentry stude0t-_come info the class the first!dWand'.
begin using this saw or should he'-hegin-

iith-a handsaw and when he beComes-te*
aware of.the cutting process and-iafety,
factors involved, be taught hew to uS_ttie'

circular WW1
in_eelecting the'
to be taugh,t is the MatUritT,cif the studentYi"
are they.phYilCaltY strong enough to ade.
quately,perfOraOlie,operAtion4 yOU-would-

liki ihiMAO,;:i4rWHisthe4tudentst'
dexterity deVelOped to the point where'
he cakedequately, do the,taskyo*liairCspe-

ilfilthOiWthi4 fictor4is'nOt'a
great problem tovOC:itional OittUttOrs'
1Who-deal-w$th.otdirjetudentsOt is 'an
Important.faitor when dealingiwith younger

4Audents
7or ExaMpli4j,ifou woulChOt

,grad:-boy-tocarvan,intricate figUrtoutof a fiard wood like chermxith-i.wOod
chil3A, or gouge,,, He is notHlikely- to haVe

the ithysictU:Strength'to'epeibeWthe

chisel nWthi'deiterity neciiiityfWeirve
the figualk,thereforp, ha shOULdnOt-be
iiiikiWto:ffierfOriathe'task.

plies the,operstioni to be taught _have been
*Sleeted, how Can Vie stUdenta be motivated

to learn themThe-bist
naturally a motivation from ivithliftWOUNI
dent, himself to posszJs

'this intrnal'

r intrinsic motivation, the xtrOliplae
can be used. The exercise method is'the
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VIDEO

AUDIO
method of assigning tasks to students for
the sake of their getting practice in a
skill. The completion of the task indicates that they have completed the amount
of practice required and the product may
or may not be useful in and of itself.
However, most teachers do not find students
with tuch a high level of intrinsic motivttion. The students like to have the
feeling that the product they produce as
a result of a number of operations is useful. Therefore, the vehicles used to teach
specific Operations to vocational students
are actual jobs which occur in the occupation they plan to enter. However, although
a typical job taken from the occupation has
great motivational powers, an instructor
must always make sure that the job does not
gevern,what operations are going to be
taught. The instructor must determine whic
operations he would like to teach and how h
would like to teach them and find or design
a job as an aid in teaching them.

Once the skills to be taught and the order
In which they are to be taught has been
determined, and an appropriate job has
been found, a job sheet should be construes.
to& A job sheet is a step by step list of
procedures the instructor wants the students
to follow in completing an exercise or

Job Sheet
Page 2
(Drilling Jig Job Sheaf'
Part II
a
5. Lay out the centers:it
followsz

job.

The example shown is the second page of
a job sheet for constructing a drilling jig.
Notice that the procedure the student must
follow is indicated step by step. Howevr,
the sheet does not indicate how each operation is performe6. The job sheet does not
attempt to teach the student how to perform
an operation but what operation to perform
and the particulars to be observed in
performing that operation on the given
exercise of job.
For example, step Six indicates
student should perform a boring
with a brace and auger bit and
what size augr bit to use; the
tells him where the hole should
.It does not tell him how to use

that the
operation
tlls him
drawing
be located.
a brace

6. Bore 1" hole using s
brace and auger biti.
7. Bore 7/8" hole using,'

brac and augr bit.
S. Sand Part II with 1120
sandpaper.

iIntpodUct ton .to VoCational-Technical Teachingi
n*Litrial Education, Staff, University of Minnetota
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VI HO
e

and **ler bit. Notice that a small box
Opears before- son of the procedure.
_numbers. 'These boxes indicat InetructO*',,

chck_points.,..

A check point -appear& Ithen
Imo? a new operation is involired. Notcce:
the*" staPs 5, 6, and- 8 -ire preceded by
.

laitruator Chea 'pointi - *hie indicates
that -eiCh _Or-these stpe intrethici an
orationhatris-,-new-tothe Student.

T e-

S344, 'wen is not precidedibyl a ch4.4:poi4
bicaus. it t]Is the stud mt to 1040,r1 '

_Op OperitiOn-"that

'has- been tntroducs4,-.1k
10-4,P six,, '':114 _student is ihOraed- that

iso-det7toigo tbeyOnd-,-

a biz or- 'check
IS Work-

a OW preceded

point erithOt

hayloft.,

lfispeCted by the instructor.,--:44is

ihecklthe,zsiiiitenV,
-erforaaoce. and help_ the sOdirktci,fAte *ins
iLdifftglInY--Jite-lob,itheilf.710., step, a

altars tb

instrUctor to

ri4dY reference- for students

stArarious

poilits- -In:" the "coapletion of- their ,jobs,,,
individual diffe'.itenc*S.,

allowing--for

NoW that-we have reviewed sone ot

,

-*Ica conSiOrations in seleOting the* :or,
-or' operations to be tiught,' and ASV*
Andicated that :theY are:Ow:ally _taught'
skills

by th.lo -;-;Gis. or job'

:::Of1

Uthodtj;theai

--well-constructed job -she*t,

'how 4oss

one-"inatruCt students In the',deyalo,pwt
aotor:- iikt 1 l
he fliOit Widely actepted -pettiod
aiitor :031181i-4S

to

well is -the iatthO4 '40/lev,

be *pit effectivei is th ideaeas#44004,,,

It is thr-oUgh'-doloOstrations !ithif;th*- stu."

dents ere. Amin' ant -ta tperform the-, OPeratio
'referred' tociarriiii,1* the discussion of
We' wilt now diacuss AO- I:
.a- JO?) shet.
-fsi to be the- most effectiv Method .Of
Organiling and -preeinting a deionaitra*I404,
,The disiussion will be organisod la -4hrsor
-main partsi (1) planning thi lesso4 (2)
preparing to.preSent the lesioni 0-(3):
'presenting the_ lesson.

The procedUres that will ber discussed are

applicabl to presenting dowinstretOns-inaLl trade iroast but booaus soot ,otcuc
are familiar with woodworkino
OPPlivi
will
be
rferred
to
throughout
jhis
which

discussion will be how to bo:re bokos in

Superiiiposed'
Title
4.
4

1.0Planning:theAessek
2.
3.

PreparinCthe-lesson-

Presenting the lewd

it
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wood using a brace and auger bit. For
those of you who are aot quite sure what
a brace and auger bit are, the brace is
on the right; It is the tool that drives
or turns an auger bit. The auger bit, on
the left, has a lead screw at the tip which
pulls the bit into the wood as the cutting
lips cut the wood.

Assuming the operation to be taught has
been selected, in this case boring with
k brace and auger bit, what considerations
must be esde in planning to teach this
operationi

The first of these consieerations is What related information is necessary for
the students to bitter understand the demon'Oration to be presented by the instructor,
and to perform the operation in the laborstory. This information should be presented
Oifore the demonstration, and not during
the demonstration. Some types of Information
which should be presented prior to the
demonstration are: (a) where the operation
is used, (b) new terminology, (c) the
processes involved, and (d) safety.
Before discussing an operation, the instructor should tell the student where it is
used and why. If a student sees a need to
learn how to perform an operation, you
will have less difficulty maintaining his
attention. Once the student is motivated
the.instructor should thin define the
parts of the tools and the characteristics
of the materials to be used in the demonstration.
The instructor should also explain the
functions of the tools in terms of the
relationships of the tools to each other
and the material to be processed. For
xample, how does the lead screw of the
auger bit relate to the lips of an auger
bit and how do they relate to the wood
A4 one Is boring.
-Another very important factor which should
be covered prior to the demonstration it
What should or should not be don.
;
j'jjTh. tools. An instructor who Is an

expert in a field should not .ssum safety

Superimposed Title
Steps in Planning the Lesgon

V

:17 s;1471

777
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hexerds are obvious.

-safety

prow

cautions should be mad explicit:*
esi !ars.
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inatio
OVA
shotild
to bake -the _oiroluitritiCii- more_ Maningful.
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:

Ohio the related information concerning
the-_Operation to be taught has 4.in out,. :7;,-z.,;

k

ined4.4dist-.40A044orstiOns....musEbe_siade
in-:pl,anning-to- draonstrate a given: opere-!,:!i!,

t*-t'Altp
,
A

.1",

tion.

S-Mo0 operations _aro performed in a, relativet
w:standerd fashion. Although each Craftsiaan-

-

2,-;;:-.1rnay, have -a slightly different technique:-,':-

'in

performing an operation, the overall
steps IMO quite -cOnsistent -between craft.s.m.:k;

t

Ihat-1 el .saying is, if you a r e quite
--- familiar with th trade 'area _you ire teachi
; ling, yoi: _will find little difficulty chrtiirlinl,:
son.

at,
-

4.

-

-. Mining_ what- procedure should be f011oweds'-

.

In-performing a-given operation. )ioweverit::::-,
this-:doet not mean that you can readily

'instruct othr peOple to perform that

Operation'$heet
41;
(How to BOre*Witha' Ilia* "end'
Auger Bit).

-i,- -To help organize their thinking avid thair.

:demonstrations, mapy instructors iii.

:-_-,--cpeithOlon- sheets as 'guides while

demon-

Tools

;,Strating., ,An:operstion sheet is a step

1.

-=-.-'' :by:Step list of procedUres one shOuld
:-;:,.:--101.141r. In rforming an operation4 An

:::---'his' Operation sheets on 5 x 8 inch cardefzi,u,:":.

Aike-the on shown.

It lists the lAoolal-,_,,,,
-needed_ for the demonstration,' the I:materials

;

::-needed, the_ joiocodUro to bs follotied iri:.:

presenting the demonstration, ootis or
'emitions- the' instructor 'alibi,* to !relate

-''-

,

1

-..,:,

'

-;*

,

PromodUre (NOtes'

ins the. For* Of InfOrlati*-"i
Points)
4

.4

-'"

r

*

Refirence, (it'heidedV
1

-*-1

'are Apt familiar with perfOrisingis
Wen operation, most trade areas

7,`

-;.43

,

-

1."V
,f`

!,^

.-.04rcellent toxtbooks which can be Used as
:references.,

-

!'

.1'3!

planning to wpresent a demonstration, an

;',

Instructor should ask himself thelfollowing

*quOstionsa

I.
-

wil,

.'4*.':you
,

,

EvaItionQu.stiàhs

to the students, and'the initial valuition;,
.

,

2.4

111-iitruotor -may find' it helpful to construct.

'----

,,-

.

:-.Operation.
;

r

;3-

-f

-t

t
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What tools will be neededi
What materials will be needed?
How long will the demonstration
take? Accented practice has established that, if possible, demon»
strations should not take longer
than 15 minutes.

The length of demonstration time, however is governed by a number of factors:
Some of which are the length of time
your group can maintain its attention
on one topic. An instructor can hold
the attention on a.group for just so
long before the minds of the group begin
to wander. How long is that timo period
for members of your group? Another factor is the operation to be performed
(Some operations take 10 minutes to perform and some take 20 minutes).
However, if an operation takes somewhere
around 30 minutes to demonstrate, the
Instructor should examine the demonstration to see if it can logically be
.broken down-into two demonstrations.
Although 15.minutes is the accepted length

Otime fdr,presenting a demonstration,
)itCh initruCtor must Use 144 judgement
concerning the appropriate time limit
,In hIs situation.

A planning state which many instructors
overlook Is planning to evalUate the
demonstration. This stage is very importantbeciuie it gives the instructor
.directien:* Several well-Selected question
covering the essential points of tho
demonstration should, be formulated which
you can ask the students immediately
following the demonstration. Their
Ability to answer will give you an Indication of their, understanding of what was
demonstrated and indicate to you what
should be reviewed. Techniques for furthe
evaluating motor skills will be covered in
a later session by Dr. Randleman.
Although I have outlined the planning of
lesson in three steps:
1.

Planning what the students should know

1.
A

30

What tools are needed?
dl
What materials are nleadd.
How long will the demonstration take?

,-,Intro4uction tO:VoCationOwTechnical Teiching
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Planning the demonstration
Planning demonstration eiraluation

2.

,

A.

-you should not think of this,p140140:,
H--completing ono otep nd thenlmoliingcen-t*:
*t,

h

.

---:n

the next, never to return toithe
All three steps-must be planned 'figithei
in.order that the totality of the three

H,**teps form a clear lesson.
4f4.;

40}COV

.

A

ts;
..?,4

'

I
4.1

for instanc, after you have:planned:the

.

.

related -information to be prisente4,and,,
Alive-begun to plan the demenstratIOn, *du
aY find that anothr topic :of related
iriforsiat*Onshould.'Win'oludod. Therefore

.=,

yOu woUld!,*backAind;reviie the retatd'

,

I0formatioh section
*
kssuming that you have thoroughly planned

Superimposed Title Mo. 4

*he lesson, preparations for present*,
the lesson should be made.: ProparatiOns,
,tteps

lInformation

should be made in accordance withihat
-Dr. Moss presented in his s:ssionon
teaching for understanding.i I will_now
discuss preparing to demonstrate'whi6h,
will later be illustrated in a shortjilm
deamistrati:on
of an instrudtor preparing

='

.4,16
*,

.,441

,In preparing to present thivdemonstratiOn,
'-the'first-consideration is So oelect:an.,,:
appropriete place to demonstrate.. T4*,, ,
demoostritIon,environment should approxi
sate its closely as possible;the actual.!
sitUation in .which.the studnt ii **pecte'd
,:tO.perform. It should be welloblighted'ind
;41.01r4CdessibIve-to-oll,of the students.

:

)Noti0,-::that,the,wood*orkingi demonstration
4111 be Oilaiiinted'in't-i0Odworking ,sh4p
And not- In a metalworking

,
49:

iThe'inOtiOiter-ihOUld?*b4niObtaln
'the tools ntcessary-ind-Makó sure thi

tóö

*re In'Sscellent condition*d In proper
aldjustment.

-!1"

Once the toolekt;fia04,10

;4; ;',4

Ahey should be arranged neeily'on-the
4imonstration area in the Oder in which
thevwilLzbc11$0.0,..tt,livery distracting
for students to wait foi anA,nstrtiC0**;
find a tool once the demen*,4atiohlias:;.-slr,

started.
,

.1

-

,

Introduction to VocitionalmTechnical Teaching
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,

He should also obtain the necessary
materials. Do not use a student's
project to demonstrate on. All students
should perform all of the operations. 13
a piece of new stock which is ithe same
size and type as that which the students
are using.

t

:Finally, have the evaluation questions
prepared and aVallable. If you have
prepared an operation sheet for the deft
monstrationt the questions should'be,on
We will-now,watch, Mr.-Itiletich: Prepare

to demonstrate how to bore with a-brace
and 'auger bit.

1

Film illustrating the eb4ve
discussion Concerning hot!
to prepare to domonstrat-

)

Once eiiiithing is iet for ttie demenstralOnt it'is advisable to lo through:the
.destonstration_at.least,once. Nost-initruc-'tort giVe4 detenstration,on -4 glven.opera.

tion once or twic4"4 year end lose their:
loOtt, so to speak. Therefore, in orderthat"the demonstration will go smoothly,the instructor,should practice befóre
preienting-it: 'The'demonstratiOn-shOuld
40ve as a model for the'students and b4
Iks technically correct as posalbl.,
: "
So fart wi have discussed platining's,leisOn
Ind:preparing to present the /liaison.

Now that

w. are"

1 preparations have been made,
y to discuss presenting tho

".74

lessOt

Aivindicated previously, the relatedinformation should be presented according
to the procedures and techniques indicated
-in"the session on teaching for underei
'Standing' prior to the demonstration.

Ni will now discuss presenting:a demon«
'Oration after which we will see Mr: Niletic4
_perform the demonstration.

After the related information pertinent
to the operation to be demonstrated has
been presented In the classrocmt the
students should be lead into tho demonstra»
tton area in an orderly fashion. The
instructor should make sure that all of the
.ft

uperimpised Title No.

Steps in Presentin
Lesson

1,ntroductiontoocationililechnical Teaching

Appendikl) ',5
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r
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-

7

:

".".**.i---1,,

e.,
411101Mir

VIDE

..rmaimpir
,

fitudents can see the demonstration area
and hear him. H. should then proceed
through the demonstration according to
'his operation sheet or demonstration
plan.

A nutber of important points whichthe.
should remember
daring a demonstration are: (a) He shOuld
say only things which are essential,to :understanding what Is being demonstrated.
,

:

($) During the demonstration thinstructo

:

should sake sure that the students can.
adequately see his every move. In some
pittances, it may help to exaggerate,some
Axamoles The chuck of 0,:sbrace..
Amn be tightened onto an augerbit nicely
with lIttle movement. However, unless,
the Movement is exaggerated durincuthey'
f'demonstration and made visible to the
-students, they may not be aware of what
you.Are doing:
(c) He should alsoybe
'teiponsive.to indications of inahility.on
*Ito 'pavt'of the Students to understand
whit he is doing. If'thIs occurs, h4i,
Amy have to repeat a step. (d) After
the- demonstration, it should be -*valuated.
.

;

.'

4.

'toesciliStipitokif Essentials

2.

Exisigerite

;.Rosponeive:,

.

A4Ithough we have discuised

,

4%

evtluatioft_of a demonstratiWin terms-of
_queitions which the instructor asksthel
4tUdents.upon comPleting the domonstratio
'ahOther important evaluation technique is
Viitof-4imply 'asking the students if the
104ecany'questions. Based on thcAypos.0
.114iltionslOhich the students ask,and4h,s,.
104114re wiiich.are given to the prepared,:
libestions the instructor can getivigood

Wiiition-of the students' understanding
la-th demonstration.

,

.

1.

4

now observe Mr. MiletiCh
44Miamstrttos'to the class.

14,_
1-

4.Pila -illustrating presenting
a. demonstritiOn,
I :4

Throughout this discussion, I have.4nOt.-mintioned the try-out or practice portion
'of the demonstration lesson. Isvffilst,
a. person has planned the pracaticetbil
student will get when be plane tho-job
itmet. It outlines the type oflOweetice-

2.3

1\,

,

end the amount if practise the studnts,
mill perform after each demonstration,*

;';

,

'

4
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'UNIT 6

An opportunity for stucients to practice
after each demonstration is essential to
the learning of a skill. If practice.is delayed, the students will forget many
of tho uetails Involved in performing
the operation.
:

Immediately after the demonstrationsthe
students should be referred to the particulars oftow the operation is-tOlie
performed on thelr given jobs or exercise
as outlined on their job sheets.- Thin
allow them to start practicingthe -demonetrated operation on their own jobs.
Once the_students,have begun:to:perform.
th demonstrated operation the instructor
m4st-observe each studeritto makesurelie
it4eiforming.the'Skill correctly.- If,
,he If, the, instructor should allow him
to proced with-Out interference.
If he ijiliot'iiiiiforeiing the skill cor-

rectlyilkOlioVeri'theinstructor stust
correct him immediately, for if a
student practices performing a skill
incorrectly ancllearns the skill incor,

tctly-it-wilITO Very-diffiCultlor him'
to perform the skill correctly later.
student learns to drive',
For examplevif
nails whiXe grasping a hammer near the head,
it will be very difficult for hiM talus.
a hammer while grauping it cerrectly near
the ind.

You may also have noticed that throughout
this discussion I have been assuming that
all students will be ready for a given
demonstration at tha same time. This is
,generally not so. Most causes are not
,homogenuouvand students !ork at different
rates of speed; therefore, they generally
are not:ill loady for the demonstration
'at the same time. vas sttuation poses
additional burdens for the vocational
Anstruc4tor. You may have to give individual demonstrations to very fast or very
slow .students as they are needed as well
'as'a several deilionstration to,the group.

'As you can see, tudi plenning must go into
'presenting a good demonstration. The
Instructor must know hoW to select*the

"-Warn
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appropriate operation to demonstrate,
what type of group he is dealing with
(are they young, old or experienced,
inexperienced, etc.), and the technical
aspects of the operation he is going to
demon4trate. He must prepare an operation sheet, must provide for student
practice, and he must prepare for demonstration evaluation.
I have tried to give you an overview of
how an instructor goes about teaching
for motor skill development. Although
we have touched upon many of the aspects
of teaching for motor skill development,
which I feel are important, you should
'not feel that I have covered them all.
Most textbooks on trade teaching techniques devote at least one chapter to this
topic, and numerous articles have appeared
in professional journals. I hope that I
have aroused your interest in tho teaching
of trade 4nd technical skills and that
you will seek more information on your
own.

The next course unit is entitled "Teaching
with Instructional Aids". In this unit,
you will study various types of instructional
aids which can help you in teathing for
understanding and skill development.
Good night, and before you meat for. your
seminar discussion session, why don't you
think about planning a demonstration for
an operation you would like to demonstrate.
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OF FILM ikRESENTATION

This summary for Unit 7 is:planned for"stUdent'use,iifori.
viewing the vidito presen*stion (film or television). ,It
ii suggested that this oUtline bs, given to studenti at the

400-Of Unit 6 as shown"in the "Method= of' APOr6ath" for

Unit 6. In addition to a preview, the-OUtline[Can-ilio
serve as review notes for thisHunit:.-0Ther'faoimatiir, ouOined
-in,the blocks below is a ai*OliCateOf-thi-Arideo -materiels Shown
during the video presentation.

Unit_7 Summary Review
140,

I.

Amill2=1111111.Riadalt
A.

B.
C.
II.

Power tools for teaching
1.
extension of teaching potential
2.
keiching students
Tools for motivkition and-challeriga'
Tools for obJectives achieVesient

Audio=Visual Materials as Communication Toole,
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.

Transmission of ideas
One mind affecting another
'%
Direct-straight across communication
Distraction or static
Trensmisslon senses
1.
2.
3.

4.

III.

eye
oar
touch
cross-media

Word *Communi9ation
A.
B.
C.

Spoken word
Printed word
Visualized word

Dr. Edgar

IV.
,

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B..

9.
10.
11.

D41011.2121.2LALRILLalt..

ors""smourrowitrissiorr000mrsw

Verbal symbols
Visual symbols
Rad4 - Recordings - Still pictures
Matiou pictures

Teleirtsion

Exhibits
Field trips
Demonstrations
Dramatized experiences

Contrived experinces
Direct experiences

Introduction to VocationalTechnical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff., University of Minnesota
.

EMI
iV.

SUMMARY .OF'FILM PRESENTATION CONT'D
AL A D
TEACH
W TH
UC

Selection of AudioVisual Media

A. Objectives
B.

Stu,dent Characteristics

C.1.4arning situation
D.

Motivation,and challenges-

Channels of Communication
A.
B.
C.
D.

VII.

Multimedia

AudioVisual Use
A.
B.
C.
D.

VIII.

Audio
Visual
Other sensory

Equipment care

Craftsmanshivin using
Equipment limitation*
Materials storage and care

Common Kinds of_Audi2=213ual Equipment
A.
B.

C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Overhead projector
Transparencies
35mm slides
1.
film strips
2.
8mm motion film
3.
16mm motion film
4.
Opaque projector
Polaroid pictures
Chalk board
Audio tape recordings
Video tape recordings

.

a

4-I

4.-,

L.,1
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Ira

JOB

sittaT loustiftEr'

TEAcHING Flu MOTOR um Davalopiiir
Job Sheet Workiheet
in(

Ltriat Ins 014vAl 0111 LOPPkeo -jokAikekw.th."-OegArAtJt.4"procedure steps for a typical job'In your vocationalrtephni4a1
speciality. Each prOcedure
.p should indicate what operation
icto b performed and ft:,
:..ulars needed to determine how
it is to be performed on the .iven 3.)b.
cl,t1
MODiLs

..

pkAtle

Tools heeded:

Materials needed:

I.
2.

1.

List of Procedures
1.-

2.

3
4.
5.
64

2.
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-TEACHING FOR-MOTOR-SKILL DEVELOPMENT

,

Operation Sheet Worksheet

asisatigm

Develop An.oporation sheet for an operation called
for in one Of the six *procedure steps you:outlined on your
sample jcib sheet.-

MODEL:

Operation Sheet Title
e

Tools needed:

Materials needed:

1.

1

2.

2.

aiLLALsuaszildwuds.u.
:

1.

("NOTES" OR "CAUTIONS"
IN THE FORM OF INFORMATION POINTS)

2.
3.
4.

etc.

Evaluation questions:

1.
2.

aa.
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UNIT 7

INTRODUCTION

Units 7 And R of this nolIrsa Ara planned to provide understanding for the developMent and use of audio and video
*Ostr40.140P4.1. 414A An _VACAtiorkal_ 80901 JeAchiAgt, In the

first of these units, T a hin

autplaces loit

with InstructionalAtd4, the
in

In
teaching -for-achievement-of unit -and-lesson-obJectives.
Unit 8, Develooino Instructional Aids, most attention is
given to resources and methods in developing instructional

It issuggested .that_Units ,7.-And_ 8-be --kept-in-sequence-and-not
be taught in reversed ,orderas,, muck, of.. the. senee.,and 11,o3gic

will be
dictate
a block
with no

la St 9: hiitittlyeii" -If: if the .-tii.eihing-');ituat'iptn::::ShOu'Id`
tinfte 7' and' 8 kept as
a change Ifluñtt eider';
,could-be- presented-either-following-Unit-'6"-ot
lo,ss of continuity or logic.

Introdoction t V6cational-Technical Teaching
Industriil EdUcation Staff, University of Minnesota
UNIT 7

OBJECTIVES

A student achieving the broad objectives for this course as clarified
for this unit shouldi
"

(0 Uhderstand the purpose and function of instructional aids in
specific objectiVes.achievement.
'
(2) Be able to choose an instructional aids for a given Oecifie
objective.
(3) Understand nature of instructional aids as media for coMMUniCation
of ideas.

The specifiC objectives '(Conten ) for attainment in this unit'are:

STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND: cognitive principles, theories
1. Audio Vi ual Materials
A. Power tools for teaching
B. For motivation-challenge
C. ObJectives achievement
2. Audio Vi ual Materials as
Communication Tools
A. Talking communication
B. Transmission of ideas
C. Communication elements
Teacher-Media-Student
D. Distraction and static
E. Ear, eye, cross-media
30 Communtation and Words
A. Spoken
B. Printed
C. VidUallzed
D. Word speed vs. ideas

40A. Estgcerience
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

Direct, purposeful
Contrived
Dramatized
Demonstration
Field trip
Exhibit
Television
Motion pictures
Recordings
Visual symbols
Verbal symbols

concepts

Media
A. ObjectiVis
B. Student
C.
6.

7.

0LearfliTngsituatiân

D. Motivation,and challenge
ChanneLS of CommuniCatiOn
A. Audio
B. Video
C. Sensory
D. Multi-media
Auci.U.Lias:_11.1...........§.1aterialsUe

A.
B.
C.
D.

Equipmeat
Craftsman
Equipment
Materials

care
performance
limitations
care

8. amaariAastalkaiLAILLalla
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

Overhead projector
Transparencies
35mm slidesFilm strip
8mm film
16mm film
Opaque projection
Polaroid
Chalk board
Tape Recorder

tdodoe:s41_17,7,0N

..1,,ont:141,toductign:lcOocational-Technical Teaching
Industrkal2 EducaUon:Stafftr:-priiyersity of Minnesota
AS*, 4440,100.
4%4'

S

The- following teaching materials to help you with the teaching
ofl :WI:al 11NA:ital.*, included) in:
e re siurce appendpc, t
nit)
You will want io dUpliCate the -number,,,ofc,,neceetary
uOti.11.0$1,,QP
ea4 tile,ti4e0),41,Ar
(ji:'

lis

Material;
-

The thirty

A.

;

-

y:

-

, )

7"

-

YOk

mindte film, "Teaching with Instructional

,

0.411,7 PAY :11! ..,P4t-fil.PA4 IrAR: thPAre_Ctor.l.
..Sec.tion, State Department of Education, Centennial
Balding St. Paul, Minnesota 55101.
4"t

;-;

4

Presentaiion"

.

D.

;'r

=

r:.

Anewscryr,, ShetSample

E. .,i?,qn;ittf
,4:rd,4,47.0",40,4

;.
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-AnsWer Sheet-, (keyed)

,tt

.4,

-ft or,

t

r

4

Student Astiyi,ty. Sheet

H.

Teacher- References
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,
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;SUGGESTED itikHOD OF APPROACH1
/1.111111111=6,

TUDENT ACTIVI

1.

Introduce unit with "Summary
of .Film Presentation" hand-out
sheet (Samplefor duplication
in the unit appendix).

Review the summary sheet.

Advise students that this summatraliminates the need. to take
-notes"duringthe.film viewing
and that it can also be used
later as review material.
Arrange for film viewing either
individually or in groups.

View film for Unit.T,c,,"Teaching

GiveicUnit7 test.
(Samples for.duplication in
the unit appendix).

Complete test answer-sheet
(no time

4.

Provide test answers.

Correct answer shoat*

5.

Initiate discussion from student test responses.

Return Answer sheets
instructor.

6.

Review Edgar Dale's "Cone
of Experience".

7.

Hand out copies of "Cone of
Experience" and "Student
Activity Sheet". (See appendix)

2.

3.

with InstructionalAids".

e

4.eve.y.'11

Review hand-out sheet*

*The same approach can be used for one student or a group of students,
While this approach is a suggested one, it is suggested also that the
teacher for.whom this content is new follow the procedure precisely.
Successive teaching of the unit can depart from this procedure.
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TUDENT ACT/traI

tlsv

S.

13.-:,-Comp1etCPartiof student

Elicit* examples of the
various Ilevels of experience listed in the "Cone
of Experience".

)

'.,..Jactivity sheet:
I

P

tz.14

9.
.

10.

cietome familiarAtithequipment,

Review audio visual ey.lpgent and materials introduced
in film presentation.

(:,materialt,;41ndtermin01,0gY.
!!Jn,;7

a:1

Illustrate function and usage
an& material

,

rs

orl.$1v

oiudioisual eqüipment.,

0:

-1-41

,

11.
,

Complete ParC-Voffastudsn,t,

116

Inttiatel.zidioctirssion,abouV

oactiVitysheet60,

Methods andt,pi.o6edurit in)

utilizing audio-visual equipsent and materials in the
clessroos
12'.

.11anir:outoliiTesthernReferenteesr:

:sheet (See appendlict
13.

"

Introduce next course unit and
hand out copies of "Summary of
Film Presentation" for Unit S.

'OP
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UNIT

UNIX.RESOURCE APPENDIX
TEACHING WITH INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

RESOURCE MATERIAL
A.

Unit Test

B.

Unit Test Answer Sheet

C.

Unit Test Answer Key

D.

Film Script

E.

Hand-Out Film Summary

F.

Hand-Out - Practice Sheet - Cone of Experience

G.

Hand-OUt - Practice Sheet - Student Activity Sheet

Ho

Teacher References

Appendix A
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UNIT EXAMINATION
T ACHING WITH INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

UNIT

Thisexantination is. desAgned to -evaluate your
part of
this-unit of-studr.--Answer-each item.by darkening the appropriate letter of your choice on the answer sheet. Do not
make 12xmarks, on this test form.

Directions:

4

1.

2.

'x

.

Learning, teach1hg, eucatiàniibasiclly
Verbal communication
A.
Motivation
B.
Sensory communication
C.
Application
D.

,C1

In the opinion of the video lecturer, Ibe most valuable
tool for teacher made instructional aids is theT
Transparency maker
A.
35mm camera
B.
Chalk and chalkboard
C.
D. Dry mount:press,
.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The projector which-utilltzes_any book,.newspaper,,student
work, or flat pictures is the:
Overhead projector
A.
B. .Film strip projector
Single concept projector
C.
D. Opaqus projector
The felt or flannel board is intended primarily fort
A. Demonstration
Interpretation
B.
C. Manipulation
D. Enlargement

A principal reason for using a film in any particular
teaching situation would be:
It compels attention bettwe than other audio visual
A.
materials.
It gives better understanding.of relationship of ideas.
B.
It achieves the purpose better than other audio visual
C.
materials.
It is more realistic than other audio visual matrials.
D.
Which of the following factors is of most importance in
judging the potential value of an educational motion picture?
The purpose of the producer making the film.
A.
The producer of the film.
B.
The authenticity of the film.
C.
D. The apparent effect of realism of the film.
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7.

Audio visual aids best enhance the process of education by:
A,
Providing experiences out of which goneralizations
are developed
B.
Enabling teachers to become more specific in their
teaching.
C.
Making pupils less verbally minded
D.
Gradually replacing verbal symbols

8.

The meaning of a word is most dependent on an individualgs
A.
Experience
B.
Verbal facility
C.
Education
D.
Knowledge of the dictionary definition

9.

The relationship of audio visual materials to teaching is:
A.
Complementary
B.
Dependency
C.
Supplementary
D.
Substitution

100

Verbalism as used In the video presentation is best
explained by:
A.
Mispronounciation of the wolAs
B.
The use of more words than necessary to express en
idea or thought
C.
The use of words by a speaker which are not likely to
be understood by the audience
D.
The use of words which are not understood by the user

11.

For showing an object in its natural setting you would selects
A.
A diorama
B.
A colored sound motion picture
C.
A-field trip
D.
A mock up of a classroom

12.

The educator known for his communication model which
summarizes the interrelationship of various types of audio
visual materials in pictorial form is:
A.
James S. Kinder
B.
Walter A. Wittich
C.
James W. Brown
D.
Edgar Dale
,

13.

Material for projection in the opaque projector should not be:
A.
In color
B.
Transparent
C.
Flat mounted
D.
Held down to insure sharp focus
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14.

The value of an audio visual material is not determined bys
A.
Its realism
Bi
Tte intellectual maturity of the learner
C.
The extent to which it is used in the classroom
D., The pupils experience,

15.

Which of the following is not.a criterion of all projected
visual materials?A.
Purpose
Composition
C.
Sequence
D.
Accuracy

16.

Which of the following.is not an advantage of.the opaque
projf 'ir?
116,10 darkening is, optional
B.
Simple to set up and operate
It is useful in many subjects and on many grade levels
C.
D. Pages from books and magazines can be projected directly

17.

Which of the following is not essential in the use of audio
visualymaterials?,
A. Critical selection
B.
Perfected presentation
C. Creative utilization
Continuous follow through
D.

18.

In the selection of audio-visual materials you.shoulds
,Uee- materials that may be:available
B. Use materials that will "fill" the class period
:Always make yourown,D. Be practical

19.

The big advantage of a direct wire TV camera and its
receiver used in the classroom iss
Spanning time and distance
A.

B. .Immediacy
liotion'realism
D. Focusing attention.on the screen
20.

The most important principle of learning underlying the
use of the hatchet during the video program was*
A.
Keep the audience awake
B.
Demonstrate how heavy objects are attached to a hook
,and loop board
C.
D.

Demonstrate the versatility of hook and loop material
Arouse interest to emphasize a point
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.UNIT

ANSWER SHEET

.

UNIT FXAMXNATION

-; EAC IrNG WITH INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

Name

Code No.
Score-

P

piumniaaso.rjalLader
-

fANSWERS

DISCUSSION POINTS:-

-

-

Before you begin,
aination or

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

;the

lop*

ABCD

waiting fototheisto

ish the test, list:UlOw':.
points not clear to you from-'
the film. Clarification,.of

1.

0 0 0 0

2.

0 0 0 0

3.

0 0 0 0

these points will be-yaur
responsibility during, the

4.

0 0 0 0

seminar discussion 'following the test.

5.

0000

6.

0 0 0 0

7.

0 0 0 0

8.

0 0 0 0

9.

.0 0 0 0

;

-

10.

0 0 0 0
:

11.

0 0 0 0

12.

0 0 0 0

13.

0000

14.

0 0 0 0

15.

0 0 0 0

'

AA

,

1/4

0 0

16.

0

17.

0 0 0 0

18.

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0 0 0

'0

,

20.

0 0 0 0

0 0,
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UNIT

1

ANSWER ICEt.-UNIT4'EXAMIN

ION
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.,

Name
Da e

plugulon Leader
INSTRUCTOR NOTES

ANSWERS

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)
A

1.

0 0

2.

0

C D'

0
0 0

3,

0000

4.

S 0 0 0

I

r

o

5.

Ce O

6.

0 0 0 0

7.

0 0 0 0

8.

0 0 0 0

9.

0 0 0 0

10.

0 0 0 0

11.

0 0 0 0

12.

0 0 0 0

13.

0 0 0 0

,

;.

14. 0.00
15.

0 0 0 0

16.

0 0 0 0

17.

0 0 0 0

18.

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0 0 0

20.

0 0 0 0

'
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DR. NEVILLE Pualgy

,ALLELLQ
4

Gooid evening.ram_NeirAlle Pearson
,hefe to ifielCOMe yoUitO'this Selienth

Ass:Si-on-0T introdtction to:Vocaional
Technical'Teaching. As vocatid,naltechniceillhAttuctoyOUare well
I woUld like
acciiiainted with tools.
to discuss-with-you-thts evening some
of the-Audiv-vi-sual-tools:that are-

goiAT to,extend,yourtential An
te*Ching and reaching your students.
The:-use-of-audio-visual toolS in

te&ching I will call16-visual
,imetiods, in:vocational?-technical

leaChing.
Tow many teichiis:in the teaching
OrW'cess are not effective in:coMmuni-is
-Cation.- Learning, teaching,:and

,eclucition-communicationk-indyet
we hiiiirlOThirrMatiy7te*Che'rs

w'ho

feel' that atl'thit theian do in the.
-'04:Asroom is to talk-and-Iiik and
ahd if they siop!,
taling,'_they have stopped teaching.

Nowi'communication is ways in which'
onefMina may affect another. Ijt
is :the,transmission of ideas
andiin'the transmission of th'ese
-ideas,-,,We' have-always two

e1ime4s.

We haliirtke:"kOchOr:AO,4,:asttempting

to-sand7vmees**ianCi_waaia the
student WhOw4-hape tsvre4ivng theme4age. And if, everyt4n4 iS going
thCway:it shoUldo-thereAs-4rect,
atriight-acrpts-cOmmunication r.

iBut

in Omoit eyery-erdinary clasroom
sitOation *here_areAoing to be:minordistractOnio.;_thallwe say siaiis
that interrupt_the4Jom of ideai.
You!as theteachari,have%to beisure

that'lou,reach,the rceiver andsometimes yOU'iirrI-itigrbUit right
Atraight through. On other occasions
'you're going to work around the problem.
Sometimel,you're teaching in, the
evening, lite afternoon when student
is,tired4 'maybe the student is thinking
about things at home; maybe you just
don!t get:t4rough to the student with
the spoken Word. This is where, the use

Am1=1101=1MlimumwwwwwwW

MOTHER.

Tuisigissom Mr

INSTRUCTIORAL AIDS
PAGE

AUDIO

-of-a VirietY óf
visual'miterials is going to' make, such_a vicrybig
difference. _YouAi,re going to,qse
not only the channel of the ear, but
you're going to usi the eye, the!

combination, So hat in every instance,
you are using all communication
channels at your disposal to reach
the student in your class.

Overhaul
fivisetioft
ORAL

WORD4

PRI,ITED

:

Now, when we thInk of communication"
we think of the spoken word, the
printed word, the visualized material.
We have to keep in mind that words,
words, words, and'still more words
are not enough. Educator Horace Manii
made this statement that explains'
why words alone are not going to do

VIsliA LI LLD - MATERIAL

Oiievksiok

INsitttleri
WO FOS

kORDS

the job.One thing.should be insisted
upon: From the beginning, *Id especiallY at the beginning, no word shoUld
be taught whose !leaning is not completely understood. -The teacher
should be laid'in the reading,of the
very firstje-Sson of regarding words
as the names ofthingsi as belonging

WORDS

HORACE'

M.414,4

FILuSTKIV

to something else:, land not something
by themselves.

Dr. Edgar-Dalevof.Ohlo.State University,
has designed tills communication model
whicIti' he calls "the cone'of experience".

At the top we have thespokenword:which
is so convenient for communication
when theitudezthas'he&a. basis
for'underiianding that word. "A
direct, purPoseful experiefisce'of some
sort.
Now,.:theclassroom,teachr77
cannot allays giVe direct experiJnce
in the classroom.
_

'Then.you'have to. use *hese inbetween
Right now I am
steps in the cone.
using the-spoken-word, reinforced with
this visual on the screen. .Imagifie
the Anwunt of speaking 1-would have
to do to convey to you what is meant
by a simple deyifiel, thi cone is. 'You.

=......*INIIIIalleakli1114r~allaleela

OverheAt. `Troilni roxtnq

ApOp
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11211.:41WdeAtike

MANICREMMOMMO

" . w HS

u

I 'AL AID

, p

have had-i-Viiiiiifof experience:so an
yet, .Iniess yOu happlm tq,seethis in
the
some particularjeducation.*vst

chanOs are-gtiOdAhatYbUthight not
grasp from woras sione-,Ithe,-meargiig Of-

this particular diagram with,t6e'sti
pictUre projected on th'e-SCreen., It:
does Ale.c*ma almost immediatelylmean7
thissis
ingf41
what !you 44rit'tO'keerin'iind in'yBUS
classroom. You don't want to.Use the
-spoken ii6710-Orfhe:pli.inted7wOrd unless
the stUdini'is o1ng te,Unilii'stind it.

NoW,lou might use a sptestill
illuitration on ther,overhead-projeCt
slide p_rpjectortas"I':eM'doing:now.
You :light u4e-illOtiOn'pictureS.

.Mo-,

tionIActUeliTtaW440:,:somany
and they are almost stand-in far !
diraat experienceeducation. -You cail
use 'televisionjylu calvuse teleVision
thatcomes into the Oleiéroom,!you can
use teleyision within the clas'srOom to
amplify iiiiia:4414410-s. You
can u44 exhibits, yoti!,Clin t44e, oirt-offm.,
the-Oassrooti experiances,.yOuican usedemonstrations. And then you get int0:,
the hottOe4icia'Wthe 6cina'*here the
student actually'becorws:JnyolVe4.
These: are sometimes MOre COMplex;
situations to b,rinTlicitvthe
room: You can't always contrive; 'YOu'

can't always do the SobWrole-playing,
you'Oan't always use the direcil;pur
this,i5 *ny
posefUl:_axperieqce.,,
you have to know_Oese iiiibUs areas

for effeitliii-"COMiUniOtiOnfoi al
of us: in teaching, theall'enge
Is itaproved,inAtruction ,We, want to
do 041-4eryliiii
time:that wemeet litpc)4e;sAes. We
want :te,do,th(ng,e

isthev
veryibest thakyou;,can,giyeyoOrstudents in every alaiirOlia4'eVerY
teaching situation.4,

Audio VISUaiirtteftiai-are not ati
easy way, but they are a better way
for you to communicate with the itudknt
Now, as a,teacher, you want to aak
these questions: What is it thati/

140'U. 4414., EASY'', %NAVE:.
4.:

41'

"5"

SETTER

wAr
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saying? To whom? What is the class?
What is their particular backgrqund?
Each class you work with is going to
be different. Why Is this particularlesson an important one? How can it
be said most effectively, most efficiently in the time that is available?
This is where you're going to have tO
think back to the various communication
steps that you might use. Sometimesyou're going to select the. motion
picture. On other occasions it's
going to be a simple illustration on
Always, instrUctors,
the chalk board.
put yourself in the place of the student, and be sure that you realize
that the words that are so meaningful
to you are not necessarily going to
be undeistood by the student unless
you have given him a basis for under'
standing.

Some other important questions that
you must ask as you select the right
matarial, you want to check on what
In
it is that you're trying to do.
the previous sessions, you've learned
something about establishing your
objectives. You want to ask what it
is that.shomid result. How is the
student to change from this particular
lesson? Am I trying to give him
information? Am I trying to get the
stu'dent to take action? You want tO
be 'yery siri, that /ou define your

objectives in terms of the results;
you want to tailor your materials to
the particular class, the partiCular
group that you are working with.' You
want to uie the tools,-the techniques
that,will,helvyou do the job the
bestway,possible. knd always, /ou
do went to be sure that you, do chal-len4e the viewer.
Now; show your students'"what it is
that you're saying. Alse a. variety of

materials, use the audiochannel, the
visUal channel, the sensory channel,
use'crose-midia, vas MUlti media'; besure that you try to communicate with
eve;ry student in your class just a6:'

(540-1401

Tror &tor
WHAT AbA I SAYiwe?
WHONA

WHY?
6e SAID
MORE. Erf ECTIYEIN?

HOW CMI

riPoject.r
TEACH E.R.

ptrr

YOURSECC IN THE"
PLACE OF THE 5TuDEMT,

WHAT ARC VOU
TRYI146 TO DO-

Overhco.ci

Pro j ec tor
'14/HAT sfiouLp RESuer
CHANGE
I N FOR MATIOU

ACTIOIst

\4444
75;;;The.ad
F'r olewtot

DerINE

oBJECIIYES.

TAILOR IA ATER IALS
t)5E TOOLS- TECHRIQUE5

CHALLENqE THE
VIEWER.
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Ove.rbeo.
ef:fiCientfi_a.s_you_can

Pro lector

instructor, you should know the
resOurces that tireAt'vailabietO you.
Youishould develop skills inusing
the'se resourcei4.4O4jWinttobe sure
thet you dare to experiment.; Some-

SHOW THEM
WHAT .you sAy

tides a new idea.mayemunusUally

go0; you tryiUtyou modify itk
you'll find thetliiat daittlebit
ofchange is going to bring Ole
reSult that you want. But as a
tea'cher*Just_aa ira, shop. in
which you're working, you wantthe
students to know the various
materials that they're workingiwith.
You4,-ass-the-instruotor, have toi) be

well aware'oraltof,theaudio!visual
materials that you might use and you
do'have to tqpw.how to;00 theM
effectively. 'Iii:OU'_ca4":t wse'the

USE

CR055

fzi= OE.csoii
Overhia4
1040W., YOUR .REi4USE.,

DEVEL.OF SIcILLS
,

.ExPik kEN

ma:terials,theyjhat:they ',shOuld

beused, th

ritisre better ,:)ff not

triring to usetbem,,,Yoll,puSt be able.
tohandie the' equ'Aim:46t:' Perhaps some,

oUyou aielochg:i6 haVi-sttident
aesistanti'ighO'williperatemotion
pliture-prolectorsrTiam-strip;
projectors, recorders, and so oq.
But, even then, you as the instructor
are in charge ,Eind it is,up_to you ta
see that you do handle the equlpment
when you're doing the teaching.!

It is also desirable that you ;.as the
teacher should know how to mak'e some
of the simple audio visual deOces.,,,
How do we make transparencies/, Howdo we use.a 35mm slide camera? How
can we supplement the textboo, the
other experiences that we have available to us in the classroom. ZachHof these materials is going tO hal/a'
certain advantages. They're ilso
going to have certain limitationslaS
an instructor.you want to be aware if,
the advantages that do make a clifference.
Why do you use a film? Why d4 you
use the overhead projector, which I
am using right now.
What areAhe
limitations of, say, the opaqUe

ChrerheAW,
proAs..ter,,:

kNow
+k

ADVANTAGES,
DISAIDVA1/TAGES
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projector, which requires a very
weil-darkened room. What are some
of'the limitations of some of the
other tools that you might wish to
consider using. You want to check
and to be sure that the material is
practical for you. There's no sense
in going to a great deal of expense,
trouble in finding mcterial that
won't help you do the.job. You want
always to think in terms of the objectiVe that lou have established, and
come up with the materials that will
help-you to do the job.
Now, let's look at some of these
various tools that will be practical
for you to use. Certainly all of
you should be able to use the dialk
board and Chalk. Simple, quick
illu-strations are going to make a very
big difference in communicating with
your students. These are the nonprojected materials which are so
flexible, so inexpensive for you to
use. You're going to use felt pens
which will make it possible for you
to quickly prepare charts, graphs, other
simple ketches that aren't necessarily
enlarged with a projection device.
You're going to know how to use something like your little tape recorder
that will take pictures in sound.
You can take this recorder with you
because it is battery operated, it
will capture on location sounds, it
will caputre intervie71
These things that you will walit to
bring back to your own class. And
another very good way to use any tape
recorder is to have to play this back
before any supervisor, just listen to
it yourself. You'll find out quickly
the small mistakes that you might be
making as you're talking with your
students.
,

We would like to have you know something about using camera equipment.
Here is the polaroid camera which

ifC;;71-6-0.ct

Proitc+ton
APPROACH

Moser,

PRRCT,ICAL.

-FOR YOU

7.

Derhconstroztior.
TooLS
CHALK BOARD
FELT PENS

TAPE ReCOADe"
P4ATEIRLfT Het.0 UP
MID POI %liras: 0 ter
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does take your pictures in just a
matter of seconds and makes them
available for you to see. You're
thinking in terms of efficient,
effective communication with your
students.
Sometimes this non-projected still picture is going to
help do the job.
On other occasions you're going to
step into the use of your 35mm camera
nd prepare photographic-slides. 'It
will share your ideas on film, usually
in color, with the class. You don't
have to be a specialist in photography, but learn how to use this
instrument. There is no tool that
I can suggest to you that is going
to be more efective in the teaching
process than your 35mm camera.
.

Your 35mm slide projector,. and here
we have one of the automatic models,
that will permit you to sequence
your slides in any fashion you want
and to enlarge them to any size on
the screen.
:

Let us consider some of the advantages
of projected material. They do command attent3on. Anytime you put an
image on the screen, you're going,to
know that your students do look at
that screen. You're going to provide
A very high degree of realism. The
slides that you might make with Our.
35mm camers, the motion pictures that
you might bring into your classroom
from commercial producers are going
to bring the world to your students.
Everyone looking at the screen is,
going to have the same experience'at
the same time. We might ask the
students to turn to a page in a bOok,,_7
to look at a picture, but we know
that mauy students are going to stop:::
a few pages short to iook at an illUS-,
tration ahead of the one that youwant'
them to see, others are going to flip
by, and consequently it will be luny,,
moments before everybody is looking
;

Apperidikti
4
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z

at the text picture that you had!called
to their attention. When the material
is on the screen, well, everybodi
will see the same thing at the same

7

time.

;

Now, other projection devices woUld
include this rather large opaque
projector. It's certainly a useful
device because it takes any textbooks
newspaper material, anything that ii
opaque, flat, even three dimensional
objects that aren't too bulky, arid biput into the stage of the opaque "projector. But you do have to again
think of the limitations that require
a very well darkened room. It is! a
little bit bulky 'and awkward to
carry around. Often times your shops'
are not going to have quite enough
darkness for efficient use of the
43
opaque projector.
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The film strip projector - here we
have a rather small model - is going
to be convenient for you to use, for
individual students to use. The filmstrip material is so oidely available
and so inexpensive. This sort of;
material is one of the best types of'
still picture materials that I cah
recommend to you.
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We switch from still to motion and we
use one of our 16mm projectors in'our :catalogues; In our film libraries; we
have quantities of film that are
available for you to use on rather
short notice. You do have to p10
ahead, you have to book these mat-oriels; certainly you want to knoW
how to use these materials in your
class. But think of the things that
a motion picture can do. Things that
are too big to ordinarily share with
the class. Things that are too sMalW
things that are too far away, thingsthat cannot be seen at all, can be'
made visible through animated photography. Many schools and instructors,.
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now are considering the uSe of small
8mm projectors, such as this single
conctpt projector.which would have
its lilm in a imall cartridge like
this'.
This is timply inserved into
the 'projector; the stUdent`can view
the film just as many tithes as necessary to learn the operation, the
skill., whatever is contaided on the

The overhead projector that I have
been using is a very valuable tool,
particularly when you have some device
in making transparencies. There are
so many transparent masters that are
now on the market that permit you in
matters of seconds to take care of
basic wiring, auto body repair, auto
testing, the charging system, electricity, semi-conductors. These art
some of the things that are available
in commercial form for you to use
with the overhead-projector. One of
the advantages here is that it doesn't
require a completely darkened room.
All of these projectored materials are
part of the bag of tools, the kit of
tools that you have available.
One of the newest tools would involve
direct wire television. With inexpensive camera, monitor that we have here,
you can enlarge small operations so
that one of the suburban Minneapolis
schools, the shop instructor said he
had saved some thirty hours of instruction when he was using the direct
wire television as opposed to his 044
method of showing his students how to
weld - three or four students at a
time. The television camera, with
an operator at the front of the classroom, brought a front seat view to
every single student in the class.
,

Well, all of these tools are yours to
consider using. Now, what sort of a
criteria do you keep in mind as you
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tant-that your tool be a simple, eaii-,

ffianageable.

-

J

r.1

i. -st ttiPLE

It should be somethpg
that is going to be completely
one-tO lite.

You do 'want tO be tAire

-4

ticAt4 AG CABLE

.7

that themeteriai that you .selec't is
Curate.- You,don't want to giv'e
-ioilii-students-the wrong impression.
It must_be materiaLthat is real4,stic-.':
_se1eCt:4.1ilm, filmstrip 4 ) or

CCU AT
get^
!=,

LeGI-BLE-

ocAteAFut

1

manommil.....1....s.

--picturevcertainly-it should be as
reel as it:possibly 'can be. You:,
--'
want Wthink -of the, people -in the
.:baCk.-of'the'room. -Is-it going te baH7
completely legible. This is whei.e,
projected Aaterials will have adl;tran
--tages over2noile!prolected materiaAs
:which:Cannot-always-be big- enougp to
',--:-.meet:the.:.needs of-the classroomotthe
,-cles*..-414,e.'Amd- you want to setecte
We don't
toloi..fUlmaterial4
-alplaCk-and_white world; black Old
-White:piCtUies:will-do a good
y 'but certainlyAf_you-cen inject color
Amu ,want,:ii keep this-extra mateiiai
:--thif.eXtra'plut.of realism in mOvi'ai0':
yOu-,select_the'filmt.the filmstr4p,

the transparency., _Something that:
yOu can harOile
that-givesikh,accurate, realisti:c
,pidtUta that's going to be -Viewed
by.-4Verybody,-and something thail
,tolorful,Will
add-up to a good id
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1-1#1owl.asyou- select your materialist
-be:sure-that you 'select somethinig

,doespeet thelieeds of the class..
-',Alot just-any material that mighbeA4
svailable.-,Know how to operate the
equipmentl- Have i-perfected-preisei.=6
ma sure that many of iyott
teflon.
have 'been present in a classroosi
situation where someone was'goitig to "
show a lilm, and they thread thei
ddle
,Motion;picture projector, they
around, have a little difficulty._
because they don't know how to- 9pirate
Finally they get
,,.thet Movie*.
threaded. They turn it on and you

=
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UNa

UMEEUEZ

VIDEO

see a blur on-the screen. The picture*is out-oflocus. Well, by the
time they get the focus adjusted,
the title is past and you never
know what particular picture it is
that you are witnessing. Then they
discover that.they haven't turned on
the sound. So they turn up the volume;
well, the amplifier takes a few moments
to warm up, and they again turn the
tone control, do something else that
iS just delaying. And, of course,
when the amplifier warms up and the
volume is full blast, then the sound
blasts forth and completely destroys
any climate for learning that may
have been established as the person.
introduced-the-film. _Well, don't Just
stop4ourYfilm and say that's it for
today, gentlemen. Have whatever
fpllow up is necessary and desirable.
You want to be sure that you-follow
through so that you get,from,that
Material Justas much as you possibly.
cane

Select your materials carefully.
Materials that will fit the Job.
Make a smooth presentation and follow through, so that you get from
any film, any filmstrip, any -ecorded
material that you use Just as much
If you have
as you possibly can.
selected the materials carefully,
the chances are very good that the
students are going to learn faster.
Anything that we can do to speed the
learning process is always good,
because-there is so much that has to
be covered, so little time to do the
If you have given those students
Job.
clear picture, they're going to
remember longer, because, afterall, you
don't want them to lust remember for
final examination, you want to give
them take home learning that is going
to stay with them for life. And most
important of all, of course, is the
fact that If they have gotten * clear

BoOr'd

CRITICAL

SELecitY**

PER FEcTED
PRESENTATION
CON T1141UOUS

FOLLOW- UP

Felt Boora
LEARN F'ASTER

REMEMBER
LONGER

UNDERSTAND

SETTER
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UNIT

SUMMARY' 'OF FILM-'0ESENTATION

In this present unit, Unit 7, you helm been introduced to
many of the audio visual pieces of equipment which your
instructor felt were of most imporiance in' the teachingIn a majority of instancei, this quiplearning process.
ment is available in the vocational-technical,and shouldixt
utilized. In this seventh unit, your initructor has atteipted
to show you what these devices are and how you may use them
effectively to'improve communications.
.

Thenexts.unit will:deal with-th-Problem of developing certain
special materials, particularly when you must build your own.
While the general audio visual materiAls are richand numerous,
the peculiar special things whick;are unique to almost every
teaching arta often must be made up by the teacher..
ThereforevUnit_e_will_deal_with an overvieve:Of'the-problem
plUi illustrations 'of equipment ,end materials, in use::

Unit 8 - Suemary_Review
I.

II.

Review Major Points from Unit 7
Analyze the Teaching Situation
A.

Who is the audience?-,

neds to-be put across-to them?
Why is material impOrtant?
C.
D. How can it be delivered most effectively?
-EaHow-can-you-make this-delivery:most' concrete to-audience?.
Identify Available Raiources
--A4--The-audio-visual:toordinator
B. Educational Media Index
C. Government Film Catalogue
-------1D.--University of Minnesota-Educational Film:-Citalogua.
E. Buyer's Guide4Of Visual Products
F. Educational"iSCreen, Audio Visual Guide
III.

H.

Training in.busIness and industry

IV.- .Commertial Materials-for Use.'
Thermogrephic material
A.
B. Diazo
C. Colored pens
'0Celor file arid. trini*parenciei
35mm cameras
E.
V.

VI.

Equipment and tiles
Projectors
A.
1.
opaque
filmstrip
2.
B. Tape recorder

Importance of Communications

;';'

ff
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morrimmi
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G WITH

STRUCTIONAL AIDS

1.

On' the Oovidds pagelentitled Cons of Exporience
as many examples as you can which illustrate walleachlevel of the Cone. Many of these illustrations can be
,\
drawn directly from the, film presentation.

2.

S1nwyou are not yet associated, w1tb, cirocational'ischool,
assume that yo'U will have a job soon.\-Liist,thii audiovisual quipment which you would want available to you
and why_you would want that specific-equipment-4-::'I

f
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UNIT
7

6fiiihcesi

TEACHER REFERENCE
TEACHING-WITH-INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

,

A.

Brown, J., Lewis, R., and Harcleroad, F., A-V instructions
aook
Materials. and Methods., New'YoriC,

B.

Cross, A.J. Foyvand Cypher, Irene F., Audio=Visuel:
Education, Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York, N.Y., 1961.

C.

pa).;e:,::Edgarri,,AudiorVisuar4.dsinTeathin-,'NeWTOtic,'
0.Y..41:rhe DrydenPress4 1954E0
;,:!`

f44:1

D.

:

,

Kemp, Jerrol&f-iiillitnnies,jinct2issusinallisusurimig
Materials, Chandler, San Francisco, 1963.

E.- Minor,
New York, N.Y.,,,McGrew-Hill, 1962.
F.

Thomas, R. Murray and Swartout, Sherwin G., Integrated,
Teachina Materials, Longmans, Green and Co., Inc., New
York, 1960.

G.

Wittich, W. and Schuller, C., Audio Visuai Materials:
Their Nature and Use, New York, N.Y., Harper and Brothers,
1962.

H.

4 Educators Guide to Free Films, Educator's

Progress Service, Randolph, Wisconsin.
Educational Media Index, McGraw Hill,

1.

New York, 1964.
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UNIT 8

INTRODUCTION
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-.ht:~osn.1,
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,Aihe stUdy-of the deVelopment of instructional aids in this
unit ice ,continuation,of audio-visual aids started in
Unit 7. Where the intent of the preceding unit was that
of alialiOisUktUii'and use for a teaching objectiv, the
.

,aWin-Ahigi unit iccintered in development methods,
A)rócessei, and sources. A considerable part of the unit
_01 (hire*

the'-commonAindexas:,--cittalogU:eiy-and-other
publfàtions.

as-for-al units-Oi

tfiii

course

:that tbs.-treatment of the Subject presented hr is only

an'ovrview and-introduction for first teaching responsibilities.':For complete certification for most vocational
-isdboOlS4 the-subject is given in a full course for twenty-

:ourclock houre.
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A student achieving the broad objectives for this course as
clarified for this unit should:
(1) Know the cOmmon indexes, catalogues, and basic audio-

visual materials ourcs;
(2) Undirstand:common*audio-visual,miterisls and processes.
(3) Understand the characteristics of common audio-visual
equipment.
The specific objectives (content) for attainment in this unit are:

',STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND: couitive..arimigaLLimmaatamuclIENEL!

1. BAIIIMLIMALIALIELE121

A.ISpoken word - top
B. Concrete exchange of ideas -bottom
C. Bottom of cone - finest words
2* Audio Visual Directors, Coordinators
A. Trained
B. Know available materials
C. Know available cquipment
D. Know materials sources, indexes, catalogues, etc.
3. Audio Visual Sources
A. Educational media index
B. Government film catalogue
C. University of Minnesota film catalogue
D. BUyer's Gutde - Visual products
E. Educational screed
F. Audio-visual guide

G. Business scren
H. Training in business and industry
4. Overhead Prolqction
A. Prepared transparencies
B. Writing transparency roll
C. Special transparent devices
5. Transoarencv production
A. Thermographic
B. Diazo
C. Printed-lettered-photographed
D. Modification of machine printed
6. 35.0 Transparencies
A. Color
B. Magnification
C. Reduction
D. Sequence

E. Commrcial
F. Teacher producid
7. 7raintwen9y Projectors
A. 35mm elides
B. .35ma strip film

.11

putAaAr.17g

ARP°00401.14cal Tsching

Industrial Eaucition" istf1olhilirekii4 of Minnesota
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The followingeachinsi mater1.01elvyou7with,the.teschint,
of this unit'ore IriciUded.Wthe appendik to,thls.00$4.', YoU
will" went to duelfcate tho_rinmber-of names
r7,
r 7c:
7Dnu vsj
.

as you leaCtbe, aljtaihar'dieqU4sAon.,
,

:

Materiel
"
A.'' The-thirty=mtnutirfiliDeVilOpiniTistructiOnal Aide
fr

OAT

.

.may be-obtained from the Director, Vocational _Section,
-,-!--------State-Depertmmpt-of-Iducationf.Centennial7
Y7711o,,,
1-9,--411-Min sOL a f 55101
B.
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Script of Fila, Developing InetructIonal'Aia
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C. -"Summary of Film PresentatiOri"
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Unit 8 Examination

E.

Unit- 8 Exaiinstion Answer Sheet
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UNIT-8

1.

I

'SUGGESTED METHOD OF APPROACH*

Introduce unit with "Summary
of Film Presentation" hand-out
she-t (Sample for duplication
in the unit appendix).

1.

Review the summary sheet.

Advise students that this summary eliminates the need to take
notes during the film viewing
and that it can also be used
later as review material.
2.

Arrange for film viewing either
individually or in groups.

2.

View film for Unit 8,-"Developing
Instructional Aids".

3.

Give Unit 8 test.
(Samples for duplication in
the unit appendix).

3.

Complete test answer sheet
(no time limit).

Advise students to mark only
the answer sheet so that test
forms can be used again.
4.

Provide test answers.

4.

Correct answer sheet.

5.

Initiate discussion from student test responses.

5.

Return answer sheets to
instructor.

6.

Review methods ofs (1) communication, (2) media selection,
(3) developing instructional
aids, and (4) effective utiliration of audio-visual resources

7.

Inform students of audio-visual
facilities available in your
school.

*The same approach can be used for one student or a group of students.
While this approach is a suggested one, it is suggested also that the
teacher for whom this content is new 'follow the procedure precisely.
Successive teaching of the unit can depart from this procedure.
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Discuss procedures in obtaining
:_audio-visual equipment materials
and professional help xn your
school.
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Have students list sources other
than those mentioned in film presentation in acquiring audio-i
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Introduce next iource unit and
hand out copies of, "Summary cif
Film Presentation" for Unit 9:
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UNIT

a
:

RESOURCE 4TERIAL
A.

Unit Test

B.

Unit Test Answer Sheet

C.

Unit Test Answer Key

D.

Film Script

E.

Hd-ditt Film Summary

F.

Graphics Source-List

G.

Teacher Refrences

UNIT RESOURCE APPENDIX
DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Appendix A
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*11

''711)1

designed to eli,aluate your

,DArroc.00,0;s1

-fOrmi1;;1/140':-4-i441.0.prossaistation part of

Answer each item ,by darkening the appropriate letter of your choice on th answer sheet. All answersshould-be recorded. Only on the -answer sheet. Do
thi's Ott 'of studY.

-ii test-form:-.
j

4.

'

The hatchet was placed on the presentation boaritto4
i: :\ z
Get attention'
' -, - .,, r t.;,..i ,. ,,t ,`f
A.
Show contrast
B.
C. Demonstrate the felt board
D. Demonstrate a magnetic board
4:,', -

:.,

.

,

,

2.

In deciding between a filth strip, motion pic.iiiibi'Oru'iiins
parency set, it would be best to suske_se/ectionjn isms
f

A. Eas of acquisition of the materpijs::: sz
B.
C.
D.
3.

4.

406*

v-$

Objective to be attained
Projectors available in your schot$1:-,:,,r:Amount of color and material in the siateriili

Where cost of material is the major factor you would probably selects
The overhead projector
A.
B. The 8mm motion picture projector
'C. ,The 2 x 2 slide.projector
The opaque projector
D.
Where there is little or no facility for room darkening,
you could best 1140S
A.

8.
C.
D.
5.

The
The
The
The

overhead projector
opaque projector
8mm motion picture projector
2 x 2 slide projector

Where local material would be essential you would probably
most desirable:
find the
A.
B.

Overaa747ector

The opaque projector
2 x 2 slide projector
C.
D. 'The film strip projector
.

6.

,.......meiramweer.offfff"---

Where motion is essential but the relatively simpl* subject
is not widely taught you would probably selects
San
A.
16na
B.
35na
C.
70na
D.

,

^
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4.

tYY,4414440.

Iw

Y., 4,

UNIT EXAMINATION CONT'D
iEV-LO-ING Ig TRU 1' NAL AIDS

--leWhit-re lotion is-easential" and a .drematic or4listoric event
is to be studies you would probably selects
A.
8m4
1
-;
16mm
35mm
70mm

B.
C.
D.

B.

,I'

The teacher wants to 1016W the working of the buttorOhole
y,aachmen,t on,the sewing machine. She has 40 atudnts in
'Ithe'cliss. 'Likely she would choose to Use:
Film strip
A.
B.
16mm motion picture
C. 'Opaque projection
.

r

9.

I

D. ,Closed.bilcuiCtele*ision

The teacher wishes to personally add changes to' the picture
on the_acreen. He would probably uses

A.
l6äiT.
B.
Opaque
OverheadFilm strip

C.
D.

;s-s

10.

At a*

A transparency for the overhead Of'4 graph-in'the airening
paper,would;mostslikely be made:

A.By hind174',9;,s5

C.

BY' the OantOgraph'

D.

By the thermograpkialiocest

11. ,The:AVDirector,should. not,be expected,to:,
-k.,Pt-ovid**1:101Oment'''
8. 4-Make'traniparenc-ies-C.
Supply help in making,bulletiil'hiarde
D. Decide what type of teaChingmateriais%:**Wiltuse
12.

The.development or production of-diazo miterial'utilisess
A.
B and C
:
Ammonko.

B.
C4

,

,

.

ixpootre tit)

D..

All' 01,

'

4
,

The^process Of prOducing tiehiparinciiii'WhiChutilised
heat sensitive film was:
Graflex method
.,A.
B.
Diazo, pOhodc
,

.

C.
D.

Phot'O'kelle,e' method.,

Thermo,f4i-itethod'
-

,

a

4;4,:v...,7o
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The 35mm slide of the pencil points illustratiO
Pictures that were reduced
A.
B. Small copy photography
Large copy photography
C.
x 2 slides,are.impractical
.

14.

!;:i

*Spiting .*be:iiiie
materials' is i Statedi'
A.
B.

C.
D.

Use only commercial materials
Rely on your own ability to'make AV *ite*la,111
Date to experiment with Alim4terials
Never use any materials'Whlth have not'bein thoioughly
tested, ,
.

r

A source where you Would finTall avails/314 audio 4isual
matrials on a given subject would be:

16.

z

A.
B.

C.

Readers Guide to Periodic Literature,
Educators Media Index
Willsons Guide

DA l!LMp.valuations
t,)

3,'
;;*

r

"

17.

The largest source ofeducitionil fiin MinnesOta iss
Your own school film library_
A.
The University of Minnesota,,Eicio0iis4ibi,4ry
B.
C. General Motors
D. Minneapolis

18.

For the pritiriiif
copies you would find the
A.

:-

Most. 40014.

Polarol&camera
Single l'inS'refleXtaieriC-Stitso'type-ilide Catieri
Bram-still Assess,

,st

-

19.

,

,

*F

234

-

The instructor did not stress thesRight attitude towirds,audioiyisuAl 1ite4a4s
A.
B. The knowledge of ritiotiei
uipient'operatiOn
The Skills you should have i
C.
D. tithe artistic abilities,necesry for preparation of,,
4` 412
chaitt"ind'grOht

-."
z

The instructor stated that materialijcarefUllytelioted,
properly used and thoroughly discussed woUld$YLeave the student with spiiift;*406A.
WV* the student more take hOmi leitning
B.
Increase the vocabulary of the student
C.
D. Give the student verbal facility
,,1,1

,
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ANSWERS

DISCUSSION POINTS

EXAMINATION ANSWERS

Before you begin the ext..;

(Darken the appropriate

VV

Waliting-pApt other*Aotfifl .

ish the testi( tilt

0000

points not crevirt:tti yoti from,

0000

2.

4.

ainettOnlov* whire.W4U,747r.

A'13 C D

1.

the film. Clarification Of
these points 41111114 yam
responsibility dUring the
seminar discUsiliOn Cfolgrow.;

ing the tst.

-0-6 ci
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tf
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84'
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00
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10.

0
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o*V

0000
13.
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0.
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000
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16.

0000

_17.

0 .0 0 0

18.0000
19. 0000
20.

0 0 0,0
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0
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II KEY
OPING

UNIX

EXIMIALUIILH
tun

Name

Date

pligussion

14,*4 er

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

ANSWERS

EXAMINATION ANSWERS

,

(Darkan VI', appropriate circle)
14

41 0 0 -0

0 0 IV 0.

lc, -0 0 .0
4.

0000

5.

00

6.

II 0 0 0

7.

0

8.

000

9.

0 0 II 0

0

00

10..

000

11.

0 II 0 0

129

II 0 0 0

13.

0 0 0 II

14.

0000

15.

00

0

0900
17. , 0 9 0 0
19. 0 9 0 0
16..

19.

0 0 0 II

20.

0000

f
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GOWelifahrng .'Welia
ed Again-to,
Introducti,on,to,VPVIttonikriechhicil
Teactilno and a continmatIon,A4 the
audio-visual units of7thia-toirie.
taitiweek I usect,my hatbhet to Orly.likomeia point; tt!s4till on tiptboardk
adqle,we'left

AUdio vi.
o he simrt4ng'-14n&-1411 maqietit
posAbia for.,/youprOide your

stUd 'i1t4r314tkao.x.,A4k..,hogie-lkerning

let'S continue where we stOpped
list ilat.:,Let!t,think of these
pettiOilar queitiOns_as we begi0 our;:,
414,cussion, this evening. 'What im
'saying? ,What:Is my audience? To
WhOM? .AO:swhyjs this materlalibm-

-.0ortOtow-canAtAle4ald, in'ia most
-effectivi'weil
,

To

tOt$, VittaidtVwCirqlstrit,Ahit Ioo

-,- and 11,0FOS4014:

wt4 cho,

hit4ket',407ihelboeid:

he

AT=

To viti o

HY

ow

CAN.!' IT

M6ST &if-cc:60e*

We _ciniuSe

*this sort'of matrial for a variety
Of'Oreiehtetions. And it Is Oing
tle an 'attention-getting doiv14414_,
Who:. you put something:like the!heavy

wiiht hatchet an'the'bOardlitcertainly1
-yoitiludiinOo-IsNloing4o-herti**Ast
yOu'plan to use the hoOk and-lo0
board'or Other-materials in you*
classesi-ona of the most important
things 2or you.to check' on is the
Vit-lous resOUrCes that are avaltable,
to you.

In prectically4ll of Ihe Schools in
the state of- Minrsota wegie
to find'audio visual direztOrs.mrheyk
are-cioing tO_be'aible to help yeti'

do a job of using' visuals In yolir

clams.

these amdio visual directori
aire trained; theyl know the matt4a14
'that'are4vailahlie; they knoW the
equipment that it available;
tep up4oftdate on nevi things atthey

Thewill help'youOter0'
pret,thcOonexperienCa that' we
col* &lotto.

,

to

AY IN

OUR-
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VELOPING INST

I

AL

A

AUDIO
.110100"mlillas

IntrOduced you to list time. Rime.ber that Dr. Dale has placed the

spokn word at the top of the con.

WO% convnient, abstract.symbol
for direct, purposeful xperienCe
concrete xchange of:ideai at the
In between se
bottom of the cone.
havcthe various steps, the various
commUnication channels that we can
use for theAransmission,of

AliI1
AIIIIIL

A

AII11111111.
AMMOOMMONOMMIA

the sharing of information with ,ouir
students. You want to always remember that you're going to get as ,close

to the-bottOM-Of-the'cOne as you can
and Stay away fromAliing words that
the students ar not 'tieing to ,under-

stand until thy have had some basis
for understanding, appreciating those
particular words.
Now,:the audio visual coordinator
can help you_to do many things, but
it's*proctical for:you to obtain your
own resources. One of these would
be a basic tatelOgue-of'information.
This is the Educational Media Inde)(

All:Thugg uoio

ruf MAT' gni.)

RE SCRO VC'

-MOWN ØY D.

PeOsov.

Training. Vocational Trainina. Within
this volume you're going to find
listed almost ell of the films, filmstrips, sltde sets, overhead transparencies,,tape recordings, video tapes
that/ire available in this particular
field. This is one of fourtenn volumes
in the total educational media index.
It's going to be a set-of.books that
you mill find in the office of your

,

audio visual director.'-',It!is one

thot you should be acquainted with.
Look to this sort:1)f index,frequently,
for:tips on material that you should
considr using in your classes. Then
there are-other-sources such as the
Government Ppm Catalogue for public
ducational use. This contains a wide
variety of materials that the United
States government is making available.
,

Nero in Minnesota we would call your
Cr 6

T

.

NUT-- ?MC

nodjctIónjOyààitiofla1-T.chnicai

IhiNstrial-EdUCiiiWitaffi'Ufiiirersity of Minnesota

IN TR
'""^
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ON L

AGE 3

attention to the University oi Minnevatta Edvicitional Fi-VA-Catalocue, pubw,
lished by the Extension Film Library;

and brought up-to-date every Year
with their supplementsi even more

frequently with their monthly Look;
Listen. and Learn Bulletins. !This can
come dirct to your desk as well as
to the desk of your audio visual
director.
,

pi your_Own school system youlre goiO4,'
to have sources; this is -r.he one froii
thrAte-Ptu:/-lobooks,077and,4 wiry good':,
.ca,talogue''Wkiit.a4allawthatlare foundit! this 'publie4a0WIlliraryj,
A.11 of otiftAchSOls ipttoughouttthe-sti*:

dOnt,:haiiiii-41tar owejiAmAibrarle,,,-;'botiosily are

staitiMrth:si.

And with:
faiiiii-aiss,istance avitla0e,there_ 'wiliA)*ItiOds for techitical:, industi4i'

fi)*(iii;well,asothWsubjects.
_
i
.

,

:

1

Knoi-iiiiiireduder-s-ofthese

,

Coronetiti1ms4-74an -Handy --particularl

in f

Encyclepidia tBriteeniel

hskro is,the
PeediAti--frost the Minnisota,r1lining

psi(ocite:..rK_Ow..4ome::of thepIr4odicals

ikfthe sUdiOvtsuai f.1daó Well .*S

in, the.
vo-icational;;field.

A-WA.° visuil

iltstitil,0;1, is going to'-pieieot-iiimyi:
aicticleClhat.,will be :!of in*Oest'ioi;

you;-,_4Ani`ctue*:for using -these mate*.=

duce I Mil:

re n, Audio VisifaVtuide:.

linovoc ,e-of

piabliósiton*:*.:001:.itio,p) 044a f1,41,0:
tha
would
rMpinAss
ly, will give you-,inforwiation ont'
what bilitn;ess is da,4444 n tiheluso of

PI3SL1CAIION$ Wirt

flAms prOducid by

eY DR.

audio Aribsok13-isater-4164641Miny)of'lhe'l°4-'1-''

iand industry
cin-bebrought.Trightiitei youi lasshelp 10 :do btterjóby
r9P041,:'
Trainknvi
particular,

nis4nd InduOrvi'lthis

on has'Ain.`artlele on
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MINI14441[41.1114-filileifteilAlWA 4 Till
z

VIDEO

AUDIO

"Closed Circult.Television",1We
you Ready for ninsad niremit Television", "Training at Volkswagon",
What Makes
"Programmed Instruction
it Tick." All articles pertaining to
the use of audio visual instructional
materials.

Reproduction methods for business
and industry; again another one of
these sources is finally industrial
photography. Learn to know all of
those sources of help for you., and
plan to use the resources that are
available within your own school.

/Overhead nvjectis n
Demenstmtiost

Now, the commercial materials that
these people produce are available in
a variety of ways. We might have
materials for the overhead projector
such as this meter which would be
useful In different courses that you
folks would be teaching. Maybe you're
going to be interested in using the
slide rule on the stage of your overhead
projector. More probably you4re
going to be interested in making some
of your own materials; and from
packets such as I showed you last
week, you can select a variety of
masters that can be prepared in very
short order. Let me take one from this,
original set on combustion engines.
Let me take a sheet of the thermographic
material and jog them together. I see
that the notch is in the upper right
hand corner of the sheet. Then, I'm
going to insert this in the therm) fax
machine and automatically it goes In,
and in apprOximatoly four seconds we
have Completed the transparency that
we now see'on the,screen. We could
uiwthis particular transpatency;
there are many Others*in this immediate

4....4/
- .00OLTEK

cOvcr Int.& .Thaiiiisikees.

',

rosstons trat,sion

set.
FP4,01Wrig

111 might go on to use the working model
of the four cycle engine, and we could
use a little crank to talk about the

r

4* C YCLAI
1110MONE

Ajpoinfatixlp
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intake, the compression, the
and the exhaust stroke. This sort of
commercial material, along with the,
materials that you can make in fr.om
your students or Just before you come 'to class, the sort -of materkals that
you can modify in a course, 4f-practical, for you to make your OM Illater;
ials. Here is one where we have aseda. felt pen, use some colored pens to
provide a color that most of you op _television are not seeing. =But the.
transparency was prepared very quickly,
very easily In a matter of moments.
Where color is desirable we 'could use
anotherAype of material that would..:,
be easy for you to obtain in your. shops
You are goinglo find blue printing
equipment in many of your stiops, and
with the asel type transparency ,.
material, it's a simple matter to take
your masters, run them through the,
printer, and come out with,oh,
violet, green, black, blue,!browm,
u
sepia - all sorts of colors.. I,a*
-going to*ask my associate, Mr. Abrahamsont'to do the Job of printing the
master, of putting the transleucent
master into the light source which! is:
Just a modification of the blue print
equipment that you find in *our

--;
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;
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shops. Dav Is being careful.tosee

.1%

that the master, which is transleucent:
and has opaque lettering onlit-ipelling
out diesel, is going to be towardstthe
light source. We have the notch-ihtth*
upper right hand corner of *hel.ight.:
sensitive film. This filo is not-:t!;
sensitive to ordinary incsdiscenca
or fluorescent light; it dos requiref:
a rather long exposure. Well now,
the print has been mode; he's putting
it into the developing chambertand
he's going to inject otae strong
ammonia, ammonium hydroxide:
And
in Just a matter of moments10 theP;,,
print, black letters on a c/earAicreen
or it could be red or blue or green or
any color that we have elected, are
,..

s
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going to start popping into view.
This process is a little more complex,
complicated than the thermographic-,
process, but it is somethingthat does:,
work quickly and easily and iitiv,a
little xporlence of your pait, a
little experimentation, we can get h.
-finished print and put it on,the screen*:
Again, you can modify this material,
with your pens, you could haVe over
lays, you can have all of the color
that is inherent in the material,color that we can't show you on tie.
vision this evening.
_

If you,want to go further into color,

:

then I would suggest that yoti use-your-,35mm camera. This is your stngle,.

lense-type camera that makes.it
possible for you to do a variety of
jobs photographically. You cativ..of
course, record all sorts of material,'
that you can pose in your shOp. You're
going to visit different plaCes; youcan record so very much material with?:
this 35mm camera.
You can also use this to copy, ancl%
in copying you can reduce large size
materials. You can enlarge small
:-,
materials. Let's look at.some 35mm
slides hire of a safety chart, a "'other
large size, not particularly conveni-ent always to carry around from class-''
room to classroom. Not always partiim
cularly handy to store. Onc.you.have.
photographed it on 35mm fill, it takes
up only a very small amount of space.
You can enlarge it to any size so that
it is going to be Olg enough for thevery largest audience to sea.
.

.

:

.

,;

'

4

,

.

Let's consider some of the other sorts
of materials that you can copy and ;
,a
reduce. Or then we can go on to
onlarged materials. Maybe you don't
recognize the Model A car thst,you can.

,
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DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

see on the screen. This is the car
along side of the Treasury Building
on the reverse side of a ten dollor
bill. Buto-next time you have one of
these ton dollar bills, look at the
car and you'll have some idea of
the amount of magnification that has
been possible with the 35mm camera
getting in very, very close to the
original material.. Perhaps more
practical for you would be something
like this. If you're going to try to
show your students the sort of points
that they should have on their pencils,
you can actually move in very close you see the measuring rule there that
Indicates the size of the lead, the
type of point that you might want your
students to have on their pencils.,
,

Here is a resister, and you know the
usual size enlarged, the color bands
show up so that you can have the students learn to read them from the
screen. All of these materials are
quickly, easily recorded with your
35mm camera. As I said last week, it
Is one of the most valuable tools
that I Can bring to your attention.
It's going to make it possible for
you to build up your own tallor=made
sets of instructional materials, sets
of materials that particularly fit
the needs of you, your students, and
your school.

.

Now, if you don't want to do any
photography, you might consider,usingcommercial pictures that would be
available in magazines, advertising
materials, and you could so nicely
prepare a set of materials for the
overhead projector* This is the simple
little cartridge that we have made
(and ttiese'you could duplicate in your
own shop). They are just a little
heavy board box that is holding the
picture material and this teacher
has prepared a set of pictures on roots
and vines of coated abrasives. Alory
.
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Aiaterial4, Ind so on, through a4 of
-the 'materials that re in the sot.
-This-iilust'on. of_ the_types Of
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Afore is anotlier model that hase
-.phonograph built right in. AO, of
course, the sound would ccompeniclhe
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tooli-in.the shop, you hive totprac
ticei-you:have to have a perfe4tedi
presentation. lou do have to know
what sort,of material is oval/Ole for
your filivotrip projectory. HO* is
instruction,- or for IndividuW
reviewing Of fili,strips.
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vIDEO

might hav more authority with your
own narration. But, it's up to you
to decide whether you want to do the
narrating or to use the commercial
narrations.

Here is another model of a filmstrip
projector that has a push button control so that you can move your filmstrip forward at the speed that you
select. It is completely at your
command. And it is a convenience item
because you can be up in the front of
the classroom talking to the class and
still-controlling the advance.of the
of the projector.
Tools that you must know how to use
and use them professionally. Me
tal.ked very briefly about the 16ma
projector. This is another one of
the tools that is of course, the
backbone of any audio visual education
program. The Education Media Index,
the Film Library for the University of
Minnesota, these other libraries that
you may tap:will Aostly provide
materials for the 16mm projector. And
you want to think of the things that
the motion picture can do.
Things that are too big to bring into
the classroom, things that aro too
small to be seen.by the students,
things that couldn't be seen at all
can be shown be animation, things
that-move too rapidly that tan be
slowed down by klow motion photography, things that are too slow to
be observed can be speeded up by
time-lapse photography. Each of
these various tools will serve a
purpose in your classroom. As a
teacher you must be acquainted with
every one of these tools. You must
know how to use them, you must know
how to use them in a perfected way'
so that you don't have trouble focusing the projector, so that you don't

.
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'-aention-the- next -piece- of aquipmesi4vthat we hay* hers, the tape reCordii;
'.'Thiti.aimple--:little tool can caliture
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for later
stOre. it for
st''ore conventent time. Yott can, ,

caPture, th 'Sound *2 this narration'.4.!-,

th-filis

the filmstrip. YoU-Iri',:,
canCaptUre the sound of your a,wn
pissintetion,and it Is so praCticaPi;:,
of

or,

'to evaluate- yoUrself from time lo tiae
by, slimily réCording- what, it is ithi,t
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you. are --sayingi so that- you can: 114tirr,--'4;
without 'any, supervisor prosent-.'i Just
imiprOyi,yoUrielf- through -the me:diui''of
.itorad, Sound,- on your tails.
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it make a' Unique contribution? :; Does
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variety of cross-media, multi-media,
ttis muIti-chennel approach as you
do the job teaching in your classroom,
you aro going to be a successful
Instructor.

You must always remember to define
your objectives. What is it that I
am trying to do? Then you are going
to have to tailor your materials to'
the job at hand, to the particular
class, and do keep in mind that the
.class you have this year might well
be different from the class you had
last year or the class that you're
going to have next year: So, select
transparencies, sometimes films, on
other occasions, but select materials
that do the job. And select materials that challengt.the students. You
want to always throw out a challenge
so that they are reaching, so that
they do want to learn, and you're
going to do this most effectively
by using integrated sight and sound
materielso If you select from the
variety of tools that we have tried
to cover in these two short periods,
if you keep in mind always that you
can put yourself in the place of the
student, the communication is going
to be effective.
One quick review. Do know your
resources. The things that your
audio visual director in your school
can help you to use. The things in
your community that are available
for you to use. Devolop skills in
the use of all of these materials,
all of these toAls. And please dare
to experiment. Try something that
is different. Don't fall into the
rut of doing something just the same
way that it was done last year or the
year before that. Come up with something that is new. Then you will
find that these audio visual tools,
these power tools are going to be the
sort of materials that will help you

TA .4 (0D MID Et-) 4

Teachini

rz/,cr;

Industriallducation Staff, University of Minnesota

' 04e

VIDEO

AUDIO
put your message across.
There Is so much that has boon; left
uniatd bocause of-tine limitations.
If you'rs interested In further work,
/ Invite you to come to the Audio
Visual Laboratory at ths_Univeisityof Minnesota.
'--
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UNIT

SUMMARY OF FILM PRESENTATION
A
A ING INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES

This summary of Unit 9 is planned for student use before viewing the
film presentation. In addition to a preview, the Outline can also
serve as review notes for tfils unit. The Information outlined in
blocks below is a duplicate of the visual materials shown during the
video presentation.

21111.2=IERIVIILKLAW21-,
I.

Nature and Conditions .of Evaluation
A.

Alrocess of di.Wgiithering
1.

2.

B.

A process of weighing data
1.
2.

C.

We constantly collect or attend to information and conditions around us for the purpose of !valuating, things,
people,,ideas, etc.
The thingS we know about ire ihe thingS about whicii_we are
isost competent.to_identify,important,criteria (basesLfor
!Viluiting -;--"What Makes a 'good' chair.good?".).
Sound-crikull allow us,to,ask the right,gliestions and thus
gather important InformatiOn.,-,

Which pieces of,informaiionare'most important in general.
Which information answers our :criterionAuestions best.

A guide to action
1.

On the basis of evaluation results, one mays

demsibe a person, place, or thing.
dia no e what is wrong (or right) about a person, place,

a.
b.

or th ng.
loredict, what ,may be expected to occur next concerning
a person, place, or thing.
D.

Evaluations may be based on measurements or judgements or both.
1.

Measurements tend tO be exact and do not depend on who
does ,the measuring.

2.

3.

Judgements are subjective and depend, for their,usefulness,\
on who does the judging. Everyone has opinions but only
those who know the subject have opinions (judgements) of
dependable value.
Generally, the mere measurement involved rather than judge
ment the more dependable are the results of our evaluation.

MeasurenaLd
x
x

Is it
Is it
Is it
(Will

visually pleasing?
comfortable?
strong enough?
it hold 600 lbs?)

Judgement
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Evaluation is a constant and very Important part of tho teacher's
role. Evaluation Is an aid to instruction...

Factors ,InVolvecV in the EVilisation
'

-

.

Z.

;'

.

-

Measurement sib-- Judg ement.

Functions

'4:3)

401,0.

;,e' 11

V:11W.4

Information

Techniques & Instruments_
Evaluatori s* Ciiipeten6e

Criteria

,

10..4%;
A.

.

Functions - for what purposes do we use aVitivatIcOniOft
zrP

,igainotaii- evaluations 'art- UseCto'dsiiicribe

2.

*

-':,Many;,ftaiictionis Of .'eValuatiOn SalY'~be- -Idantifted:('''Ooms12~'Impor--

tent- ones 'are to
e.
b.

student achievement

,

t",

instructorta effectiveness,

diffidUlti et --cif'-the '-stsident

3.

a.

b.

'kBv! i

"

Evaluation processes may be used as as'
tetching-t'methOd-

guide to planning instructions
Inforsittion whit do We ''need 'to find :tiiit-about-tha vproblem?

Ciej:lathritqUii,U'arifi:Instruaienti.7;= hOW do iviclitheihe dasiired
Information?

Etalthitor44CoMpetenc"thili the valuator knii
the problem to ask the ,riaht, questions?,
?

1.

The evaluator needs to know aboWt-thi'itibliCt4d4ar *vat41!1/4

A

;4;;;.'

to: Anoik libout thy ;process, of

CI

Ak.:4VrikteriA,r what. Ar the signs- -or,conditions .whicklailt indicate
;dscribe. a vroblem?,
!4.
:

1.

If thoklutrajim of a particular evallsationjsq.0 describe'

studintle level of achievement, then what are the ,cnteria,

which best describe thigh, achievements; average achievement,
or low achievement?
,;
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tf,

2.

The clearer we make our criteria, 'thir easier it is to
select proper instruments or techniaues_for gathering
1.nformation,6

III*

The-Context of Evaluation
A.

School Plant - the site in which instruction occurs.
1.
2.

B.

School Program - the organization of the school day and course
content.
1.

C.

The plant is susceptible to evaluation (how well'does it
contribute to good instruction), and
It, to some degree, controls the functions to be Serves
and techniques used.

This should be a constant area to be evaluated.

The Teacher - in large, the beginning and end of the evaluation
process.
1.

2.

The,teabher-needs to:be effectiVe in the application of
evaluation, and
Muit be retponsive,t0 the results of evaluation.

The Student - the essential reason for dUcational valuation!
1.

2.

IV.

In effective educational programs, the student nedds to
be subjected toevaluation before entry, during attendance,
and after graduation.
The student is the focus of all the fjeLcUsga of evaluation.

Expension of Selected Factors
A.

Six functions

Functions of Evaluation
Student achievement
Instructor's ffeativeness
Learning difficulties
Teadhing device
Student selection
Guide to planning instruction
le ,Student ichieveient
a.
bi

most common function
great variety of Methodivsed

Instructor's effectiveness
a.
b.

need to check results of t.achinQ method
organization of content
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C.

;
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Learning diffiCUrties

1.

.

what are reasons for a student's failureto echlbeyo?
are some remedial conditions suiaesied throuah ova

a.
b.

,!

'

4;

:*

' :4;
-;

concentrates attention
helps identify and immediately correct errors

b.
c.

2=

5:

'4 :-

I

"*.

4:?

...

Student siliCtiOn
a. ,,svev students,' time anCeffort
b. "'leaps conserve educational resources
iN1L

-60

Guide to planning instrUction

1.4

identify.content,whick
needi more emphasis
b.,A)elps identifyctroublik-spots.-.1n,method
helps describe tile naitire of ihe /earners
c.
B.

Techniques inA Vnitrtiienis

soie conaiiioni to be satisfied

Tectinicuiei 'and Instrumentv.-

Is it
le it reliable?
Are scoring procedures,consistent?
Is it administratively sound?
.

'0

1.

Validity

does the evaluation instrument really iest what
-we think it tests?.-,
,

:

,

a.

b.

--

t student,can..:tsom.Omes tillh4w,to do but cannot do
in fact.
it may be necessaryt,forAConomiCs sake, to accept a

margin of error ivthe-resu/ti,pfevaluntion.
2.

Reliability . does the eirsluition instrument consistently

measure what the student knows ori4a,44Ancwemichanle
from time to time?
.

3

,N

a.

questions som.times,Ichinge,theiTcpeenitig.,to studenti

b.

because of the iiy they ari stated.
we may ask for partial,,en,seorak-isolerel,Wwhich,pay be
correct, but which do satisfy 'our Criteria.
,x5

3.

Consistent Scciring

dosthe_samc-answer4et;thesame

amount of credit no matter who scores it or when it lo
scoied?

IiC

-^
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UNIT
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SUMMARY OF EILM pRESENTA/IQV
--EMpUATING INSTRUCTIONAL OUrCO

a.''Is.theri one correct answer or response?
b.
does corrsctiveness depend largely on-individual
judgements?
4.

oo

Adm4n4stliAt1va qminAmoss di. 4s the evaluation technique worth
using or must we put too much time, effort, and/or:ixOney
into it?

e

t

a.

%

some techniques may demand' si5..,much tims that other
c.iinportant factors must be ignöred.'
there other technique Which wi11 servs-ou*' needs
=

within reason which "cost" less?

Task:
"PerforMance
7

.

=

Validity
Reliability
ScorSng Consistancy
Administrative Ease
.
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4.
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Mounting Materials
Dry Mounting
s

1.9142MILV.
Seal Dry Mounting Press (3-6)*

$58.00 to $350.30

,-(Tacking,ironAncluded)
Paper Trimmer 154.x,-151)k

$21:45

Lase°, Corner. Rounder.#20 (3)

$24.00

A

Supplies,:

Kodak Dry Mounting Tissue
150 sheets/box 8" x 10" (3)
(2)
8
stilYfy giiiiidge filacrd-blan ic 22" x 2'"
Fourteen Plyi)oster St:art:260,4 44" (2)
(Available in yellow, blue, red, lavende r,
green, shellrose, and white).

$4.10

_

$.08 sheet
$.55 sheet

Rubber Cement Mounting

;1=141:
Best-Test Rubber Cement i gal. (1)
Best-Test Rubber Cement Thinner 1 qt. (1)
Six Ply Beveridge Placard Blank 22" x 28" (2)
Glass Ru;.ber Cement Dispenser 16 oz. (I)

$3.95

$aw

S.08/sheet
$1.95

Wet Mounting
Supplies:

Table top or smooth surface
Wheat flour paste
3" or 4" paint brush
Shallow pan
Unbleached muslin
Thumb tacks
Wooden rolling pin
(Above materials are to be obtained locally.)
Three Dimensional Bulletin Board Materials

Itteklivis
Plasti-tak (1)
Holdit 5 oz. (5)

$.25 & $1.00
$.98

zcift;c,
11 4-4 3.4

T
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Sources - Mounting
1.

8

Artsign Matria/snCo.404 MarquitteAve.

-i:4*

Cleveland 104__Ohle

uinneapA14s 1, mint!.
2.

Craftint Mfg.,Co.
,1615,Collamer Ave:

5.

Carpenter Paper Co.
3245 Hiawatha Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

SC, Paul,Book & Stationery Co.
Sixth and- code
St. Pala,' Minnesptao_

47

II

3. -.C*nturyCamera Inc.
26 South Seventh St.
Minneapolis 1, Minn.

Letterie?*t*Opls

8 Broad St.

Shelton,Conn.,-,'
.

;

".

-*

47,

,

LeRoy Litiiiing (12-13$4.75
$9.00

4eRoy Scriber #3237-1
LeRoy Scriber #3237-4
LeRoy Standard Pens 11-,each:$
.

.7

N-

77,

,

$.85
$1.40

#3, 5, t
#9, 12
LeRoy Template

440C4/8,_

,

$5.25$5.75
$7.35
$10.00

.

,
,

#425C7/10.1:

,.

-

.4.,

#1000C 1"

Wrico

$13.65

LetlietAngYi6r,

Education Set B
-Includes
Guide um 10q4,* Upper Case
-, Guide MSL 100 f" Lower Case

*

".;

re I

oir

410.03

'7*

--Guide misAjoolopolirs,
014141!11.04.11.1.fildIn Ink,
,,t14.:7
alid 1344*i

1

ci

tri4 ;.111
Cut Out Lettem:,,
17
P rdboarct.Cut Otittl\: (40)z
Mutual Aids 2" Caps (180 pieces) or
1 3/8" Manuscript (240 pieces)
Red, black, green, yellow, blue, white
Gold & Silver
4" Caps and numbe24 (150 pieces)
6 1/4" Caps (40 plaices) Red & black
6 1!4" Numbers & signs (40 pieces)

4t, t

'

.t44

"4
'44

$1.25/set
$1.50/set
$2.00/set
$2.00/set
$2.00/set
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Gummed Backs

I

GRAPHICS SOURCE LIST

(11)

Tablet & Ticket #PA-1 Assortment (1600 characters)
3/4", 1", and -1' im'in letters & numbers
$8.00
Black and white
Adhetive Cut Chit:

(14

Planotype Letters (Ozalid)
4 type faces, 10 sizes (5/32" to 1 1/2")
6 colors, opaque and trinsparent
Cold Type:

$4.95/sheet

(-7-9)

Artype - Letters, numbers, symbols, etc.
Craftint - Letters, numbers, symbols
$1.15/sheet
Quillo - Letters, numbers

$1.00/sheet
$1.00/sheet

Rubber Stamps (15)

Superior Rubber Stamp Kit #R1-984 1" Caps
Superior Sign Marker #920 caps & 1.c. 3/4"

$6.00
$6.00

Sources - Lettering
7.

Artsign Materials Co.
404 Marquette Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.

12.

Keuffel and Esser Co.
520 S. DearbornSt.Chicago, Ill.

8.

Artype Incroporated
127 S. Northwest Highway
Barrington, Ill.

13.

Minneapolis Blue Prihting
612 Third Ave. South
Minneapolis, Minn.

%

;raftint Mfg. Co.
/615 Collamar Ave.
Cleveland 10, Ohio

14.

Osalid
Johnson City
New York,

10.

Mutual Aids
1946 Hillhurst Ave.
Los Angeles 27, Calif.

15.

Horder's Inc.
231 S. Jefferson St.
Chicago 6, Ill.

11.

Tablet & Ticket Co.
1021 W. Adams St.
Chicago, Ill.

16.

Wrico Lettering
Wood-Regan Instrument Cck.
Nutley, New Jersey,-

,
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Induetaft gOtiponmptflf,

Attov:T

A'

gmasulan

Idesi

Adventure GuMmer Paper

assorted colOrsor-

-'

Supply.co

PatiFots 91.r.MI!1;!CP; 00,

-DennliOwlummeCpa_pers,

AdvenUtroalay4459:'

Dennison, Manufacturing
Framingham, Maislj

,

0,10.1

'-'flouresmticOlors&
.singliv:colort or,

;#4h4.400A4uPO4,71990
Chicagoq

,casSoited4,

, 44-b0ii021 toa

zoitszatkua:,,

it.:14Atc>

-Do 1 f tat* Poster Color
J,WaterprOoft -Covers well
wOli'one, coat
Ibion Board:Up!OnSoard 'or Chippewa
Boa*C(-3/16")-r.,or- (1/8")

WiiiSkttrli,zicAPP.,ti`15

baC5g0#00.404ftt4

Wide

Wokt-IVenSuPAPO India

varying widtha

,p4Ovs,'7.2

Artsignjtater0
404 Marquetio Ave.

Minneapolis,AinnA,:,;f,o1
irti
Local Lumber Supply
4

i:c.1:110!fa;4-A41;,
Otv

natant Letterin
OR9A1,01
104140,WWanflevil

41,41,s01

4rY

-0Paq1044141:tWAP4Oft

4.1),0441WT00A4 YilyAeg
--thiOne,554.t4laa -,tutod',-.005)

k9f,1,41;0,

S,

-matte- Ktlit

Stanley:401e

Np,,00?ivreplacement
:blades-jn-packagesvf 5

jta!)1#y ?Ols
gel Briti14,='corm.

4c0;A;441#,riof,
ia

Dremel Moto Shop; Senior or
Jupio; -size ,tri
*1.f.

4::

:t

.64

Dremel Manufacturing
gag9,11,4414904W0
tit le ISql,J 1*14v;t:
Hobby ot Local Hardware

SchooSplHousassually stock this ittim.

v1.7514,,,
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"GRAPilICS SOURCE ETigil

MaaltialSatik

Chartex Dry Backing Cloth;
apply with hot iron or in
mounting press

Hookandjuga
Velcro; backgrounds in various
colorsCloop in striOs with
adhesive backing

Flourescent Chalk
Blak-Ray: this company also makes
flourescent crayons, yarn,
paper and paint

haellattallibt

Sealamin; in rolls or sheets

Bakkulitalialt

Heavy rubber molds of U.S.,
North America and South America

Plastic Adhesive (*)
Holdit; a reusable material
similar to Plasti-tak

MallaSuti

A foundation material for
Dioramas, Displays, Decorative
floats, Puppets and Models

Felt Markers (*)
Plymouth Quick Dry Marker;
various colors
Sanford's Felt Tip Marker;
individual colors or in sets
Letters
Webway; gummed backing, red
black and white; several
styles and sizes

Seal,Inc.
Shelton, Conn.

Maharam Fabric Corp.
420 N. Orleans St.
Chicago 10, lila
Ultra-Violet Products, Inc.
South Pasadena,'Calif.

Seal Inc.
Shelton, Conn.

Art Chemical Products
Huntington, Indiana
Eberhard Faber Co.

Minnesota Perla', Corp.
315 West 86th Street
Minneapolis, Minn.
United Statet Penctl Co.
100 'Fifth Ave.

New York 11, N.Y.
Sanford's
Bellwood, Illinois
Holes-Webway Co.
St. Cloud, Minn.

Plaster-tile; various sizs
and styles; with or without pins

Mitten Display Litters
Redlands, Calif.

Stick-A-Letter; various sizes and
colors; gummed paper

Stick-A-Letter Co.
Rt. 2, Box 266
Escondido, Calif.

EllAWitHIEDAtplai
ear plastic;
s

also
available in.colors; comes in
bulk and kits.

Inc.

The Castolite Co.
Woodstock, Illinois
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UNIT 9
Irn

INTRODUCTION
-11-1,1,

A'

4.4

I

'Y

Unit 9, "Evaluating Instructional Outcomes", is the first of
two units on evaluation. It is not intended as instruction
in "how to" but rather
to" evaluate. The rationale for
nd;someyof: the qualL.7 4 londitions of evaluation are the
visitant of this unit.

In,general, participants in any class conducted via this
contont.may be_expected_ta_have.adequate,experience. with,/
tvaluationvfaspast..stROents,i/V,notias instru4or8t-fte permit
extensive and profitablclarifyingdiscussion,of.Concepts,
involved, Claisimenibei:Oxpeiiirke_shciUld.be:exploitod....ta
escussIan, as a means of examplification and vocabulary
development.
The discussion leader will do well to avoid extended tangents
concerning "how to" detail. At this point, as much time as
pOssibleAthoOld-be,given to,broadening and clarifying the
cOneepOat fiUndation for eiluiticin, in general, as a highly
siinifican't partof the'overall educational endeavor.

'!

..{11111.101.
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iUNIT 9

fm---

OBJECTIVES

A student achieving the broad objectives for this course as cltrified
for this unit should:
(1) Widerfttand and use, in 'context, the se:.ected. measurement terms used
inithe 'unit.

(2) Understand:and apply, in context, the principles-and-intent-of
measurement activities as reflected in the unit._
The specific objectives for attainment in this unit are:

['STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND:

10

2.

30

44

5.

6.

Evaluatioll as_a Means to
A.
Describe
B.
Diagnose
C.
Predict
Evaluation as a Process of
A.
Data Collecting
B. Data Organizing
C. Data Weighing
D. Action Guiding
Distinction Between
A.
Judgement
B.
Measurement
Reasons for and Kinds of Criteria
A.
As a Basis for Evaluation
B.
Drawn from Course Objectives
Drawn from Job Analysis
C.

Factrs which Affect Evaluative
Methods Used
Nature of the Criteria
A.
Instructor's Knowledge and Skills
B.
Personal Bacxground of the Instructor
C.
Economy in Time, Effort, and Cost
D.
Functions of Evaluation
Student Achievement
A.
B.
Tacher's Effectiveness
C.
Le4rning Difficulties
D. Teaching Device
Student Selection
E.
F.

7.

cagnitive principles, theories,- cohcepts

Guicks to Planning Instruction

hiummaxsomailoas for Evaluation
A.
b.
C.
D.

Validity
Reliability
Scoring Consistency
Administrative Ease

:i:T
=

rArg
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UNIT 9

LESSON MATERIALS

M.-.7folia"aing -teaching material,: -to

hiblp ynti

with.-+-hT teaching

You will
iwant,to dUpLicate the number ,of neAessary copies, to use .as ,you
;
lead the seminar-discus:don... Y

of this unit are included in this resource appendix.

Materials,
A.

.r

"Evaluating Instructional
Outcom,_maiLbe obtainedfrom tkeDfrector,,,,Vocational__,.

The thirty-minute film,

Department of -Education,-..Centsnnialt:-2:

134

Script of Film, Evaluating Instructional Outcomes:_

C.

"Summary of Film Presentation"

D.

Unit 9 Tast

E.

F.

Unit 9 Test Answer Sheet (Keyed)
Unit 9 Test Answer Sheet - Student Form

G.

Unit 9 References

,

,

r:

,

:14.

,

4--

.

,;"

:+

=-4'

-

.

,

P

;

.1

7
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itTHOD (4 APPROACH*

LFAnPR'

Study the summary sheet
foi the kinds of items

1. Introduce unit-with "Sum
mary of Film,Presentation"
handout sheet.* (Sample
for duplication in the

summarized.

unit appendix)

Advise students that this
summary eliminates the need
to take notes during the
film viewing and that it
can also be used later as
review MaterIal.'
2. Arrange for film viewing
either individually or for
a group.

20 View film for Unit 9",-

3. Give Unit 9 Test.
(copies and answer sheets
duplicated previously
from samp,le in the unit
appendix)

3

"Analyzing for Instruc
tion".

Complete test answer
sheet (no time limit)

Advise students to mark
only the answer sheets so
that test forms can be
used again.
4. Provide test answers.

4. Correct answer sheet.

Mark test score on pro
gress chart by code num
Instructor will
provide code numbers.
ber.

5. Initiate discussion from
student test responses.

5. Return answer sheets to °
instructor.
/0

*The same
students.
also that
procedure
from this

approach can be used for one student or a group of
While this approach is a suggested'one, it is suggested
the teacher for whom this content is new follow the
Successive teaching of the unit can depart
precisely.
procedure.

,

'.
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UNIT ,9.
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,

.,...._

...SUGGESTED. MUM., OF .APpROACH

,

;,
4,1

,

m

.4144.29USSION1.EADER

TUDENT ACTIVITY__

6.4Liit -two A?r,three objectivest

6. Identify somep41100,,,
behavioral Ojectpres.
and suggest ways of
e-aluating each.

tt*iyal4tIonc,,,

end ind1C'40

toohniques,WOChilig4ed
with each.

Have class members list
some examples of objectives and possible evaluative approaches in their

,

"

2

a

*

';

=

4

area.

-

f

7. ExPend the iimP1e4,iMte

7. Review the definitions
of validity and reliability.
Take studentexamp/es-

and participate in'thi dtscussion.

.

.

as per item,,,6-

and lead diimission ibmit
.reiiability and validity

*:
4

of samples se4c.t1,54:;1-F

:n

*

4

-

:

Participate in
and suggest .0hiiiges;in_;2"-T2'.'1":

S. Review definiii-on of scoring
consistency and administrative ease. Discuss relation-

samples that.woilid better::
satisfy the qualificatiohi.-.'"-

ship of these to students

xamples.
9. Introduce Unit 10 and distribute "Summary of Film
Presentation" for Unit 10.

;

r,;

)
,

.

-:.:

, ..(
,

4') '..: 4,,
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UNIT RESOVRCE AP END
EVALUATIN6 INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES
RESOURCE MATERIAL
A.

Unit Test

B.

Unit Test Answer Sheet

C.

Unit Test Answer Key

D.

Film Script

E.

HandOut Film Summary

F.

Teacher References

G.

Student Exercise Sheet

ct8
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TiONITI

110It'llAiititAllar-11-JA,L,

eIcThióie

Dire ct fnu1
-b-eit'iltirliefivifiiiiiiiiiblig'the7f Our
AativemxtTosantad
Ammh
mbimliAn thA 40111e010 Art ite! sa
answer sfleet corresponding to the alternative you have selected
T

.4t;i1A;

Evaluation may be described
as essentially a process:
A.
used to increase the evaluator's effectiveness in
attaining some goal.
of'identifying errors in
student's understanding and/
or performance.
C.
used to determine what a
teacher. needs to teach next.
used to motivate students to
pay attention to the important

If we compare'the results of an
evaluation based on measurement to
those gotten from a judgemental
evaluation, the results of measurement wills
A.
give a clearer picture of the
siivation or condition evaluated.
B. depend less on evaluator's
technical competence.
C. contain loss evaluator's bias
in scoring.
D. be an exact.description of the
situation.

,

4. Alhich Of the following
ItYAIMA#V,1 AP4its:10.4?*
most appropriately under.*
taken usilwaAu4gpipentfl
process? -Evaluate the
$X,44A-nt,4 ost-,4_444-tYri P? I 13
repair an-automobiLe_
A.
%1.14t)4oT 4
B.

estiMate the 6ost of a

IJOswilMl1nsA04,
C.

D.

details in the ,course.

When we compare the judgement
and measurement approaches to
evaluation we realize that judgements can include many personal
biases, emotions, etc., therefore
we shouldl
A.
use judgemental iesults only
for descriptive purposes.
B.
teach only those skills and
kinds of information which
can be measured.
avoid judgemental processes
whenever we must depend on
the results.
D. use measurement processes
whenever the information
needed lends itself to measuremint.

alt

5.

arrange a centerpiece
for a banquet table.
diagnose'a problem'in,
an autocebile-eiectriCal
system.

The first step to be
performed in making a test
is tot,
A.
list the measuring
B.
C.

D.

devices to be used.
determine how long the
test should be.
determine what is to
be evaluated.
analyse the subject
matter for possible
items.

6.

When a teacher substitutes
a vritten (verbal) evaluatio
instrument for direct performance.evaluation of a
manipulative task, he primaxily xpects) the results
tos
A.
B.
C.

D.

discribe.
diagnose.
predict.
do all of the above.
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UNIT EXAMINATION

7.

A major problem and first con=
cern in stating criteria for a
particular evaluation task is:
A. making them understandable
to the persons to be eva-

11.

luated.,

finding good ways of measuring
the Criteria once they are
selected.
wording the criteria in ways
which demand the most realistic and exact answers.
deciding which criteria are
most important for the task
undertaken.
.

8.

Which function of evaluation is
least likely to be part of a
teacher's work?
A.
Diagnosing.learning difficulties.
B.
Student selection.
C. Guide to planning instructions.
D. Measure of instructor's effectiveness.
To the teacher the most irportant
purpose of evaluation is:
A.
to provide incentive for students.
B.
to provide a basis for assigning
marks.
BO
to aid in improving instruction
being given.
D.
to provide standardization
of instruction.

I10.

Suppose that you aro the head of a
vocational department and have two
transfer students who must be
placed in shop courses. They have
had.some experience. Which one of
the following types of tests would
but help you to determine in which
course they should be placed?
A.
Diagnostic.
B.
Intelligence.
C.
Achievement.
D.
Prognostic.

A written test was prepared by instructor "A"
and administered to his
class. The students
corrected their own tests
and were allowed to keep
their test papers. Which
function,of evaluation is
most reasonably inferred
from the instructor's conduct?
A.
Measure of student
achievement.
Bo

C.
D.
12.

Guide,to planning
instruction.
Student selectiono
Teaching device.

The example of the "over
easy egg" used in the
lesson developed important
concepts concerning the
relationship of verbal to
performance evaluation.
Which of the following concept statements is the most
correct?
A.
Verbal evaluations
substituted for performance evaluations are
not reliable enough to
give acceptable results.
There is.only one way to
evaluate manipulative
skills and that is
through performance'eva
luation techniques.
C.
Acceptably valid verbal
evaluations can be used
as a substitute for direct performance vaD.

luation.
Performance evaluations

waste too many "eggs" to
be seful in formal
instaniction.

".'
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EVALUATING INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES
I

, -7:0,

'1-7)h::

WhichO6 '21he- follo*ing

13.

the better4öthOd'
lOrJeiraluitingachii0e-

;r0U0eMiatiai=.Cheliti'
,,,,.,)

.

..,,1

";'--

-A

.,:,

'-:-;'1:i

ibtitoh4iCtUreprOjector?
:-A.ThirstUdetitS'tike,
'--iiiiiiiiehensiVe MUltiple

,..choice type teiti-Yas a
z.i:A:=Aioui,;,

Which clualifieSOf aogood

eValuatiOn instruientioUnd'FWtWtpv

If!Mient,in'oPeriting

-"'''-

Directions:

-,!::

of theagiorit'qMplied'orreferied to

in the statementsbelowilik-therlet
ter''Ofv'thi:teitt4thichyyoiri)eitevels

impliiidOr'referibeet0Aii thipeaker.:
.:,:,;,

,;-

_projeCtor;;''-"-

M:i'-'LTheitudents-itaketurns at

,..;

kiiiih41W

B. ,Theitddehtiindividually, A.
B.
"SWep-4netake down the

Viiidit'y

Scoring consistenCi(ObjeCtivity)
Administrative,ease

C.
D.

.f.;

'-'?.-a,:.:j:

iiiiiiiting66.thOlete-Movies to

,

the group.
The student6,-individually, 16._

,,,

,

A

.4,,..:

,
t,,;

i-., 14',A.'

. .
.

s)

.t4.A

-.,x,

........._:,,,,

,."Mr. Smudnikeyouariigoin
s--scia COrie6iAthiSIOWbe sure-

'1.-':Atielan,'-'objettivetype test"'

thatiroOlellOw4tholcey'Lp:midli

irith'4eVeral=varieties of

Atiettions.--

r''s

,-

'"

iiiiti: fOr"therAsey- iii.t.4-..

arily.

"fiii>jUdgeto'411"tWitu4ebts
iffieteidherls-Yoortipetence in his

14

"Bill, you have taken this
17.
deCUO4tienti*field4Ould have
--: tbe lost bearingHolWhich of the -"---/-1hreitikes and'On-hilie?iim4
thii ''' siiiiii'aui itioni iiiiiiiV-rtitic:
-following
charaCteriitics
of
.
,
.
,
,

.

75,i Y.!-4
"IwOndir if=itiii;teti Wiil

evaluatiinstruments?
-'yelidity.

''

71.8'.

really tell,me,whatthe itudon

BictlteIiibility

CScoringdOntittency.
-1Di AdlinistratiVe ease.

2:'

"What'it:4ron4-iiiith,tfieselstu

19.

dcnts, t'9li*thei'a4test

15.41:1th cifthe'lillinving state-

Aintt4AmOst-c1darly related
-Wthei4eIlibilitY of a test?
-A.:--It.idoesurii-the same thing

--eachtime:itAs given.
Wunderdtandable to all
B.
'-OhoAake-theAest.
-%C.-It,piCktiotit the good students frol.the poor.
D.,,,,It samples-liberally all

'-'phaies-Of'instruction that
'.,stre.being-teited.

linosi'ibOtit'thir'stibject.",

yesterday and t4ey did4,f0e...
,
.

..

4,

''''''

%bmiay Waliitakeig*iiiheit,.
-',''slhe''siMeteiWand'lherdid
,7_ otodilv;

.,,,-'
'-:"Although'rdiieWitU4ntli

,--c ''-'
26'.'_

:='
'-"''''

',.-ManyAelfijn:thfi-'Courairand

''' theica4Aid ,iiiiy*ilhey
''''stal 'donit4iiialli-AnOtetlie

subject matterWthecourse.
,
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ANSWER' ShEET-- UNIT EXAMINATION

,EVALUATIO7NSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES
Narle

Date
Discussion Leader
NSWERS
EXAMINATION 'ANSWERS
(Darken- the appropriate circle)

ABCD
1.

0 0 0 0

2.

0 0 0 0

3,

0 0 0 0
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Good evening. This is the ninth in our
series of 12 programs. Tonight we turn
to the topic, *Evaluating Instructional
Outcomes".

kligAlloa is a term with which we are
fall abundantly familiar.. We participatejn ,the_pracess daily in many diverse
ways - if you read the fuel gauge in your
:car this morning you were evaluakim your
-pavetcariabilitv; if you listened to two
Sides of a. dksagreement between your
children before dinner, last night, you
were evaluating the merirt of each.

Beth-situations-were the-same in that
in both you were gathering, and xejohino,
information which would then allow you
to act in the most effective way towerd
a goal or objective. The difference
between the two evaluations lay in the
t*ols, so to speak, which were brought
to the task. The gadget in the car,
allowed you to gejul2.2e with reasonable
accuracy, the gasoline at your dispotal.Myen,familiarfty with the operating
_characteristics of your car,, you 6ould,
Apite likely, decide how far you could
travel with no more than 10% error. The
eituation with the children permitted
-no such measurement - your evaluation
Was a thatter'ofjpdoement. Your,:know-,
ledge ofk,the.children,your intelligence,
your emotions, and mood were the'tools
you brought to that evaluative iask-.
Simply because ell of us speak does, not
alOw us to say that all of us speak-mm.110

In'tke same vein, thefact that we all
!evaluate"-doei not necessarily Amply that
We evaluate gall. I'm sure most of you
watching tonight have run out of gas or
watched a disagreement turn .into a brotherl
fight because you evaluated poorly or
Jailed to evaluate at all.
Evaluation is e major function of every
teacher.. The intent of this unit of instru
tion is tO help you, As you pUrsue the
Itipecherts ,role, stiy on the road ang out

of as many brotherly fights ai possible
,
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or in TV parlance, "Keep tht tiger in
your tank and off your back".
In the past two minutes, I have used a
number of terms:
Evaluation

12311SAIII
Measurement
Judgement
Function
Information
Techniques and
Instruments

and its two sub-divisions
Judoement
and

Measurement
I've also referred to Objective - a
word familiar to you from previous units
in this series. For the sake of easy
identification and more definitive
usage, I'll substitute term "function".
And lastly, to gathering and weighing
information which I will condense into
the phrases "information, techpiques and
instruments". Let me take these singly
and attempt to clarify the concept and
process of evaluation by identifying
several of the most important factors
involved.
If I were to ask each of you to evaluate
(Shot of a piece of
this piece wf sculpture, a great variety
modern sculpture)
of responses would be forthcoming. Some
would simply say "Evaluate? - why bother"
some, "I like that", others, "--- huh!"
or a few, "2 don't know anything about it I can't evaluate it". Except for the last
group, most of the responses might be called'
personal, emotional biases without technical justification. That is
most of
us have neither the training nor the
consumer experience to judge the item
effectively. When we aro required to
evaluate under such circumstances, we
generally draw upon our fund of fuzzy and
untested opinions. Hence, we make liggt
of very questionabl quality.

mat

If I were to ask you to evaluate this
piece of furniture, most of you would

.

L(Shot of an occasional chair
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proceed in quite a different way andarrive at a somewhat more qualified conclusion. So.le of you have built and
all of you use furniture. You ,immediately
begin to consider some spetifio'features-would it be comfortable, strong eneugh,
would it go with other furniture in my
house, tc. In other words, you would
tend to isolate some criteria againstwhich you could evaluate and.yowwould
then attempt to gather imformation ibOut

44,

each sailinu.
Obviously, it would be /ery difficult to
make a sound evaluat' -. given only this
TV picture to look a.
So re Wouldflotbe
much better off than with the piece of-;SCUl
ture. Given the actual object, each,of'
you Would be able to give a legitimate'
evaluation as a consumer authority or as
a hobbiesi or craftsman. The More com-t
plots your list of criteria
d the'inereyour knowledge of furniture'
construction, the greater impottance'that
could be given to your judgemental, evalua7
AlaMA.0
Our list of important terms novilooks
lime this when we add the last iwo !dolt
mentioned.
Obviously, we aro a long way from the
"It swings - huh" response to the piece
of sculpture. Let's carry it another
step or two.

Evaluation
Measurement -Judgement
Function
'Information

Techniques.and Instrument
Evaluator's Competence
Criteria

Turning back to the idea of criteria,
what kind of information will best answer
thest-quettionTsboUt the-ehair?
, :Cr

,

"I* it visuail41404-407

-*"

"Ii WcelfOrtab,10,"'
"IS it strong?"':

The
depends in 'thCO011uator's porsonai' .iiiiitheii4'prefer40400- taste =:aidlii'",

therefore a judgeilintil problei: WidulC
break the item down into elements of good::
dailign, but it would still zespOnd esses*tially,to,the,individualIcAudgement. I'll
put a check on the judgement side.

Measurement
JudgementIs it viSually pleasing
Is-it cOmfortabl?
Is it'strong-inought
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The second item, "Is it comfortable?",
could be answered for any one person were
he to simply sit in it, which would be a
technique of measurement rather than
purely judgement, the individual's torso
being the measuring instrument. Admittedly,
it would be rather difficult to communicate
the unit of measurement to someone else;
still, a measurement it would be. A more
easily transmittable indication of comfort
for the average human torso would be gained
by comparing the heighth of the seat and
back, the angle of the back, etc. with the
equivalent measurements from a chart on
chair design specifications.

Criteria #2 then is answerable in a general
sense through a measurement technique
strongly tempered by judgement, Both
judgement and measurement deserve checks,
The third !tem could be answered with
exactness were we to indicate how strong
is strong. Here a change in our question
seems appropriate. If strong means that
the chair must be able to carry a 600
pound load, then one could test it under
a 600 pound weight and thence be able to
say, "Yes, it is strong enough", or
"No, it isn't - as the pile of pieces
indicate." Thus we may check the measurement side for item three.
This last criteria Is an example of one
of our biggest problems in evaluation What is the riaht Question to ask? The
old comedy query, "Do you still beat your
mother?" has its counterpart in a great
many teacher-made tests. Can the criteria
we use or the question we.pose be answered
in a realistic sense?
Let's turn back a moment at this point and
review the concept of evaluation thus far
developed. Both our judgements and/or
measurements need to be channeled by the
establishment of criteria - that is, "What
are the'important features to be evaluated?'

The or exact we make our critria the
better chance we have of collecting
pertinent inf9rmation whether it be
Subject to Judgemeni or measurement.

.

The evaluator's competence has an effect

Evaluation
Judgement
Measurement
Function
Information
Techniques and
Instruments
Evaluator's Competence
Criteria
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in several ways. Greater competence in
the subject under evaluation allows the
evaluating person to develop more specific
and inclusive criteria. To the layman,
the question, "How well does your car
run?", is answerable and sufficient if
the answer is "very well". If the answer
is "very poorly", then the question becomes
simply an annoyance to the layman the
worthless to the mechanic. The capable
mechanic is In a position to ask questions
whichjead to .answers about what is.now
happeningv,Whyls.it happeninO, and if.
this is changed, what will happen. In
other words, the mechanic - or any qualified evaluator. -:needs to ask questions
which demand information that will describe
diagnesel-and predict. Whether we are
concernedwith evaluating mechanical perforaance, physical-health, or classroom
performance,:we:seek to judge and measure
againstepecific.-criteria'which demand
information which will allow us to
desCribe, diagnose, or predict. These
are the-generalized functions of evaluation

Examples used thus far have been about
As we turn
"things" tether than people.
to the next block on our chart - Functions - I'll place my comment in an
educational context. To ask what and
whY do we evaluate in education may deem
to beg some very obvious answers.'
Sometimes pursuit of the obvious uncoveri
the inobvious, however. When we mention
school, one tends first to think of the
physical plant; then of teachers, of coursep
he likes or dislikes - that is, the
program of studies - and finally of'
So this is the package we work
students.
with. There is a natural impulse to
s!ssume that the student ls the only object
of evaluation and that a teacher who knows
his subject can very easily decide whether
or not the student has learned what he nee
to know. In vocational education, we have
a master evaluator to keep us honest also
If the student succeeds on the 2.1 then'
the instruction has taken; if he fails, th
the "student' obviously did not Work hard
enough while In school. Simple, lint It. I

Plant

Program
Teacher
Studen
Job
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You4re quite right 1. of course it isn't
Whenever we have interaction
simple.
between elements, which in themselves da
not necessarily remain stable, we soon
discover that cause and effect take some
very devious paths. The eternal triangle
in education - between program, student,
and teacher - contains at least as many
variables to confound the observer as
the best of stories from "True Confession"
Consequently, student achievement may head
our:litt of Functions of evaluation but
must have many supporting purposes.

it

All of us are familiar with several techniques used to measure student achievement
they range from many kinds of paper and
pencil tests to actual on-the-job perforWe will reserve for the next unit
mance.
In this series discussion of the ways in
which such tests are developed.
Evaluation of student achievement should
be a continuous proce3s in an instructional program. It is'the core of the
fourth stage of instruction - followup of which Dr. Moss spoke. It should also
be an important teacher activity during
both the presentation and tryout stage
of instruction. At the latter two points,
evaluation serves a second major function
as a measure of inItructorls effectiveneu.
HaS the:teacher been communicating with
his studnts? It Is not uncommon for
tacher* to assume that since they know
something,, that they pasi it on to the
class ,and having presumably passed it on,
the class,accepted or learned it. 'Many
things happen in the learner's mind
during instruction which cause him to
misinterpret, understand only partially,
It
or even tune out completely at times.
is a wise teacher, indeed, who evaluates
the quality and quantity of student learning as he works through the presentation
and try-out stages of instruction.
A third function of evaluation becomes an
apparent necessity once we have discovered
a major difference between what we intends
to teach and what some students learn. At

Student AchievementInstructor's Effectiveness
Learning Difficultiai
Teaching .Device

Student Selection
Guide to Planning-Instructio
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that point, It-is important to liagnut
isprner'i difficulty: Does the student
have ome hindicap - sight or hearing
deficieniies, a roa0ing problem, Insufficieht'dexterity.- or may the problem
be traced back to the preceeding item instructor effctiveness.
Student selection is a fourth purposes
which typically is not handled by the
classroom teacher, but which is of greet
importance.to the teacher. For many
reasons, every area of vocational education is concerned with enrolling the
students Who are most likely te.succeed
in that oarticular occupation. The
better the selection process, the more
efficiently ily,the training program be
planned. Which leads us to the fifth
point:

EvalUation as,a
Ilia. The more
tudents related
rate, ahd other
the more direct
subject matter.

ggide to Plannint.Initrucr
a teacher knows about the
background, learning
strengths and weaknsses,
can be his approach to

One might at this point note that these
five functions of testirg all fit under
the terms description, diagnoses, and
prediction which I used in developing
the concept of evaluation at the beginning
of this presentation.
The last Function of Evaluation tcat I
will speak Of, and for many teachirrs the
most important one, is that of instruction
A teaching device go that is, evaluation
can serve as a very effective teaching
method. As all of us know - whin we are
being..4aluated our'attontion is strongl
focused on our Work; correction of our
errors has a particularlY great impact
on us; we are generally highly motivated,
1.41. stimulated. Therefore, tests and
rated exerciSes can be used to give'added
impact to the instructor's lesson. To
be effective immediate Correction of error
is, of coursi, necessary.

Lot's return to our pot-bellied chart
again and relate our list of functions
of evaluation.
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Selection

Plant

to insure the greatest economy for both
student and educational institution, selec
tion is sppropriate.

Teacher
Effectiveness
Program

Once enrolled, the student's level of
achievement demands continuing evaluation

Student

Guide to
Planning

Pie need a check on instructor's effective
mess, i.e. is he teaching what he thinks
he is teaching - is he using terms or
words that ere not properly explained, h
he left out information, has he really
taught the pontent required by course

Achievement
Learning
Difficulties
Teaching
Device

Job

211titini2
We need to check for possible learner

clatjultal - does the student have some
problem whidh keeps him from profitiny
from Anstruction?

Evaluation can be used to aid planning if students typically do poorly in a
particular unit of content then the
instructor has an indication of needed
change in his instructional program.
Lastly, we can use evaluation procedures
as teaching devices to focus the student
attention on the most important details.

As important as the foregoing functions
or nbjectives of evaluation might be, the
do not possess any internal guarantee.
that all or any can be achieved. There
are a number of conditions which need to
be met before the results of any method
of evaluation can be depended upon. I
will poae these conditions as questions
related to the techniques and instruments we use in collecting information
in the evaluation process.
First, "Does the test really test what
it is supposed to test? Is ita valid
test?" This is not the ridicu/ous
question that it may at first Seem. To
use a homely example; if one wishes.to
evaluate a student's ability to fry, an
egg "over easy", it cannot be done by
simply asking the student to Attlin,
igesi involved. Any of you who have
tried- to prepare a palateable "over easy

1

Is it valid?
Is it reliable?
Are scoring procedures consistent?
Is it administratively sound?
.

:
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egg without breaking the yolk are well
aware of the difference between being
able to lay, how it is done and being able
to do it. In this example, the actual
performance of the task would be thu only
truly valid measure of ability.

Working conditions often make such complete performance evaluation impossible or
impractical. A compromise which still
gives us an acceptable degree of validity
is found through the use of some method
of evaluation that has a high predictive
relationship to the ability or quality
we are actually concerned with. For
example, if we were to find by experience
that nine out of ten students who correctl
listed the steps in frying our now famous
"over easy" egg could in fact do so in
practice, we might feel that this listing
approach is valid enough for our kt___Ipaseize

Certainly there would be less wear and
tear on the eggs. The evaluating party
most of course answer, for his own
purpose, the question, "is the evaluation
technique I have selected valid enough
to do the job intended with a reasonable
margin of error?"
A second condition with which one must
concern himself when making and using
evaluation instruments is referred to as
test reliability. Again to put the point
into question form, "will the student give
the same answer to the same questions If
we give him the test a second time?" or
e ev luation
in an abbreviated form, "i

gaggazalikur Let's take the

eas

over egg" example again. If we decide
that having the student cook list the
steps is a valid enough test, then we nex
need to check its reliability. That is,
will the evaluating instrument give us
tho same list, in the same order tomorrow
if we test the student a second time.
There are two rather apparent reasons
for an unreliable test. One is the
student's ignorance of the answer - that
is, his answer is an entirely uninformed
guess. The other lies in the way the
test or the question is worded. If, for
example, our egg-frying student were aske
to list three of the seven important step
in frying an easy over egg, it is quite
possible that on two different testing
,
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occasions he could and would answer the
questions "correctly" with two different
sets of answers. Thus it would be an
Unreliable test. We might note also'
that it would probably not be a very
vAl4d teet Agtheli, since 3 out of 7 or even
6 out of 7 steps would not fry the egg
properly. Nor would 7 out of 7 steps
do the job if they ware not in proper
order.
If we asked the student to list
all seven steps we would have a much more
reliable test. If we asked him to list
all 7 in proper order, we would increase
both reliability and validity*
Teachers have a similar problem with
evaluation instruments
that is, there
may be a problem in scoring the instrument, Our third question of condition thus
becomes, "It is time to harp back to our
two major subdivisions in evaluation judgement and measurement* If a teacher
must make a judgement about the correctness
of a student's answer or answers, woo can
expect considerable variation in student
scores. If, on the other hand, a teacher
Uses a definite, specific key or model
- against which to check the student's
answer, then we can expect a given answer
to be given a con3istent amount of credit.
If answer "A" is correct today, it should
be correct tomorrow as well - or if answer
"A" is correct for George it must be correct
for Ralph also* Unfortunately, it is not
untommon to find teachers using evaluation
instruments and techniques which give
George credit for answer "A", Ralph credit
for 13", and Edward (who is a rather
annoying character to work with no
credit for either "A" or "3".
The fourth and last condition in our
introduction to qualifying conditions can
be simply stated, 1.2.4112.12/11211110.11d117*
Is it
aga..§111011.,...t.y...A'ativisoun?"
practical and convenient to use? Or does
the technique dement too much time, is it
too hard to score, will it cost too much,
etc. These are administrative problems
in evaluation that too often force teachers
to use less valid and ef icient te hn cull
jaila4h 1X.19.11.4..ath w;Firm

I'll take one more "crack" at our oversimplified egg example. One last time
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"over easy". We can evaluate the student's
ability to perform the task in two ways

one, perform the task under direct obser
vation or give a verbal description of the
operation. .Which would be most valid?
We must agree that the performance approach
holds a better chance of "testing what we
intend to test." From oUr first example
we also concluded that the listing techni
que did the Job for us 9 out of 10 times.
So let's give the technique credit in this
way.

Which is most reliable? If we ask the
student to list 7 out of 7 steps in prder,
there seems little reason for one mAthOd
to be more or less reliable than the:other
That is, hg can be expected to maim the
same llst were he asked to do so a second
time. His performance should be essen
tially the same the second time
also, barring improvement due to practice.
We'll give both "good" reliability.

Even casual consideration of the two
techniques would suggest that the listing
approach would tend to allow more consis
tency in scoring, since we can make a
rather precise model list against which
to
jjj e the student's list. The
observat on necessarily holds many Judge
mental dis4ractions
the student's
dmterity, his working habits or just the
problem of exactly what does a *correct,
easy over egg look like. Let's color it
this way
(Consistency? Satisfactory?)
.(ConsiAtncy?
Very Good))
Lastly, which technique has the fewest
administrative problems. Obviously
we can have 200 students make their lists
in the same time that it takes one to do
it.
And they can do it without 200 ranges
200 fry pans and 17 dozen eggs. Nor do we
need 200 evaluators or one evaluator doing
200 evaluations. Mark them thus.
Which method would you use? If pressed
to the ropes, all of us would of course ta e
the verbal description
or paper and
poncil
approach. But one of tht impor
tant reasons behind good course organi.
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This summary of Unit 10 is planned for student use before viewing
the film presentation. It is suggested that this outline be
given to students at the close of Unit 9 as shown in the "Method
of Approach" for Unit 9. In addition to a preview, the outline
can also serve as review notes for this unit. The information outlined in blocks below is a duplicate of the visual materials shown
during the video presentation.
Unit 10 - Summery Review
I.

Review Terms and Concepts (regarding Unit 9)

1

valuation
Measurement
Judgment
Criteria
Information
Evaluator's Competence
.Functions
Techniques and Instruments

A.

What is evaluation?
1.
collection of information
2.
interpretation of information
3.
leading to description, diagnosis, or prediction

B.

Why do W9 evaluate?
Functions
Student Achievement
Instructor Effectiveness
Learning Difficulties
Teaching Device
Student Selection
Guide to Plannin Instruction

C.

What are the qualifying conditions?
Is it.valid?
Is it reliable?
Is it scored consistently?

Is it....adTaind?
Introduction of new topics
1.
observational evaluation'
2.
performance testing
3.
written tests - test blueprint
4.
evaluation program
II.

Observational Evaluation
A.

An organized approach to observation

B.

A running checks
1.
to detect learner error
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DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE MATERIALS
,

;

to
5.
5.
7.

_IndiCa".t*

remedia): .instruCtion'
-'-itudent Motivation

1.
2.
3.

interference -with :itudent -ictiVA-ty

.

comprehensive
and economical

-

course objectives aSbitilieriteria

oritiritie0ici'

job analysis chaibt

printed rating
an aid

a.
b.

breliity and; 'cOnvent-enCe

1 - 3 or 1 -- 5 sc,ale for* *ceiniiiitancy.

C.

d.

II I.

d

which is highly valid
=k

C.

needeincrease

Performance Tests

_

71:

*Controlled situation's'. within ciatiir of-Obtiiiiriiiionaj, evaluations
B. Concerned with speed, quality, and procedure
A.

C High validity
-

k

Application

D.

Direct

E.

Administratively dificü1

of InitrUcjtional- ends
2-

,'

'14

,

F.ritine steps in buildin
eiformance test
select-447ot: operat
2. prepare specification for the job

I.

3.

4.
5.
0.
7.

8.

usiT7'

list all ,the

s.cifiáointithat

select liOilite-to-b-i"ifeed-

.

the tea*f

construdt a check list of ap'points to_b measured
prepare idirectione for, stiiiients,
prepare ,diractiOni--'fOijaidtoinistratiOn

.

select oxconstzik.c.t'd.exiceS.':.foi*,.:Meatitringor testing

completed Job

Written Tests - Test Blueprint

A.

,
aght bi tiited

,

Written tests, as such demand-axtended.tria'taint =refer
to references.

B.

Test Blueprint - 'content - objectives

test aualysis".

N
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DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE MATERIALS
"....i...........,.

'Level of Learning
.

Test

The student will
0 understand:
>
wi

t ipductioo goil
w,
. 0

o Earphone Function
r
1.
2.
3.

aid in controlling test content
and test item distribution
and depth of learning measured
a.
recall
understanding
b.
application
c.
1

V.

Evaluation Program

.....Examilga.ExiaLm
Observational
Evaluation

Performance

End of logical
blocks
Unit tests
Comprehensive
final

Knowing

Doing

Being

Not s

WrItten

Recorded observation every
4-6 hours of
lab. Aptixitv
Spaced recording and incident anecdotes

For diagostic
need
Final evaluation

_

Unit tests
Comprehensive finall

A.

Aid to planning total evaluation program
right technique for the task
1.
spacinn and timing of evaluations
2.

B.

Aid in planning for different types of objectives
1.
knowing
doing
2.
being
3.

j

Evaluation serves as an important teaching device as well as being
important in more obvious ways. The more complete our evaluation
program and the more concern we demonstrate for the proper feed-back
of results to students, the better our overall teaching effort
will be.
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EVALUATING INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES

Course Title

Time Alloted
4

A.

Course objective number

B.

Behavior or kind of performance expected of a.student
who has achieved bbjective number
s

C.

Methods for evaluating the level and acceptibility of
the expected performances

1.

Does the method/s require judgement or measurement?

2.

How can the reliability and validity of-the evaluative
methods be justified?

3.

Would the scoring or rating of the evaluation results
be consistent?
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INTRODUCTION

UNIT 10

1

Unit 10, "Developing Evaluative Materials", is the second of
two introductory units on evaluation. As in the preceding
unit, the intent has been to establish a number of ..generalizations and provide.an overview of the subject.
,

This unit contains five:major divisionelj1), A reViei'of, Unit
9,,"Evaluating Instructional Outcomes", (2) observationil
evaluation, (3) performance testing, (4) written tests and the
test blueprint, and (5) the evaluation program. Seminar discussion could most profitably be directed it parts two and
three as these are areas to which vocational instructors will
have had the greatest exposure, hence possess the most adequate
discuesion.basec
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(2) Understand the charactoiistics of three basic evaluation
techniquesobservation, performance tests, and written,

tests.
(3) Understand the basic structure snd function of a test blue-.
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Anservational evaluations
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.41erformance testing
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Evaluation etbh44U44 te4111-objettivii
B. ComplOhensiveness
pyocpss_pi cbseprOjonal Evplyaikts-""
A. Criteria...

B. Biting it,it8
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D. Ad vit nti4W i

A.

41
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B.
C.,

D. Administrative smdiesss
aieve41"

A.
B.
C.
D.

Content selection
Directions
ScOring systems
Tryout and revision

A. Speed
B. Quelity
C. Procedure
A. Guido to selØCtlOfl
B. Check on sampling
C. Aid In weighing
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UNIT 10

LESSON MATERIALS

The following iesChing materials'to help you with the teaching
oUthigrunit are in,cluded in this resource appendix. ,You, will
want to duplicate the number of necessary copies to use as,you
lead the seminar-discussion.

A.

The thirty-minute film, "Developing Evaluative Materials",
may be obtained from the Directt,z, Vocational Section,State Departtent of Education, Centennial Building, St.
Paul, 55101.

B.

Script of film, 122n122Angais.thualuntitslat. (Appendix D)

C.

"Summary of Film Presentation

D.

Unit 10 Test (Appendix A)

E.

Uait 10 Test Answer Sheet (Keyed.

F.

Unit 10 Test Answer Sheet

G.

Sample Forms - Observation Rating Sheet (Appendix F,G)

H.

Sample Performance Test Planning Outline (Appendix H)

I.

"Levels of Understanding" (Appendix I)

J.

References (Appendix 3)

'4

(Appendix E)

Appendix 13)

Student Form (Appendix C)
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TUDENT ACTIVI
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Introduce unit with .wSummary_lf yila,Preeentationw

Study the summulf sheet
loirc,thi,kin4s,of4eme

-for dupliciittih'lethe

Anit.fppendix)
et?

dvisiestddents

kt;this
need,

04m;VieWingand that

vao

ìè

"'
tiOn-o;the :"Summazy" in -th

0-;k01!_009.904,10.tesp'
'1110t110:10:04-1,00.14isheed
2.

Arrange-for film.viewing
either tndividually or for

ViAlw tiWfor

*ApalyOngA4 4Wruc-I,

3,

Give Unit 2 Test.
(copies mad answer sheets
duplicated previguslY

9-6446Wit*
Advise students to mark
only the answer sheets so
that test forms can be
used again.
4.

,

Provide test answers'.

t alinntri,

numrY°
hi
'hfc :S41"s°

Instructor will
provide code numbers.
ber.

*The same
students.
also that
procedure
from this

group of
approach calm be used for one student or
While this approach is a suggested one, it is suggested
the teacher for whom this content it new follow the
precisely. Successive teaching of uhe unit can depart
procedure.
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IUNIT 10

'SUGGESTED METHOD OF APPROACH

I

continueis:=7:

-r,

RetUrn answer sppoOkAo

5. 'Initiate discuSsion from_
student test responses.
6.

,

ihitruCtOtt

Review idea of the observational rating and explain blank form (appendix i)

.

6.
-

sheet on sosie nonrpinipul.
1,1atiVelnon'techiiik41)

sbehairibr ix0444VoUstudents.
7c

After about 10 minutes of
itudint work time select
2 or 3 samples for discussion.

.Contribute'ovi4V01100 cos
mentsOnseitples:chOosen.

.

,

;7

S.

Review the nine steps in de-,!

iitamples,Of,"4obs"
and-roPerstion's" 34:their
technical aria.'

veloping a performance test emphasize definition of "job"
and "operation".
-4

9. :Eipand diecUsaiOn of student
identified jobs and Operations into wiys points could.

Specify wayi to evaluate
a given 1,1erformaLce.'

.

be7:ieisured;orijudgid.
_

10.

11.

Distribute blank performance
test exercise sheets (appendix
H) and explain. Assign a
practice task and discuss
suitability of some examplel
of jobs or operation identi4
fled by students.
Lead Idiscussion,of.pne or

tWO-student*tlinti',ifter
1045 MinuteiOf mirk time.

10.

Outline,' pirbrience test,
on a selected 'job,er operation.
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rt.

Directionss--Select the-one

beatalternative-froa

among the four
alternOivespresente&in each;item. Darken,thccircle, on the
sepkratCAnAwer sheitLC6ireipOndisio-to,the,,alterhative you have
selected.
1

1.

The, broadifunction.(40iCribe,.diegnosepredict). of
tioi-technigue"eisehtially depends u0ohi-'

gilissnevalua-

F

A. th4 kindv_of test items used in the instrument.
B. how the evaluation results;are used by the evaluator.

C. the point at which the test is.usedentrytintoschoSvs.:,,

during the program, or upo0 Colipleting-the4rOgraim--D..whetherthe.instrument is 0 written test, performance test,
-

2.

a1it1ón differs, most importintlyi
performance lest because performance testing!
ObserviiiiOnai

t4

tom'the

A. involves the use of a precise rating sheet.
B. Involves a conscious seleition of the most important points
4
to be evaluated.
C. demands a more realistic work situation.
D. lends itself to a better coverage of all kinds of student
behavior.
3.

Which condition would be the least difficult to build into observational evaluations?
A.
B.
C.
Do

4.

validity
reliability
scoring consistency
ease of administration

rt was suggested that a 1-3 or 1-5 scale be used on rating sheets.
Which of the following statements best justifies the point?

A. Scales with finer divisions make the rating sheets too large
for et x 11 paper.
B. More precise discriminations, such a 1-10, are not expected
to be necessary on the job.
C. The need to make finer discriminations tends toresult in
lose consistent rating.
D. Students understand the scale better than some more complex
system.
5.

In constructing a test blueprint, the initructor is concerned with:
A.
B.
C.
D.

kinds of test items to be used
levels of understanding to be evaluated
the reliability of the evaluative instruthent to be used
none of the above
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UNIT EXAMINATION

DEVELOPING El/EMU 'WM
EValuetiOn maY be .described as essentially a process used tot

A. motivate students to pay attention to the important details.
B. increase the teachers effectivenessAn obtainipg instructional-goals.
C. determine-what a teacher-needs to teach next in his_course*
D. identify errors in students' performance and understanding.
,

70

The practice of basingeyaluation -of student achievement on
Abservation-of students .y.twork, -Vs.understood_tobes.
,A. _good,:lwause _instructors know theirown objectives,and therefore inow what to observe
B . poor, because the time involved in observing and rating in,d1vidual:/,-studentsis impractical*,

:

-%

-

C. good, because it makes a very direct and,valid mea,sureme4t
of the student's ability to use and apply things taught.
D. poor, because the instructor can do no .morethan,smake,subjective appraisals of students' ability and understapOngs.
30

Which*reason would be most important for including the "tryout"
step in the list of steps for developing a performance test?
1

A.
B.
C.
D.

to make sure all equipment is working properly,to remove or correct ambiguous directions and requirements*
to make sure the job ,isWt too-difficult.
to produce a _model product against,which to compare the
student's work*
,

9.

The more important justifications for the statement thatv !The
performance test can give a valid and reliable evaluation of
student behavior assessable in no other way" is that the performance test:
A.,tests- the complete range of.student behavior
B.f.-remove! the,need,forthe student io.rea4.-well or-thave high.
general intelligence
C. allows the instructor to cheCk the student's work under
practical, tension-loaded conditions.
:
D. reflects the relationship between the physical_incOlientak
components of performance.
,

10.

Which condition is the most difficult to achieve in developing
a written.tee,t7,-

A.
B.
C.
D.
11.

validity.
reliability
scoring
ease in Administration

The purpose of the test blueprint is to:
A. aid in developing a comprehensive evaluation instrument
B. increase the reliability of the instrument
C. reduce the number of items needed in the instrument
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EXAMIN ?ION
DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE MATERIALS
-4e

12.

A 'major value to be derived from an

--3121mIsion =gal

is that its

insuits 'the V-alidity and reliability-of the'evalUition

teChnique-used.
B. provides a testing calendar which allows the instructor to
place-hit evalUations appropriately. "C. clarifiesthe variety ol'appropriate'evaluation'Atchhique4 and
the areas in which they may best be used.
D. gUarentees-the construction of;comprehensive -tests that cover
the rang of course content.
,

13.

Which of the,following appeared ae's column heading in the evalua.
-tieripregrim-chart?

performande tette
zottrie objectives

C. levels of understanding

D. honeAq:the-above
14&

A significant educational value in any evaluation process is derived from thesA. feedback of evaluation findings to the student
B. comparisons that tan be drawn between classes
'C. evidence it provides to administration about the quality of
instruction
D. motivational impact it has on the slow student.

Grouped Multiole-Zhoice
Directionss Which of the'three evaluative techniques at the top of
the page may belt warrant the ad-vantages given below? If an advantage
reasonably fits all three techniques, use choic 'D'.

A.
B.
C.
D.

Observational Evaluation
Prforkance test.
Written test
All of the above techniques
,

15.

Provides an incentive for quality student performance.

16.

Combines direct identification of errors with immediate tori-rective instructions.

17.

Typically .assumed to include consistent, objective scoring
techniques.
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par EXAMINATION
DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE MATERIALS

183

Involves no artificial disruption of student work time.

19.

Places major emphasis on speed, quality, and correctness of
procedures in student performance.

200

Allows for great economy in time, materials, and equipment.
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;Code No.

S ore

Da

DiasdadonI.et
ANSWERS

.DISCUSSI0111. POrNTS

EXAMINATION ANSWERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

ABCD
1.

44

OOO
10

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

60

0 0 0 0

2.

0 0 0 0

8.

0 0 0 0

9.

0 0 0 0

10.

0 0 0 0

11.

0 0 0 0

12.

0 0 0 0

13.

0 0 0 0

14.

.0 0 0 0

15.

0 0 0 0

16.

0 0 0 0

17.

0 0 0 0

18.

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0 0 0

200

0 0 0 0

-,

When did you
see the telecast?

MON

WED
NONE

AT HOME
SCHOOL; BEFORE CLASS

0 0 0 0

56

7.

OTHEL'I TO FINTSH

0 00 0

2..O
3.

BEFOnE YOU TAKE THE TEST OR
WHILV YOU ARE WAITING ma

3.

(

(
(
(

)

(

)

What was the
GOOD (
quality of the
FAIR (
TV leception?
DIFFICULT (

5.

)

)

Have you ever studied the
content of this unit before?

YES (
NO (
4.

)

Did you take
notes?

YES (
NO (

)
)

)
)

Any remarks that would help
the author mike the pressnis
tation btter foz vou?.

""11111111111111111ppww
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UNIT
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ANSWER KEY - UNIT EXAMINATION
DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE MATERIALS

Name
Date
Discussion Leader

INSTRUCTOR NOTES

1ANSWERS

EXAMINATION ANS1ERS
(Darken the appropriate circle)

ABCD
1.

0 0 0 0

2.

0 CO 0

3,

0 0 0

4.

0 0 0 0

5.

0 0 0 0

6.

0 0 0 0

7.

0000

8.

0 0 0 0

9.

0 0 0 0

10.

0 0 0 0

11.

1000

124

1:10 00

13.

0.0.0 0

14.

0 0 0

15.

0 0 0,0

164

0 0 0 0

17.

0 0 0 0

180

0 0 0 0

19.

0 0 0 0

20.

0 0 0 0
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'the Medal: performance that we have ctiosen.
ThrOugh- further' =interpretatiOns of Vie inwe alight also identify so*. of
-foriation
,
the arise in, which the student is pe*form,intrpoorlyian4'hope to diagnote the Cause

So that we
iipirifl.

-may :admini

-And

0- 0. 0 0
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0
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ster an educatilnal

'finally,

ste evaluate sio that

maY Predict, with, reasonable conftdence,
whyttior ,Or not,: or, how well the student
subeequent situations).
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valuation

Un.er evaIua,tion:are-tvio- methods which aro far time
rboing mutually exclusiire as Sire ust. ttiem.
-.It:should -be:apparent that vry- often our
-to measure, is .based first upon
:ibest
nt of_ what and ,how to measure lend
ud
finsflyw.appiy judgement to the reeults
hOW iriportant ai's the
,:Of oUr:mea-surement
obtained from Our mealureisent.

'elfort

The important diatinction betieen me4suresent :and- ,ittilement to be 'understood was
that:meacitament tends to give us a More

-stable-anci- apecific treatment of inforriam

tion.
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1ft:ether' We'measure or r;ursue a purely
' judgmental evaluationt.wi must begin with

the identification of criteria. We might
say that this I'S identical to the developraent of objectives in course and leston
planning. Criteria isolate and clarify
the intentlof .evaluation. They tell us
precisely what we are'afier. They indi.cate the nature and extent'of the hilks....maAloa, we-must-have.. This information may
be acquired by simply watching the subject,
by administering a paper and pencil test,
by taking the readings from some instrument or whatever.

The more competent the evaluator is as
evaluator and as a practitioner in the
subject field, the more realistie and
ompl,te will be the criteria and deriVed
information: I think it only fair to warn
you of possible "hard time*" coming by
assuring you that competence in your
specialty by no means quarOtees that you
will be a particularly competent evaluator:
.

Our next consideration was.that ofsfunction, what are the purposes for evaluition.i,§tudent
eChievement was the overriiiing function, and
I'm sure the function frowwhich others will
stem,in-most-of-your programs. From evaluar
tion of student achievement we may further
make infereticei'abOUtAaptructor eftectikAm
ness, attempt,to diagnose lgarninq.ditau-:
ticultiessl.n-some etudents, and certainly,.
capitablize on'the Very large instruction0
potential-whichlies in.eviluation a* 4
teaching device.

'7

.`"!_

FU4C-r
'5'ruoito it'cro ',eve "lelft
ItsTRuur It
reAcs

Freers ve Ntia
DWFICut,,r les;
-et v to.*

57 vOsut. seut.trON,
tosiPlevc.r.00-

,

Evaluation instruments constructed for specifically diagnostic and prognostic purposes
help us select*students who can be 'repeated to profit from instruction and
further help us develop programs of instruction geared to the students before us.
:
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The -liste-Point reads te'ckniaues and
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point for this evening:1 But ,kefSitAli.
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attached to any evaluatl.on
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fourth, "Is it adminitt:rativelef:eoupg1,72::',
Can we use the instrument _or tiChniqui"' '
without-:creating time,
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Material or
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money problems?
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WI will Vend that whate4er
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written.- tiosp(, ; and an
tiori orocitam._ I, Apra Sioleciteiirthe
topics and''plaiVif them' in
,,,,,,:_bevause,Most,:of,you,will find leouriaNiói'--building an evaluation program generally
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in that order.

Typically, the inclirlition

in manipulative fielt2,4 to:laces eit*ii?'
sive emphasis on directtobservation:'ot,',::'f.'':

the student's behavior patter,n06.,
general , and his producp.onliitiiiii'
specifically. This is as it should
be, however, it is mUchl,too easy to
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unrecorded. The term, Obs4rvational
Avaluation) suggests a more conscioUS
If orgahized,'
and organized approach.
effectively, the observational evalifttion process not only provides a running check of student achievement)
but also provides an overall context',esults- of other, tiore:within whi.
precise eve,..4.dtive techniques,.can be
viewed.

The fact that organized obiervation
does constitute a running Check
student performance is a major advantSge,
of this evaluation process;- It
the instructor in a position to deteCt,
performance errors at all levels of 'Stu-,
dent activity and to take appropriate
remedial action without waitin9 4for-the:
error to show in a finished product. :
If this sounds simply likei"good tet,C1,1

ing", you're quite correcti- evaliation'
and good teaching are inseparable in&
generally one and the same. The,Rertt
of the teacher's clascroomievaitilitiOn
program should always serve as teachJng-devicesv--The,instructor who

pursues,an organizedndpurposeful
obserVitlon- pattern 400n'finds that
tehas,added::-ian essen4a1 vehicle for,
inlltruction and a,spurce'of student:'
' lncentive'to-hie CObrai.

;

%

Another benefit of the.observational'''
*hat the
4ValUitiOetechniqiie

.,fnsructor can carry,theprocess
'-withOUt,disturbing'siudentwork time
in-general4-As,we-take'upthe topics'
,of performance,testing_anCwritten
tAests, this benefit 11114,become
especially apparenf'.'"

The,"44idity Of Suchan approach to
:4ValuStion-is obvioucAnithst the"'
instr4Ctorwould neceisarili drai'
upon the,ongoing course, *ctivittis
hit'ei4luatiVo;10idents; 'Thsrewoul&to,no4iddiiimani OoNo 44144it
Asin,the,forl) of,costru,ctedltests.
sumingthat-the cobise.-content itself'
is realistic and validly selected,
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there seems-littleAdistion that Aheobservational evaluation process can
ao wrong. There are, however, a ALM.
ber of problems concerning reliability I will take this up in a few moments.,
Observational evaluation fOrther iliows
a comprehensive coverage of student
performance. As the studetit progreiiii
through the course, the instructor; Jv
has frequent opportunitiesAo obier4e
the full rang, of behavior'- the student's safety practices, his interpersonal relationships, how he handles
materials and tools, even how thy
student cares for his or her firiger...,,

nails if that happens to be a factoP,_
in job success, as it may well

Finally, observational evaivatiooffeiO
an apparent economy in equipment,' 1!
materials and student's time. One:
needs no special setups, time bloCks.
etc. Nor does the student-face Oe
psychological problem of ti3titisi.-

valuation becoMes a part Of thertgOpig.
instructional program.

Now that we have an idea 0 the what5
and why, let me spend a few minutes on
As in any evaluation
the "how".
process, the logical place to begin.
is with the course objectives - what
are the significant acts or behavior
patterns we wish the student to develop?

Mtn:: %ski .Be
,Dsairm. tot ars eftt-0,4k,
3. Construct A.

1ri4

4416. rad

4. Coostrus.to Aio

Before you is an excerpt from a communication unit outline showing objectives concerned with "doing"s thus
presenting themselves to the
observational process. As stated here
the objectives are rather broad, and
might best be broken down into more
specific statements for purposes of
guiding observation. For example, the
instructor might ask himsegf, "At what
points in the construction of a olio
tube radio would it be most profftabl
to check the students' progress, observe

as.

.COAiitp.A;;.

16 CCDPmAtt. Pb Coket kg
rta revow_mi 16:iellfste
.
04' over* i'isto

Z. Chva :ootr

MAO
,CItrefo,lirbdtit 044.04M.tootow 'Sorrii to Atmiralf
1:
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his manipulative skill, or possibly infer,
his depth of understanding of principles
involved?" Other source for this infor
nation would be a job analysis chart -.one
could identify the most appropri_ate steps.
within each job as focal points for his
observations.

4

This section of objectives from:the same
unit require another kind 71,obserliational
intent. Here the behavior requires that
the observer."take it when it happens,"
The important assistance gained from
noting the objectives lies in the fact
that the instructor is remi:Aed that the
particular kind of behavior needs:to be
among his observation focal points.

Aftr identification of activities,and
behavior to be observed, the instructor,
may formalize them in several ways,r:a
common and convenient method is the,
printed rating sheet listing the points
to be observed-and space for.entry pl'a
rating and/or brief comment.
The cosmetology instructor in this photo.
is making an observational evaluation of
me of 't05010Totkfiy,
a student working a hair styling, unit.
AN
She will record the results on thisbrief
form, using it numerical rating for brevity
TeActieR.
and convenience. Note space.for remarks..
X cautionary point may be well taken_con,
cerning Tating systems. When we'exercise
largely a judgmental function, as,le_do
in making observational evaluatiOn,.4r3 Or
1-5 rating scales have been found te give
1/4411.1emenimar.m.
more consistent results than scales which
demand finer discriminations. I think,
HAIR svtifur
most of us find it more difficult than
31
useful to attempt to differentiate between
Phtp. hair ttvk fosiA04
Possible-ratings of-6 and,_S On a ten point
INAr 4 ?pot, firs
scale rather than between 2 and 4 on a
6 poinficale'..--Some adaptations of the
Bra kb, 4
tuperiort_above-iaverage0 average, below,
De*
M fbIA
average, fail liváls siem post functional
Or observational evaluations. Brief- comPP. to Plist^
dents on exceptional performance or behavior
should also become a habit with the @Valuator.

st

lit) DOT

t
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The rating sheet is only as useful as the
If it is
instructor makes it, of course.
used as part of an organized program of
evaluation, kept current and consistent
with the course activities, and exploited
as a guide or reminded of important aspects best evaluated through observation
of normal student performance, it becomes
a significant aid to instruction rather
than a clerical impediment.
Discussion of observation techniques
reminds me of a conversation,with a Japanese gentleman with whom I Worked while
in service.
I asked whether'or not the
state of undress in Japanese co-education
public baths proved to be overly distracting for the young men. His reply was that
a gentleman often looks,but never_ sees the
nudity of his fellow bathers. Sinc our
view, as teachers, is somewhat different,
it meems imperative that we do at.least
as much !eeina:as looking - which is the .
sense_ behind aids and organization in
observational evaluation.
Our second major subject this evening is
perforiance-tests.-'We might:look upon
performance..tests as very precise., organt.zed, and highly controlled situations
within the general class of observational
evaluations. Both have many.comMon Charicteristics. We resort to the same indicatOrs of content '.6.primarily doing objettives and job analysis. We make siAilar
meaiurements and judgements. The primary

difference-lies in-the instructor's control
and irnmediate SuPerVisiOn of the itudent!s
field of activity'and i tlm emphasis
pitCed upon-SPEED,..QUALITY, AND PROpEDURE.
-

,

-

To siefi4.by,Texamplei this younj lady is'
involVed:An-i'perlormance,test which will

resultjtm,store,based_on how rapidly
she.transfered,the'data, to punched cards,
the degree of-acCuracy maintainedi-and the'
correctness of ter operating procedure.'
AlA three conditions can.be.acCuratoly

measured in this xample and'the itudents
performance then compared to'on-the-job
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Xpettattons.- H4T-level'of;training.--becomes a qualifying factorof .vourse.
Note that there is no considerationliven,
to behavior outside of the three specified under test.
Irrespective of the job or areagf-work,
Welding a4fillet,Aaktiig't patient's
blood,primsupt, or,changing,ignition
Pointis =the eitaiiia'iltir ekpects the,per-

formiaccz:Ust-A04vrOu'ce i,esultswhiW
ieflect t'he ,speedj agalitiiiland correct-

liAkiifiprOeedUres deon'strited by the
tudent,
,

performance tests have some particular
tdvantages---they-can-be'detigned to give
valid and reliable evaluations of student,
behavior assisable in no other way with
equal validity. When evaluOing any manipulative operation one must'recognize that
the task is accomplished througha:.combination of mental and physical activity. To
de-emphasize or restrict either tends to
reduce both validity and reliability-ofthe test results. As we noted
you can't really fry an "over easy.egg"
with just'words.

ze

,

A second advantage lies in Ole diagnostic
potential in performance tests. ,The.close
observation of a defined taOk in proctss
allows the instructor to identify often
very subtle errors in student performance.
It may thus serve as a check on Oisnown
teaChing procedurcas well.'
Finally, the performance te4,t hastbeasst:t
of-being-a-direct-application
of iqstiuc,
tiopal ends.
4

Tht obyi.ous,negativefeatures include
Performance
OminittritiVe'Oraileis
te,st,s,Ve,.timeancLoakterAalconsumepl.
freseUre, On the stUdentj)tpctuced by parAibsekliatinnend time
estript,ions Oftep lesSen student effi
ciency.

;
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A very brief explanation of the nine steps
involved in building performance tests
must be sufficient for our purposes tonight.
1. Select the job, or; operation/s to be
used.

This involves a detailed identification of all the steps involved in the
_test job.
2. Prepare specifications for the job.
This may consist of drawings and/or
verbal specifications.

VIDEO

(

4'N

1. Select the job

z. PrertrA spe.egmattiou

List srac:44, points 4. Stica pe;rti lo used.

7.

Core. a ckect. %1St .

\*r
6.

=11111.

3. List all the specific points that
might be tested.
4. Select points to be used In the test.

We generally find it necessary or
appropriate to only sample the possible list of steps which could be
measured. Selection should ordinarily begin with the most significant
steps in the job.
5. Construct a check list of all points
to be measured.

The check list is similar to the
rating form mentioned earlier though
it is far more specific. Proper construction of the list along with wellthought-out rating scales and systems
of measurement, will add greatly to
scoring consistency.

60

Prepars a wectl:ss.s

6. Prepare directions for students.

7. Pitess4. d.wccti:ou-atki4p.

7. Prepare directions for test administrators.

1. Peuic.s.

8. Select or construct devices for
measuring or testing the completed
job.

Iejpii

114. compkiuk

.rry Dui test

ol

revise..
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Often one finds that inetruitormade
devices will greatly speed the4cariag
process.
C.J
.

9. Try Out the test and reVise.

Most teachers have found the first Ai74
around with a new test to be a very
'disappointing -experience. Just te-,
parents too. frequently fail to ,see
--short comings in their own 0114041'
so also-do we find 'test makers 'twinging
--a sows ar and calling it 'a
Time te l s .,me we must turn -to oir, third:
Aopi'cif.,Written tests.
of -US.---fii*.e.;
r.taken, enough
of them to be famitai'-'viith,

Breadth of appli-CetikriV'-''-'
-objeOtivity, and administratiie OOicven-y,
lence aro .acknowledged assets'Of
recognition kinds of written teste.',
the method.

it woUld be simple, enough Ao sPia-d-sa, half
hour On -.the :characteristice of eith'
_of item--certainly one could* writrelf-boOk'-'-'
On _it and seVeral _authors -have.
at leave to...your initiative, for-7the'tlifie

being, the task of learning to Seach end

sink: the

'lily "ambiguous stem: and :cage

the uncontr011ed "cues' and all the rest
of_the menagerie of semantic antriiiiitia.,
-creatures. that- raise havoc with 'ObjeatiVe
test itesis-.

I'll-speak rathr of a sysstem of Clintr011ing
-tbe,Content-and distribution of items withTtiiiK:"711.11-tiii*:71qontient-obJectives
teif*S`Aisitiii-des'iribes'' the :PieceSs and'

Telt

tiW:dollar
use

-

-7-

.

Tbijtechntgó,t is -:exCeedingly Usefur
t

in

.gUldiiii3ttie'!**iiiii4j1O-ifin 14 a test 'Vitt

isasurf*,,WhilC104-,ManVit! tO measure-4n'
I 141; iv.5*iii1t-"'pty***sured-.1 That'",is; it
helps:its-A Itt

the
4"

id Coipre=

henaiviiness.-z,Thi.'coluon labeled ."14411

'Of"lettminratasured"indi:cates the depth

of learning tapped by test items: That
is, must the student siaplY recognise a

v..
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memorized term or figure, or does the
item force the student to develop significant relationships from what he has
learned.
The rows channel us to unit content.
Note that I have excerpted a group of
"knowing" objectives which read, "the
Thus,
."
student will understand.
we have a grid system whiCh leads us to
develop a test which has a distribution
of items among the several unit objectives and written to tap different levels
of student learning. The instructor's
competence as a specialist in the Subject
and as a teacher properly, gives .him the
parerogativeto decide on the proportion of
test items to be included in each row, and
column and within each cell. Here 'I have
indicated heavy emphasis (50) at the
applicative level and equal distribution
among the objectives (20% each). For a
100 item test, this set of percentage
distribution would require deveiopment
of 4 factual recall questions on the.
objective, "talking current", 6 understanding level items and 10 application
items.
Assuming development of good test items,
the use of a test blueprint becomes an
effective aid, if not quite a guarantee,
in building a valid instrument that will
measure the desired range of student
learning.
I promised you comments-on the Evaluation
.Program. I'll take the last few moments
to outline the nature of such an aid to
instruction., kite 'along the top of the
:charVbefore you, the types of evaluation
techniques to which we have spoken-observational evaluation, performance
testing, and written tests. On the righf,
I have labeled the rows with the kind of
objectives taught for; i.e., Knowing,
Doing, and Being.
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'Within-eachcall'O'ihe-chartlare indi-

,

-

cited tfie,*aYs'iii-WhiCh *e.might use
each-4411ditioh'4tibhhiOe'tO. get at-

achievement of each kind of objective.
For example, under the heading "Written
Test" and opposite the objective type,
"Knowing", I have indicated that-a
written test could well be used at the
end of each logical block of mateiial.'
That is, we might wish to use unit
testsp.final tests, orshort quizes at

We

,or

`4.

u

cpnclui49n.oCin--0'*iUC000 oh" soie
'71

Under "Obseryational Evaluation" and
opposite "Heine; ise-fin'ethe'-'notationi'l
"Spaced observation with incidental.recording as appropriate."
The arrows in the top and bottom center--:
cells indicate that though peilOrMakti'--testing is firstly concerned witk;f"Doing"
objectives, they 5150 refiett'-toya,largedegree, the attainment of "Knowing"apd
"Being" objectives.
'

The conscious development of the relationships and placement of evaluation-tech.!,
niques and objectives serves to encourage
a more thorough and effective approach to
evaluation.

This leads to a final comment which should
become a constant reminder to any teachers
Evaluation serves as an important teaching
device as well as being important in more
obvious ways. The more complete our
evaluation program and the more concern
we demonstrate for the proper feed-back
of results to students9 the better our
overall teaching'effort Will be:

"

,

:

.
,
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Appendix E

LM PREMIAII0
MM R 0
41ANAGING,-TEACHINGLEARNING FACILITIES
This summary of Unit 11 is planned for student use before viewing ,the,,,
can-also
film-presentation4 In addition-to a preview, the outline
by thekstUdent
serve as review notes and as a foundation for elaboration
befoti'is i dup
during discussion. The information oUtlined in_blocks
licate of the visual materials shown during the video-prisentation:,
Unit 11
I.

Summary and Review

Facilities Management Considerations
A.

Purposes of the physical,plent

1

1.
2.
3.

B.

1,FG
facilitate Instruction
skills-ind
knOwled0e.
aid to developing
04
0How well doei the fidilitY serv
K,
the first queiiion
teaching function?"
7

Factors involved in plant Oanning and.develOOMent*
1.

.

U.

teacheradministrator cooperation
initiative
a.
communication
b
budget
layout
equipment
lighting
ventilation
storage
housekeeping
mainten
need tos
maintain
a.
replace
b.
update
c.
expand
d.

Expansion of Selected I
A.

Budget
1.
2.

B.

plan ahead
keep administrition inforined of intent.ind

Layout
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

equipment placement
work space
traffic lanes
power
storage
scaled grid layout aid
efficiency a first cause

desire

/ntrodUctiOn
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Standards in your field
1

i_.

11

.

.,,I recommended 4quare footage
1ight levels

3traffic lanes
4.ro^:safety features

B.

E.

Equipment
14

use advisory groups
advisory council
a.
b.
commercial commuhity

2.

keep abreast of changing conditions in your field

Lighting
1:i

1.
4

impact of light and color
a.
general morale
k
c.
absentiesm
use of artificial light
a.
greater control
avoid contrasts
b.
c.
match light levels and needs
use lighting consultants
atif

2.

3.

III.

Some General Reminders
A.

The maintenance problem in teaching

B.

'Develop "housekeeping" routines

C.

Impact of ventilation and temperature on the learner
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LEVELS OF UNDERSTANDING1
DEVELOPING EVALUATIVE MATERIAL

I

The lowest level of understanding is found in arbitrary or "nonsense"
associations. An arbitrary association is one which has no reason or
explanation, Why shall this stuff be called "iodine?" Why was this
man's name "Christopher Columbus?" Why does "five" come after "four?"
One cannot answer. These items need to be learned, and they can only
be learned in a rote fashion. Too often, however, the school also
treats associations which have.genuine meaning ai if they were-only
arbitrary sound patterns. Facts -and dates of histOry'or-protedures
and "facts" in arithmetic, are capable of explanations, and if the
student learns them, he masters the material more, thoroughly. _The
only way me tap test whether a-pupil knows an,.arbitriry assoClation*.
is to'ask-him to repeat it verbally. This'sort of l'parititing" :is
an adequate test. If the association has some deeper meaningc'however, we should test him in ways which require more understanding.
The Second level, represe'nting at least sliperficial Understandiiigo.ii
shown when the, learner gives examples of the principle, o.r actUally
tolVes-a 'problem where it is relevant, or restates the prin.ciple in
his own words. Behavior like this shows_ that the princip1e, iS'connected in his mind with real objects and events. A correct response on
tests of this natUre doeS not by itself indicate complete Understanding.
The pupil may only parrot the examples given him by the teacher, or he
may have been taught to solve the particular problems he is tested on.
Success on these tests does indicate that his principle is useful to
him but does not show that he understands it fully.

The deepest tests of understanding are: (a) Does the pupil use the
principle in solving unfamiliar problems to which it applies? and
(b) Can he explain why the principle is true by relating it to other
Both of these tests can be met more adequately as eduprinci.ples?
cation progresses. Probably we could never say that anyone understan4s
any aspect of science, history, or human behavior so thoroughly that
If he has limited understanding he can use his
he could not improve.
new idea for Just a few situations. His first explanations may be very
simple, but he can gradually bring the principle into relation with
more and more other concepts.

1Excerpt from Chapter 10, "Learning of Concepts and Principles," in
Cronback, Lee.J. gallIAILaall.211.0.2112x, New York: Earcourt, Bruce
& Co. 1954, pp. 296, 297.
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rUNIT 3.1

r------

INTRODUCTION

Unit 11, Managing Teaching-Learning Facilities", is, by
necessity, a very general entry into the area of plant
management. The most important outcome of class discussion
will be the development of an instructor awareness of the
potential impact of facilities on instruction. The discussion leader should attempt to take specific examples,
of concepta presented,-from the class members rather than
over-generalize arbitrarily selected points.
Reference to administrative policies in the field may well
be drawn from the discussion leader's background to give
perspective to the role beginning vocational teachersmay be
expected to play concerning management.
It should be emphasized that many of the activities and
responsibilities mentioned in this unit occur only rarely
or intermittantly, while others need to become a continuous
effort in the instructor's day to day program.

1

-
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-

-Participants in-the Tirogram ATE.- expected-to s

(1) Understand the nature and breadth Of the technical teacher's
management responsibilities.
(29fUtderStaild -Several: generalizatiOnitoncerning, layout, of fatilities;
the' scaled ilayoutmethad, 'apace utilization4 trAlf ic:fpetterns,
ancilstovic space:

(3) Recognize the desirability of coopeliativoi Apt:tort ,.:betarifert tfia ching
staff and administration in development and up-grading of physical
facilities.
(4) Recognize the physical plants potential for impact
learning prbveiseeT
!

The- 4spiitifit'?tbjectives, tor) att ainmentil.m thIs .bnit
STUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND: co nitive rinci les
1. purposes of Facilities Management,
A. Facilitates Initritetioft
B. Increase Teacher Effectiveness
2. Teacher's Role in Management
A* Initiator
B. Cooperator
C. Communicator
3. Good Mena ement
A.

.a nta ns

B. Replaces
C. Updates
D. Etxpandso-i

4. Nana ement Areas
A. Budget
B. Layout
C. Equipment
D. Lighting
E. Venti'
ion
,

F. Sto'

G. Ho

.4eping

H. Ma.....stanence

5. Aid to Lavout
A. Scaled Grid
B. Scaled Equipment Simulations
6. Impact of Physical Plant on Learner
A. Safety
B. Morale
C. Instructional Convenience

'-

theories

.2,

fr '1

:1t4

;";
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LESSON MATERIALS

r.

,

te-a2ching materials- to-- help: you- with .the-Aeachinig2;
Itte 'unit axe) *included. in this: ze Source appendix.' You, will

1111%-:'

want to duplicate the number of necessary copies to:- life aa-:;yout.,;
cutsi o

41-wad% :the 4 emtmaira4
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,Material,
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A. The thirty-minute film* "Managing Teaching-Learning -:,..-r.....zz=4-2
-.,.

.

'

P .1 j`.%

'ir.
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.4, -.:: .''.

..',:n 4-4- 'f
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4::
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Facilities", may be obtained from the Director, Vocational
Section, State- .Department &of; Education*, Centennial': Hu"
ing, St. Paul, Minn.
55101.
,,.....,..,,.......,ea r"...."'
Script of Film, Mana in Teachin earn n ac
i es
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G.

Grid Sample

H.

"Some Factors that Determine the Location of Equlpme:nt
in the Laboratory"
vs.

I.

f;

E.

References
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1.

Introduce unit with "Summary, of Film Presentation"

1.

hatid40.4heit' (Saiple

Study the summary sheet
for the kinds of itms
summarized.

foidiltolicationli the
unit vaptieridix)

Advise s,tudents that this
AiimMeir eliwinatet thi-need

tO

notesfauringthe
filtlatwin4
can alsO be uiectlitei :as

review mateeal. Elaboration of the "Summary" in
the form of additional notes
might best be accomplished
during discussion.
2.

3.

4.

Arrange for film viewing
either individually or for
a group.

VieW film -for ,Unit -11,

"Managing Teiching-Learnin
Facilities".

Give Unit 11 Test.
(copies and answer sheets
duplicated previously
from eample.in the unit
appendix)

Complete.teit insWer
Illiget(nd time limit)

Provide test answers.

Correct answer74fieet.

,

Mark test'icore On-progress chart by code number.
Instructor will
provide code numbers.
5.

Initiate discussion from
student test responses.

1
I

5.

Return answer sheets.to
instructor.

*The same'approach can be used for one student or a group of
students. While this approach is a suggested one, it is-suggested
also that the teacher for whom this content is new follow the
procedure precisely. Successive teaching of the unit can depart
from this procedure.

',4

'-4
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.

Continued=--

6.

7.

0J0'4
Roviei some common prtiblems
in commercial shops or work
areas. Discuss samples
identified by students.
Discuss "housekeeping"
activities expected of stu
dents in.a training facility.

,

6.

List, a number of.tommoh

problems inworking-aofi'

ditions in ilicesot
employment.

,

7. ,List soime:of,:,the "1:16usi
,keteping",aciivitiii:ixpected
of 4,mployees On=thejob in
e

8.

Alternatives to be used in lieu
of or in addition to number 7

s,

above:
,

A.
a

Discuss maintanenee
actlyities.expected,of.employees.

'
0

-

,

130

Have students sketch a
sample layout.of a,training
thejr, area for
'a tlass"of fifteen students:
Ilse copies of the grid included

in the appendices.
C.

04r:to, Appendix G for other
.topics which ,may be discussed.

,`

'

t

0.;.

;

.

0.

tw
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UNIT RESOURgE APPENDIX
MANAGING TEACHING-LEARNING FACILITIES

RESOURCE MA ERIAL
A.

Unit Teit

B.

unit Test Answer Sheet

C.

unit Test Answer Key

D.

Film Script

B.

Hand-Out Film Summary

Grid Sample'for Student Excercise
"Some Factors That Determine the Location of Equipment in'the
Laboratory"
H.

TeaCher References

end4x
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-714ANAGINGTEACHINGI.LEARNING-FACILITIEgmli
actions: Select the one best alternative from among the,fogz,li
ernatiVlid'ftifsenttd-iffmetth-item-:--Dakon-the-circle-onAhe teparaie

war sheet corresponding to the alternttive you have selected.
Which of the following ii most
true of the teacher-administrator
cooperative relationship?
A. A good teacher knows when to
infgrm the administration
of a change and when not to.
B. Some changes the adfainistrator
needs to know about and others
he does not.
.7. In the event-of any change, an
admi
t ,at421.0i944 if Rol% 114,k..;,T
is happening.
).
None of the above.

The initial responsibility for
the development and updating of a
given instruCtionaI facility lies
with the:
h. teacher
B. administrator
O. advisory council
D.
all of the above
rhe beginning point for sound and
progressive facilities management
lies in the:
A. instructor's awareness of the
conditions needed for a good
teaching-learning environment.
availability of a large and well
lighted physical plant.
C. cooperative attitude of administrators and the flexibility of
administrative policy.
availability of funds with which
to purchase equipment and remodel
instructional areas.
Pi number of points were stated as
concerns of federal legislations on
public education. 'The points were
also called "imperatives",for the
vocational educator, and are listed
in which af the following responses?
A. Budget, maintenance, and repiacemanta

B. Budget, replacement, and updating.
C. Maintenance, replacement, expansion.

D. Replacement, updating, and expan.
sion.

15.

WhicktprActicAmes identified
as typica of budget policy
among oqryocational .schoolls?
A. Instrireters'eie'normalii

allocated an imio/atum
with which to'opeiite theii

provirkg2

g-tiq

B. A bitie-Operiti4 iiind"Is sot
,=!,encl,,additiosnaliexpenseAaust

be mit'iiy'inclOme.from servide
.---a- 2
-workI

officer controle'-the
and dispOrAIRAI,A0PrOILVte
basis Of demOnstrited"need.
D. No. typical pattern exists; bud
get practices vary according
to the policies at individual
institutions.

The generalization was made to
the effect that instructional
facilities are:
A. the responsibility of the
local administrator.
B. prone to obsolescence; the
instructor must therefore
constantly press for addition*
funds.

C. representative of conditions
in the occupation and -should
faithfully reproduce its
conditions.
D. first and foremost, aids to
the development of the appropriate discipline.
Included among the sub-topics un
der the heading of "Layout" walk/
were:
A. power outlets.
B. dead storage.
C. reference materials space.
D. all of the above.
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UNIT EXAMIAT ON"---amew
'

1

MANAGING TEACHING-LEARNING FACILITIES

Which system best describes the
scaled grid system suggested for
laying out a facility?
A. It is a convenient variation
of a scaled model technique.
B. It is a convenient system for
checking alternate locations
of equipment and/or furniture.
C. It is a convenient method fo-

13. Where new facilities are being
planned it was suggested
that lighting and decoration
problems be given due consideration by:
A. assuming complete dependence on artificial lighting.

assigning work space and tfic lanes in mechanical trat.,
ships.
D. Statements A., B C are equally
correct.
1, The most unique solution to the
storage problem, shown in the TV
presentation, was/were the:

A. panels which were pulled up to
the ceiling.
B. materials storage and cut off
equipment grouping at point
of ontry.
C. satellite accessory panels
which folded into wall sections.
D. all of the above.
10. The primary consideration in
selecting 4. tool and accessory
equipment storage system for a
given facility is/are the:
A. system used by establishments
which employ graduates of your
program.
B. traffic patterns identified as
normal during instruction.
C. instructional utility inherent
in the storage systems under
consideration.
D. cost and space required by the
storage systems under consideration.
11. Which of the following subordinate
topics was not included under the
heading, "lighting"?
A. Power outlets
B. Wall color
C. Minimum light level
D. Contrasts in light level
12. Poor lighting in a work area can
have negative effects on students'
A. Overall wor% habits
B. Safe working practices
C. Quality in performance
D. All of the above

CON

14.

35.

16.

17.

B. researching the .availabie
literature on lighting
and painting.
C. developing a shop layout
plan.
D. acquire the services of a
lighting and interior decoration consultant.
The minimum light level, in
foot candles, specified for
general work areas was:
A. 35
B. 45
C. 55
D. 65
Consultation on equipment purchase might well be carried
on with:
A. advisory council.
B. employing agencies.
C. state supervisory personnel.
D. all of the above.
A major reason given foi developing a sound "housekeeping°
program is that it would:
A. redt-s- the excessive work
load of the custodian.
B. reduce the environmental
hanirds'anel improve shop
safnty.
C. improve student character
and general work habits.
D. de_lnstrate good teacheradministrator relations.
Maintenance of equipment
should be handled by:
A. contracting with some outside agency.
B. assigning it to students as
a learning activity.
C. the instructor who assumes
it as part of his teaching
load.
D. none of the above are sufficient.

;
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UNIT EXAMINATION
MANAGING TEACHING-LEARNING FACILITIES (CON'T
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"Or

;

tf;

,
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5-*

f

-113.11hit'dii4citiling'the 341'6,0f:for

-in idUiatiOnal-faCilityi- Which o

-

thelollow;ng, factO4-shoul4
TOeiVe;first priority?:

::55

A.''4Ecoddmy

B. Good AlIumination
,

1C.,AdiqUate ,atartge
)

19. Comments_nn-intiiiOr deCoration
Weri'inCI,cded dnderthe 'topics

1."

Atlayouta
,.

_

11.1.41.14P10=',

C.
D.

housiike000.,),
none:0-tWabOve.-:

k. 4

Iheia0p4renfjinterit'of"this unit
.Of'iliatruit*On'(pragrim Mit

-20.

'Cr.?

z.`

managing te4thin9i4earningfacilitiet) was tos.
A. encourage awareness:of *he
important factors 1.ndeirelopinT
_.effective physical tOnditions.
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DR. ADBERT-a. RANRIAKAK
MANAGING TEACHING=.LEARNING FACILITIES

AUDIO

..-.VIDEO

Welcome once again to your faiorite
5830 show. Tonight I'll attack the
topic, "Managing Teaching-Learning
Facilities". We may not overwhelm the
subject, but at least we'll frighten it
a bit.
I am well aware of the variety of,
occupations represented among'yed who

viw, and I'll try to keep this from
sounding too much like a shop planning
lectur-.

One might look at the home as ,an';:xaMple
or souree for many of the guidelines
followed by the effectAve teacher-manager.
We pUt a great aiount of time ,and effort'
and money into-our'houses to make them'
se*ve our purposes. Many ofyou are
mo're thavIemiliar-,:with the planning'
th'it goer int.° an'ittrictive,and convent,-

ent kitctieritie.effort is ipcnt priMiriiy
sixthat fOU.oryour ipouse if you'have any
backbone,can proVide for the iamily's
nutritional: needs in the most 4fficient
and comfOrtilae manner. .When you buy in
eaty chTair,---it--is-selected for comfort

firit-and-foremost.--We attempt to decorate
with an eye to visuAl comfort and relaxa
tion, because a verrlarge function-Of
the home is to provide just that - cOmfort
and relaxation. Op art wall paper may begreat in the game room, but all of ui
would find it distressing in the living,
room.

W attempt to construct, organtze,
manage, and use for a set of pOrposes. The
more clearly we see the purposes and the
more realistic the purposes are, the
greater the satisfaction we gain from our
homes.

So it is in the educational setting - our
first purpose is to facilitate'instruc'tions and learning. Our product is the
Aisciplined hands and mind of each student.
uur facilities are, first and foremost,
aids to the development of the appropriate
discipline - skills and knowledge - within
each student.

rle 00; oveez4ic.
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A:kitchen doesn't have to smell like
bacon greaii and boiled cabbage to be_
a kitchen. Nor do your "classrooms"
need to look like 1910 sweat shops,
smell like lysol or reek of hair spray.
As many cp: you begin your first teaching
Assignment, I suggest as a first quest and
'question, "How well does my facility
serve the teaching function - what will
make it better?" .8. which brings Us to
the core of our topic for thiA evening what makes a facility "good" and what can
make it "better"?
On my right IS a teacher's "wheel2 of
fortune", so to speak - I have it well
covered with a first thought for you 'Administrators and Administrative Pol cy.
I place this first and with emphasis
because administrative policy and your
administrator as a fellow educator carry
the responsibility for developing and
maintaining-the'most effective educational
piogram possible with the resources
available.
V4ocational school directors in our state
have come to their position's via a route
not too unlike that which each of you
are following. They are verrmuch aware
Of what it means and what it takes to
educate a student who "can do and does
Personally I have never worked
kftow."
with,an admintstrator who Would not make
appropriate changes if at al113ossible.
Once in a while even the "possible" takes
a little time, of course.

Soeaking of changes, I'm sure every
teacher with any initiative his felt somewhat like the gentlemen in thts cartoon.
The caption reads, "I've got i'plan."
Assuming that most of you are,not Houdinis
resurrected, I'll offer you two.keys to
the not infrequent dilemma of desire for
but no visible means to educationai
facility improvement - the firstAs 'our
own initiative.
You will need to ideatify the "what", the

VIDEO
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"why", and the "how much". Youi administrator has a school to cover; you have
one classroom.

The second key is "Teacher-Adminfatrator
Cooperation". Not all changes nemt:
involve the administration, but81L,'.*
administrators need to know What is
happening. Whatever you undertake, as
teacher, in developing your educational
facility, an informed adminiatiator
makes part of the working team.
These two keys - initiative and'cooperaition - need to be used together.

Assuming that most of you will become'
reasonably well-keyed teacheis, let me
r: quickly identify some of the,major
'areas of concern under tonight's-tOpic..,You noted a moment ago that it the tenter
ot the'wheel lay the teacher. As we-,
progress through our subject, keep:in mindthat the central positions mist not lndi
date a state of enclosure but rather-a',
position of control - a point.froMwhith.
to manipulate the surrounding conditiOns.
The spokes on this representation of thcv,
facilities management subject arc-not:4111inclusive by any means, but reflect
significant areas of concern: Rolling
with once around, these sub-topiCs appear':
.

$11.19.11.

Layout
lquipment
Lighting
ltoracie

Halaskamiu.

einiolaffiltircumferences
Up-datIng
Expans ons*

FACILITIJ
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The last three points comprise the whole
move. Just spokes won't get us far. One
of the more damning criticisms of educa-

been aimed at ducation's inability to maintain currency tion in general ha :.

to keep up.with the times. A primary
interest of the federal legislation con-corning education is centered on updating
and expansion of general education.
In vocational education we must keep up
or get out. There is small market, indeed,
for yesterday's skills and last year's
knowledge. Thus It Is and will be imperative that the vocational teacher constan tly
attach his management activities to
the updating, expansion, replacement
concepts. These must become a state o
mind in vocational education.

I will turn now to the individual topics
or our management wheel. Some people 1assert that money makes the world go
round; some of us know that is not true
at all, but we'll humor the idea for a
moment. Budget policy tends to be a
rather individual thing among institutions.
Practices range from that of alloting an
inviolate sum with which the instructor
must operate, to a totally unspecified
Wherever you may
budgeting arrangement.
find yourself in the range of practices-,
one piece of advice has consistent, applicability; plan as far ahead and as-specifically as possible. And keep your
administration Informed of your needs
and intent. Long range improvements in
physical facilities, in particular, depend
on sound budget practices which means fi.ils
planning by the instructor, and secondly,
a thoroughly informed and cooperative
In brief, don't try to
administration.
overpower the dollar bill; it's bigger
than all of us.

Our next heading - Layout - covers a
number of subordinate subjects; equipment
placement, tool and accessory storage,
work space, and power outlets. Taking
these in order, let me apply a previous

j.;
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;
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--'- ,-Specifically and the whole toPiclrf,Iayout
in general is some variation of the.,,,
:scaled model. The grid systeni shown hem'
is a scaled representation of the floor
*Space
alraflable in a hypotheti'cal,claSst
At f," to 1 foot this represents-a,
I.
-.-:Tdam.
rectangular room 18' by 24', witivwindows,_
6n the north and two doors on ,:eppoiite....
l',.
By siiply
._..ends of the east wall.
:
--'' Cutting out scaled cardboard pleces to
represent the equipment to be Installed).
,-.
ri-ione'may visually check out the most,::effective-arrangement.
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(place pieces - ad lib)
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.
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Vs* of such an aid might have preventedThis piece'of
tfie problem shown here.

quipmert is built for a 360)Ovingofthe-

1

1

j

.

-

5

operating lever. As shown here, the swing
is restricted to about 200R Certainly,
after the fact expediency sometimes
fo'rces us, to make such installations, the
point remains that we should take,every
precaution to avoid building Such errors
into:a facility which is still in the
alternative stage.

,

=';

': "7.

I,

t

_

Placement of equipment and furniture
carries,two immediately related .contid*rations - work space and adequate,passage
for, movement of mat4rials, and activities
of other bodies in the instructional area.

--- -j

.1,

'

I've replaced the moveable sealed tube,
with an overlay showing their final ,arrange
Although this happens t,p repreient
,mint.
a machine, shop layout, we could very easily
generalize the ideas and apply them to any
other vocational area.

s

,
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Specific standards fr optimum square
footage and configuration of operator's work space are generally
unavailable, so a few rules of thumb plus
your own knowledge of your occupation's
working needs will have to guide you.
First, areas around machines or work
stations shou/d be large enough to allow
free operator movement throughout his
normal range of activity. F0,- the drill
press represented here, a radius of
3 feet is,typically adequate. As we
hive two presses back to back, we may
circumscribe the work area with two half
'circles, thus.
At the adjacent punch1
24 to 30 inches would be adequate.
Following this procedure we might end up
'with a 'zone plan like this (Overlay).

If

one is doubtful about the work space
needs of a particular operative, he might
do a simple motion study of a man on the
job in a local business or another shop.
This partimilar layout has some apparent
problems concerning traffic lanes. At
this point (press and bench) the service
aisle is lapped by work spaces. Not
only does this represent an inconvenience,
hut more important, a safety hazard. We
would expect a reasonable amount of traffi
between the west wall equipment and 1013
east wall tool panels. Other points of
congestion plus the flow of material
between operations could give us a traffic
pattern such as this (overlay).
it becomes apparent at this point that the
initial layout contains serious inadequacies and that some revision is needed.
Possibilities would be relocation of some
machines, a redesigned bench, and location
of tool panel section points adjacent to
appropriate work stations. Or we would
(:onclevably come to the conclusion that
the floor space considered is simply not
adequate for the intended program.
Adequate or not, many a program has been
and still is, run under such conditions,
by necessity. Contrast this situation
with the conditions shown in the next
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elide).

iWnekt'-".

Ther is no question concerning the
-exeellenctsof the program arnd instruc-'
tion whieh.has taken placiOn the first

stting. Ihm Might well-qqestkeksj,-.
hoiever, Vitt:degree of handicav449..A4i.%
extent-of the strain on thoi'tea!h**1004,
wort:such a facility.
,

The second and-third ruleslof thumb
have-already appeared in ttie preCi*din
ecimments. -One wai-that traffic,,lanm*k

MOfl

skOuld be Adequate - generil43.0*$,A,
three feet wide - and-shouid
Impinged upon by any work ,011

third point may be stated, -'AVoi,df
voitended, -criss-crossing, and.repeiiiious
traffIC:flow":. -Steps saved reduceja:tigue?,
and aCcident potential. Duplicaiion ,ot
' eguipaent tpd -accessory, if&-bugeiarit4y,
feasible, may be a solutionjoythe?,A
lAtter problem, and shouldin04eairiprl,
looked:
I

*ming on to the next items under:lay:put:,
let's consider location ang hen04419 o! j.
tools and accessories. Central:,
,t,olled tool and material dispersal systems
are common in industry andother technical
occupations. The tool erp, sktockroomi,
dispensary are examples ontkikNsystem.:If adaptation of these systems hty1-4nstruc
tional value in your program thektbey
:Should, by all means0). ute,d,
not a consideration, then 40me_ocrangement
should be designed to incorporate the
Iireateit'degreAr4r-Uillity;possible. On
.0,11F:4ayouthave,incclicateci a tool panel
'ant,
7111,4,2,4ive the advanfagev:

Of IOapattnte Aindjaailmumcontriliald
accessibility. (Pause'5 Oec.)

.%

;!-

0.04r,

Another type is this mu4iple,papel,cabinet
wtich increases compactnesi at the,cos,k,
of immediate accessibiliiy: (Peust,5 soc.)
t

Or one might brIng the mountaln UrptiChaima
This roll away rack has muCh to cOmmend it
--particularly if
space,is limited or
W.11111114111110.
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the facility is so organized that work
stotioffs era group and each group lends
'itself to a Special set of tools and
accessories.
,

The system that one selects depends, of
course, on the needs of his own program
and the nature of the overall facility.
Another look at our hypothetical machine
shop leads me to suggerk that here one,
might very well dispersi the system by
placing satellite panels near work
stations. (Overlay showing small paneli)
An accessory panel mounted on the lathes
-with a chuck:rack on the cabinet, a_small
panel for these work stations, and possib
an opet island panel on the bencA would
fre the wall area for another use.
"Another use" could mean live-storage
In this layout there are four
space.
obvious locations for materials and
product storage - corner, under the bench
panel wall and entry. Were one of you to
work this shop, I'm sure you would need
to take advantage of all these possibilii.
ities. A direct example of good space
utilization and proper layout ii shown in
this view of a metals stotk rack and work
station.

Note that the material iLstored at the
point of entry. It is actessible, and it
need not be further transOorted before
being cut to length; thus reducing the
volume of material moved. This-con be an
important safety factor in some Utilities.

Another unique solution to storage is
It may Look a bit Rube
shown here.
Goldliergish,f'bUtit's.hard to beat for
utility. Components-and assemblies are
Meunted On:panils Which can be hoisted
coiling-ward when not in use and pulled
down to form work station's when needed.
I would wager many a teacher has thought
of this but never had the guts to try it.
This idea deserves the gold plated pully
award.
t,
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This represmnts a storage problei that
is yet to be solVid. Like - good
luck.

One of the slowly disappearing annoyances
of our age in homes and schools is-the
mislocation of power outlets. One apart-

ment I* lived in had one outlet per
room, ano one of those was at the end *of
an extension cord. Many instructional
areas hive the same problem. Provision fol
adequate and convenient power outlets and we might include other utilities under
the same thought, that is, compressed air,
water, and gas; - provisions for these
should be given early and serious consideration.

The buss bar arrangement shown here is
eXtreAely convenient where appropriate.
The decision to use inset floor outlet;,
wall 'mounted boxes, buss bars or SOMP
combination depends-on your' program°
4Buss bars ins hea4tY salon would
seem tio'leave something to be desired,
,aesthetically Speaking,:

!The concern for safety reflected in the
,provisions for adequate power outlets, I
-think, is obvious. And safety is always
'a paramount factor in planning any
,educatione facility.
V.

let's-turn the wheel one more notch.
I am in no position, obviously, to make
specific comments on the kind of equipment each of you out there in TV land
will need. A few very pertinent generalizations are within the scope of ttis
presentation, however. The first point
is that each of you, should you be
employed in a vocational program, will
have recourse to advisory groups'superior
in many ways to those available to any oth
breed of teacher.
If you need advice on kind or variety of
equipment needed to work your program or
to upgrade or expand it, your adviser
council, the community of employers who

.0.40grop-aAMOUAF
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hire your graduates, and your state
supervisory personnel enjoy positions
which qualify them to give such.advice.
My best.advice on advice is to take
advantage of tilt's* sources.

;f a vocational teacher really worksat
it, he too can get in an educational rut
with an obsolete program. Fortunately,
*valuation of vocational program success
;tends to be too censtant and immediate to
allow advanced -".gnation. Yet the point
Take every advantage
is worth emphaL
a opportunities to keep abreast of
Of your specialty. Much of the necessary
updating will:be carried to you, but
there-is,really no substitute for individual initiative and vitality concerning
own'area of inetruction.

The next topic on the wheel is "lighting".

Light and color are essentially inseparable in. our lives, and so too in any
instructional setting. All of you, with
i bit of retrospection, could isolate
personal examples of the.impact of light
levels and color on your own mood, rgo
morale. Most_of.us have recognized
the fatigue and idstemper which build in
poorly lighted work situation. In
production work, light level and decorativ
coloring have an important effect ork,
accident rate, absenteeism, and production
in general. Simply note the impact of
these two shop situations.
It seems to me that schools have been,
historically, notorious for their lack of
application of good light and color
application. If I wished to become
depressed, there are any number of classrooms to which I might retire and be.we/1
served in the disinterested interior in some oven the sunshine seems to wait
just outside the window.

The excuse for such conditions may be
monetary but I would wager it lies as
frequently in lack of awareness of ImporWith or without good.illumination,
tance.
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we often scvpoorly which suggests that
ue make a conscious effort to identify.
substandard conditions.

reasonable amount of litera
tur available on Illumination and wall
treatment. A few specifics may be useful
as xamples of points pf concern.

There is

rosIMININ111111111.

If woo may turn once more to our simulated
layout, we might first note the.placement
of the window wall Machines. Their

quartweing position serves a dual pur
over the shoulder illumination and
pose
a line of work offset, that is, should
the material be thrown froi the lathe
it would tend to miss the operator on thl
next machine. Returning from our tangent
dependance on natural light has long
ceased to be a significant consideration
in most of our fields, and it would be
prudent to plan new or update present
facilities on an artifitial illumination
basis. Specifications of 35 ft. candles
as a general work area minimum needs of
course to be supplemented, depending on
the kind of activity under way. Proper
treatment of wall and ceiling surfaces,
indirect general lighting, and proper
use of color combinations in immediate
work areas contribute to good light
diffusion. High contrasts in light levels
are typically undesirabl and contribUte
to eye strain and operator fatigue.
It would seem prudent if a question
and
exists about standing conditions
certainly if a new facility is planned
to acquire the aid Of a light and interior
decoration consultant.
As we close for the evening, a last few
running Comments must suffice. Though
all areas have not been covered, nor
have we more than touched the topics
spoken, the implications of each should
stimulate your own thoughts.

Por the person who has worked at a special
there is little need to remind him of
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rlintnance needs of his own quipment.
The needs bcoma even more pressing in
the teaching situation and demand an
instruction centered.approach.

Houskeeping routineo and policy need
to bcom habitual with students. Your
sefety-program:May depend greatly on
thee* homey practices.

kentilation and temperaturecontrol can
'drastically chang4-ihe stunts learning
posture. It 'is a poor reason, indd,
to tolorate odorstheat, and noise,
simply because Such are common problemt.
'In runmof-the-mill buslaess:
:

clur coverage tonZght has only:been a
vminder. Your awareness of the-tress

ts,thijkpletep,to_geod management.
Goodnight.
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VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL TEACHING AS A CARM
The final unit, Unit 12, in this series will give you some suggestions about planning your won teaching careers beyond this
first twenty-four clock hours of instruction.

Obviously, there has been insufficient time to develop any one
of the separate units. Likewise, there are other topics which
have not been touched at'all; so, there remains a good deal
of additional work for all of you before you will have attained
the title of "Master Teacher".

The last unit will develop these ideas further and suggst
the next logical steps for you to take in career planning.
In doing this the following topics will be used.
Unit 12 - Summary Review
I.

II.

III.
IV.

Your further in vocational teaching
A.
Twenty-four clock hours and initial certification
B.
Importance of organized courses
C. Other plans for obtaining clock hours of credit
D. A teacher's responsibility for taking courses
E.
Degree work
14nds of teachers
A.
All-day trade teachers
B. Evening extension teachers
C.
Part-time teachers
Selected books, references, and resources
Area Vocational-Technical Schools
A.
History and development
B.
Organization and administration
C.
Major purposes and goals
D. An evaluation of them

Visit to schools through selected color transparencies

.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30*
31.
32.
33.
34.
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Location of other classrooms regarding noise.
Availability of ventilation.
Locate so operators can be seen by instructors.
Location of stock room.
Access for clean up.
Nearness to tool room.
Weight of equipment.
How to,movei it to location.
The wiiing facilities already present*
The future placement of other equipment.
Instsllation costs are important.
The number of sides of the equipment the worker normally needs
access to.
Size of materials to be. put through the machine.
The objectives'of the facility.
Length of the material to b used on the machine.
Properly places so as not to obstruct emergency exits.
All safety principles can be carried out with adequate space.
Sequence in which equipment or work stations will be usid.
Storage for attachments.
Floor construction (foundation).
Exhaust and dust removal system.
Sufficient artificial lighting.
Sufficient room to make repairs on ma:Ainee*
Safety to operator and others in area.
Elimination of vibration.
Cost of moving or revising.
Materials location.
Supervision and discipline problems.
Noise factor.
Shape of room.
Dust-free area needed for some equipment.
Special cooling system.
Size of class.
Method of fastening machine to floor.
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INTRODUCTION

This final Unit is concernad primarily with 'two major purposes:
(1) tho development of interest and motivation for further vocational teacher education and, (2) student and teacher_assessment
of tbetr-aChieViiiht through all Units of, this course,.
It is suggested that 'after viewing tit. Unit 12 film present*tion,

discussion-bcinitiated around the taaching career aipiratiOns of
the participants. In particular, it is important for them to
underttand the necessity for in-depth, organized courses in the
areas of philosophy of vocational education, analysis and course
aonstruction, methods of teaching, evaluation of teaching and
laboratory lay-out and maintenance.
Since'thefiriwill'be a_comprehensive final examination coirering all
twelv- Uttiti'; about foityisfive minutes should be reserved for this
purpose.

Introduction to. Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Education Staff, University of Minnesota

OBJECTIVES

UNIT 12

A student achieving the broad objectives for this course as clarified
for this unit should:
(1) Understand the process of vocational-teacher preparation common
to the State of Minnesota.
(g) Understand and develop appreciations for the.nature.and_cosiprehensiveness of the Area Vocational Schools in Minnesota.

The specific objectives (content) for attainment in

this unit afes

PFIIUDENTS WILL UNDERSTAND: cognitive principles, theories, conceelli

I.

Process of Vocational Teacper
preparation for this Course
A.
B.

C.

D.

Place of.television in
teacher preparation
Nxt steps in continuing
vocational teachir.preparation
Valut of industrial institutes, seminars and
workshops
Teacher Levels:
Where operate
1.
Certification
require2.
ments

Anajlocational Scholia,

A;,

B.
C.

D.
E.

F.
G.

Comprehensiveness
Number and school
locations
Local community
commitment
Local-community
responsibility
Standards fOr administration and supervision of programs
Area School courses

Area School conomic
importance to community
and the State

TniraductiOM'O-Vocational-Technical Teaching
Indusitial Education Stitt, University of Minnesota

fUNIT

Some of the following teaching materials to help you with the teachinck
of thit-unitlii inCludtd in. the Resource Appenditfoi-thit'unit:.-Viu
will want to duplicate the necessary number of coplistOr'clais'Uii.
Other.parts of this* materials you will want to order sufficint ,copiws
from thaiMinnilsotallo;Citional'IducatioaNiision.

ataxia Ati.
A.

The thirty-minute film, 12,giligailaus
+

-

S. :AcriWof'fils41-oatiiiial Tsachieit
Builitin,

IND

U.

Final Course Examination (Sample for Duplication)

E.

Finl-Courso EXamliiation Answr Sheet

F.

Final ExaminatiOn Answer Key

G.

Bulletin

Introduction to Vocational-Technical Teaching
Industrial Education Stiff, University of Minnesota

UNIT 12

1.

Ilitiate discussion with one or
more questions covering Unit
12 video presentation or the
content from previous units.

SUGGESTED METHOD OF APPROACH*

1.

Students formulate replies
to these questions for
chalkboard recording by
the seminar leader.

Some blackboard or overhead
questions:

A. "What are som of the major
things you have learned
about vocational teaching?"
B. "What more do you need to
know to become an effective
vocational teacher?"

C. "What are you going to do
next in further teacher
education?"
2.

Distribute Final Examination
copies with answer sheets.
Stress answers and all marking
to appear on aux the answer
sheet.

2.

Examination will usually
require 45 minutes of
student time.

3.

Motivation will be high for
student knowledge of their
final examination score. If
sufficient answer keys have
been duplicated, students can
score and post their own mark.

3.

Pass around examination
keys and progress chart
for posting grades.

4.

Group discussion of examination
(lf time permits)

*The same approach can be used for one student or a group of students.
While this approach is a suggested one, it is suggested also that theteacher for whom this content is new follow the procedure precisely..
Successive teaching of the unit can depart from this procedure.

IntrOduction-to' Vocational-Tachnical Teaching
Indust% lel EdUcation Stiff, University of Minnesota
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FiniilExiiinitiOn Anliwer Sheet (Sample for duplication)

Final Examination Answer Key;
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UNIT.

FINAL COURSE EXAMINATION
INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONALTECHNICAL TEACHING

Pirectionpi Thii examination is designed to sample your achievement
for all of the units of this course. Consider each test item in
light of the total course. Select the one k..t,alternativ. from
among the four alternatives presented in each item. : Darken in the

slot on the separate answer sheet corresporliwto the:alternative
you have selected. DO NOT MAKE ANY MARKS C+THIS TEST,FORC
1.

An analysis of a trade or occupation will tell you:
A.
B.
C.

D.

Almost all the things which might be taught about a trade
or occupation
Ihs-:specific elements which should be stressed
How to llocate your time tn'teaching
What you need in new equipment with which to teach-

Certifivetion for vocational teaching comes under the.:
A.
B.
C.

D.
34

The materials for any lesson plan comes idirectly iron:
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.

text book
analysis procedure
course of study
requirement evaluation

Educational television
Providing for small group, personal contact with instructor
,
Combining these two
Either one with no proof of which is best

Motor skill development in the trades or occupations::
A.
B.
C.
D.

6.

The
The
The
The

The.preparation of; vocational teachemlike yoursilveilliay be
most effectively done by:
A.
B.
C.
D.

5.

Vocational Division, State Department of Education
State pepartment of Education, Certification Division.,
University of Minnesota, Placement Division, Department of
Industrial Education
Vocational Certifications Department for Minnesota.,

May-be left to chance
Generally develops quiie naturally
May be redirected by giving written-instructions
Must be supervised directly by the-teacher

,

Breaking an operation into its operating steps is important:lors
A.
B.
C.
D.

Information topic planning
Demonstrations of an operation
Choosing a teaching method
Clarifying technical information.,

A,
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FINALACOURSE 'EXAMINATION

IRTNOVUUTral-TU-VOTXTTUNTL
TECHNICAL TEACHING

A

7.

One of :the following is usa included in the egiaLajtaga
foperttiont

A.

of an

''

,

unitT Of, iwo'rk:.`1, _,S
Pert.;,o1:74:

C. 4nvolii.es 'cotton :stops'
P. Coat-lane Antorateticid' tOpicS

.

t.to

t
f

8.

The block bastrabteined- c'turisig 'the analysis,4;chart licieltioalent 4

is; ilportant :for s
'_',

A

B.
CI,

D.

9.

i'

."'YJ4,

tea Ch i n 0

nt 0

.

.

',VA c,

):::1!(:,

'.,

i:),,..

4

:,:=,

t hod s

Placing groupie '*of opirettbnClni.-mOet:'desi-rable' atilue41.1
Specifying aims for ;e:course. or-,linM
Deterividing:,:test _:Order,41or,'-'jobt :or-'proiects

B.

Operatidils,

e

4-4*. ce.4

-:InforMatten`,

.

"WOrk habtts, '11.k inforiation-Az, '4!
D.

7

7

,

4

A-

,

-,

Job ease - difficulty
,

,
-^

An instructional analysis used for developing 'a course of, study
is .be at descilbed:1,r: the' word

4t Summary
B..- Inventory
C. Outline
D.

-

4"-tk

-"

A

,
.7"

Sflabus

The:: inatructionskt 'Analysis%

a:.molt .u:siful. too -for
T.'

,

A,

Determining broad courtie objectives

B.

Clarification of broad course objectives

,

';;

D.

12.

r"do

The two factors 'considered- on'A-a grid type- analysis chart er.e4,
A.

100,

-

t-'Z

,ettfi:t6

Development of tst instruments

galLsklasiimAIILIL from btoad or general course j4objectivec
k,
in that thilyr(.4

A.
B.
C.
D.

;:

Take into account the throe kinds o-f.4`iarningIkblhaVi:or!
Specify learning behevAor,.iin,actual wOr.k.element..ittAtis

Take lest time to

;`';

Are not as clearly:.,-,defin04:

:

,"

13110.11LitIlikt

A.
B.
C.
D.

;

--1'4,-,;t
Main course subdivisions
;s
Lesson subdivisions
Subdivisions of the curriculda-4:

The daily lessons as units

.k!..!

i`

-0.4'

,

A,

,"

.,

'4!'

V:1=

4"t

-

,

40'0

,

e,

A v..
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FINAL COURSE EXAMINATION

UNIT 12
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14.

Broad course obiectives for the kinds of'.courses planned for'
vocational and technical instruction usually:
A.
B.
C.

D.

Can be stated on one page
Are stated in terms of actual operations and information-topics
Should botch:tailed enough for final examination development
Shot:hi evolve from unit objectives
.

.

,

,

15w

Considering organized teaching plans in terms of tho amount of
content to be covered, the smallest unit isi
f

,

The course of instruction
B.
The course unit
C.
The unit lesson
,The'operation or procedure step
A.

16.

The teacher might have the students memorize terms is-part of:thes
3.

Preparation stage
Presentation stage
B.
Try-out stage
C.
DW 4:ol1ow-up.stagel,
A.

17t

The teacher might tell the students about the variety of jobs in
which measuring accurately with a mitromter is a'necessity ai part
of thes
.

A.
B.

Preparation stage
Presentation stage
Try-out.-stage, 3\

;,

DEq4ci1low4up stage.le.

,

The teacher might give a written test to students as part:of the:
A.
B.
C.
D.

19.

:

Preparation stage
Presentation stage
Try-out stage
Follow-up stage

The content for each lesson is selected:
A.
B.
C.

,

ALIN:, sequencing essential elements of-content,
bisu, sequencing essential elements of dontent
making the instructional,analysis

Lam

z:

D. Alinmaking the instructional analysis'
20.

A lesson contains:

AwH1/3Ao;1/8 ofAhs coursecontent
B..:Content for,onoclass;period
Content that can be learned effectively at oneAimiC.
D. One. assentiaLelement3of..cOntent-2,,-,

-

!.

'
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"Ara A

Or

A

21.

WrittiAlligPownt theetsldos1100
Prepare students
Present the details of new content'
for;try-out,activities,
DA0-Pars.# An' oppOrtunity.for evaluation of learning
A.
B.

22.

The discussion method I. best used in the following situations
A.
B.
C.

D.

23.

The discussion method is usedsbest during what,stage' of the lesson?
B.
C.

Zgo.

Heterogeneous group,try-out.stage
Heterogeneous group, presentation stage
Homogeneous group, try-out stage
Homogeneous group, presentation stage

Preparation
Presentation
Tryout
Follow-up

A sethod that can be used for carrying students through all four
stages of the lesson is called:
;

At .14iustrated,lecture
biscussion
C.
Oral questioning
Supervised study
a..
259

The teacher gives a written test covering the-content of i lesson
which he has taught using an illustrated lecture and
discussion.
H. would normally expect the eudents to earn the following test
.;-aC047,0118::-.

A.
B.
Co

D.

26.

All scores 100% correct
All scores 70% correct
Scores range from 0% to 100%
Scores range from 70% to 100%

Ttie students should practices
A.
110

17
D.

27.

t

Immediately following,the,demonstration
After reviewing thir,related information notes
During the nextclass-period.
Whenever they have,time

Which statement is most correct?
A.
B.

Different instructors teach the 44(041 operation'differently
Operations to be taught can-be-identified best by'colloge:
%
i',,:,
profetsors- k'
Operations are relatively standard:between craftsmen
Identifying operations is very difficuit
-:.

':,

;

,

,

C.
D.

,

11.11.0....,
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A
maw
TEC$NICAL TEACHING

,-YINAL COURSE EXAMINATION
,

queAions

Demonstration evaluation

28.

are asked,

A. 'The'studonti
The instructor,
B.

by:

,

C. -Both A ankr4-.'"
D. Written tests

cq

29. ,The primary
consideration.in selecting a job,forstudepts
to
,
7ags.
,totapletc 4 r, t thavut,..,,,
.

A.
B.
C.
.

D.

s

,

Be typical of jobs performed in the occupation tor,:which they
are training'
Contain those operations th05'-iiiiti444. 4ihei0O-4-teaCh

Be *LAO.

=t!

-

,

-Repeat selected operations

*'"OiiiiitiOn"-td be-taught?
-4

A.
I I

Co
D.

3l.

Frequency of use in industry
Appeal to the students
The logical order of skiWdevelopsie0
The maturity and dexterity"ofthe4tU4eiiii"

Aud144iiiit4iati'b4:iii iii6e'thaliiocetsoUit
ddi
',r
?,
. .
, -,,..,, -,,:.

A.
B.
C.

D.
32.

ft,

.,

:-....:,....,:.,

ori-byW
,., ,:,

*,:r.se ..- ,,z ,1

,,, ,.1

_?..,4..-;.-ii-

-

_

.

:,34;..1

Gradually replacing verbal symbols.
,

,,'

B.
C.

D.

.

' r , ... ;- % ,*

'4-,

',

,.

'i: :, i ',:' 0 .. .: =3

-t ,

%.,

Z

Experience
Verbal facility
Education
Knowledge of the dictionary definition

-

.

.4

17%

The felt or flannel board is intended primarily fors
71Y,:k

iniiuit fon'
B.
C.
D.

Interpretation
Manipulation
Enlargement

".! -4"

A
et

-0,44

34.

Audio Visual Materials Were 'defined,ass
A.
B.
C.

D.

'-**

Providing experiences out of which Oeneralizationk.AaiedivolOped
Enabling teachers to become more specific in the4Aei4hing'
, ,.,
Making pupils less verbally minded

The meaning of a word is most dependent on an individual's:-

A.

33.

r,

Films and film strips
Projected and nonprojeZed materials
Power tools for teachers
Mechanical devices used in teaching

,

,
,C4

eth.

.
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,

_
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.

41.

".

35.

.

In the selettioll'of audio' Vlival materials' you shoUlds
A.
B.
C.
D.

Use materials that may lie available
Use materials that "fill" the class period
Always make your own
Be practical

36. ''Fo.e thio iireparition of your' own photographic slide* :and copieli
you would find the
most valuable.
'--A4."POlare1d tiler&

gnglelens reflex camera
t;'Stereo'typi slide daMeraB.

D.

8 mm stil camera

37. _A..trensparency for,the_overhead of a graph in,the evening.-paper%
"-wduld' Most likely' be made:.
A.
B.
C.
D.

By
By
By
By

hand
dies() process
the pantograph
,.
the thermographiC:pracess
,

38.

,:-._

.

-,

,..-:

,.
,-,

-.

...
.

Where, motion_is essential but the,re14. .vely simple subject is. fiat itdoli-taught irO4 'wouldpro6ably selects-8611

C.
D.

39.

The'teitiei'wihes'to personally* add changes to th. pictUre on
the screen. He would probably uses
A.
B.
C.
D.

40.

35mm
70mm

16mm
Opaque

Overhead
Filoeetrip,,,

s

A

Where therewas little or no facility for room darkening, you
would usee
A.
B.
C.
D.

The
The
The
The

overhead projector
opaque projector
8mm motion picture prolector
2 x 2 slide projeCtor

04
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%-.
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46.

FINAL COURSE EXAMINAITON

INnODUCTION TO VOCATIONALTECHNICAL TEACHING

It was sug*gested that a 1-3 or 1-5 scale be used on rating,sheets.
Which of the following statements best justifiee the pdiht?

Scales with finer divisions make-the rating sheets:too large
lor-8i x 11 paper
More precise discriminations, such as 1-10, are hot expected
11,
to':be necessary on the job'
The attempt to make finer discriminations tends-to result in
4.0
.1ess consistent ratingStudents understand the scale better than some more complex
D.
..z
system
A,

4

47,- The Practice of-basiAg evaluation Of student achievemeh
observation of students at work is understood to bet
-,-z

A,

Good, becaUse instructors know their own objectives*snd'
therefore know what to observe
*Poor, because the time involved in observingiand'reting individual students is impractical
Good, because it makes a very direct,and velid_measurement of
.

B.

4

the student's ability to use and apply things_taught,
0.

04

Poor, because the instructor can do no More than'mike'ilibjective
appraisals of students' ability and understandings

A .major value to'be derived from an valutiaLighltsat,is that its
ii. -.Ins:fres the validity and reliability of the evaluatiOn
technique used
Provides a testing calendar whiCh allows the ihstrUctor 'tic)
B.
C.

D,

49.

place his evaluations appropriately
Clarifies the variety of aPpropriate evaluation techniques
,
ahd the areas in-which they may best be used:,'.
"Guarantees-the construction of comprehensive tetts'that cover
the range of course content

In constructing a test blueprint, the instructor
is concerned with:
,
..,

A.
8.
C.
D.

50.

Kinds of test items" to be used
Levels of understanding to be evaluated
The reliability,of the evaluative instrument to.be msed"

-None "of the abOve

Which reason Would be' most important. for includihg the "try-out"
step' in the list' of- Steps for developing i performance test?
A.
B.
C.
D.

To make sure all equipment is working properly
To remove or correct ambiguous directions and requitiements
To make sure the job isn't too difficult
To produce a model product against which to compaicthe
student's work

Introduction, to Vocational-Technical leaching
Industrial ,Education. Staff, University of Minnesota
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51.

FINAL COURSE EXAMINATION
INTRODUCTION TO VOCATIONAL.
TECHNICAL TEACHING

Maintenanceof .equipment,should. be- handled_
_contracting with,.some outside-,agency
B.

D.

learnAng._ activity.,
instructor !Who .es.sumes., it as., part of his-, teedhing load
None. of :the a-boye,_ are _suf ficient

Assigning it tA,tudenAs

52. 'Where new facilities are being planned it was Suggested that
Xightingand decorstion problems be given due consiOrOtio,4
A.
B.
C.
D.

53.

Assuming complete dependence on artifidial lighting
Researching the available literature on lighting-iand painting
J
Developing a shop layout plan,
Acquiting the services of a lighting:and interior. -decoration
consultant

The primary consideration in selecting a *tool and acceasory

:equlpm*ntstorawsystem for.a given facility, is/are the:
A.

-System used by establishments which employ graduates of
your program
_

B.
C.

Traffic,patterneJdentifie&as-normalduring instiuttion
Instrudtionaiutilitynherent:inTthe'storage systeits under
,t0P14,00rat*-011

_

--Cost:and space,required-lw the.storage systems under
consideration54.

Included among the sub-topics under the heading of "LaYout" was/
were:
A.

C.
D.
55.

Poor lighting in a work area can have negative effects on students':
A.
B.
C.
D.

56.

Power outlets
Dead,storage,
Referenca)saterials-space
All of the above.

Overall work habits
Safe working practices
Quality in performance
All of the above

The Area Vocational-Technical Schools:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Do not have clear-cut goals and objectives
Offer the same courses over and over, year after year
Offer some courses for college credit
Train people specifically for existing jobs
Have no responsibility for placing graduates
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'A

57.

The Area Vocational...Technical Schools of Minnesota:
A.
S.
C.

D.
E.

58.

In many ways
Through the State Colleges
By correspondence
By attendance in University courses
Through the State Department

Clinics and-Institutes, sponsored and run by industry and business,
are taken:
A.
S.
C.
D.
E.

60.

Are public schools, owned and run by the local communities
Are responsible to advisory committees
Are subject to dominant supervision by the State Department
Dirive their support exClusively- from Federal funds
Offer programs specified by the Director

The final seventy-two clock hours of teache: training may be
obtained:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

59.

16

FINAL COURSE EXAMINATION
N '6D CTION TO VOCATIONAL.
TECHNICAL TEACHING

Any time during the teacher preparation
Three or four years after starting in teaching
For as much as sixty-clock hours of credit
When technical teaching content is fresh from work in industry
As an alternative to work experience in business or industry

Thw content covered in the television session:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Was provided by the Vocational Division
Comes from many sources
May be found in two major references
Serves as sufficient preparation for permanent ceitification
Has been shown to be of unquestionable value
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At the beginning of this series oflessons designed to prepare potential
vocational instructors for starting
positions in teaching, I gave ,the first
presentation. Now we have come to the
final session.

All of us who have had a part in this'
work are deeply cuncerned that these

lecturedemonstrations and seminam
which have followed each lesson,: have

been truly profitable to each of.you
that they have begun to provide you.,
with the first teaching tools whichyou are going to need as you enter
upon a new and difficult vocation.
Perhaps only time alone will give us
the answer.
In this twelfth session, I wish to:do_
several specific things. There are
number of questions which have arisek!
during the seminardiscussions. which-,
need further clarification. For exam,:
ple, many of you have asked about
books, references and resource's dealing
specifically with the content 'covered
in these lessons. I have comei pre.
pared to satisfy this request.'

a.

It;

Almost every seminar leader has noted :.
,an inquiry from someone who ha's asked4
what happens to us next? What's in .--,
the future for us? You should:raise
these kinds of questions and you ought
to have a satisfying answer. I'll do
my best to provide some enlightenment
on this topic.
In conjunction with this explination,
I want to give you some new informa
tion about how you may accumulate,
additional clock,hours of cre0t toward
the certificate. And, I would; liketo tell you about the different 14n4s,
of instructors who teach in the various
vocational programs.

-----".*.,W111111M.....w

";-t-

4PPerldiit1D-,
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Many Of,you have expressed in Interest
in learning more about the Minnesota,"
Area School system - where the schoolsare - how they are organized arid run.':i''

::- ,:Q :

:,,-,,,

,

:

:

,
When I expand on this topic, t Wish ',-'.,
to use a set of color transpareacies :
showing shops, laboratorie3,
assrooms and provisions actually taken
in these Area Schools. Throu0 th*)-'
use of these shots, I can demonstratel;
not only the wide diversity ofi courses*-and programs,_ but I can also tllustrate: '` 7" ''
quite clearly; I believe, why Industry Q __
and the local people of'the coMmunity,
have every right to be intensely prOuct:
.,y,-,
of their schools.
-.
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Now, let's take:these topics o'ne ata
time. What happens next to all of
you? Having completed the first
twenty-four clock hours of instruttion
at the conclusion of this session;
°I
you can qualify for a temporary certi-;,
ficate to teach in a vocational scflool,
course.
Needless to say, thisi ts the
very minimum with which you should
begin teaching.

I'1;;;;"
n?j:t

I must also make the fact veryfclear
that-you will, not be given a certifi-cate until you have been hiredito
teach. When you have the positioili
then you-get the certificate. :Thik-,
laportant consideration is tha't you!
can qualify for certification right-:-'!
now.

.

However, we consider these first
twenty-four clock hours of instruction as constituting an overview of
the teachin and learning process.
If an addnional series of th& same:
length were planned, it would of nec7:'"
essay, get into much more depOCid-',
each of the major areas than has been:
the case so, far.
Since learning, fOiinstructors as well as studentii
requires activity, this suggests that
your next step involves work in formal,
organized courses in which you learn
to do what we have been talking about.

:".L\
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AUDIO
You-Mutt rememblar,-even in your own
teaching that talking isn't teaching,
and listening isn't necessarily, learnThis is why I have said that
ing.
learning requires activity -- activity
on the part of the learner.

From here on, you instructors thould
begin to attend regular, format classes
held on the University campus, ,either
Duluth or Minneapolis, or attend
classes offered through extension in
your local community or at a nearby
center. Each three-credit course
counts for an additional thirty-six
clock hours of credit toward the
certificate. Naturally, you should
take more than the minimum number of
courses required.
When conditions dictate, we sometimes
provide no fee, no credit courses for
vocational instructors. These, too,
are always set up to carry clock hours
of credit, and are often provided in
your own school in response to a
request from the local Director for
this service.
When these requirements were explained
to members of one seminar, several
participants raised questions about
This is a good time to point out
it.
that all teachers must up-datethemselves at regular intervals in,order
to meet local school board reqUirements. They do this through taking
extension courses or they go to the
University of College campusses to
take courses in their teaching.specialIn this respect, vocational
ties.
instructors are no different or ar-e
no exception to the rule.
Now here is new information alDOut how
you can obtain credit for as much as
seventy-two additional hours of credit
toward certification. After you are
hired for a position in teaching, you
may attend technical institutes and
workshops sponsored and conducted by
business and industry. These are avail-
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By thv--wayei:ei.in'dustr,til'inititutes
-:-_-:cannot be substituted for the p#esent
.kind of,..inStructor training.
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Teachers in these last two catepriee
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And there aro instructors who teach
part-tme in special classes wh4ch are
set up to meet a specific need.; Parttime teachers may wor'f for several
weeks or months depending upon the ::,
need, of the group being servect. Thei,"
sty not conduct another class tor
quite some time until called back by
tho school's Director.
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AUDIO

often retain their regular employment
and then teach only when the need
arises.

In one of the seminars, someone asked
al)out working even after taking a
teaching position. Actually, employ
ment in the indu-strial, technical, or
slds about which you are
occupational
h while in the class
expected to
room is an important component of
your teaching competence. I would
suggest that you seiz:: every oppOrtu
nity to continue working In your-special
area in order to keep yourself well

informed and uptodate about it for
teaching purposes.

And finally, I would hope that there
are several of you listening to this
presentation who will decide to return
to a campus to continue your educatiOn
until you have completed your first
No doubt, some of you now
degree.
have one or more years of college or
university work finished. Why don't
you finish what you started? Do
you think you will be out of place?
All alone? Different? Nonsense.
Come to see me sometime and I'll
introduce you to several students
who have worked five, ten, or even
fifteen years in the industry and
have then decided to finish the degree.
We're very proud of them and they are
proud of themselves.
Now let's turn to some of the books:.
references, and other resources which'
cover much of the content handled
throughout the previous lessons.
Don't try to take notes on this Part
because we will have a complete list
cf these materials at the seminars for
distribution. As I deal with each
item, I wish to comment about it.

And now, I want to give you a little
*.tistorIcal background about the Area
VocationalTechnical Schools. These
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schools ere our newest kind of public
-schools. They came into being about
twenty years ago following the
passage oUenabling legislation Wbicti
,made them'possible.- They came into
traditiOnal American
rnanrier.
Local:citizens recognized a,7v,
-need, they-cOmmitted'local finanOal
-resources -and.they petitioned foria
license and-Support of educational
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-like all-public schools, the AreaitChOOls
Operate under standards set up byrthe
State Board of Education. SupervO.sion
-of them is Vested In the Vocation#1
Division of the State Department of
Education.=
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The local directors of these schools,,,.
work very closely with business, labor
and industry-in designing programs
of instruction. Public spirited
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zens servo on State and local advp.zory_
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committes to help decide what skills,
technologies and preparation is
needed, and to what depth of training
these courses should go.
1

:

Directors of schools are responiible
to the superintendent of schools;'the
schools belong to the communities
themsIlves. They build them and they,,
run them.

*:HThe' major goal of every school isito
train students for specific payroll
'jobs that-are here today and for those
-: - jobs which *re coming tomorrow.
Let
me list the main areas of instruciion -agriculture, home economics, health,
:
office practices, distributive, tiade
and industrial and technical area's. ,,c3,
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These are important fields to thc
economy of this State. These areithe
fields in which a-majority of ouri
people work. The Area Schools train
craftsmen and skilled technicitinsiwho
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are employable in these major areas
of employment. This is the mission
of the Area Vocational-Technicai
Schools.
And now, I have made provision to use
some pictures, color transparencies
taken in the schools to illustrate
in part, the diversity and breadth of
these programs.

This concludes the final session in
the series of television lessons
designed to give initial preparation
for potential instructors for the
vocational-technical school courses
and programs.
We believe that we have given you a
sufficient over-view into the new
vocation of teaching, but at the same
time, we are certain that we have but
scratched the surface so far as adequate
coverage is concerned. We have given
;old the most elementary kit of teaching
tools with which to begin.

Good teaching is complex and demanding
and it will take much work on your
part. We hope that we may help you
as you build your competence for
teaching, and we hope that you will
become one of the best.
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